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P R E F A C E

This thesis is presented here in essentially the form in which

it was submitted to the University of London in June 1976 for the

Doctor of Philosophy degree in General Linguistics.

The list of references has been revised and corrected, and

the text has been silently edited to remove a few typing errors and

ill—chosen turns of phrase. Otherwise, the only revision consists

of the omission of four short sections: the two Appendices of the

original, and the final sections (}.% and Q.4.%) that chapters 3

and Q formerly had. The speculative material in these sections

did not contribute substantially to the content of the thesis.

The Introduction is new, but between pages 8 and 330 the pagination

here is the same as that of the original, and pages 331 to 395 are

basically identical with pages 339 to Q01 of the original. None of

the section numbering here has been altered.

In the limited amount of revising and editing I have carried

out, I have benefited from the advice and comments of Pauline

Jacobson, Frederick J. Newmeyer, Andrew Radford, Neilson V. Smith,

and Arnold M. Zwicky (though I Have by no means been able to meet

all their criticisms). Thanks to all of them.

Geoffrey K. Pullum

University College London

September 1, 1978
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No time is ever a good time to finish a work on theoretical

syntax. There are always works of vital importance in the pipeline

which, if the completion of the work could have been delayed by even

just one month, would have found a place in the bibliography and

changed the character of the arguments in some of the text. The

spring of 1976 was just as frustrating a time as any other to be

attempting the completion of a work like the present one, which

deals with the interaction of rule applications in a transformational

generative grammar. Chapter 1 deals with the issue of whether there

is evidence for language-specific constraints on the order in which

transformations may apply in derivations; I would very much have

wished to have access to The Application and Ordering of Grammatical

Rules, edited by Andreas Koutsoudas (Mouton, The Hague, 1976), but

it was not available. Chapter 2 deals with the cyclic principle and

its motivation, and would certainly have cited and discussed the

ingenious arguments supporting the cycle to be found in "Rule cyclicity:

evidence from the Intervention Constraint," by Pauline Jacobson and

Paul Neubauer (Linguistic Inquiry 7, 1976, Q99-461), and in "The

cycle against free rule application," by Jaklin Kornfilt (Harvard

Studies in Syntax and Semantics 2, ed. by J. Hankamer and J. Aissen,

Harvard University, 1976, 359-M99). Chapter 3 is about allegedly

precyclic rules, and its extended discussion of Predicate Raising

or Verb Raising would have benefited if I had had access to "On the

cyclicity of Verb Raising," by Knut Taraldsen (Q£§ 12, 1976, 617-

627) and "Clause Reduction in Spanish," by J. Aissen and D.M.

Perlmutter (§L§ 2, 1976, 1-30). Chapter 4 concerns last-cyclic

and postcyclic rules, and here too there are references that I

wish anachronistically that I could have read. One is Noncyclic

Transfopmatigns in English Syntar, an unpublished Indiana University

dissertation by Craig Noll which I have yet to see.

2
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The works just mentioned happen to be for the most part supportive

of various claims I defend in this thesis. Just as important are the

many works published since the spring of 1976 which disagree with the

positions I would maintain. Much that is of relevance has been done

within the framework established by Noam Chomsky in his work since

197}, A very small number of my reasons for being in disagreement

with such work will be found here in section 2.2.1.9, but a lot of

analytical water has flowed under the bridge since I was writing,

and many assumptions have been changed. For more recent critiques

of Chomsky's programme, see "Remarks on ‘Conditions on transformations’"

by Emmon Bach and George Horn (Linguistic Inquiry_7, 1976, 265-299) and

"Alternatives to the Tensed S and Specified Subject conditions" by

Michael Brame (Linguistics and Philosophy 1, 197?, 381-M11),

My specific criticisms of Chomsky's recent assumptions constitute

an exception to a general attempt throughout the thesis to maintain an

agnostic position on many questions that surround issues I discuss.

I avoid committing myself to particular background claims. It will

often be difficult or impossible to tell from my discussion of some

point concerning rule interaction whether I would be for or against

some background claim, for example, the generative semantics

claim that initial phrase markers and semantic representations are

identical for all sentences: This is exactly as intended. I feel

that where it is possible, claims about rule interaction (or other

issues in linguistics) should be substantiated or refuted on ground

°h°5°" by the ggggggggg of the view being argued for. For example,

in the case of the treatment of medals and other "auxiliary" verbs

as ordinary main verbs in initial structures, it is clearly the

generative semantics defenders who will be most ready to accept the

¢1aimi for that reason, Deirdre Wilson and I attempted in our paper
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"Autonomous syntax and the analysis of auxiliaries" (Language 53, 197?,

7N1-788) to show that the claim could be convincingly argued for in

terms of autonomous syntax assumptions —-that is, on the ground chosen

by those who had generally rejected or ignored the main verb analysis.

It is for the same sort of reason that I will be found to have

maintained generative semantics assumptions in developing the arguments

in parts of this thesis —-for instance, in chapter 3, where I follow

Newmeyer in assuming syntactic lexical decomposition, in order to

develop an argument about the rule order type of the prelexical

Predicate Raising rule. My intent in many such instances is not to

indicate that 1 favour some assumption A, but to show that my position

on some issue could still be substantiated even if (or especially if)

memmmmwtmtAwsuw.

To accord with the agnostic policy just described, I often use

formulae and structural representations that are greatly simplified,

in order that details which are irrelevant but controversial can be

suppressed in exposition. Suppose, for example, that I were to discuss

the movement of the whyphrase in a sentence like Hho is it obvious that

he killed? Some linguists would argue that the initial phrase marker

in the derivation of this sentence is something like (1).

| (1) S I

00$/I/’__~‘“‘-.

5

t>__________ 2--s-gym

‘ NP’ VP

C0?/’\‘\\\\\P
,/’JL\“‘*-___g_I A S

S be obvious COMP I//I/,ii_\_\\\\\

NP Aux I//y2\\\\‘

V NP

that he PAST killed who

xi-yutjirrv

5

Dozens of details in this could serve as the material for heated

disputes: empty nodes in deep structures, COMP as a base category,

the Aux node, the segmental status of PRES[ENT TENSE], the feature

[+wn], the label COPEULAJ, the category AP (Adjective Phrase), the
S/§ distinction, and so on. Some linguists, disagreeing on all

these points and on others, would argue that the correct initial

phrase marker for the sentence in question was something more like (2).

t_J"exlg

ALK ya://§\\\\‘
NP

I £1
Pmsv/\|¢v

|

BL Vr””JE_““‘_fiP

OBVILUS V»*“’li“‘*-fiP
|

PA \ 

I s
CAUSE he V/’““‘*~NP

I

BECLME V/’£L‘*~§r

. NEG v’//\\\fiP
I

' AEIVE who

For some purposes, the differences between (1) and (2) could be

absolutely crucial —-for example, if what was at issue was whether

ghg was at any stage a subject NP. But if I were merely touching on

the claim that, say, at some stage obvious precedes and commands ghg,

I could abstract away from all the points of disagreement by using the

simplified representation (3).
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he killed who

This abstracts away from all details in which the former two structures

differ, without falsifying the crucial clause membership and precedence

facts. Where I use massive simplification of structures of this

general typo, my hope and intent is that there are no crucial flaws

being concealed thereby. If points on which my arguments could fall

apart Egg thus concealed in any instance, it is by mistake.

There are probably many mistakes in the thesis, and tho reason

for them will bc ignorance, carelessness, or impcrceptiveness on my

part. But there would have been thousands more faults had it not been

for the help I received from my colleagues and friends during tho timc

the research was being done. The list of pcople to whom I would wish

to acknowledge a debt is longer than is suggested by the few names I

shall mention hero and now.

David Reibel introduced me to linguistics in 1955 at the University

of York. He transmitted his enthusiasm to mo and guided my steps into

what became my career. A favour like that is not easily forgotten.

The people I first met during a year at King's College, Cambridge,

taught me more through the stimulating discussions I had with them

than perhaps they know: Bernard Comrie, Andrew Crompton, Erik Fudge,

Gerald Gazdar, Ed Keenan, Ewan Klein, Terry Moore, John Payne,

Andrew Rsdford, John Trim, and quite a few others. The funds of

King‘s College helped me to spend the summer of 197% at the Linguistic

Institute, whore I met and learned from some of the finest linguists

T

in the world. It was at the Institute that I first met Paul Postal,

whose work has illuminated linguistics for me since my first year of

gtndy, and whose stimulating arguments and energetic correspondence

contributed a lot to my thinking during the ensuing years. His

friendly interest and encouragement has meant a lot to me. So has

the generosity of other correspondents who have shared their ideas

with me and shown me where I was wrong about things: Jorge Hankamer;

Fritz Newmsyer; my unstinting critic Andrew Redford; and the

unfailingly erudite Arnold Bwicky.

The bigger debts are nearer home. My colleagues at University

College London supported me, encouraged me, argued with me, and

helped in every possible way. Neil Smith, who was the thesis

adviser, provided not only sceptical scrutiny of every section I

wrote, but behind—the-scenes assistance like cutting down my teaching

and administrative workload just when I most needed writing time.

The debt to him is very great indeed. Deirdre Wilson's depth of

insight and clarity of mind have contributed to every part of the

thesis; so many points first became clear to ms through my daily

discussions with her that there must be many points at which the

ideas I take credit for below are really hers. And Dick Hudson,

a friend since before I joined the staff of UCL, has helped me

and taught me more than he real'ises I realize.

Nearest of all to home'are Joan and Calvin. While I worried and

typed, Joan virtually decorated our whole house on her own, and

Galvin internalized the entire grammar of English to reach fluency in

two years flat. If the thesis that follows reveals even a little

about how Calvin was able to do what he did, I shall be delighted.

I I 7



CHAPTER

O R D E R I N G
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1.0 The linear ordering assumption.

The assumption about the basic mode of interaction for the rules

in a transformational gramar that may justly be called standard,

namely the assumption I shall refer to as the linear order assumption,

appears to have been embedded in the very conceptual foundations of

transformational-generative grammar so deeply that the linguists

best versed in the technicalities of the theory were ip§g_§§gtQ

least able to perceive its shortcomings as a component of the theory.

In a 1958 conference paper containing an important summary of early

work on the transformational description of English, a detailed

commentary on a numbered list of twenty-three transformational rules

by Noam Chomsky concludes with the remark: "To complete the

transformational description, we must, just as in the phrase-structure

grammar, determine carefully the permitted order of transformations,

along the lines roughly indicated above." (See Hill 1962, 150-151.)

The explicit theory that emerged from such comparatively inexplicit

remarks apparently asserts (1) —-though I am not aware of any

statement as explicit as (1) anywhere in the literature of generative

syntax prior to Soames (197%) (which I shall discuss in section 1.0.#)

(1) £§near_prde£_hypothesi§; '

In the grammar of any natural language a (possibly partial)
order is defined on the set of transformational rules such
that (within a given domain of application) the sequence of
applications of rules in any well-formed derivation can be
mapped in an order-preserving way onto the ordered set of
rules.

If (1) were true, not only would the theory of rule interaction be

fairly simple (for every language there is a set of transformations

and an ordering relation amongst them), but the computing algorithm

that could be set up to realize the grammar as an active device for,

Bay, printing out well-formed sentences at random, would also be

9
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very simple. It would be as follows: select a base representation

(henceforth an initial structure) at random; test against it the

first transformation in the ordered set (or one of the subset that

is 'first' if the ordering is partial) and apply it if it is

obligatory; apply it or discard it at random if it is optional;

poceed to the second rule in the ordered set and follow the same

instructions; on reaching the final transformation in the ordered

set, terminate the derivation. The final derived representation

will be a well-formed surface structure as predicted by the gramar.

At any given stage in a derivation there would only be one

representation to be checked against one rule's structural description

It is my belief that the entirely irrelevant consideration of the

intuitive simplicity of this computing algorithm is responsible for

the extent to which the theoretical claim of the linear order

hypothesis has seemed reasonable, indeed unchallengeable, to the

vast majority of transformational grammarians.

Simplicity of the computing algorithm that could be used to

apply the grammar to practical tasks is irrelevant not because of

any inherent lack of interest in such tasks, but because it does not

relate at all to the primary task the linguist faces, that of

circumscribing the class of human languages by placing limits on

the form and the intrinsic content of grammars. It could be that

a claim about the organization of a grammar that translates very

conveniently into a simple mode of operation for a computing device

has false consequences regarding the ways in which human languages

are structured or the ways in which they can differ. I believe, in

fact, that this is exactly the situation with the linear order

hypothesis, and that it represents a fundamentally erroneous and

empirically indefensible step in linguistic theory construction.

Y‘¢~—-+
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1.0.1 The incoherence of the "extrinsic/intrinsic" distinction.

Without having received any empirical justification or testing

against alternatives, the linear order hypothesis appears to have

been used as the basis for constructing certain early transformational

descriptions of fragments of English (e.g. Lees 1960, Fillmore 1963)

and thus incorporated into the paradigm of generative grammar as an

established finding. On the basis of the fact that Lees and Fillmore

exploited the assumption that rules were linearly ordered, Chomsky

(1965, 133) takes this assumption as aresult ("presently available

descriptive studies suggest...[that the] singulary transformations

are linearly ordered (perhaps only partially ordered)" ). He suggests

that a real reason for thinking that generalized transformations

(those that in early work were assumed to form complex sentences out

of sets of simplex ones) might represent a totally different type of

phenomenon from singulary ones is that "there are no known cases of

ordering among generalized embedding transformations". The linear

ordering hypothesis is thus firmly placed among the very ground rules

for investigation of the properties of grammars.

To the end of the section I have just quoted from, Chomsky appends

an important footnote (fn.6, p.2§3), intended to clarify some issues

connected with the ordering of rules, which footnote I quote here in

full:

In connection with ordering of rules, it is necessary to
distinguish extrinsic order, imposed by the explicit
ordering of rules, from intrinsic order, which is simply
a consequence of how rules are formulated. Thus if the
rule E4 introduces the symbol §_and R analyzes 5, there
is an intrinsic order relating Q4 andefl , but not
necessarily any extrinsic order. Similirly, if a certain
transformation 24 applies to a certain structure that is
formed only by the application of 22, there is an intrinsic
Order Q , '1' [$3 this is an error for 22, 21 - GKP].
Taxonomic linguistics disallows extrinsic ordering, but
has not been clear about the status of intrinsic ordering.
Generative grammars have ordinarily required both. For
some discussion of this matter, see Chomsky (196%).
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There are a number of unclarities in this, but I think I am right

in interpreting it as suggesting that an ordering should be called

intrinsic if and only if it is impossible to construct a derivation

involving application of the rules concerned in the opposite order

to the order in question, simply because of the formulation of the

rules themselves. Extrinsic orderings will be those that are

dictated by some stipulation "Hi must apply before Rj".

I find that there is a real problem with making the distinction

that is apparently being proposed a coherent one. In particular,

it seems to me to be possible to envisage a case in which it is not

possible to derive a decision as to whether a given ordering is

extrinsic or not. Suppose that linguistic theory incorporates a

statement to the effect that in all grammars, if there is a rule

of which the formulation has the property P‘, and another which

is formulated with the property P", then the rule characterized by

P’ must apply before the rule characterized by P". Suppose further

that in some grammar G there is a rule R’ with the property P’ and

a rule R" with the property P". Clearly R‘ must apply before R".

But is this an extrinsic ordering in Chomsky's sense or not?

On the one hand, it is "simply a consequence of how [R' and R"] are

formulated" that determines the order in which they must apply.

Nevertheless, that order is also "imposed by the explicit ordering

of rules" given the universal constraint that is part of the theory

of grammar we are hypothesizing. The ordering R’, R" might therefore

be described as both intrinsic and extrinsic (Chomsky's phrase "not

necessarily" in the quote implies that an ordering can be both at

once). But in that case, it is only necessary to add to linguistic

theory some trivially true principle like "No rules A and B may apply

in the order A, B, if it is impossible for them to do so" and all the

most obvious cases of intrinsic ordering become extrinsic too.

13

I am not finding fault with Chomsky's distinction in the

interests of mere sophistry. I believe there are cases exactly

of the type I have described in which the formulation of a rule

determines via a universal principle its possibilities of

interaction with respect to some other rule, and I believe that

in the discussion of such situations the extrinsic gggsus intrinsic

ordering distinction is incoherent as stated and entirely unnecessary

once the real empirical issue is recognized.

The true empirical issue in connection with rule ordering is

the issue °f :*i_§1;2§=21;§sa:;"=§2=';ez=£>2 i'222222=22=1;2%.s§=22=2
lgggg§gg;§pggi£i§=b§g§2. In other words, can the grammars of two

possible human languages differ with respect to the ordering imposed

on identically formulated pairs of rules? This is a question which

as far as I know Chomsky has never mentioned, despite all his

numerous references to rule ordering and his criticism of the

"vacuous and pointless discussion" (1965, 40) to which they have

given rise.

Let me introduce the term parochial ordering constraint to

designate a restriction on the order of application of a pair of

rules in a grammar that is laid down as a part of that grammar

itself, and the term pniygrsal ordering constraint, or better,

universal applicatignal precedence constrainp (since references to

"ordering of rules" generally beg the question of the truth of the

linear ordering hypothesis) for a restriction on sequencing of

rule applications that is not particular to any grammar but is part

of the definition provided by linguistic theory of the notion

"possible grammar". I believe it is extremely important to

ascertain the answer to the question of whether there are valid

universal applicational precedence constraints, and to determine

whether parochial ordering constraints are to be permitted.
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The argument of the present chapter will be that there is no

motivation whatsoever for parochial ordering constraints in syntax,

and that a greatly strengthened and very probably viable general

ghgory of language will be obtained if the assumption is adopted

that all constraints on applicational precedence (ordering) of

rules in syntax are universal. The distinction between parochial

and universal constraints will figure importantly throughout this

thesis, while the extrinsic/intrinsic order distinction will not

figure at all in what follows.

An important point about terminology should be made clear,

however. It has become virtually universal in the recent literature

on rule ordering to use Chomsky's term extrinsic in the way that I

use the term parochial. I find no license for this in the footnote

from Chomsky quoted above. Indeed, I think it is only fair to

Chomsky to point out that he has never to my knowledge explicitly

claimed that lggguggggpgggigglgr "extrinsic" (i.e. parochial)

ordering statements will be needed in the description of languages,

although his descriptive practice has assumed it and his theoretical

discussions have heavily implied it. I cannot see that any retreat

from the general claims about linguistic theory that Chomsky has

advanced would be necessary in the circumstance that parochial

ordering constraints were shown not to exist (though various

particular analyses would have to be recognized as being in error).

As I shall argue below, the general theory would be enormously

strengthened thereby (and this is not an exaggeration). Even the

most conservative defender of the position advanced in Chomsky (1965)

would have no call to do other than applaud this result.

Nevertheless, there is a sense in which the rejection of

parochial ordering as a descriptive device is revolutionary, and in
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very sharp conflict with the claims and assumptions of most of

the published work in generative grammar to date. Parochial

ordering has been used heavily in a very large number of studies

of English and a wide range of other languages. The claim I

defend in this chapter has as a consequence the assertion that

§2:1;z=2;£1.§£2=22s=2£=2*;222=:222i22=2@22§;22=2=";§2szlsseseeizsis-
This is not a statement that will be welcomed by those linguists

who would like to think that results so far achieved in generative

grammatical research rest upon a secure foundation, and the gravity

of the charge it makes is my justification for the rather heavily

destructive element in the critique of accepted rule ordering

arguments I shall undertake in due course below.

1.0.2 Alternatives to the linear ordering assumption

Nowhere in the literature that expounds and defends the standard

point of view on rule ordering is there anything like an adequate

presentation of alternative points of view, at least with regard

to the domain of syntax. (Phonology has fared sometimes better and

sometimes worse; cf. the next section.) The paragraph devoted by

Chomsky (1965, 39-Q0) to comparison of theories of rule interaction,

for example, simply alludes tolan imaginary linguistic theory which

requires that "the rules of a grammar should be unordered" and procee

to discuss the non-issue of whether an gupgiggi decision could be

ds

made about whether to adopt it. I believe there are certain a_p£iori

considerations that favour the hypothesis that no parochial ordering

constraints exist, but at the level of abstraction Chomsky selects

the matter cannot really be discussed at all. If any rational

discussion of the matter is to be conducted, some fairly specific

Pflposals must be set out concerning ways in which the theory of

'\

n
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grammar might require rules to interact in derivations if (1) were

not assumed.

A useful discussion of some alternatives has been given by

Andreas Kgutgguflag (19?3). Koutsoudss, together with a number of

his students and colleagues, has been instrumental in reopening the

issue of rule order and putting forward for consideration the

hypothesis that parochial ordering constraints (always rfifcrrfid

to by him and others as extrinsic ordering constraints) do not

exist in the grammars of natural languages. He formulates four

hypotheses that appear to correspond to what various writers had

in mind when criticizing the ides that rules are "unordered":

{El Dirpct Hopping Hypothesis:

“A11 rules apply simultaneously to an underlying form to
dsrivs n surface form and thus...thsrs can be no
intermediate representations between an underlying form
and its corresponding surface form in any derivation.“
(houtsoudns l9?51 1-2}

{3} Arbitrary prdering Hypothesis-

"Thsrc arc no lnnguags—spccific ordering restrictions
between the rulss of s grammar.
All rules apply sequentially.
For ssch derivation the rules are arranged in some
arbitrary sequence and tested for application in that
sequence.
whether a rule applies or not, once it is tested for
application, this rule is no longer available for
further tasting {within the same cycle).
A derivation terminates when the end of the sequence
is reached."
(Houtsoudns 1973. 4)

(4) Eghdom Sequential Hypothesis.

"There are no language-specific ordering restrictions
between the rules of a grammar.
nll rules apply sequentially; that is, no two rules
can ever apply simultaneously.
Rules are tested for application randomly.
whether or not a rule applies, once it has been tested
for application, this rule is still available for
further testing (within the some cycle). .
A derivation terminates when there arc no more rules
which are applicable." (Koutsoudas 19?}, 5}
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(5) Frso_Hsspplicstion Hypothesis.

"There are no language-specific ordering restrictions
between the rules of n grammar.
An obligatory rule must apply whenever its structural
description is met. It follows from this requirement
that rules will apply simultaneously if possible;
otherwise they will apply sequentially.
All rules are scanned for applicability to each new
representation in a derivation.
A derivation is terminated when no obligatory rules
are applicable." (Koutsoudas 19?}, ?)

[A footnote to the last sentence guarantees that optional
rules will have a chance to apply at the end of a dsrivation.l

Those four poposals are used by Koutsoudas to show that "unordered

rule hypotheses" can be formulated which have differing conssqusncss

and against which certain valid countsrsrgumonts can be brought to

bear. Hs sgrscs that all four of these specific hypotheses can be

fairly sssily shown to be false. But hs distinguishes tho basic

assertion that parochial ordering restrictions are not to bs found

in grammars from the particular hypotheses formulated in {2]—{5].

and dsfsnds a fifth hypothesis, drawn from tbs discussion of ruls

application in phonology by Koutsoudss, Sanders and Noll (19?1[19?4])

and referred to as tho KEN Hypothesis:

(5) HEN Hypothesis.

"All restrictions on the application of rules are determined
by universal principles (and hence there are no langusgc-
specific ordering restrictions between the rules of a
grammar). .
An obligatory rule must apply whenever its structural
description is met, unless its application is precluded
by some universal principle. It follows from this
requirement that rules will apply simultaneously if
possible; otherwise they will apply sequentially.
All rules are scanned for applicability to each new
representation in s derivation.
A derivation is terminated when no obligatory rules are
applicable . (Koutsoudas 1973 , B}
[There is a footnote to the last sentence as mentioned
in (51.1
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The KSN Hypothesis is one specific proposal as to the correct form

of the principles governing rule application in the grammars of

natural languages. It represents a first serious attempt at

fleshing out the more basic and more general hypothesis that is

stated in its first sentence, and which Koutsoudas refers to as

the hypothesis of Universally Determined Rule Application: "All

restrictions on the application of rules are determined by universal

principles." This, and not any specific detail of the KSN hypothesis

or any other, is the essence of the claim that parochial ordering

constraints do not exist. The claim is that it will be possible to

find universal principles that are sufficient to predict correctly

all applicational precedence between rules of natural language

grammars, and thus that any use of parochial principles will prove

to have been unnecessary. Although I believe that the KSN hypothesis

is a good first approximation to the more detailed theory that will

have to be provided, my purpose in this chapter is limited to

establishing the plausibility as a basis for research of the

hypothesis of Universally Determined Rule Application (henceforth

the UDRA hypothesis).

1.0.3 A note on rule ordering in phonology.

The KSN hypothesis, as I have mentioned, has its roots in the

study of ordering among phonological rules. The topic of rule

ordering in phonology is one that space considerations alone have

forced me to excise from this thesis. As a general principle, I

would take it to be the null hypothesis that the mode of interaction

among phonological rules and among syntactic rules will be the same.

This is controversial, and indeed,some might take it to be a wildly

false claim, pointing to clear differences between the natures of

v‘w<—w~&—
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the two domains (a familiar one is that phonological rules could in

principle be abandoned in favour of increased listing of allomorphs

and phonetic variants in the lexicon, while syntactic rules could

ngt; cf. Zwicky 197}, 706). It seems to me, however, that the

steadfast refusal to recognize any distinction between rule

interactional principles for syntax and for phonology that has

characterized most of the work of Koutsoudas and his students,

far from leading to absurdities, has been fruitful and productive

of insights. There may indeed be real differences at a level of

finer detail in the principles involved; the principle that

morphophonemic rule applications take precedence over (and never

interact with) allophonic rule applications, argued for by

Koutsoudas (197%), would obviously not have an analogue in syntax,

for example. But in general, I think it is reasonable to see

the success of the UDRA hypothesis in one domain as supportive of

the conjecture that it will succeed in the other.

Within phonology, my assessment is that the UDRA has achieved

a remarkable degree of support. In Pullum (1976b) I argue that

the morphophonemics of Spanish provide sufficient reason for

adopting something like the KSN hypothesis (supplemented with

certain additional universal principles) in favour of alternatives.
I refer the reader there for some discussion of the UDRA in phonology,

and references to the literature. I recognize that the issue is still

very much open, and must clearly remain so for some time in view of

the extreme vulnerability of the UDRA hypothesis (one established case

in one language of one pair of parochially ordered rules would refute

it), close study of the half-dozen studies I know of that attack the

K5N position (all of them, so far, in unpublished or semi-published

form, so I shall not cite them here) has not convinced me that
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any genuine falsifying instance has been identified in phonology.

The topic clearly needs to be dealt with in a serious manner in

print, with close attention paid to the details of those cases

that look most problematic for KSN, and a concerted effort made

to discover whether universal principles can be made to deal with

them correctly or not. Given the space limitations of this thesis,

however, it is a topic I am forced to leave in abeyance.

In connection with rule ordering in phonology, however, it is

worth pointing out that it is in the phonological literature that

the most explicit statement of the linear order hypothesis is to

be found. On page 18 of the single most important work on

generative phonology, Chomsky and Halle (1968), the following

remark is to be found:

The rules so far discussed illustrate two general
observations that have proven valid in every careful
study of phonological processes that has so far been
undertaken within the framework of generative grammar,
namely, the following:

(13) It is always possible to order the rules in a
sequence and to adhere strictly to this ordering
in constructing derivations without any loss of
generality as compared to an unordered set of
rules or a set ordered on a different principle.

(11+) Such linear ordering makes it possible to formulate
grammatical processes that would otherwise not be
expressible with comparable generality.

The word "possible" in Chomsky and Halle's (13) is noteworthy. It

raises the question of whether there is any motivation for adhering

strictly to a given order of rules in constructing derivations-—

any reason, §_pgiori or empirical, for wanting to impose on

grammars the requirement that it should be possible to find such

an order. I am aware of none, unless it be the (theoretically

unimportant) connection with the simple one-pass computing algorithm 1

pointed out at the beginning of section 1.0. One might also '

wonder how many, and which, alternatives to the linear order
AYQFTYI7*“'
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hypothesis were considered and seriously tested against the facts

of natural languages before Chomsky and Halle reached their

gonclusion. The answer seems to be that only the Direct Mapping

hypothesis and the Arbitrary Order hypothesis were considered (see

p_}k2) and they are rejected in Chomsky and Halle (1963) on the

basis of a brief discussion of invented rules for a hypothetical

language. The Direct Mapping hypothesis is also mentioned and

rejected in their footnote 5, p.19, also on the basis of hypothetical

data. For some critical remarks on Chomsky and Halle's treatment

of rule ordering, see McCawley (197fi[1975]).

It seems that in phonology as in syntax, the standard assumption

of linear ordering was adopted with far too little justification and

became an unquestionable background assumption far too early. (The

first sentence of the chapter on Rule Order in Harms (1968), the

earliest introductory text on generative phonology, is: "Phonological

rules are ordered.")

1.0.k Rule ordering constraints as global derivational constraints.

In the quotation from Chomsky and Halle (1968) given in the

last section, it is clear that a strict version of the linear order
I

hypothesis is being advanced (i.e. (1) above without the parenthetical
P

"(possibly partial)"). In Chomsky (1965), discussing syntax, a more

cautious proposal is made (see e.g. p.133): that the ordering

imposed on transformations may only be a partial ordering.

Koutsoudas (1972) has made some interesting observations stemming

from this distinction. One is that with the introduction of

partial order the linear order hypothesis (if still properly

B0—called) becomes unfalsifiable. It is not falsified by the

discovery that for some pair of rules in a natural language it is
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impossible to impose an order since to obtain correct results their

order must be free. It is not falsified by the discovery that for

some pairs of rules a strict order must be parochially imposed, or

by the discovery that a strict order may be universally imposed

for rules of a certain type. It is therefore to be valued on an

§_p§i2£i basis less highly than either the strict linear order

hypothesis or the UDRA hypothesis, both of which are falsifiable.

But the main point Koutsoudas derives from consideration of

the hypothesis of partial linear order is that a certain type of

argument for parochial ordering becomes completely fallacious if

partial ordering is assumed rather than strict ordering. Arguments

have been given in the literature that reduce to forms like (7a) or

(7b).

(7)a. If rule R were required to b. If rule R were required to
apply only before R‘, the apply only before R‘, the
output X would be derived. output Y would not be

x is ill-formed. d°’i"°d'
Therefore, the order R‘, R
must be imposed. Therefore, the order R‘, R

must be imposed.

I is well-formed.

If partial ordering is assumed, such arguments are not valid.

The argument in (7a) fails to show that the ill-formed X would be

generated if R and R‘ were unordered with respect to each other,

and the one in (7b) fails to show that Y could not be obtained if

R and R‘ were unordered. Koutsoudas cites a number of cases of

arguments actually given in the literature which fall into this

fallacy.

From Koutsoudas's observations it becomes clear that a

nonfallacious argument for a parochial ordering restriction under

the partial ordering assumption will have to be one showing that a

certain order of application Qg§§:§g§=2g:g§£EZ§§gg. In a case where

 Ql
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the imposition of the order R, R‘, gives wrong results, it might

still be the case that permitting random order between R and R‘

will yield all the correct results. Only if there is a certain

possible sequence of applications that cannot be permitted to take

place at all can there be an argument for the necessity of some

imposed ordering restriction. In other words, a genuinely

necessary ordering restriction will always be a constraint on

derivations, glgggggg some sequence of applications that otherwise

might arise.

This is an insight that was arrived at by George Lakoff (1969)

In his terms, rule ordering constraints are a special type of

global derivational constraint, As Postal (1972c) has expressed

it:

One can regard rule ordering as consisting of a set of
filters which throw out all derivations, thought of as
generated by randomly ordered rules, whose trees are
not aligned by a sequence of rules which meet the
ordering conditions.

Lakoff (1969) contains attempts to formalize the notions "rule

ordering constraint", "obligatory rule", and "optional rule" in

such terms. The way of regarding rule ordering that Lakoff has

Buggested is in my view a very important conceptual clarification,

and one that makes it much easier'to see what is involved in the

dispute over parochial ordering.

The only paper I know of that has addressed itself directly to

the question of the formal characterization of such notions as

rule ordering, Soames (197%), takes a stand against this view,

however. Because its uniqueness makes it a significant paper

I Shall devote some discussion to it here, but I regret to say

that it is so badly marred by narrowness of view and obliviousness

to the literature that it contributes very little.
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Soames devotes a large proportion of his paper to exposing

various formal errors leading to unintended consequences in the

specific formalizations given by Lakoff (1969). (Soames refers

to the later version of Lakoff's material incorporated into

Lakoff 1971.) This is fair enough; Lakoff failed to develop

adequate formalizations, but Soames shows in a number of cases

how they can easily be improved. But Soames attempts to go

further than this and establish that rule ordering constraints

gggggg be interpreted as global derivational constraints in the

way Lakoff suggested. His main argument to this effect seems to

be that if Lakoff's point of view is accepted, "then there is

every reason to believe that grammars will be allowed to vary in

the extent to which they impose rule ordering..." (p.151), and

furthermore linguistic theory "does not require that the ordering

relation holding between transformations be transitive." Soames

does not appear to have correctly perceived the nature of the

enterprise Lakoff was conducting in his paper, and imagines that

in exhibiting attempts at formalizing what was meant by a rule

ordering constraint Lakoff was also making specific empirical

claims about the existence and scope of ordering constraints in

natural languages. I find no reason in Lakoff's paper to assume

this. He appears in fact merely to have been presenting a very

general framework within which competing theories could be

discussed and compared (albeit with polemical aims in view; as

HcCawley 1973b points out, Lakoff 1971 is at many points actually

parodying Chomsky 1971 in rhetorical style). What Lakoff's exact

views on rule ordering in syntax might have been in 1969 I do not

know, but he actually published as a postscript to the 1969 paper

a statement made by Postal at the Chicago Linguistic Society's
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Fifth Regional Meeting to the effect that the evidence for rule

ordering in syntax was vanishingly scanty. By 1972, Borkin gt_a1.

(1972), written under Lakoff's tutelage, was available; it stresses

the lack of motivation for rule ordering in syntax. Clearly, if

Lakoff's view on the empirical question were that rule ordering

constraints do not exist in natural language grammars, it would

not follow that his formal characterization of rule ordering constraints

was wrong on the empirical grounds that it allowed for language-

particular variation in the number of rule ordering constraints in

grammars. And as for the point that orderings would not be

required to be linear by Lakoff's basic framework, it should be

obvious first that an axiom "ordering of rules must be transitive"

could easily be added in to his framework if needed, and second that

there is not much force to the claim that orderings ought to be

transitive if the truth is that there is no ordering at all.

s°am°B is! in fa°ta PTe5“PP°3in8 the linear ordering hypothesis

throughout his discussion, and seems to be unable to see outside it.

He gives a formalization of his own of the notion "obligatory rule"

and notes that it has the curious consequence that no rule can be

obligatory if it is unordered with respect to other rules. Instead

of regarding this as indicating an 'error in his definition, he
merely notes that "if a graumariorders all of its rvles, then the
°b11sa¢<=ry tranafornvativns of that granlnar [as picked out by the
definition] will correspond perfectly with what we standardly take

Obligatory transformations to be" (p.1}#).

soames places much weight on this requirement that a grammar

"orders all of its rules", or should "impose maximal ordering."

This is not consistent with his explicit provision for leaving some

r“lea unordered by not assigning them numerical indices like the

P
>
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others —-and he does not mention the works like Lakoff (1966[1968]),

Ross (1970a) and Koutsoudas (1971a) in which it is argued on

empirical grounds that there Q32; be some such rules; but, apparently

assuming it a viable hypothesis that all rules can be strictly

ordered in this way, he goes on to claim that the strict ordering

requirement constitutes "a restrictive condition...in universal

grammar" (p.135). If I understand this "restrictive condition"

correctly, the only testable claim it makes about natural languages

is the following.

(3) The optimal grammar G for any natural language L will be such

that for every pair of rules R1, Rj in G it will be possible

to impose on derivations generated by G gighgg the constraint

C/i-j (that Bi never be permitted to apply to any output of

R. within a given domain) or the constraint C/j—i (that R.1-..-
as@

never be permitted to apply to any output of Hi within a given

domain) without thereby preventing G from generating all and

only the strings of L, and further, there will be some

consistent set of such constraints that induce a well ordering

relation in the set of rules in G.

This is a slightly more precise statement of the linear order

hypothesis given in (1). It merely asserts the ggggpgggg of some

strict order that will work for every derivation. If (3) is true,

the familiar linear ordering computation algorithm for constructing

derivations can be used: run through the ordered list of rules

checking each rule once against the current derived representation.

On the basis of the "restrictive condition" that I suggest can be

formulated as (8), Soames gives the following answer to Postal's

challenge that transformationalists have given "no reason whatever

for assuming, as in the past, that ordering statements are freely

available while other types of statements require justification"

and that this constitutes an "asymmetry [which] has...never been

justified" (1972c, 1H1). This is Soames's justification:

27

Suppose, for example, that in order to account for some
phenomena of a particular language we have to choose
between postulating a new language particular transform-
ation and ordering two independently motivated
transformations. What sort of theoretical considerations
are relevant to making this decision? If one’s theory
of grammar does not require that all grammatical
transformations be ordered, then it might be plausible
to suppose that rule orderings don't come any more
freely than do language particular transformations.
If, on the other hand, one’s theory of grammar requires
that every transformation'be ordered with respect to
every other transformation, then, since the two
independently motivated transformations would have to
be ordered with respect to each other anyway, selection
of the rule ordering solution would be preferred because
it gives us a chance to save ourselves the postulation
of an extra grammatical device.

This shows that the case for regarding rule ordering constraints as

being freely available for descriptive purposes even in the absence

of justification by comparison with alternatives is closely dependent

on the requirement that "every transformation be ordered with

respect to every other transformation", and thus to the claim that

(3) is true of natural languages. I have no idea whether (8) will

prove to be true of all natural languages (though there is certainly

some published evidence suggesting that it will not), but in this

work I shall not be addressing myself to this question, because I

believe there is a more fundamental and more compelling problem

with the linear ordering hypothesis than the problem that (8) might

not be true. '

Soames would surely have to admit that his argument could not

be sustained if there was no empirical support for any parochial

Odering constraints in grammar at all, for then his theory would

contain a wholly unnecessary excrescence -the mechanism for

‘55i8fi1ng numerical indices to rules and controlling the construction

Of derivations by reference to those indices. Yet the claim that

Qt least some parochial ordering constraints will be needed in

Srflmmars is built into the fabric of his justification for the
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linear ordering hypothesis as an assumption to be questioned neither

on empirical nor methodological grounds. The body of this chapter

will be taken up with justifying my position that on empirical

grounds, if anything can be concluded from the presently available

literature, there is not a shred of evidence for parochial ordering

constraints in syntax. But there is a methodological reason for

regarding the linear ordering hypothesis, and any other that

postulates parochial ordering constraints, as undesirable to an

extreme degree. It has to do with the comparatively straightforward

matter of strength of hypotheses.

The number of distinct well orderings that can be imposed on a

set of g_elements is nit Consider the question of how many grammars

are defined as permissible by linguistic theory for a given set of

n_rules. Under the UDRA hypothesis the number is one. The

interaction of the rules is universally determined, and given the_§

rules the nature of the corresponding grammar is fully determined.

But under the hypothesis that parochial ordering constraints are

admissible in gramars the number begins to rise rapidly, and it

attains its 2§§imgm under the "restrictive" strict linear ordering

hypothesis: the number of gramars defined as permissible is pl,

It is worth emphasizing the enormous extent to which this weakens

linguistic theory. Burt (1971) provides a partial grammar for

English which has 2? transformational rules. The UDRA hypothesis

defines one grammar as the only one containing only these rules that

is well-formed. (If the rules provided for any ungrammatical

outputs, the claim would be that some of the rules must be wrongly

formulated.) But the linear ordering hypothesis defines 271 (i.e.
27 . 26 . 25 ... . 1) grammars as well—formed for the same set of

iL;_|_A4k_>_‘L_;_._4

such facts seem to me to justify the view that the linear

ring hypothesis should be regarded as an absurd one to adopt

starting point It should only be taken up under the most

glling evidence that no stronger hypothesis has a chance of

55 It clearly does not provide a tough enough constra1nt

he formulation of rules, testing the claim "These rules R

rate the language L" would involve, in the case of Burt's

MB!» °h9¢k1n8 thr°"8h t8n thbufiflnd quadrillion orders of

ication to see what approximations to English were obtained.

skes an absurdly weak claim about language 8CqHl81t10n that

1 Burt's rules were correct, and infants were born knowing

complete set of rules as well as all universal constraints

ned by linguistic theory, they would still face the task of

ating the correct grammar for English from among a set of

ible grammars of cardinality 200,000 million times greater

the number of seconds in the estimated age of the universe.

I am suggesting is that the same considerations that may be

to ridicule, quite correctly, the hypothesis that languages

learned by memorizing lists of sentences, also make the linear

r hypothesis risible from an_§_priori standpoint.

This conclusion is not affected by taking into account the

@Bt1°n 0! ch°m8kU (1967 105) that despite the universal

drement of strict linear ordering, since the data for a given

‘wage would not necessarily determine a unique ordering, learners

W be "free, within limits, to establish various orderings."

naturalness of this suggestion within the framework of strict

rar ordering_should probably be regarded as a further argument

-nut that framework The extent to which it further weakens the

rules. This number is approximately equal to ten thousand quadrillion. cal accountability of linguistic theory surely needs no comment.
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1.1 Redundant invocation of parochial ordering.

A consequence of the strict linear ordering assumption is that

the mere fact that one rule can operate on the output of another

becomes an argument that an ordering restriction must be made part

of the grammar to ensure that this can happen. If a rule Rj can

apply to a representation derived by a rule Ri, then since

imposition of the constraint C/j—i would prevent this, by (8) the

constraint C/i-j must be part of the gramar. The assumption begs

the empirical question of whether a parochial ordering constraint

can ever be shown to be necessary by stipulating that in all cases

of rules that interact in any way, a constraint £3 necessary.

What this means is that in arguing against parochial ordering

constraints there is in many cases literally nothing to argue

against.

Consider an example of a specific mention of a parochial ordering

constraint in Uasow (1975), a paper notable for its sophisticated

awareness of issues in rule interaction and its comparatively close

attention to the implications of particular assumptions about rule

ordering. Wasow gives (p.370) some evidence suggesting that T2223

Insertion must be allowed to apply after Passive in the derivation

of a sentence like There was a ooliceman stationed on every corner
__,_ | Q I ’ ,

"since the auxiliary Q3 (which is necessary in order for T2553;

Insertion to apply) is inserted into the tree only by the operation

of Passive." He then notes other sentences suggesting that Thsgg

Insertion is in fact a cyclic rule, and concludes: "ghszeylnsertion

is cyclic, and g£ggg§g=§£§g£:g§§§§gg in the cycle." (My emphasis.)

If Wasow is right that Passive introduces Q3 into the derivation,

then the formulation of There Insertion itself, mentioning pg, is

vww

\

Q@--_____Q_‘_>_>4>__4

:- ,1
sufficient to guarantee that it will never precede Passive in any

cyclic domain. Its structural description cannot be met by apps

that has yet to be introduced (and if there is already a verb pg

in the clause, it will of course not undergo Passive, for bg_does

fl°t Pa55iViZ°)' Rea5°"i"8 °f this type (not, of course, advanced

by Hasow as justification for the linear ordering hypothesis) has

no relevance to theoretical issues of rule interaction. It only

reflects internal consequences of the linear ordering assumption,

Occasionally a linguist who assumes that rules are linearly

ordered will recognize explicitly that he is defending an ordering

restriction that has no function whatever. In an odd passage of

his interesting study of French syntax, Kayne (1975, 352) notes a

bad sentence which "could be generated only if LL [L'un L'nntre]

could apply before the cliticization rule" and notes that therefore

"LL is ordered after the rule placing a +R pronoun in clitic

position..." He elaborates on this for a further paragraph, noting

again that "LL is...ordered after the...clitic‘placement rule" so

that "The phrase marker at the point of application of LL will have

the pronoun in clitic position, and LL will fail to apply " Then
' I

unexpectedly, he goes on: "The preceding paragraph is, strictly

Speaking, rendered superfluous by the actual formulation of LL given

5b°V9-" He proceeds to show that independent considerations

t" -~ .H0 ivate a structural description for the rule he is talking about

such that the relevant bad sentences are not generable anyway.

5° sums “P (P-354): "the introduction of prepositionless 1'un l'autre

'11 LL [i.e. the generation of strings like ‘Jean et Marie aiment l'un

l:§E§EEJ must be barr°5 bi WQRRB above and beyond the interaction of

LL and clitic placement."
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Notice that this does ngt constitute in Kayne's eyes any kind

of reason to doubt that it is correct to order all rules (even

where it is unnecessary to do so). No matter how many orderings

,--‘r—v deletion rule he calls Sluicing must be ordered after Question

Formation in order to obtain (10)

( The man who was arrested by Officer HcNulty went mad

he might discover to be redundant, the discoveries count for nothing (10) He is writing something but you can't imagine what
within the terms of the linear ordering hypothesis, which he assumes.

He will still require by a grammatical constraint that LL apply

before the clitic placement rule, because the only alternative is

to impose the constraint that LL §lgayg:£gllgg§ cliticization,

which would block correct results.

For my purposes, arguments of this type are of no particular

use either. But they represent an omen. They provide (somewhat

trivially) initial confirmation of a prediction made by the UDRA

hypothesis: that ill alleged parochial ordering constraints will

turn out to be redundant.

1.1.1 Parochial ordering and the cycle.

As far as possible I am keeping the issue of cyclic application

of syntactic rules, which is the topic of the next chapter, distinct

from that of parochial ordering of syntactic rules. It must be

pointed out here, however, that there are a significant class of

alleged parochial ordering constraints argued for in the literature

which can be seen to be completely redundant as soon as it is

Koutsoudas notes that the rules involved here apply in different

cyclic domains, so that the cyclic principle (roughly, rules apply

from the bottom up) would predict the right results without

parochial ordering being necessary in any way. This ¢an be seen

from the schematic underlying structures in (9 ) and (10')

*_>

Zi U811

e man fficer McNu1ty arrested:::

0'i-———i§nn-

He is writing something ou canrt imagine S

Q he is writing ghfsomething

In each case, the ggglgggg point in the derivation a‘ which the
recognized that under the assumptions the relevant authors themselves rule claimed to apply second would be able to apply given the cyclic
espouse, the principle of the cycle governs certain rule interactions.

Koutsoudas (1973) notes two arguments due to J.R. Ross which

fail in this way to motivate the parochial orderings they invoke.

Ross (1967, 81) implies that Passive must be ordered before Relative

principle is the So cycle, while the rule claimed to be restricted to

apply first would have applied on a lower cycle than this.

Other examples of this type of invalid defence of parochial

ordering, which might be called the Fallacy of Neglecting Cy¢11¢1ty'
Clause Formation in order to guarantee that sentences like (9) can be

derived, and Ross (1969, 262) claims there is evidence that the

Can be found in abundance. It was in fact first pointed out
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explicitly in the statement of Postal's reported by Lakoff (1969, 138)

where it is observed that many arguments for rule ordering only show

that "one rule must apply later than another, but...this will follow

from the cyclical principle given the correct underlying structure."

Nevertheless, Grinder and Postal (1971a, 112) commit the Fallacy of

Neglecting Cyclicity once more when they coclude (from an argument

that I think is quite mistaken in its factual basis - see chapter 3)

that in a sentence like (11)

(11) I'm sure that Ericaj was kissed by Maxi, even though hei

denies it. [Grinder and Postal mark this sentence as

ill-formed.]

"SENTENCE PROOHINALIZATION must be either cyclic §gg=g§ggg§g=g£§g£

ggggggg, or last or postcyclic." (Hy emphasis.) If their argument

did in fact go through, the ordering restriction I have emphasized

in the quotation would be redundant. Passive applies in simplex S

domains (to subtrees like Max kissed Erica), while Sentence

Pronominalization would if cyclic apply only on the cycle dominating

the whole coordinate structure of (11).

The Fallacy of Neglecting Cyclicity continues to be committed by

writers who assume the cyclic principle in papers written since

Koutsoudas (1973). For example, Akmajian and Hasow (1975, 215 and

221) give lists representing the "rule ordering" established lrytheir

arguments, and show VP Deletion odered after cyclic rules such as

Passive and Thg£g.Insertion, when in fact no ordering constraint is

needed (or could be established) since Passive and Th5§5_Insertion

can never apply within the same cyclic domain as VP Deletion, which

applies to a coordinate structure (You were easily fooled, and I

was U , too). The authors are certainly aware of Koutsoudas

(1973); by early 197k Hasow had written e paper for Langgage (Hasow

1975) which cites it. Yet they appear not to have taken note Of it-

35

1,1,2 Parochial ordering and postcyclicity.

Closely related to the Fallacy of Neglecting Cyclicity is the

¢n5e of arguments that a rule Rj must be parochially ordered after

3 rule Ri when Ri is cyclic and Rj postcyclic (under the assumptions

adopted for purposes of the analysis in question). Postal also

noted this in 1969, and some discussion may be found in Postal (197k,

g30c38h), A good example of an argument for parochial ordering that

fails on these grounds happens to be found in Postal (1971), which

was written at least a year before the 1969 statement, and thus

antedates the clarification about arguments for rule ordering that

Postal later arrived at. The occlusion purportedly established

is that "the ordering of Zymovement after reflexivization is strongly

justified" (p.148). Zymovement or Topicalization is the rule that

yields (12b) from the structure underlying (12a), and it may be seen

from (12b) that if the usual condition that a reflexive pronoun be

preceded by its antecedent is to be maintained, Reflexivization must

have taken place in the derivation prior to Zymovement.

(12)a. I never buy anything for myself.
b. Myself, I never buy anything for.

The fallacy lies in mentioning "ordering" in connection with this;

for on the same page, in footnote 9, Postal states that "Certainly,

all of the three variable movements [i.e. !h;Re1 Movement, !h;Q

Movement, and.Z;Movement] can be shown to be necessarily noncyclical."

By this is meant that the variable movement rules are postcyclic,

applying only after all cyclic rules have applied to all cyclic

domains. But this property guarantees the necessary precedence

over Reflexivization, which can be shown to be a cyclic rule.

Psroehial ordering constraints once again have no role to play.
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Akmajian and Wasow (1975) also perpetrate this type of error

in my view, though it will be necessary to anticipate something

of chapter Q below to explain why. Having argued for the

replacement of the Affix Hopping transformation (Burt 1971) by

two distinct processes, "EN/ING-Hopping" and "Tense-Hopping", and

having stated (p.211) an "ordering" in which the former precedes

VP Deletion and the latter follows it, they observe (fn.4, p.21N):

Notice that since There-Insertion is a cyclical rule,
and since EN/ING-Hopping must precede There-Insertion
in a derivation, it follows that EN/ING-Hopping must
be a cyclical rule as well. On the other hand, Tense-
Hopping cannot be a cyclical rule, since it must follow
VP=Deletion within a derivation. If Tense-Hopping were
a cyclical rule, it would always precede VP-Deletion
within a derivation, since VP-Deletion requires at
least two clauses (i.e., cycles) for its SD to be met;
hence, Tense-Hopping must be last-cyclic, to prevent
its operation on "lower" cycles. It thus turns out
that if EN/ING-Hopping and Tense-Hopping are two
separate transformations, they are not only widely
separated within the linear ordering, but exhibit a
different status with respect to the cycle as well.

The error in this is more subtle. Akmajian and Wasow argue that

in order to prevent Tense-Hopping from applying to simplex clauses

(the cat PAST throw L12 ——> the cat threw up) before VP Deletion has

a chance to remove VPs from post-Tense positions in larger structures

(The dog threw up and the cat did fl , too) they will make Tense-

Hopping lgggggyglgg, i.e. restricted from applying until the final

cycle (on the topmost S in the tree) has been reached. This would

mean that on the last cycle, Tense-Hopping would apply in certain

S domains lower than the topmost one, wholly inside the boundaries

of clauses that the cyclic rules had already applied to. Now, it

happens that Wasow himself has observed (1972), citing Chomsky, that

there is a "perfectly general constraint on the operation of

gramatical rules" that is violated by such an assumption:

US?‘‘U

F.

5 3?
1}) No rule applying to a configuration of the form

Q‘... [.;...p] ...¢] where 0!-andfl are cyclic nodes

(i.e., NP or S), can involve only items infl.

I"\

If Tense-Hopping operates the way Akmajian and Wasow say it does,

then there are some rules that violate this constraint. Now, it

is argued in chapter # below that the really crucial thing is

that BN8 8u¢h ¢0n8traiBt 88 (13) should continue to be maintained

with respect to the gyglig rules, for if a cyclic rule can return later

to an S that it did not apply to on the cycle of that S, the cyclic

principle has no content; rules on higher cycles will be able to

interact with rules on lower cycles. The correct conclusion when

a rule appears $0 violate (13) is, I believe, that it is a member

of the class of pgsggyglgg rules, and postcyclic rules are not

subject to (13). (I further believe that it is possible to give

language-independent criteria for membership in the class of

postcyclic rules so that this does not (as alleged by Koutsoudas

1971a) constitute in itself a covert appeal to the power of parochial

ordering.) The difference between last-cyclic and postcyclic rules

is that the former gggzgygligzgglgg, albeit constrained to wait until

the final cycle is reached in derivations, but the latter are nqg,

I claim, therefore, that making’Tense-Hopping a last-cyclic rule

would not be an appropriate’analysis. (Indeed, I shall defend in

chapter 5 the view that there are no last-cyclic rules at all.)

Within the analysis of Akmajian and Uasow, Tense-Hopping apparently

has to be postcyclic, so that its violation of (13) is not the

anomaly it would otherwise be. But if it is postcyclic, there is

BO need for the rules of EN/ING—Hopping and Tense-Hopping to be

"widely separated within the linear ordering" —-in fact they cannot

58, for they will apply in disjoint subcomponents of the grammar and

do not interact in any way that would allow an "ordering" to be set up.
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One further illustration may be drawn from Kayne (1975).

Discussing the interaction of a rule called Paige-Infinitive (Fl)

and the Passive transformation, he considers the idea of a rule

interactional account of why the passive auxiliary gtgg cannot be

attracted like verbs to a higher verb faire by FI:

The ungramaticality of [sentences with faire+€tre]
would follow if the Passive were grdered_after_§I
gg§_g9§=91g§;g- (Kayne 1975, 2517""""""""

(Hy emphasis.) But since the FI rule applies on a higher cycle than

Passive in the relevant type of derivation (fglle fera [cette_eau §tre

8'

bue pap son chien]] ‘she will-cause this water be drunk by her dog‘

—> '§_lle fera étre bue cette eau person chifl), and since the major

part of the argument of Kayne's book is devoted to showing that FI

is cyclic, the words "ordered after FI" must be redundant here

(by "noncyclic" Kayne always means postcyclic in practice). If

Passive were postcyclic (not an analysis he ultimately accepts,

incidentally) this would be all that was needed. Parochial ordering
not only need not be used but ggglg not be used to impose the

necessary ordering relation in this case (parochial ordering cannot

make a cyclic rule on a lower cycle follow a cyclic rule on a

higher cycle).

1.1.3 The fallacy of insufficiency.

The case cited at the end of the last section raises one further

way in which an argument invoking parochial order can fail. Kayne's

locution suggested the use of ordering as well as invoking the cyc1ic/

postcyclic distinction. If the latter is taken up, the ordering

becomes unnecessary because postcyclic rules follow all cyclic rules;

but on its own, parochial ordering here would be insufficient. In a

number of cases parochial ordering constraints have been advocated in

FW'--‘tr;-_JriI'.w.&j'.w

U4 \O

situations where, as here, rule ordering is demonstrably insufficient

perform the task demanded of it and thus some further device is

' needed. Naturally such cases cannot provide motivation for the

»_u5e of parochial ordering in syntax.

An example is to be found in Lightfoot (1975). At one point

in Lightfoot's exposition an argument is developed that hinges on

the putative fact that Passive is ordered (parochially) before the

rule that deletes the complementizer £25 after verbs like want.

Lightfoot says:

Passive must be ordered before Complementizer Deletion, in
order to block (20). If Passive precedes Complementizer
Deletion, then it will fail to apply in (20), because its
structural description will not be met. Passive requires
an NP V NP sequence, and so is blocked in the structures
underlying (20) by the fgg intervening between the V and
the following NP — a correct result. Compare (21), where
there is no f2£_at any stage of the derivation to block
application of Passive.

(20) ‘John was wanted to do it.
preferred
desired ‘K
hated

(21) John was believed to be popular.
expected
known

I should say that I have no reason to think that Passive does not

apply before Complementizer Deletion; I think it well might, for

Complementizer Deletion is probably postcyclic and Passive is

certainly cyclic, but I shall ignore this. My point will be that

within its own terms, Lightfoot's analysis here is mistaken on the

point that a parochial ordering constraint could be used to block

the sentences in (20).

Lightfoot is assuming, I think, that both Passive and Complement-

izer Deletion are cyclic, and he is assuming the Extended Standard

Theory (EST) of Chomsky (1973) and related works, which stipulates

that neither Passive nor any other rule may be restricted to apply
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(15)a. They got me to peel her grapes.
b. ‘I was got to peel her grapes.

It does not seem that the predicates involved can be regarded as

simply impossible to passivize under any circumstances:

(16)a. Has the dog been let out?
b. He was made to do it.
c. A good time was had by all.
d. The spy was got out of Berlin just in time.

Hence something else is going on, something to do with construction

types for which the rule of Subject-to-Object Raising is usually

postulated in non-EST analyses.

More importantly, the ordering proposal is too strong in that

clear counterexamples can be found to the claim it makes. The

clearest cases I have found are:

(17)a. God never intended for us to do it in that position.
b. We were never intended to do it in that position.

(18)a. I have fixed up for my gorilla to be gelded next Tuesday.
b. My gorilla has been fixed up to be gelded next Tuesday.

(19)a. The group planned for their psychedelic glitter boots to
be a big sensation.

b. Their psychedelic glitter boots were planned to be a big
sensation.

Since the presence of a for complementizer in underlying structure

does not prevent movement by Passive of an embedded clause subject,

something else is going on in Lightfoot's (20). Again it seems that
' |S-O-Raising might be involved in the discussion (for an inconclusive

look at the problem, see Postal 197'-4, 176-180). But the ordering of

Passive before Complementizer Deletion would wrongly block (17), (18)

and (19), while still failing to block (1%) and (15b), and thus
cannot be right. Hence to argue for the necessity of parochial

ordering constraints on the basis of this analysis would be to

commit the fallacy of insufficiency.
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1.2 Justification for parochial ordering in pedagogical works.

The random sampling engaged in up to this point makes the

literature of transformational grammar look so infected with

invalid patterns of argument that it is worth considering what

is done to introduce the topic of parochial ordering of

syntactic transformations in introductory works on the subject,

which might be presumed to select convincing examples for

carefully thought-out presentation. I shall deal with a few in

this section, and it will become clear that the shortcomings of

the justifications offered in such works for adopting the device

of parochial ordering can only be described as gross. I find no

arguments for parochial ordering in the introductory textbooks

that cannot be refuted in at least four distinct, plausible ways.

1.2.1 The argument from reflexives and imperatives.

The most well known argument for the ordering of transformational

rules is unquestionably that deriving from the interaction of

Reflexivization and Imperative Subject Deletion, which is almost

invariably mentioned in introductory courses and textbooks. An

early presentation of the relevant facts appeared in Postal (196h)

without explicit mention of the rule ordering issue. But Chapter 5

of Jacobs and Rosenbaum (1963), on "Linguistic explanation and

ordered rules" relies on it exclusively to introduce this topic.

Lakoff (1966[1963]), which was planned to be a pedagogical work,

uses it to provide evidence for a "hypothesis about the nature of

language" (p.11). Burt (1971, 13-1%) also introduces ordering with

it. Bach (197h, 11%-116, 119) rests the whole of the justification

for parochial ordering in syntax on it. In Akmajian and Heny (1975,

'7‘,%_?
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235) it is left to the reader as an exercise to determine the

ordering between the two transformations. In Huddleston (1976,

¢hapter 11) it again figures as a justification for ordering. It

has begun, in fact, to be thought of as a piece of absolutely

unquestionable standard wisdom. Perlmutter (1971, 130) cites

it as one of "many cases for which ordering of transformations

captures significant generalizations." Langendoen (1975, 979)

criticizes Householder for attempting to expound on rule ordering

using "illustrations of his own making that do not work" (understand-

able,if I am right that no arguments for parochial ordering work,

incidentally), and declares that "the one that has been around the

longest is still perfectly useful: Imperative and Reflexive in

English."

The argument is so widespread in the literature, in fact, that

it is remarkable that when analyzed it can be seen to have no force

whatever. This is how the argument runs. If the underlying

structure (Z00) is not to be turned into the ungrammatical (20b)

by Imperative Subject Deletion so that Reflexivization cannot apply,

the fomer (henceforth IMPDEL) must be ordered 2:22; the latter

(henceforth REFLEX). The grammatical (200) will then be properly

generated by application of rules in the sequence REFLEX, IMPDEL,
I

(20)a. IMP - you - PRES - will - wash - you
b. ‘Hash you.
c. Hash yourself.

The best that can be said for this argument is that two hypotheses

can be formulated which it is capable of refuting: the Arbitrary

ord°rin8 and Random Sequential hypotheses of section 1.0.2 above.

Thefie hypotheses, which do not appear actually to have been held

by anybody at any time, could arrange for the single point at which
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IMPDEL is tested for application to precede in a derivation the

single point at which REFLEX is tested, provided that either there

was no cycle or that both IMPDEL and REFLEX belonged to the same

order type (cyclic, postcyclic, or whatever). The noncyclic arbitrary

order and noncyclic random order positions are thus not capable of

blocking (20b) as necessary. But virtually every other conceivable

position that linguists have so much as flirted with is capable

of dealing with IMPDEL and REFLEX in ways that make no appeal to

parochial ordering. A selection follows.

1. The Direct Mapping hypothesis deals with the situation

perfectly adequately. Ignoring tense and auxiliary we have (21).

(21) IMP yfiu wash you

(IMPDEL) (narfinx)

IMP D wash yourself

The argument therefore fails to establish even that transformations

do not apply simultaneously in a block.

2. The Free Reapplication hypothesis, and a_fortiori the KSN

hypothesis which subsumes it, predicts either the same thing (that

IMPDEL and REFLEX will apply simultaneously) or, if for any reason

this is prevented (Eckman 197% argues that an optional rule can

never apply simultaneously with any other rule), that REFLEX, which

is obligatory, must apply first. This is pointed out by Ringen (1972),

where the principle that obligatory rules must take precedence over

optional rules was first enunciated.

3. IMPDEL could be triggered by an element under the domination

of a higher node than the S node whose subject it deletes, and apply

cyclically. One analysis that has this property has been advanced

I

. 45
I

Eby McOawley (1963=,155ff), following a suggestion due to Ross and

‘various others semi-independently. It would assign (20c) the

(under1Yin8 structure SE1 ORDER ygg_ L125 wash.yggJ ] . Deletion of
_i_ 5 T‘ S8

the subject of !§§h_would be triggered when the ORDER clause was in

the domain of application, but REFLEX would have applied before this

ion the cycle of the embedded clause, giving the correct result.

The whole matrix clause I ORDER you ... would (optionally?) be

deleted, leaving behind only the complement, thus deriving (20c).

There are real problems with this proposal (for some eritical

observations see Schmerling 1975), but if anything like it were

maintained there would be no reason to invoke parochial ordering

-to do so would constitute the Fallacy of Neglecting Cyclicity.

Williams (197%), a work I shall discuss below, mentions this

proposal in terms which give a hint that he would reject it (p.8).

It happens, however, that an almost exactly equivalent analysis

syntactically would be compatible with, if not predicted by, the

framework he assumes and develops. He works within the EST, and

would take the initial symbol of the base rules to be not S but

§, a node which expands to COMP[lementizer], S. The element, ¢a11

lt IMP, which triggers IMPDEL, would almost certainly be taken to be

in expansion of topmost COMP nodes (though I know of no explicit

liscussion). The structure underlying (20c) would thus be (22).
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Williams defends the view that, by a generalization of the cyclic

principle, rules limited to the domain S all apply before rules’

involving an item in COMP. With this underlying structure and

EST assumptions there would be no need of a parochial ordering

constraint.

4. REFLEX is almost certainly cyclic, and IMPDEL probably

postcyclic, in my view. I believe that the argument in Postal

(197n, 267-280) decisively ties REFLEX to cyclic application, and
I shall defend in chapter N a hypothesis about postcyclic rules

that would predict that IMPDEL is amongst them. This assignment

of the rules to order types, which would be by no means controversial,

would automatically predict the correct outputs.

I have no doubt that the essentials of the correct account are

to be found among these four suggestions —-the fourth being most

probably the true reason for the observed rule interaction. But

what I am concerned to do here is not so much to advocate a

particular analysis but rather to point out that whether the cyclic

principle is assumed or not, and whether IMPEL is taken to be

cyclic or not if the cyclic principle is assumed, there are quite

a variety of positions to select from, none of which make any

appeal to parochial ordering. There is not a shred of evidence

to be extracted from the REFLEX/IMDEL interaction that could

favour the view that parochial ordering constraints are necessary

in syntax. If there are any students of linguistics who are

convinced by the treatment of this case in their introductory

textbooks that transformational rules are ordered, it can only be

because no alternatives are presented to them, or because assent

comes more easily than rebellion when one has been taught that books

contain wisdom, or both

'r"*K-1-—*,'
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1,2,2 The argument from Extraposition and It_Deletion.

Another fairly familiar example of a case which is presented

to students as requiring a parochial ordering constraint is that

of Extraposition (henceforth EXTRA?) and I§_Deletion (ITDEL).

Burt (1971, 98-100), for instance, gives an extended treatment of

the supposed reasons for ordering them in a particular way.

The rules originate with the analysis of Rosenbaum (1967).

Burt states the rules as in (23) and (2%).

(23) EXTRAPOSITION
x - NPE_1_t_ - s]NP- Y

1 3 3 4 =====¢> (opt.)

1 2 ¢ 4+3

Condition: applies only with that and forgt2_complementizers.

(21+) E DELETION
x - - slm, - Y

1 2 3 4 =====e> (obl.)
1 ¢ 3 1+

The data the rules jointly account for are sentences like those in

_(25)a. ‘It that Purvis has been'made Professor of Verbs is great.
b. It is great that Purvis has been made Professor of Verbs.
c. That Purvis has been made Professor of Verbs is great.
d. ‘It for Maximilian to bathe in hot yoghurt would be crazy.
e. It would be crazy for Maximilian to bathe in hot yoghurt.
f. For Maximilian to bathe in hot yoghurt would be crazy.
g. ‘It Louella's refusing to stroke your cobra was misinterpreted
h. ‘It was misinterpreted Louella's refusing to stroke your cobra.
i. Louella's refusing to stroke your cobra was misinterpreted

There will be idiolect divergence herre,of course; (25h) is not tgo

Oaaperately ungrammatical even for speakers who reject it, and there

-will be some speakers who find it grammatical (though it should be

carefully noted that there is not a comma pause after misinterpreted)
1:  _1
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This is not relevant at this point; the analysis I am considering

is one that has to account for the ungrammaticality of (25h), like

Rosenbaum ' s (1967) descript ion .

In a linear, parochial ordering framework it would be claimed

that EXTRA? had to be ordered before ITDEL, because if the reverse

order were assumed, the i£_in underlying structures like (25a) or

(25d) would always be deleted, and none of the extraposed examples

like (25b) and (25e) would be derived at all, assuming ITDEL were

made obligatory. Burt also notes that if ITDEL applied first and

were made optional, ill—formed strings would be generated in cases

like (26) where because of the already sentence-final position of

the embedded S, EXTRAP has no effect on the proximity of the S to

the underlying_i£ which has been left behind after non-application

of ITDEL:

(26)a. I think NP[it s[that this may be difficult]s]NP
b. ‘I think it that this may be difficult.

Some additional interest attaches to this case because on a

very superficial level it might appear to be a counterexample to

Ringen's (1972) principle of Obligatory Precedence, which is a

theorem of the Free Reapplication and KSN hypotheses. However,

there turn out to be as many plausible resolutions for this putative

objection to unordered rule hypotheses as there were for the last.

1. Note first that this case has the distinction of failing

to refute even the straw man Random Sequential hypothesis, assuming

only that ITDEL is obligatory (as it surely must be). If the rules
are tested at random against structures like (25a), (26a), etc.,

and ITDEL is selected first, a nonextraposed sentence will be

correctly generated. But derivations in which EXTRAP is selected

first will also be defined as admissible, and in these it will be

#9

free to apply, producing an extraposed sentence. For cases like

(25b) or (2Se) this will mean that ITDEL is now not applicable,

so the derivation may terminate. In a case like (26), if it is

assumed that EXTRAP applies vacuously (having no effect on the

terminal string), then since ITDEL is still applicable and still

available for testing against derived representations (see the

details of the Random Sequential hypothesis in (4) above), it will

ultimately apply before the derivation terminates; and it will

also apply if instead EXTRAP is assumed to be blocked by general

convention from applying vacuously and thus does not affect (26a).

Either way, (260) will be the output.

(26)c. I think that this may be difficult.

There is no reason here, then, to reject the Random Sequential

hypothesis (though the Direct Mapping and Arbitrary Order hypotheses

would fail to give correct results).

2. EXTRAP and ITDEL provide an interesting crucial test between

the Free Reapplication and KSN hypotheses, such as is provided

within phonology by Koutsoudas (1973) but has not to my knowledge

been shownto arise in syntax. The Free Reapplication hypothesis

woyld predict that by virtue of its obligatory character ITDEL had

to apply to any representation such as (25a) or (25d), and thus

that EXTRAP would never apply to them, and thus that (25b, e)

could never be generated, and this is wrong. The KSN hypothesis,

in contrast, says that ITDEL will apply gglggg=gg§§=g§;ggggg%

assists.2§i2i22:2.i2s.§22ii22;i22- ""1 *h=1‘= is a "ni"=r=B1
principle already known which applies to this case. Sanders (1970a

[1974]) has proposed a principle (also discussed in Koutsoudas,

Sanders and Noll 1971[1974]) stated as in (27).
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1 (27) Proper Inclusion Precedence

For any repesentation R, which meets the structural
description of each of two rules A and B, A takes
applicational precedence over B with respect to R
if and only if the structural description of A properly
includes the structural description of B.

To determine whether one structural description properly includes

another it is necessary to have both in some standard format, and

then simply observe whether the mpping from the elements of one

to the (intuitively) corresponding elements of the other is

surjective ("onto") or not. If there is a nonsurjective mapping

from the elements of the structural description of rule B onto

those of A but a surjective mapping the other way, A properly

includes B. (I eschew here the task of making this fully formal

by giving a set-theoretic definition of the notion "structural

description", because I do not see that any significant problems

are likely to be uncovered in that direction.) Uith EXTRAP and

ITDEL as Burt formulates them there is a problem in that EXTRA?

is associated with the (unfortunately vague) condition: "only

applies with th§t_and £95332 complementizers." But it is plain

enough what the condition is supposed to mean, and we can simply

build it into the structural description itself. Hith this done,

the structural descriptions are as in (28).

(28)a. mcnum x ,,p[_i£ stfiggt} xlslm, x

b. ITDEL X "Phat sf X lsgup X

The modifications in the statement of ITDEL have been made solely to

make it visually clearer what is essential and what is not in the

statement of the rule. The point that is important is that the

structural description of EXTRAP crucially mentions the complementizer

vv-v—v'VV4-as
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in the clause within the NP brackets. ITDEL does not, because it

does not matter for ITDEL what the clause contains (hence I

represent it as a pair of S-labelled brackets containing a variable X)

It is this sort of circumstance that determines a proper inclusion

relation. A mapping from the set of elements in (28b) to the set

in (28a) would be nonsurjective: the term " {ggjt} " would be left

over. Therefore by Proper Inclusion Precedence, in a grammar with

rules whose structural descriptions are (28a) and (28b), a universal

pinciple dictates that (28a) has precedence. This predicts on

nonparochial grounds the correct interaction.

(The reader will have noted that the condition on EXTRAP that

refers to complementizers turned out to be crucial here, and will be

wondering about the description in nonparochial terms of those

dialects which place no restriction on EXTRAP and permit (25h) and

sentences like it. I shall return to this matter in section 1.5

and show that a satisfactory and independently motivated treatment

is available.)

It will be seen that the account I have given implies in effect

that the principle of Obligatory Precedence formulated by Ringen

(1972) is a subordinate, ceteris pgribus principle which takes

second place to Proper Inclusion Precedence. It happens that this

interpretation has received independent support from a phonological

example discussed by Ringen (197%). Her example necessitates having

Obligatory Precedence take second place to "Overlap Precedence",

which is an extension of Proper Inclusion Precedence due to G.

Iverson. In every way, therefore, the precedence of EXTRAP over

ITDEL is fully in accordance with the predictions of the UDRA thesis,

even if no assumption is made regarding cyclic application of rules.
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3. If cyclic application is assumed for some rules, another

possibility naturally suggests itself. The required precedence

of EXTRAP over ITDEL could be a consequence of the former being

cyclic and the latter postcyclic. One might enquire as to

whether this assignment of the rules to order types would be

consistent with the assumptions of linguists like Burt who would

postulate these rules in the fomulations given. The answer is

that such an assignment would be very much in accord with widely

shared assumptions. EXTRAP, though thought for a time by Ross

to be last-cyclic or postcyclic (see McCawley 1970a where Ross's

argument is summarized), was assumed by Rosenbaum to be cyclic,

and this original assumption has now been supported with a number

of types of argument (Grinder 1970, 31%, n.6; Jacobson and Neubauer

1974; Baltin 1975; and cf. the arguments from French in Pinkham

1975 and the reference there to unpublished work of Hankamer and

Sag). In Burt (1971) the ordered list of rules given (p.253)
has only rules that are arguably cyclic in Burt's terms ordered

before EXTRAP, which means that nothing in the list is necessarily

inconsistent with EXTRAP's being cyclic. A possible exception is

Agent Deletion, which deletes unspecified passive pygphrases; there

is no evidence I know of for the cyclicity of this rule, and it is

ordered before EXTRAP by Burt. But I think this is a mistake.

Grinder (1970, 315, n.10) gives an argument that Agent Deletion

must be last-cyclic or postcyclic, and Burt has no argument that

shows Agent Deletion crucially preceding any cyclic rule. There

is no reason why it could not be placed much later in her ordering,

following the application of EXTRAP to any domain. If no rule

thought to be postcyclic necessarily precedes EXTRA? in a derivation,

then EXTRAP could be cyclic. ITDEL, on the other hand, though

4__1Q...gA-

n§__..___l_
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placed on Burt's list immediately after EXTRAP, precedes no rule

far which there is cyclicity evidence (it crucially precedes no

rule other than Preposition Deletion, which I would claim on the

basis of the discussion in chapter 4 below to be definitely

postcyclic. Thus ITDEL could be a postcyclic rule in Burt's

grammar. As a free deletion rule erasing a single, semantically

redundant constituent it also happens to have exactly the property

that characterizes the clearest class of postcyclic rules

described in chapter 4. Thus although for some reason Burt never

gives a clear indication of which rules she would claim to be

cyclic and which noncyclic, it can be ascertained that it would

be highly plausible to have EXTRAP and ITDEL separated by this

distinction. The cyclic/postcyclic dichotomy could then account

for the observed precedence even in a grammar with neither parochial

ordering nor principles like Proper Inclusion Precedence.

#. The final possibility I will mention does not involve the

acquiescence in the background assumptions of works like Burt (1971)

that I have hitherto affected for purposes of discussion. I do not

believe that underlying structures like (25a), (26a), etc. exist.

I believe the i£_that appears in extraposition constructions is an

inserted element, and that the basic part of the extraposition

rule as properly conceived is'the insertion operation. Various

arguments for this position have appeared in the literature.

Hbrgan (1968) points out that it + S underlying structures involve

an underlying element i§'which must (a) be specifically ignored

in determining the semantic interpretation (this point is due to

HcCawley) and (b) fails to act syntactically like the head noun it

appears structurally to be (a relative clause cannot be attached to

it, for instance: 'l£,_!high is obvipugj doesn:t_bother John that
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he is 1.u1@pulBr). Kipsrsky and Kiparsky (1975) give evidence that

the i£_appearing in the few apparent examples of postverbal EITRAP

(e.g. Qbhn resents_it that you have so much money) must have a

different source from the subject extraposition ii, weakening the

motivation for Rosenbaum's analysis, and recall the evidence

given by Ross (1966) that EITRAP constructions do not act syntactically

like constructions that truly involve extraposition from s head noun:

extraction is constrained differently, as shown in (29).

(29)a. I have a hat which it is known that be bought .
b. ‘I have a hat which evidence will be presented that he bought__,

An argument that EITRAP should be formulated as an insertion rule on

the basis of a claim about rule typology will be suggested in chapter 2.

If these and other facts do motivate an.iE¢inserting formulation

of EITRAP, than since tbs only constructions in which a semantically

empty i§_nppcars adjacent to a clause (I take it that E, You'd better

sec to it that S, He'd hate it if S, John hates it that 5, etc.)

suggest that there is no ruls of ITDEL, either obligatory or

optional, the question of whether EXTRA? and ITDEL need to be

parochisflyordered might best be answered firmly in the negative

on the grounds that ITDEL does not exist. This, I believe, is

the best favoured position. But as I have shown, under a range

of other possible analyses parochial ordering would not be

supported by the EXTRAE/ITDEL interaction anyway.

1.2.3 Huddleston‘s defence of parochial ordering.

The treatment of rule interaction in Huddleston (1976), one of

the most recent introuctions to transformational syntax, is far

better than is found in most such works. Huddleston opens his

discussion (Chapter 12) with an excellent exposition of how

55

derivations in generative grammar may be interpreted statically, as

a system of definitions limiting the class of possible sequences

of phrase markers until that proper subset is arrived at which

corresponds exactly to the class of definitions needed for the

description of some set of sentences. This antidote to the

potentially misleading metaphors of real time in derivations

("first" rule A applies, "then" rule B, and so on) is much needed

and well taken. I have indulged in the customary metaphorical

usage throughout this work only because I find it (a) well entrenched

in all writings on generative grammar, (b) very hard to avoid,

(c) sxpositorily simplifying in some respects, and (d) capable of

being shown to be equivalent to appropriate non-metaphorical

usage. The metaphor does, however, have side effects (the unrsasonsd

and aprioristic prejudice of many linguists against output conditions

seems to be one), and gratitude is dus to Huddlcston for his lucid

Btfltflmflfltq

Huddlcston proceeds to show bow if tbs bass is restricted to

context-frss phrase structure rules the restrictions that ordering

of base rules would contribute have no place. (There are textbooks

on the market that fail to perceive this; see e.g. Gasng 1971, 95,

criticized in Pullum 197$, 122-1Z3.) He than turns to transformations:
,-

Let us now apply these notions to transformational rules.
Here there is a strong case for including in the theory
the extra pdier provided by extrinsic ordering.

It is my claim that there is no case at all for this increase in

expressive power of the theory, so let me now examine the support

Huddleston cites for his claim.

The first example he uses is that of Affix Hopping and Q5 Support,

the latter having to be ordered after the former in his view. (Affix

Hopping is the "Auxiliary transformation" of Chomsky 195?, and_QE
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Support, which also originates there, is the rule that inserts do

to carry those tense affixes which Affix Hopping does not attach

to any verb or auxiliary.) The only thing I shall say here about

this familiar case is that I believe both rules are artifacts of

an analysis that has numerous defects and must be replaced.

Some objections to the analysis in question will be set out in

chapter 2, together with a sketch of an alternative analysis which

avoids the objections and is consistent with the UDRA hypothesis

(cf. also Pullum and Wilson, forthcoming). I feel it is quite

justifiable in this case simply to reject the analysis within which

the defence of parochial ordering is presented, because it turns out

that some of the most interesting objections to it, and some of the

best arguments for an alternative analysis, are due to Huddleston

himself; later in his book he rejects the rules of Affix Hopping

and Qg_Support and adopts an analysis much more like the one that

I would defend. I therefore take it that no support for parochial

ordering can derive from this case.

Huddleston's second illustrative justification for parochial

ordering is the familiar case of Reflexivization and Imperative

Subject Deletion which I have shown in section 1.2.1 to be completely

empty.

Thirdly and finally, Huddleston proposes that the rules of

Passive and Subject-to-Subject Raising must be parochially ordered

before Verb Agreement so that sentences are not generated with

agreement determined by properties of NPs that were subjects earlier

in the derivation. That is, derivations like (30) and (31) must

be blocked. (I use the abbreviations lZl_for ‘Third Person‘, §§§

for ‘Singular’, and_§§‘for 'Plural'.)

5?

(30)a. [George [PAST] slay all of the hobgoblins] ===-> (VA)
b. [George EPAST, 111, sc] slay all of the hobgoblins] -—-=>(PassI
c. [All of the hobgoblins [PAs'r, III, so] be slain by George]
d. ‘All of the hobgoblins was slain by George.

()1)a. [Urle to recover] [PRES] be likely] i (VA)
b. [[Ve to recover][PRE, III, SG] be likely] ===¢> (S-S-R)
c. [We [PRES, III, S0] be likely [to recoverl]
d. ‘We is likely to recover.

As with pevious alleged cases.of parochial ordering, I find that a

minimum of four distinct alternative ways of treating these data

without making use of parochial ordering are available.

1. Assuming a noncyclic theory, suppose that V[erb]A[greement]

is formulated to associate with a tense element certain feature

markings determined by the features of the NP that is subject of the

clause at that point, incompatible markings already present there

being automatically eliminated. Then the Random Sequential hypothesis

would predict that if Passive or S-8-R applied in any clause - whether

VA had already applied to it or not - the appearance of a new subject

NP would determine a new context in which VA could apply, and it

would therefore apply before the derivation terminated. In other

words, every time a representation like (30c) or (31c) appeared, VA

would reapply, and the correct results would be derived:

(3o)a'. All of the hobgoblins were slain by George.
t31)d'. We are likely to recover.

I

Thus even the noncyclic Random Sequential position receives no

disconfirmation from this class of data; and the Free Reapplication

and KSN hypothesis clearly have the same correct consequences.

2. It might plausibly be assumed that Passive and S-S-R are

cyclic (and optional), while VA is an obligatory postcyclic process.

A possible counterexample to such a proposal (the alleged interaction

of VA with §h§£5_Insertion) is shown in Pullum and Roberts (1975) not

to affect the possibility of postcyclic VA. The argument that
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parochial ordering is needed here would then fall into the fallacy

described in section 1.1.2: a postcyclic rule does not need to be

parochially ordered after a cyclic rule.

5. Assuming a cyclic VA rule, another subversion of the

parochiality claim would be obtained if there were some substantive

principle of a different kind that predicted the required

applicational precedence relation. Williams (1974, of which more

belowl formulates a hypothesis which I think I interpret correctly

as asserting that a rule sensitive to semantic properties of the

verb of the clause in which it applies will always apply before a

rule applying in the same domain that is insensitive to such verbal

properties, i.e. ungoverned. Now, we know that Passive and S-S-R

are sensitive to verbal semantics (are "thematic" rules in Williams's

terms); for example, verbs of measurement to not passivize (‘Five tons

are weighed by this statgg) and degree-of-facility predicates do not

admit of S-S-R (‘An hour is easy to elapse). But VA is "nonthematic".

If Hil1iams's hypothesis is correct, the ordering of VA after Passive

and S-S-R is explained on nonparochial grounds.

B. Finally, it might be that Verb Agreement should be regarded

not as a transformational operation but as a morphological condition

that arranged for a particular phonological shape for a verb form to

be selected by reference to properties of the NP that held the subject

position in its clause at the end of the application of the cyclic

rules to that clause. The prediction that cyclic rules like Passive

and S-S-R applied prior to the determination of verbal agreement

would thus be built into the very definition of the notion "verbal

agreement rule." An overtly global view of agreement such as this

has a number of attractions in my view, and may actually prove to

be necessary for the description of agreement systems in some

59

languages (see Morgan 1972; Pullum and Roberts 1975; Napoli 1975a,

1975b; and, more controversially, the much disputed claims of

Andrews 1971 concerning Classical Greek case marking, and the many

related discussions it has engendered). The approach will be

discussed further in chapter 2. Clearly, if adopted it would

remove any possible motivation for parochial ordering in this

sort of case.

I conclude, then, that Huddleston has in fact provided no

motivation whatever for his espousal of parochial ordering in syntax.

1.2.h Keyser and Postal on rule ordering.

In the recent text by Keyser and Postal (1976) is to be found

the most sensitive and sophisticated attitude towards issues of rule

interaction to have characterized any introductory book on generative

grammar so far. Throughout the book suggestions are made as to

how rule interactions might be largely or even completely predictable

on universal grounds (cf. especially chapter 29 on the cyclic

principle and the prediction of cyclic status for rules), and the

familiar mechanics of the linear ordering model are carefully

excluded from the exposition. ,In pp.118-121 even the comparatively

open issue of whether some rules may apply simultaneously with others

is aired. This is unique in an introductory text.

At one point, however, I find at least the flavour of the linear

ordering view comes through. The treatment of interrogatives and

Subject-Auxiliary Inversion arrives at this conclusion on pp.370-371:

It seems then that we are led to the following overall
ordering of rules relating to Subject-Auxiliary inversion:
(25) vs Fronting

Subject-Auxiliary Inversion
Tense Extraction, Whether Deletion
Do Erasure
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UH Fronting must precede Subject-Auxiliary Inversion
since it sometimes creates the conditions for the latter.
Subject-Auxiliary Inversion must precede Tense Extraction
since its operation prevents the former from applying
incorrectly in certain cases. Similarly, Whether Deletion
must follow Subject-Auxiliary Inversion because the ghgihgpp
must be present to trigger inversion in yes-no interrogatives.
as indicated by their presence on the same line in (25),
however, Tense Extraction and Whether Deletion have no
necessary ordering relations with regard to each other.
finally, Do Erasure follows Tense Extraction for reasons
discussed extensively in Ehapter 2?.

I believe the authors may only be intending to summarize a sequence

to which derivations will generally conform, purely in the interests

of explaining simply the elements of the analysis. (Expository

simplicity must surely be a central factor in accounting for the

general appeal of the linear ordering hypothesis to textbook authors,

given its zero empirical support and its abhorrent theoretical

implications.) Certainly they do not explicitly popound or

defend parochial ordering. But it is worth pointing out that the

gnglpgig they are presenting does indeed tend toward confirmation

of the general HERA position by offering, strictly within its own

terms, no obstacles to the elimination of parochial ordering. It

is particularly apposite to note that the fragmentary analysis to

be considered is part of an analysis which, like the one sketched

in chapter 2 below, removes the rules of affix Hopping and Qp_Support

from the gramar of English as promised in the last section.

First, trivially, if HH Frosting "sometimes creates the

conditions for" the application of Subject-Auxiliary Inversion (ear).

all that is necessary is that SAI be free to apply when its structural

description is met, as any UDHA theory would permit.

Second, Whether Deletion does not strictly need to igllgg Sal

{but for the assumption that all applications are sequential that

Keyser and Postal adopt purely for "conceptual simplicity" on p.121)-
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It is simply that SAI should not be bled by the disappearance of

its triggering item. Simultaneous application of these obligatory

rules, as dictated by the Free Reapplication and KEN hypotheses,

would accomplish the type of mapping Keyser and Postal have in mind:

(32).-1. wheiher- you [[t%Aux] PRES] - mad

(Whether E:-=1et1cnJ (sex)

b. ... £3 [[be, Aux] PRES] you mad ...

c. are you mad?

Third, the fact that Do Erasure follows Tense Extraction is a

simple intrinsic ordering in Chomsky's sense, for the former deletes

an occurrence of auxiliary'dp_if and only if the latter has extracted

the Tense element from it.

A footnote to the quoted passage which I silently omitted

mentions a further non-instance of ordering: the rule that contracts

5E§_to Eli is free to apply where it will within the system of rules

Keyser and Postal are considering.

This leaves one pair of rules to be examined: en: and Tense

Extraction. The former must be able to precede and bleed the latter.

(The sense in which I am using the technical term_pl55§_here is of

course that of Hiparsky 1965:] Bleeding is not a type of interaction

which will in general occur between rules that are freely ordered.

If SAI is able to remove Qp_from contexts in which Tense Extraction

would otherwise apply, we have an example of exactly the right type

against which to test the UDEA hypothesis. It has the superficial

appearance, at least, of being a counterexample, and there is no sign

of the Fallacy of Neglecting Gyclicity here, for the authors would

probably claim that both rules are likely to be postcyclic, and I

would agree on this point.
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I reproduce in (33) and (35) what Keysor and Postal give as

the statements of the relevant rules, on p.3hh and p.368 respectively.

(33) Tense Extraction

S S0 /no
*i V ‘E?

v NP L |
| y S‘

Tense S1

u’ Egg, Aux] R .28 v 0' [92, vE [>_<l l>—§><
0

Conditions: a. ‘Q2 is unstressed
b. §_does not contain any of: (i) £23

(ii) 551
(111) subject up

(of do)

(3%) Subjectahuxiliary Inversion

3 S

i NP /N i % 
Q UH L [Aux] (Tense) (L'f._) X Q UH [Aux] (Tense) (n ' t) X

phrase phrase

Condition: So is not attached to NP

(I have made a couple of very minor typographical changes, but they do

not affect the discussion.) What frustrates the KSR hypothesis in

these statements is that although it is almost true that the structural

description of (34), roughly Q UH NP Aux X wherc_§;will in every case

be a V, properly includes that of (33), roughly L.gc__l[_ where § is a V,

in detail it cannot be said that proper inclusion holds (because (33)

mentions Q9, both rules have various conditions, and so on). Proper

Inclusion Precedence must be defined on formal statements in a

7'iWW
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rigorous way, and not interpreted vaguely. If it is taken strictly

here, it fails to be applicable. Hence no UDRA hypothesis I have

so far mentioned is predicting correctly here that (34) must take

precedence over (33).

There is one fairly strong indication of what could be the

explanation of what is going on here. Notice that Tense Extraction

affects a single subconstituent, morphologically an affix, and

moves it from the left of a verb that is (essentially) adjacent to

it over to the right of that verb. It does this under a cluster of

rather messy conditions, one of which is quite peculiar for a

syntactic rule in that it is ggggggggiggl. The Q2_must not be

stressed. Those characteristics of the rule suggest that it is

simply a morphological permutation rule. The existence of

permutation rules in morphology has been argued for with evidence

from Eve by Clements (1973), where it is shown in detail that a

rule has to be postulated which permutcs adjacent morphemes that

are not part of the same word, and does this under conditions which

are partly syntactic and partly phonological. He argues that the

rule "belongs to the study of morphology, in roughly the traditional

sense of this term. That is, the pocess may be considered one of

word formation, insofar as it is éorrect to suppose that the

permutation rule carries out the incorporation of one form into

another." The characterization surely carries over to the Tense

Extraction rule as Kcyser and Postal give it, in a way that is

highly suggestive. If it were possible to define a class of

morphological rules operating "after the syntax and before the

phonology" as Clements proposes,'then since Subject-Auxiliary

Inversion is clearly syntactic,the precedence it has over Tense

Attraction might turn out to be a straightforward consequence of

the fact that Tense Attraction is a morphological rule.
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Although this would seem plausible enough to look into if the

Ksyser/Postal rule formulation was highly confirmed, my suspicion

is that the answer lies in a different direction: the Tense

Extraction rule does not exist, and the analysis is at that point

wrong. Assuming an ultimate higher-verb source for Tense as Keyser

and Postal do (358-359, n.10), it seems wrong to have tenses first

adjoined to Qg_and then extracted from it again. And the resultant

formulations of the rules have a number of bad features. The verb _<_i_o_

has to be mentioned in both Tense Extraction and Do Erasure, and would

also have to be mentioned in whatever rule adjoins tenses to Q2_in the

first place. (A possibly independent oddity of the analysis has modal:

as verbs which cannot cooccur with tenses, which means that Tense has

to be included as an optionally present element in the structural

description of Subject-Auxiliary Inversion, and probably means that

there is a real problem of explaining why if modals have tenseless

forms they cannot appear as infinitives.)

Although it is not my intention to pursue a detailed criticism

of Keyser and Postal's deliberately simplified analysis, I think

the bad features just mentioned do attach to it, and I want to point

out that in chapter 2 below I shall present a sketch of an analysis

of the English auiliary system which makes tenses initial structure

verbs but (a) does not make use of Tense Extraction or any analogue

of it, (b) only mentions Q2_in one rule, not three, and (c) needs no

optionality brackets in any of the rules concerned. (Models are

treated not as verbs which cannot cooccur with Tense but as verbs

which gig.) I have no delusions that it will be impossible to
improve upon my analysis; doubtless it has many defects. But it

does seems to lack some defects that the Keyser/Postal analysis has.

And it happens to make no use whatever of parochial ordering.

"*—r-i-4

'

I conclude that in the entire range of introductory and

expository textbooks on transformational grammar that are known to

me there is, despite a near universal tendency to assert confidently

that the ordering of rules is very important, not a single instance

of an example suggesting that grammars of natural languages need

make any statements about rule ordering at all The nearest

thing to an exception to this claim is to be found in the text

(Keyser and Postal) that makes the least fuss about rule ordering,
and on the point in question I think that the analysis is wrong

(and if it is not, one of the rules involved may be morphological,

which removes the need for parochial ordering) For the most part

claims about ordering of rules in the textbooks are shored up with

examples that fail in numerous ways simultaneously to show what

they are thought to show.

1 3 Kayne's defence of parochial ordering in French syntax

Kayne (1975) is one of the most important descriptive studies

within transformational grammar to have appeared for a number of

years. It achieves a great deal in systematically analyzing large

classes of facts bearing on the interaction of syntactic processes

in French It is uusual in containing a number of allusions, to

be found mostly in footnotes, to the possibility of predicting

rule applicational precedence on the basis of general principles

of linguistic theory (see e.g p 37 n.43, p 178 n.131, p #18 section

6 3, p 440 n.#3) It does not, however, disavow parochial ordering

but (whether in consequence of not fully understanding the nature of

the UDRA hypothesis o not I am not sure) claims explicitly that

the correct derivations for French could not be generated by "a theory

specifying no constraints on ordering at all (that is, with any

la;
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Tfransformationl allowed to apply anywhere in the tree anytime its

SD were met)" (p.Qk0 n.43). Issues like universal versus parochial

constraints or ordering constraints versus cyclic/postcyclic

classification are not effectively distinguished in this blanket

criticism of "no constraints on ordering" theories. It may be that

Kayne intends to criticize specifically the Free Reapplication

(noncyclic) hypothesis, in which case I would concur in his judgement;

that hypothesis is false. But his remarks suggest a general

affirmation of belief in the standard view that transformations

are linearly ordered, and it might therefore be appropriate at this

point to examine the specific cases of ordering that he cites as

particularly relevant to the question, and demonstrate that they

do not offer support for parochial ordering.

Let me identify the eight cases Kayne lists as A to H in (35).

(35) Case
Case
Case
Case
Case

Case

Case
Case

Clitic Placement precedes !h_Movement.
§e_Placement precedes Passive.
NP—Extraposition precedes Clitic Placement.
Passive precedes Clitic Placement.
Faire-Infinitive/Qylnsertion precedes Leftward Tous

Movement.
Fhdre-Infinitive/Qglnsertion precedes Clitic

Placement.
Clitic Placeent precedes Modified Pronoun Deletion.
Leftward Tous Movement precedes Modified Pronoun

DQ191101! 0

For exactly half of these, Kayne himself imediately points out that

his text has carefully motivated grounds for predicting the necessary

orders of application. His claim is that NP-Extraposition, Passive,

and Faire-Infinitiveflgylnsertion are cyclic rules and Clitic Placement

and Leftward Tous Movement are postcyclic. Hence cases C,D,E, and

F need not be considered further. I find the claims Kayne makes

fairly acceptable, and they entail the correct applicational precedences.
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Case A hinges on the claim that partitive §§_only

eliticizes to the verb (or auxiliary) of its clause when it has

postverbal position (and certain other conditions are met). The

g;structure converts to the b_sentence in (36) but not in (37).

(36)a. elle a [beaucoup en 1

she has many of them

b. Elle en a beaucoup. ‘She has many.‘

(37)a. [beaucoup en 1 iront la-bas
many of them will go there

b. 'Beaucoup en iront la-bas. ‘Many will 30 there-'

It is therefore necessary to guarantee that 3n_can be removed by

Clitic Placement (henceforth C1-Pl) from a 11; phrase like
combien en ‘how many (of them)‘ before !h_Movement removes the

phrase from postverbal position, so that (336) can be derived.

(33)a. Q elle a [ combien en 1 a (Cl-Pl)
she has how many of them

b. Q elle en a [combien _] a (_\'!_h Movement)

she of them has how many

c. Combien elle en a P ($ubJ--A-"L In")
how many she of them has

g, Cgqbign en 3.x-elle? ’ ‘How many does she have?‘

But in fact Kayne has not taken account of the fact that in a URA

theory there is no reason why two obligatory rules whose structural

descriptions are simultaneously met should not apply simultaneously

-i.e. he does not show that the Free Reapplication or KSN hypotheses

could not deal correctly with case A. There would seem to be no

poblem with this:
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( 9) 4' r3 [

Q elle a [combien Q 1

The requirement that the gg_should be attached to the auxiliary

and the requirement that the entire gh'phrase should be moved to

the Q position may be complied with simultaneously in the

construction of the step in the derivation that follows (38a).

Alternatively, the illicit bleeding of Cl-P1 that would result

from applying !h_Movement first could be prohibited on the basis

of the universal principle of Counter-Bleeding Precedence stated

(with regard to phonological facts) by Koutsoudas, Sanders and

Noll (1971[197u], 7 n.6):

(#0) Counter-Bleeding Precedence

Fa any representation R, which meets the structural
descriptions of each of two rules A and B, A takes
applicational precedence over B if there is some string
that is included in the inputs of both A and B, but not
in the output of B.

This pevents rules from applying in an order that bleeds one of

them if an alternative non-bleeding order exists. I am not aware

of any evidence that chooses between simultaneous application and

Counter-Bleeding Precedence as principles for determining applicational

precedence in this sort of case (cf. Koutsoudas, Sanders and Noll

1971[197h], 7-3 n.7), and I am not aware of any previous suggestion

that Counter4B1eeding Precedence (not definitively established as

necessary in phonology) might have an application in syntax. But

since either simultaneous application or Counter-Bleeding Precedence

would predict correctly, in the absence of counterevidence we can

take it that there is no problem for the UDRA hypothesis here.
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Case G, involving Cl-Pl and a postcyclic deletion rule I shall

call Modified Prohoun Deletion (HPD), provides us with a classic

instance of the fallacy of insufficiency (cf. section 1.1.3).

Kayne assumes a parochial ordering constraint, but even if this is

granted it does not do the job he wants done. He is concerned with

the contrast in (#1).

(h1)a. I1 est ami avec tous.
he is friend with all
‘He is friendly with everyone.’

b. ‘Elle photographiera tous.
she will photograph all
‘She'll photograph everyone.‘

His explanation is that (#1a) never meets the structural description

of Cl-P1, and so is eligible to undergo HPD as shown in (#2).

(I4-2) [tous eux] —;=§ [tous 5]

all them E
In (k1b), however, Cl-P1 should have applied, because accusative

pronominal objects Egg; cliticize. The parochial ordering constraint

will be "C1-Pl precedes HPD", so that Cl-P1 will apply wherever it is

applicable, and MPD will apply only where Cl-P1 cannot. (Kayne notes

that this might be made to follow from a general principle. I shall

not follow this up, because of the argument that follows.)

The fallacy of insufficiency is committed because, as Kayne's

own discussion makes absolutely clear, his gramar will generate the

bad sentence (41b) anyway, even if Cl-Pl is odered before HPD.

For independent reasons Kayne has imposed the restriction (p.h5)

that Cl-P1 can never extract a clitic from a context like NP[tous NP[__]]

i.e. can never extract a "modified pronoun." In order for sentences

like Elle les phgtogrgphiera tous ‘She'll photograph them all’ to be
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derived, a quantifier-floating rule called Q-Post must apply to

remove the modifying tous, leaving the pronoun as a straight object:

(I+3)a. elle photographiera [tous eux] a
she will photograph all them (Q_P°8t)

b. elle photographiera eux [tous] ========#>
she will photograph them all (c1'P1)

c. Elle les photographiera tous.

Now, Q¢Post is optional. If it des not apply, then since Cl-Pl

cannot apply to a structure like (hja), despite any ordering

restriction (43a) will proceed to the stage at which MPD can

apply and (h1b) will be generated. Kayne's discussion makes his

actual intent clear: he intends Cl-P1 to be absolutely obligatory

in the sense that if it is prevented from applying by some general

constraint the entire derivation blocks. The Egg ‘them’ of (kja)

cannot get out, as it were, because of the context it is in; yet

as an accusative pronominal object it has to undergo Cl-Pl, so the

entire derivation must be abandoned. Kayne does not offer a

formal proposal, and it is not hard to guess why. The machinery

he would need would be something like the very powerful system of

rule features devised by Lakoff (1970a), extended beyond the cyclic

rules,which are known to be semantically governed, to control even

minor postcyclic rules like Cl-Pl in some way so that Cl-Pl could

be made "absolutely obligatory." It would seem that a gross

weakening of linguistic theory would be necessitated if Kayne's

suggestion were to be worked out explicitly. But suppose this, or

something else that solved the problem, were incorporated into the

analysis. It would then block (h1b) solely on the grounds that Cl-P1

had been frustrated. No ordering restriction need be posited at all

Thus case G may be said to raise a descriptive problem that Kayne dues

not fully face, but it does not motivate parochial ordering.
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What the answer to Kayne's descriptive problem might be,

incidentally, I have no idea at present. His own suggestion, that

the constraint needed is Chomsky's A-over-A condition, is particularly

inappropriate. Chomsky (1973, 1975a)interprets conditions on

transformations in a non-absolute way that would pgggig extraction

of a pronoun from the context NP[ X NP[PRO] Y ] by a rule that

mentioned.§§Q in its structural description as Kayne‘s Cl-P1 does.

The problem here is therefore more serious trouble for him than he

recognizes.

Turning to cases B and H we come to the most interesting ones.

I do not believe that either of these provide any solace to the

defender of parochial ordering, but they do offer some very

interesting facts and raise some issues that will be under close

scrutiny in later chapters of this work. I shall have to anticipate

some of the content of later chapters as I discuss them. I begin

with case B.

Kayne argues that the rule clificizing reflexive pronouns (§gyPl)

must be parochially ordered before the Passive rule. His argument

rests essentially on two facts: first, the reflexive pronoun_§e

in French can in active sentences only have a subject NP as antecedent:

(hb)a. Jeanx sex regarde.,

Jean self looks
‘Jean is looking at himelf.'

b. ‘Le gendarmel’ sex décrira Jeanx.

the policeman self will describe Jean
‘The policeman will describe Jean to himself.‘ (himself = Jean)

Second, §g_cannot have as antecedent a passive subject:
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(N5) 'Jeanx sex sera décrit par 1e gendarme.

Jean_ self will be described by the policeman
‘Jean will be described to himself by the policeman.‘

Precisely parallel facts are cited by Kayne for the reciprocal use

of the 2 morpheme.

His explanation for the facts of (Nb) and (#5) is that ge is

derived from a pronoun under the condition that the subject of the

immediately containing clause is a coreferent, and placed in clitic

position on the verb by a rule (§g;Pl) that is ordered before Passive.

A structure like (196), which might underlie (Mb) or (#5), will not

meet the structural description of §§;Pl despite containing a pronoun

marked [+R] (this being the syntactic feature with which Kayne

characterizes reflexives and recipocals).

(#6) le gendarme décrira Jean!‘ A Pro£' {R

the policeman will describe Jean to [himself]

There is no subject to act as antecedent, so gs cannot appear.

The structure (46) will be realizable only with "strong" pronouns:

(47)a. egendarme décrira Jeanxd lui-mémex.
‘The policeman will describe Jeanx Eb himselfx.

b. Jeanx sera décrit a lui-mémexpar le gendarme.
‘Jean.will be described to himself by the policeman.‘

The odering of §£;P1 means it will never have a chance to apply to

a post-Passive structure more like (4?b), and so (#5) will not be

derived.

This looks superficially like a good ordering argument; but it

is not. Not only is the ordering unnecessary in the account I believe

to be correct, but ordering is a wrong approach to the problem even

in Kayne‘s terms. This is because the other half of the prediction

made by the ordering account is that sentences in which the structural
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description of §37Pl is properly met gggggg Passive applies will be

grammatical. But as Kayne has to note (377-373: 9-n1): this

pediction is false:

(h8)a. Jeanx ex‘achetera ce livre.

Jean self will buy that book
‘Jean will buy himself that book.‘

b, ‘Ce livre sex sera acheté par Jeanx.

that book self will be bought by Jean
[?]‘That book will be bought by Jean for himself.‘

To explain the ungrammaticality of (%8b) Kayne alludes vagufily t°

"incompatibility between agent phrases and certain types of coreference,

and refers back to a previous section in which again he had merely

alluded to "an incompatibility between the p§£_phrase and certain

types of coreference" (p.247). There is indeed such an incomP@tibi1itY

to some extent, and 1: has been noted in English. mm (1975. 323)
describes a sentence like the gloss to (43b) (his example is Bill “as

talked E9 py Jghn about himself, with hig§g1§_= Qghg) as "ungrammatical

for all speakers" (this may be a bit too strong), and Williams (1974:

121-122) reports Jenkins (1972), which I have not seen, as formulating

a "by_phrase constraint" one of whose consequences is that a passive

piyphrase cannot be an Equi contrdller, i.e. cannot control a certain

type of coreference. However, Williams recognizes something that

Kayne fails to recognize: if the generalizations about what can and

what cannot control coeference are to be captured, it is necessary

that the coreference rules or constraints should be stated on a level

of derivations that ggllggg the application of Passive. Kayne‘s

ordering is exactly the wrong way round. He needs to have the

appearance of se determined gftgr Passive has applied. Therefore

the ill-formedness of (#5) must have some other eXP1fln8ti°n-
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I now offer a sketch of what I think is the correct explanation

(though it is not, and could not be, formulated in terms congruent

with Kayne's theoretical framework). The essence of the solution

is due to Johnson and Postal (1975), though I introduce elements

for which they should not be held responsible. §e;Pl is actually

an incorpgration rule, akin to the various incorporation rules of

polysynthetic languages that are well known from the linguistic

literature on Amerindian and other language families. It incorporates

a reflexive pronominal NP into the verb, g§§ing_the_glgggg:;g§r§g§i§igg.

As an incorporation rule, it is within the scope of a generalization

about incorporation rules reached on quite different grounds in

chapter 5 (see (93) in that chapter and the text preceding it). The

generalization is that incorporation rules typically (or even

necessarily?) involve global conditions on the NP terms mentioned

in their formulation--conditions that refer to initial structure

grammatical relations. For example, noun incorporation rules seem

regularly to be constrained to operate only on initial structure

absolutives (an absolutive being an intransitive subject or a direct

object). The condition on French reflexive incorporation is

apparently that the incorporated NP must be either the direct or

the indirect object of its clause at the end of the cycle on that

clause, and the antecedent with which it is coreferential must be

e =“°1=°'= 22:22:‘-zeil-A2i:1=2§£2s2&§s.=2e2=;2s=22-i:2si21;2=2§=%:=22é.=2£
ggg=gyglg. Thus (45) is ungrammatical because the antecedent was

not an initial structure subject.

The background of support for this analysis is quite strong.

Johson and Postal (1975, 2) point out that two different arguments

can be given that §EfP1‘ unlike a cliticization rule, makes its
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glause intransitive. (The data for both is to be found in Kayne's
boqk.) One concerns the causative construction with £§i£g_'to make,

do, cause‘. The effect of the Verb Raising transformation (i.e.

Kayne's Eaireglnfinitive rule) on a clause in which §§yP1 has

applied is like the effect on an intransitive clause: the former

subordinate subject becomes a main clause direct object.

(h9)a. Cele a fait partir Jean-Jacques.
that made leave Jean-Jacques
‘That made Jean-Jacques leave.‘

b. Cela a fait se tuer Jean-Jacques.
that made self kill Jean-Jacques
‘That made Jean-Jacques kill himself.‘

In contrast, when Verb Raising affects a transitive subordinate clause

the subordinate subject is prefixed with 5 (and notice also that if
pronominal the object is attached by cliticization to the left of the

whole derived verb complex, postcyclically, not to the verb whose

object it originally was).

(50)a. Cela a fait manger un cheval a Jean-Jacques.
that made eat a horse to Jean-Jacques
‘That made Jean-Jacques eat a horse.‘

b. Cela l'a fait manger A Jean-Jacques.
that it made eat to'Jean-Jacques
‘That made Jean-Jacques eat it.’

c’ ‘Cele {:';a£:iEet:§:;} A Jean-Jacques.

d killthat 5:3; :1; kin} to Jean-Jacques

Clauses with "cliticized" (incorporated) gg_thus act like intransitive

clauses, not like clauses with ponominal objects, in causative

constructions.
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The other argument for the intransitivity of §g_clauses

concerns the operation of a rule that extraposes indefinite NPs.

This rule substitutes il_for the subject NP of a clause if that

NP is indefinite. The former subject is moved to the end of the

clause. The rule applies only in intransitive clauses. It cannot

apply in a clause with an object, even though that object may be

pronominal, and thus cliticized in surface structure. Thus we get

the following sort of minimal pair (Kayne 1975, 381):

(51)a. Il s‘ est dénoncé trois mille hmes ce mois-ci.
it self denounced three thousand men this month
‘Three thousand men denounced themselves this month.‘

b. ‘I1 m‘ a dénoncé trois mille hommes ce mois-ci.
it me denounced three thousand men this month
[not acceptable as ‘Three thousand men denounced me this
month.']

Again, §£_acts not like an object in the clause but like part of an

intransitive verbal complex.

Given the strong evidence that there is a true incorporation rule

here, detransitivizing clauses fo the purposes of further cyclic

rule applications, it seems to me that the analysis just sketched

has to be considered superior to the parochial ordering description

given by Kayne. The incorporation analysis relates the phenomenon

of_§g7Pl to general considerations of rule function and rule

typology, and meets the apparent sensitivity of §37Pl to initial

structure grammatical relations squarely and directly. Kayne's

solution, on the other hand, fails to capture the generalization

that post-Passive structures partially determine whether or not an

NP can be an antecedent for _sg_, treats §e_;_-Pl as an ordinary cliticization

rule thus failing to distinguish it in principle from the usual
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postcyclic and extremely superficial cliticization processes, and

does not distinguish the gQH§gg_(and inappropriate) ordering

constraint it invokes from any other arbitrary ordering that might

be imagined. Despite its appeal to a global condition (and to

direct reference to grammatical relations rather than constituent

structue), the analysis I am suggesting restricts the class of

grammars (where Kayne’s analysis expands it), because it specifies

what types of rules have what properties, rather than invoking

some ordering restriction on rules on an ad hgg_basis. I conclude

that case B weakens further the plausibility of any claim that

parochial ordering constraints are to be found in adequate syntactic

descriptions.

This leaves only case H to consider: Leftward T222 Movement

(Lggggg) must allegedly apply only before Modified Pronoun Deletion

(HPD). Kayne's argument is as follows. Certain quantifiers such

as tg3§_'all‘ and 2h§gun_'each' may be moved leftward across a verb

if they are "bare", i.e. when they are not left—branch subconstituents

of HPs or adjective phrases. But he observes (p.37):

Not all superficially bare Qs are subject to such movement,
however:
(33)a. I1 les a envoyees chacune dans un pays different.

I b. I1 les a chacune envoyées dans un pays different.
a-b. ‘He sent them each to a different country.’

(3#)a. I1 a envoyé chacune dans un pays different.
b. ‘I1 a chacune envoyee dans un pays different.
a-b. ‘He sent each to a different country.‘

In (33), a chacune left behind by Cl-Pl can optionally be
moved across the past participle by L~Tous. In (8k), a
superficially bare chacune is not subject to L~Tous.
There exists a straightforward way of describing this
paradigm; we propose that the bare quantifier in (8%) is
left so by a rule that deletes pronouns in sentences like
(85)d. Chacune habite dans un pays different.

b. Il parlait de chacune d'une facon différente.
a. ‘Each lives in a different country.’
b. ‘He spoke about each in a different way.‘

That is, examples (34) and (85) involve deletion of a
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pronoun: NP[chacune E Pro] -—>NP[chacune]. If the
deletion of the pronoun in (Sh) is ordered after L-Tous,
then the latter will be unable to apply because of the
condition concerning bare Q -at the point of application
of L~Tous, Q will still be contained in a larger NP. The
contrast between (8#) and (33) will then be attributable
to the fact that Cl-Pl can precede L-Tous.

My interpretation of the contrast noted is entirely different.

I note first that on p.h5 and elsewhere Kayne argues that clitics

can never be extracted directly from an NP like NP[chacune de_Pro].

(This was noted above.) Thus the above quotation is misleading in

the light of later parts of Kayne's argument. The fact is that

the ;3§_o£ (83) can only be cliticized after another rule, Q-Post,
has broken up the NP that originally contained it. As Kayne

explicitly states on p.62, "sentences whose derivations involve

application of LQTQEQ to...gh§£un_must necessarily have undergone

application of Q-Post." Next, I propose that the proper way to

view Q-Post is as a rule which gggggggzgggggggiggl=§gl§§gggg in a

clause (for an introduction to the relevant type of rule see Postal

1976). That is, I claim that in the input of the rule of Q¢Post

there is an NP of the form NP[Quantifier - §] which bears a

grammatical relation to (i.e. is subject, direct object, or

indirect object of) the verb of the clause minimally containing

it, and in the output of the rule the constituent §_alone bears

that relation to the verb. The quantifier left over now bears no

grammatical relation within the clause, and represents what is

called a chfimeur in the literature on relational grammar (for a

brief sumary of relational theory see Jacobson 1975, 236-238, or

Pullum 1976c). QpPost is a member of the class of Qugntifier

Floating Rules posited by Postal (1976), in other words. MPO,

on the other hand, in no way affects gramatical relations in a

clause where it applies. The operation is as shown in (42) above.
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The HP constituent that exists in the input remains in the outpt,

still bearing whatever grammatical relation it bore before, but it

has had a properly contained constituent deleted.

The distinction thus drawn is relevant in the following way.

In Kayne's (83), chacune is a chfimeur. The cliticization of lee

gggggg that QfPO5t has applied in the derivation. making lg§_a

derived object. But in (84), chacune is still the direct object

of envoyer ‘send’, MD having not affected this. The explanation

for the ungrammaticality of (8hb) now follows: it is a strict rule
in French (as in English) that a direct object (unless, in French,

it is pronominal and nonemphatic) must follow the verb of which it

is the object. In (84b) we see a direct object Npfchacunelup that

is positioned before its verb. Naturally, the string is not

grammatical, any more than ‘I1 a Pierre envcyé dans un_pays_£fférg£

‘He sent Pierre (lit. He Pierre sent) to a different country‘ is

grammatical. This obviously has nothing to do with rule ordering.

Sentence (33b), on the other hand, has a chfimeur in preverbal position

and this is fully permissible. The rule Kayne calls L-Qgu§_is not a

movement rule applying to any "bare" quantifier; it only guarantees

limited freedom of linear position for quantifiers that have been

made chfimeurs by quantifier flpating rules such as QpPost.

Again, then, I favour a reanalysis strongly influenced by the

recent suggestions of Perlmutter and Postal that grammatical relations

should be theoretical primes, available for the statement of rules in

the cyclic syntax. (For a recent published argument that such a view

of syntax is actually necessitated by the facts in at least one

language, Bahasa Indonesia, see Chung 1976.) At present this is a

controversial line to take. I believe it is the correct direction
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for syntactic research to take, however. The general claims bound

up with what I have asserted in the previous paragraph are strongly

confirmed by the conclusion of other chapters of this work. In

chapter 2 the claim that any rule that changes grammatical relations

is cyclic, and the more basic claim that cyclic application itself

is necessary in a transformational grammar, will be defended, In

chapter 5 it will be suggested that a universal principle predicts

that MPO must be postcyclic. In chapter 3 the locus of the

principles that determine the linear order of constituents in a

sentence is tentatively identified with the end of the relevant

syntactic cycle. These three claims taken together entail exactly

the sequence of operations Kayne wishes to impose parochially:

Q¢Post, Lgggus, MPD. I conjecture, therefore, that cases B and H

fall in with the other six cases from his book that I have discussed,

lending no support at all to the claim that parochial ordering

constraints are necessary or appropriate in syntactic descriptions,

once linguistic theory is improved to the point where it selects

empirically adequate analyses for the relevant phenomena. To put

it another way, I suggest that the denial of parochial ordering

constraints and the adoption of certain principles of relational

grmmMu'are pointing in the same direction here, and that direction

looks to me not like a dead end but like a promising new trail.

I turn in the next section to the question of what are the

universal principles governing the interaction of syntactic rules,

assuming that the essential tenet of the UDRA hypothesis is viable,

and of what is the logical basis for those principles.
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1.4 Natural interaction of syntactic rules.

In this section I want to point out that the broad outlines of

the theory that will be needed to predict rule interactions on

universal grounds may be considered to be given virtually g_prig§i

(though it appears that it will be supplemented by various highly

specific, substantive principles of rule interaction that have

relevance to certain special situations). In Pullum (1976b) this

point was touched on in the following terms:

[T]he universally determined rule application theory
presented by KSN has absolutely minimal content:
sequential application is permitted where one rule
feeds another; simultaneous application takes place
where a representation meets the structural description
of more than one rule; rules stating general cases are
not permitted to destroy completely the effects of rules
stating special subcases. It is hard to imagine how
rules could interact in a more natural way. To the
extent that it is corroborated, the KSN theory represents
a remarkable discovery about phonological description:
the entire apparatus of parochial ordering constraints
employed throughout all descriptions in the classical
generative phonological framework has been unnecessary,
serving only to askan intrinsic system of natural
interaction among phonological rules.

What I claimed there to be true for phonology is more than relevant to

the case of syntax. The lack of support for parochial ordering is

clearer in syntax, and the ghpriggifbasis of the fundamental rule

applicational precedence principles is every bit as clear. The

most important topic that is relevant here is that of inclusion

relations.

1.4.1 Inclusion relations between structural descriptions.

The principle of Proper Inclusion Precedence touched on above

in section 1.2.2 is due to Sanders (1970aB9'7'+]) in that form, but
it is adumbrated in Anderson (1969[1971], 125-126), and in fact has
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antecedents two thousand years older than that: Kiparsky (1973,

9%, n.3) quotes P§nini's Paribhasa LVII from the Paribhasendusekhara:

ysna n§pr§pt§_yo !idhip_§rabhyate ea tasya badhako bhavati, which

Kielhorn translates as, "a rule which is given [in reference to a

particular case or particular cases to which, or to all of which]

another [rule] cannot but apply [or in other words, which all

already fall under some other rule], supersedes the latter."

A structural description which includes all of the structural

conditions for some other rule plus some additional conditions is

always, obviously, a specification of a special case. All that

Proper Inclusion Precedence is claiming is that when a special case

and a more general case are being tested for applicability, the

general case should be considered to be applicable only if the

special case is not. Thiszmerely guarantees that the special case

will be relevant in some instances. If the general case always

took precedence, there would be no instances at all in which the

special case was applicable.

This is so fundamental that it seems to me there can be no

area involving rational procedures where it does not have some

analogue. Consider an example from the pragmatics of natural

language (or perhaps it belongs simply to the realm of praxiology).
A speaker is in possession of the knowledge that the most poisonous

and corrosive gaseous element is fluorine. He is asked by someone,

"What's the name of the most corosive and poisonous gaseous element?"

He knows that an appropriate response to an infomation question of

this type is a true statement which has NP content in place of the

variable represented by the gprword in the question. He has in mind

the two statements, P = "The name of the most corrosive and poisonous

gaseous element is fluorine" and Q = "The name of the most corrosive

and poisonous gaseous element is either fluorine or osmium." Both

0

ll)‘_A_I.__;____@.4;
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meet the condition fo being an appropriate response, for both are

true, Assuming the speaker has no desire to mislead, be silly,

or cause trouble, which should he select? I suggest that P is a

apeeial case of Q in that the set of circumstances under which P

could be an appropriate and truthful response is properly included

within the set of circumstances in which Q could be an appropriate

and truthful response. Q is true in more situations (it is true

in all possible worlds where the most corrosive and poisonous gaseous

element is called osmium as well as in all those where it is called

fluorine)» “<1 :2221;§;2§=22=§*;2=222£22£ie2222e2=2;i2s;£22=§izs2- it
is appropriate in more situations (for it is appropriate not only in

situations where the speaker knows which of the two names is the

actual one, but also, assuming an inclusive meaning for 3;, in those

situations where the speaker knows that one of the two names is the

right one but does not know which). Grice would say that here the

Maxim of Quantity comes into play. I suggest that, at least in the

case I have described, its effect is derivable from the essence of

the principle of Proper Inclusion Precedence: the more generally

applicable Q would be defined (by the artificial criterion given) as

appropriate to the case, but the'more restrictedly applicable P is

also appropriate. So P has precedence, and should be employed in

preference to Q.

The essential content of Proper Inclusion Precedence, then, is

almost trivial. But certain nontrivial questions arise concerning

the exact details of how the interaction of formally stated rules of

grammar may be correctly predicted by virtue of inclusion relations

among structural descriptions. One such is the question of whether

a rule whose structural description properly includes that of another

should be taken to apply before the other rule applies or instead.._--..-. I ,____ __———Q--Q Qaunnns-—_
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of the application of the other. Kiparsky (1973) takes the latter

course in phonology, using Proper Inclusion Precedence in slightly

different guise as the "Elsewhere Condition" to predict disjunctive

application of rules. The following example from syntax, due to

Eckman (197%), suggests that this is correct. Extraposition from

NP as in The_gpp went off which I cleangQ_and Relative Pronoun

Deletion as in Thg_gpp_!!£éh I cleangd went off may be formulated,

Bckman proposes, as in (51).

(51)a. Extraposition from NP (EfNP)

x m,[wS[ UJSJNPY %(<>pt.)

x Nptwlupystnls

b. Relative Pronoun Deletion (RPD)

x “Pt w SE NP[..3_:p_..]Np Ylslm, z ==> (Qpt,)

x “twat Y ]S]NPZ

There is a proper inclusion relation here in that the structural

description of RPD is simply that for EfNP with the string [..wh..]NP —- NP

added. Eckman points out that if RFD, as the special case, is allowed

to apply to 8 Btrins NPEJE BE SEEEQ I 2.9531,? 22$ Q sivins
m,[the 513 st; cleaned] SJNP went pg, EfNP is still applicable, and
if permitted would go on to derive '2Pe gpp !en§_off I cleaned.

Imposing the requirement that rules in a proper inclusion relation

apply disjunctively would guaantee that this would not occur. This

argument is valid if Ross's assumption that BfNP is postcyclic is

maintained. I accept its conclusion tentatively, since the question

of whether EfNP might not be cyclic is still open (Jacobson and

Neubauer 197%). Further cases providing crucial tests are not easy

to find because of the frequency with which rules standing in proper

55

inclusion relations are also in a bleeding relation, so that when

the including rule has applied the structural description for the

included rule is not met any more. (This is the case, for instance,

with Extraposition and_It Deletion as discussed in section 1.2.2.)

The matter might be reviewed if it were convincingly demonstrated

that EfNP was cyclic and RPD was postcyclic so that thy would

never interact, or if a case were exhibited where a properly

including rule had to apply prior to a properly included rule which

then also applied.

Another issue concerns relations of mutual inclusion, i.e.

identity between structural descriptions of distinct rules.

Eckman notes this possibility and proposes that such relations

also determine disjunctive application. He illustrates with the

rules of Topicalization and Right Dislocation, which he suggests

both have the same structural description, (52).

(52) x “PE w Jm, Y

Topicalization (TOP) moves the NP to the left extremity of the

clause and Right Dislocation (RD) replaces the NP by a pronominal

copy and moves the original to the night extremity of the clause.

The crucial examples are missingifrm Eckman's paper as I received

it, because of a typing error, but they can be reconstructed. The

plain fact is that even though TOP and RD do not destroy each other‘

conditions of application, only one can apply in a clause:

(53)ao
be
Ce
G.
Go
£0

Bill sent the package to Betty. (no rules)
The package, Bill sent to Betty. (TOP)

‘The package, he sent to Betty, Bill.
‘The package, Bill sent to her, Betty.
Bill sent it to Betty, the package.

‘Betty, Bill sent it to, the package.
‘It, Bill sent to Betty, the package.

(TOP and RD)
(TOP and RD)
(RD)
(RD and mo?)
(RD and TOP)
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Again, however, more decisive evidence is needed, fo if Emonds is

correct in claiming that there exists a definable set of "root

transformations" to which TOP and RD both belong, and this set has

the general constraint associated with it that only one member

may apply in any given clause, it is unclear whether there are

cases of Eckman's principle being fully necessitated.

Hutual inclusion relations do appear to have importance in

connection with another point, though. This is raised in the next

section.

1.#.2 Optional and obligatory rules.

All present formulations of theories of grammar known to me draw a

distinction between optional and obligatory rules. (For an attempt to

explore ways of removing this distinction from grammatical theory see

Sanders 1971+.) This distinction is important in determining the
natural interaction of rules.

Bckman (197%) argues that no optional rule may apply simultaneously

with any other rule. Once more, I find his supporting arguments weak,

but the conclusion seems as plausible as its contrary, and may be

tentatively adopted, to be reassessed whenever a convincing argument

is given for a pair of rules that gag; apply simultaneously despite at

least one of them being optional.

With obligatory rules, however, I see no reason for not taking

simultaneous application to be the natural mode of interaction.

As pointed out by Ringen (1972). it follows logically from the
definition of the notion ‘obligatory rule" once this is formulated

in terms that do not presuppose linear ordering. Since this has

seemed non-obvious to some, perhaps I should elaborate, A rule of

37

grammar states that if a representation £1 that is eligible to be

tested against the rule can be analyzed in the way set out in the

structural description of the rule, it must [obligatory] or may

[optional] be followed in a derivation by a representation4§i+1 that

differs from Bi in the ways set out in the structural change of the

rule. Suppose that for some £1 one obligatory rule in the gramar

that is eligible to be tested against it says that the representation

followinglgi in a derivation must meet the conditions Ca, and another

says that the representation following_§i must meet the conditions Cb.

Clearly there is a way to find a representation £i+1 that will correctly

comply with the requirements of both rules: find a representation that

meets the conditions (Ca I] Cb). Nothing more arcane than this is

involved in the claim that rules may apply simultaneously. I suspect

that some of the reaction against simultaneous application of distinct

rules often shown by otherwise rational linguists must have to do

with a gut feeling that being asked to delete X at the same time as

Y is being moved to Z is like being asked to rub one’s stomach and

tap one’s forehead at the same time. Perhaps also there are traces

of failure to distinguish the Direct Mapping hypothesis from hypotheses

like the KSN hypothesis in which not 2;; applications are simultaneous,

evgn though gggg may be. Examples»where simultaneous application of

rules would pedict correctly and would remove the need for parochial

restrictions have already been given; ese.g. (39).

One slightly trickier problem concerns the interaction of optional

rules and obligatory rules when they are applicable at te same point.

It has already been noted that if the structural description of the

optional rule properly includes that of the obligatory rule, Proper

Inclusion Precedence must be respected (section 1.2.2; Ringen 197%).

But neither Ringen nor Eckman nor anyone else seems to have noticed
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the problem of 2g§g§l=igglgg;gg between an optional and an obligatory

rule. The algorithm for rule application that Eckman arrives at

does not seem to prevent the prediction that Ringen's (1972) pineiple

of Obligatory Precedence would make: the obligatory rule, by virtue

of its obligatoriness, must apply. Yet this is a wrong prediction.

It would violate the spirit, though not as things stand the letter,

of the all-important principle of Proper Inclusion Precedence, for

if Eckman is right that mutual inclusion determines disjunctive

application, an optional rule would never apply at all if there were

some obligatory rule that had exactly the same structural description.

If such a situation is going to arise at all, it must be explicitly

laid down that an optional rule takes precedence over an obligatory

rule with which it shares a structural description.

I can offer two illustrative examples here. One derives from a

paper by Grimshaw (197%) arguing on the basis of the patterns of

fronting and stranding of prepositions in Chaucerian English that

Middle English relativization took place via two distinct rules:

a movement rule and a deletion rule. She formulates these rules as

in (51+).

(5%) Relative Clause Movement

NPNP - that - X - +Hh - Y

1 2 3 4 5 --P (opt)
1 #+ 2 3 fl 5

Relative Clause Deletion

HP-that-X-NP-Y -=.>(o1)+wh °
, 1 2 3 lo 5

1 3 3 15 5

39

These formulations correspond to Grimshaw's original intentions, I

believe, though a confusing mis-typing has apparently crept into

the version printed in the Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Meeting

of the North Eastern Linguistic Society. The rules in (5%) have

identical structural descriptions and are mutually bleeding.

Grimshaw parochially orders them in the order shown, for of course

the correct interaction is that some derivations involve Relative

Clause Movement and others, Relative Clause Deletion. Under the

additional assumption that Pied Piping of prepositions is

obligatory in Chaucer's English, the data in (55) are accounted for.

(55)a. This bok of which I make mencioun...
b. ‘This bok which I make mencioun of...
c. ‘This bok of that I make mencioun...
do Thlfi bok I make menclolln Of...

The principle I am proposing, call it Optional Precedence, predicts

the correct interaction, requiring that the optional movement take

precedence.

The other example is that of Extraposition and l£_Deletion

(assuming for the sake of argument that the latter rule exists) in

dialects that are relatively free regarding what complementizer is

present on an extraposed clause. (I promised in section 1.2.2 to

return to this.) Both Extraposition'and,l§_Deletion would have the

structural description "X NPLi§_'S]NP Y". Extraposition is optional

(there exist grammatical sentences containing nonextraposed clauses)

and.I§_Deletion is obligatory (an i§_never appears in surface structure

as sister to an S). Optional Precedence predicts that Extraposition

must have precedence, and this is correct.
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1.§.) The algorithm for application of syntactic rules.

It is now possible to give a single algorithm which incorporates

all of the formal principles so far discussed. Eckman (197%) attempts

to do this, but there are certain inexplicitnesses and inconsistencies

in the result that make it (a) contradictory in that it would predict

for some cases that each of two rules had to take precedence over the

other, and (b) inconsistent with the putative claim that an optional

rule can never apply simultaneously with any other rule. Remedying

these faults, and stating everything very informally with no special

attempt to maximise elegance or brevity, we obtain (56).

(56) 1. Check the structural descriptions of all rules
against the representation currently in hand, and
identify those whose structural descriptions are
met. Let this be the set M.

“ 2. If H contains any optional rules, randomly discard
any number of them (discarding all, or none, if
desired). This gives the set M’.

i 3. If there are any rules in M‘ whose structural
descriptions include (or are identical with)
the structural descriptions of other rules in
H‘, randomly discard rules with included
structural descriptions until no included rules
are left. This gives the set H".

H. If H" contains any obligatory rules, apply all of
them simultaneously to the representation and return
to 1, reconsidering all discarded rules except zhose
in M’ that are included by rules that have applied.

5. If MP contains only optional rules, select one at
random, apply it to the representation, and return
to 1, reconsidering all discarded rules.

6. Addendu to 2: if H‘ = O, the derivation is terminated.

This now incorporates the entire skeleton of the KS8 hypothesis,

including Bckman's principles and the principle of Optional Precedence

(3 in (56)) is formulated to let optional rules that include by identity
the structural descriptions of other rules slip through to 4 and thus

potentially thrdugh to 5).
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It may perhaps be helpful to set out in tabular form what the

outcome will be in any case where two rules are simultaneously

applicable to a single representation.

Precedence between gzgmmatical rules.

Rule A is: GBLIGATORY OBLIGATORY OPTIOAL OPTIONAL

Rule B is:

SD of A
dissimilar
to SD of B

SD of A
identical to
SD of B

A I
OBLIGATORY -

F F

A and B
apply sm-
ultaneously

‘r . 1

OPTIONAL OBLIGATORY

I
A takes B takes
precedence precedence

4i I L7’ l

OPTIONAL

A or B at
random

 _

A and B
apply Biw-
ultaneously

B takes A takes '
precedence precedence

_ J —

A or B at
random

F

SD of A
l1l'°P°1‘1Y
includes
SD of B

Only A
applies

1 _ I

Only A Only A
applies applies

Only A
applies

SD of B
poperly
includes
SD of A
¢

This table summarizes the outcomes for all possible combinations into

pairs of rules classified by optional/obligatory status and inclusion

relations between structural descriptions. Outcomes for sets of

Only B
applies

Only B Only B
applies applies

I

n

Only B
applies

rules larger than two are derivable from it in the obvious way.
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1.5 Edwin Williams on the prediction of rule order within EST.

In a doctoral thesis entitled Rule Ordering in Syntax, Edwin

Williams (197%) has set out "to explain why rules are ordered the

way that they are" (p.2). I suspect that it is because of the

incoherence (or at least inappropriateness) of the "extrinsic"

!3£§u§_"intrinsic" distinction that he completely fails to make

clear in his introductory chapter what position he holds on the

question of whether parochial ordering constraints exist. Study

of what he says simply fails to reveal what position he would

accept and what positions he would reject. He adopts for his

starting point the "partial order" hypothesis, which is (as

Koutsoudas 1972 points out) unfalsifiable, asserting as it does that

in a grammar there may be some parochial ordering constraints but

then again there may not. He appears in pp.8-9 to cast aspersions

on what he calls "the URH" (Unordered Rule Hypothesis), but does

not appear to be addressing himself to any particular one of the

hypotheses summarized above in section 1.0.2. Above all, he does

not appear to be aware that if he were to be successful in his

effort to provide a theory that could "explain why rules are

ordered the way that they are" by providing language-independent

principles for predicting the order of application of rules, the

UDRA hypothesis that Koutsoudas and his colleagues defend would be

triumphantly vindicated.

I would guess that Williams, misled by the definition of

'bxtrinsic" perhaps, takes any evidence that there must be principles

imposing rule order, whether these are language-particular or

universal, to be "extrinsic" ordering constraints of the type that

Koutsoudas ggwgl, claim do not exist. If I am right, he is
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basically only in conflict with straw men among unordered rule

hypotheses - the Random Sequential and Arbitrary Order hypothcaafi

pgrhaps, already known to be false, and espoused by no ORB-

Uilliams is really in conflict not with the UDRA claim but

with the mainly tacit assumptions underlying the vast majority

of mainstream transformational work within which it has been held

that parochial constraints on ordering appear in gramars. An!

strong version of the claim he attempts to defend in his thesis

would confirm UDRA, and would show up the (partial) Par°°hia1

order position of Chomsky (1965) and other works as grossly too

weak. Yet Williams‘ frustratingly inexplicit exp06itiOfl d066 "Qt

finally come down on the side of a clear and strong hypothesis,

but seems to leave it open whether or not there might be a need

for ordering constraints that his general hypothesis does not have

as consequences. At least, this is the way I assume one is to raid

remarks about "arguments against URH and for partial or full

extrinsic ordering...[i.e.] examples of rules that must apply in

a certain order" (p.9) and his statement that "cases which provide

arguments for ordering which is extrinsic (to particular d9riV8ti°B5)

will be pointed out as they arise" (p.11).

» The general hypothesis he offers is as follows. All rules

apply cyclically except fo root transformations in the sense of

Emonds (1970) which are postcyclic. Each rule in the granlnar is
associated with one of the domains VP, Predicate Phrase (FRED),

S,'§, according to the smallest domain that includes all the items

involved in the application of the rule (not including end variables)

The general principle for predicting rule ordering is then this:

rules limited to smaller domains apply before rules limited to
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larger domains. Thus VP rules before FRED rules before S rules

before §'rules. To this is added one further principle: that

within the domain S, rules falling into a class Williams designates

"thematic", which he does not define clearly but which is glossed

as "controlled by aspects of the semntics of the main verb" (p.112),

apply before "ncnthamatic" rules of the domain S.

The domains hypothesis is thus a slight generalization of the

proposal that rules apply cyclically. He does not mention it, but

in fact his claim that S rules apply before § rules is already a

consequence of the cycle if S and § are both "cyclic nodes" as

they are generally assumed to be within the Extended Standard

Theory (EST; see Chomsky 1973, 1975n,and many works cited there).

Furthermore, since he is only able to find a single rule limited

to VP dmain, and that is the deep structure projection rule

employed in Jackendoff's highly dubious analysis of "modal

structure" in semantics and appears to be incompatible with

recent EST ¢1a1m5 that all semantic interpretation takes place

at surface structure, the claim about VP rules applying before

PRED rules has very little empirical support and very few

consequences. hence the main claim being made is simply that

FRED rules apply before S rules on any given cycle. But this

claim is to a large degree redundant (no such principle is

necessary for the prediction of simple feeding orders like Dative

before Passive, despite the fact that one introductory text,

Grinder and Elgin 1973. sivcs this interaction as "the argument fo
the ordering of transformations" (p-137)), and also has

counterexamples as I shall show shortly. I am of the opinion that

no case can actually be shown to require the domain-of-application

hypothggig far tn, Qxplanfltifln of an ordering relation, so that it
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is unnecessary to maintain it, and that there are some cases that

falsify it within its own terms, so it is impossible to maintain it.

That it is an unnecessary hypothesis is well illustrated by

Williams‘ three examples of "the best kind of arguments against

HRH and for partial or full extrinsic ordering", presented in pp.

9-11. Williams first cites the case of Verb Agreement and Passive.

I aveshown in section 1.2.3 that there are four plausible enough

ways in which the prediction that Verb Agreement will apply after

Passive could be obtained - one of these being Williams’ own

subsidiary hypothesis that semantically governed rules precede

rules that ignore verb semantics, which might be right. Williams

actually adds to this list by pointing out that perhaps "SV

agreement could bleed passive. Agreement could be a surface

filter. If passive inserts bgjgp, SV agreement could block affix

hopping, and unhopped affixes are filtered on the surface." I do

not know whether any of these suggestions add up to a plausible

possibility when made explicit; but it seems strange to discuss:

as one of "the best kind of arguments against HRH" a case for which

more than half a dozen potential explanations compatible with the

UDRA hypothesis exist.

, Next, the interaction of Passive and Quantifier Floating

(Qefloat) is put forward. Q4Float relates pairs such as these:

(57)a. They all were watching ms.
b. They were all watching me.

Passive must apparently be prevented from applying after QrF1oat:

(58)a. '1 was all being watched by them.
b. ‘I was being all watched by them.

Again, this only spells falsification for Random Sequential or

Arbitrary Ordering hypotheses. Williams himself appears to have a
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way of predicting the necessary interaction: Passive is classed as

a "thematio" rule elsewhere in his work (chapter 3) and Q¢Float is

nonthematic. Hence Passive precedes. Within a relational

framewok (see Postal 1976, Chung 1976 for discussions of QpFloat)

there would, alternatively, be the option of invoking the aparently

universal claim (59), which is verified for Bahasa Indonesia as well
0

as a number of European languages:

(S9) An NP from which a quantifier floats must not be a chfimeur
at the end of the cycle immediately containing it.

Either way, note that (a) there is no evidence here for a parochial

ordering constraint, and (b) there is no support for the domain-of-

application hypothesis.

Third and last, Williams presents the facts of Passive and the

deletion rule that applies in without clauses (Without Equi).

Passive must apparently be prevented from applying after~Hithout

Equi has applied:

(60)a. The police arrested John six times without
3. I. "'?£

telling anyone about it.
b. ‘John! was arrested by the policex six times without

telling anyone about it.
"""2S

c. John! was arrested by the policex six times without
telling anyone about it.-

"""1Z

Williams says, "I cannot think of how a HRH proponent would handle

this case; in particular, it does not seem to me that the application

of without equi could block passive from applying." He thus implies

that no solution in terms of unordered rules exists here. This is

disingenuous, for elsewhere he mentions the constraint he attributes

to Lyle Jenkins (already discussed in section 1.3 above) that blocks

passive bliphrases from being involved in controlling coreference.

9?

The use of such surface-structure interpretive principles or

restrictions is just as much open to a proponent of an unordered

rule hypothesis as to anyone else (and in relational terms a

requirement that a cycle-final subject control !ithgg§,Equi

deletions would be available). Unordered rule hypotheses do not

have to be justified in terms of theoretical assumptions that no

other hypotheses maintain. For the third time, then, Williams

has cited facts that support neither parochial ordering theories

nor his domain-of-application hypothesis. It is quite unclear

what he intended these three illustrative arguments to be arguments

for, or against.

But now consider the fact that there are clear counterexamples

to Williams’ domain-of-application hypothesis within the terms he

seems to be assuming.

1. Williams assumes the Syntactic Structures analysis of the

auxiliary system with the rule of Affix Hopping. Affix aoppins.
which involves only items in the Au and the VP, both dominated by

the FRED node, is a PRED rule. Subject-Auxiliary Inversion, on

the other hand, is argued by Williams to be an § rule (it is
triggered by items in the con? node, outside s). Yet Subject-
Auxiliary Inversion must apply before Affix Hopping to derive any

sentence like Did you like it?. Hence an'§'ru1e can precede a

PRED rule.

2, Agent Deletion, i.e. whatever rule is responsible for

_removing the passive byyphrase when it is semantically unspecified,

must naturally apply after Passive has determined that there is 8

byyphrase (o has determined what will be in it). But Agent Deletion

mentions nothing that is outside of FRED, and thus is a FRED rule.
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Passive is an S rule because it involves the subject NP node.

Therefore an S rule can precede a PRED rule.

3. A counterexample noted by Williams himself (pp.23-2%) involves

domains inside NPs. An EST underlying structure for (61a) would

be (61t).

(61)a. the city's destruction (by someone)
b. ,=;[spec=-1,-[A] -it N[de8f.1‘uctiOnJN fi[the citylfi 351,3

The domain of NP Proposing (part of the Passive operation) is the

whole ii structure, but the domain of the rule that inserts 2£ in
the destruction of the city if the object the city is not preposed

is the constituent labelled.N; Generalizing the domain-of-applic-

htich hypothesis we predict that rules of N dOlll8iI1 will apply before
rules of N domain. But this is false. NP Preposing must apply

before Q£_Insertion because {The city's destggction of (by someone)

must be blocked.

R. Possibly the most disastrous consequence of Williams‘

hypothesis derives from his implicit claim that the interaction of

semantic interpretation rules with other rules is predicted by the

domain-of-application principle. (Recall that the ggly support

offered for the existence of VP rules was that Jackendoff postulates

a projection rule of VP domain applying before all transformations.

Williams mentions numerous other rules assumed to be interpretive,

throughout his work.) If wiliihhs can cite Jackendoff's "modal
structure" rule as an important piece of suppot for the hypothesis

he is defending, then presumably he accepts enough of Jackendoff's

position to make Jackendoff's rule formulations relevant to the

further testing of that hypothesis. If so, the deep structure

projection rule described in Jackendoff (1972, 40) and called
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"Argument Substitution" by Jackendoff (1975, #86) is a counterexample

to Williams‘ hypothesis. It refers to the subject NP node (fo

example, it derives from the deep structure John - PAST - blame -

on Bill - for the accident the "functional structue" or approximate

semantic representation Bl-AME (JmN,_§ILL,liE AQCET) for the

sentence Jphn blamed Bill for tn; agcidggy) and is thus an S rule.

Yet it applies at deep structure, before any PRED-limited transform-

ations. To be more specific, notice that it applies to the

untransfomed initial representation before the rule of Dative

Movement (a FRED rule) is permitted to derive John blamed the

accident on Bill (Jackendoff 197k cites Jackendoff and Culicover

1971 in defence of the generalized version of Dative Movement that

allows this). Thus ah s rule applies before 8 mm rule.
It might be thought that the more recent proposals within the

EST that all semantic interpretation rules should apply to surface

structures (Jackendoff 1975, Chomsky 19758, 19755) Wbuld alter thia

case; but in fact things are only made worse for Williams’ hypothesis.

"Argument Substitution" applying to subjects within S domain would

now violate the domain-of-application hypothesis by applying after

all §'rules, and so would all semantic rules that had smaller than

E dchcihc - the Complex Predicate Rule of Jackendoff (197%), for
example, if indeed this could be adapted to the surface-structure-

interpretation framewok.

I submit, therefore, that to remain unfalsified by the facts

Williams‘ hypothesis would have to be virtually stripped of all its

content - say by removing all semantic rules from its scope,

abandoning the VP domain which would now be empty of rules, and

making povision for certain rules (Affix Hopping, Agent D619ti0fl1

Q Insertion, etc.) to be made postcyclic in defiance of both the
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claim that domain size predicts applicational precedence and the

claim that "to show whether a rule is cyclic or not, one need show

only that it happens in embedded sentences" (p.12). I conclude

therefore that even within its own terms Williams‘ hypothesis

about the ordering of rules is not tenable.

1.6 Conclusions.

I have shown in this chapter that once the issue of "extrinsic"

ordering in syntax is clarified as a question about Whether some

version of the UDRA hypothesis can be made compatible with the facts

of natural language, it becomes clear that hardly a shred of evidence

has been presented to justify the recourse to parochial ordering

constraints that has constantly been had in standard transformational

studies. An enormously strengthened theory is obtained if parochial

ordering is completely forbidden, and in all the cases I have

examined there is hardly any question but that this is fully

compatible with what is currently known about the form optimal

syntactic descriptions should take. It would take quite compelling

evidence to force upon us the unwelcome conclusion that for some

language a parochial ordering constraint had to be permitted in the

grammar, and in the continuing absence of any such evidence I shall

proceed in te chapters that follow to assume that all sequencing

of rule applications in natural language grammars is universally

determined.

CHAPTER 12

' O Y C L IIC I T Y
’ I
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2.0 The cyclic principle and its rivals.

The hypothesis I shall refer to as the principle of the cycle

or the principle of cyclic application or the cyclic pginciple

states that the rules that relate initial structures to less abstract

(ultimately surface) structures, or at least some specifiable subset

of those rules, are constrained to apply in a manner such that every

rule application within a clause Sj that is dominated by another S

node Si takes place before any application within Si that is not

wholly within Sj. To expess it even more roughly, rules apply

from the bottom S in a tree upward. Fully precise statement of

the relevant notions here (what "Rule R applies within Sn" means,

for instance) are clearly needed in order to obtain a stricter

statement. I shall not pursue the issue of formalization of the

principle here, but for a recent contribution to this topic see

Thompson (1975). The matters I shall be concerned with are

empirical ones which to the best of my knowledge do not hinge on

any of the details that make the formalization problem difficult.

I shall be concerned with the question of whether the cyclic

principle is indeed motivated, in the sense of being selected as

the most highly favoured hypothesis in the relevant range of

hypotheses, by the facts of natural languages, or whether it.can

be shown to be an unnecessary or even untenable condition to impose

on grammars. The conclusion I shall defend is that contrary to a

number of recent claims, the thesis that there are no parochial

ordering constraints in syntax does not remove all known motivation

for the cycle. In my view there remains a very considerable body

of evidence to support the cyclic principle, despite the admitted

failure of all of the classic arguments for it.
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1Q}

In order to make clear the outlines of the main competing

alternatives I shall be considering, let me refer to the skeletal

tree in (1).

(1) S

S

S2 s S

W -Su- -

The cyclic principle predicts that (for the rules it is specified

within a given analysis as referring to) the first set of rule
applications in any derivation starting with an initial structure

like (1) must have domains wholly within either s2 or sh, both of
which I assume to have no further S nodes embedded within them.

(No issues arise as to whether the disjoint domains S2 and S“

undergo the rule applications simultaneously or in some arbitrary

order; the applications will be,mutually non-affecting.) The

important claim is that no application involving items that are

outside S2 and S“ in this tree can take place until after all

applications in S2 and S“ are completed; for instance, no rule

mentioning_!_(in S3) could apply until all applications in S“ bad

been carried out.

One alternative that has been proposed is that no condition

of this type need be imposed on rules; rules would simply apply

(in a manner not constrained by the linear order assumption

discussed in chapter 1) without regard to depth of embedding
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pg£_§g, but in accordance with universal constraints such as those of

the KSN hypothesis. Under this assumption rules might apply in S1

before applying in S“, if their structural descriptions were met, or

might apply in S1 simultaneously with applications in S“. I shall

refer to this general type of hypothesis by the acronym NONCE

(No Ordering, No Cycle Either). Forms of the moron hypothesis have
been explicitly defended by a number of linguists recently; among

these are Bonney (1974), Harman (1973 etc.), Morin (1974a etc.),

Neeld (197u etc.), Pyle (19729, Smith (1973).
Another possible alternative has been termed linear gpammar by

Kimball (1972), Grinder (1972), and Freidin (1971, 1976); epicyclic
application by Bach (197#); and individual cyclic application by

Postal (197%). The latter term seems most appropriate, for the

mode of application referred to involves application from the most

deeply embedded S upward £22:§§gg=pp§g:;pg;g§§p§l§y. That is, the

first rule to apply is tested against the most deeply embedded S

first, then again to the S dominating that, and so on until the

maximal S domain has been tested against the rule for application.

The rule is then discarded, and the second rule is tested in the

same manner to the lowest S first. For any individual rule,

application is thus cyclic in a sense, yet it will be perfectly

possible for some rules already to have applied in S1 or So in (1)

prior to the first application of some other rule in Sq. The

individual cyclic hypothesis was adopted for a short time by Lakoff

and Ross in unpublished research, and has been advanced by Grinder

(1972) as a serious rival to the cyclic hypothesis.

The different authors mentioned hold, of course, very different

views in many respects. This is particularly true of those I have

mentioned in connection with the NONCE hypothesis. Nevertheless,

the broad groupings set up are defensible.
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2.1 The traditional arguments for the cY°11° Prin°1P1°°

Th, agminfll paper on the cyclic principle is Fillmore (1963)

( . c1I<I.I.I<:II 1965 132:: and 225 n-5>- It “vs "°"*i"$- “°‘“*"""se 1
- ' ' ted the idea

about the way in which syntactic data initially sugges
- ' th im

that Fillmore advances, which 15 5¢fl¢Pa11Y r@°°$"1Z°d as e
, . . - ks

mediate precursor of the cycllc pinclple. When in a er wor

liniflists have s0uGht t° 8i"¢ evidence which specifically argues

for the cyclic hypothesis with re=Pe¢t @° °°"° 5°‘ °f ’“1°s’ th°
arguments have (until very recently) been a1m°°t exclusively of

I shall refer to as the reversible argumentone of two typea "hi¢h

and the EE£§!i2E.ar5“m°nt'
. - . A d

The reversible argument runs like this. the two rules an

B apply in the order A, B in derivation D11 but in the °rd°r B’ A
- that

in derivation D2. Therefore there ls no linear order Can

consistently be imposed on A and B. But the cyclic Prin¢iP1°

d all th rder A B when A has its conditions for appli¢8ti°nyoul OH 8 O 9

. the rse is
met in a lower domain than B1 ana tn” °rd°r B‘ A when revs

the case. This would give the required derivations. Therefore

A 8nd B must be ¢w¢1i¢-
' thi : rul s

The sandwich argument, closely rel8t851 8°95 like B e
,A and B both apply in derivation D, but A applies twice, once before

th rder of applicationsthe application of B and once after, so that 6 O

is A. B, A. No linear order includin8 5 ‘"5 B °a” be Bet up which
. ' d i ti .

predicts or permits this order of applications in a er va on
_ . - h th two

But the cyclic principle could permit it in cases w are 9
, ' uld 'V¢

applications of A took place in different domains This we 31
, . li .

the reqldred derivations. Therefore A and B must be cyc ¢

It will be glaringly obvious to the reader that there is a hi5h1Y

sifinificant PT0P8rtY that both these argument types di8P1BY= th°Y
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depend crucially on the assumption of linear ordering of rules as set

out in (1) of chapter 1. It is for this reason that, as a number of

linguists have noted, all the traditional arguments for the cycle

fail to establish their conclusion. In particular, none of the

introductory texts on transformational grammar give valid arguments

for the cycle (with a single exception).

It is probably not necessary to illustrate this at very great

length. I shall simply take one well-known argument of each type.

As an example of a reversible argument, I shall take what is probably

the most frequently given argument in the introductory literature:

the argument frm S-O-Raising and Reflexivization, discussed by

Jacobs and Rosenbaum (1968, chapter 28), Postal (1971, 161-162),
Grinder (1972, 95rr), Bach (197u, 120-12%), Huddleston (1976, chapter
12), and many others. It assumes a rule that raises a complement

subject NP out of a clauaal object to become the direct object of the

main clause verb (call this SOB) and a statement of Reflexivization

which obligatorily makes an NP a reflexive pronoun if it is preceded

by a coreferential clausemate (I refer to the rule as REFLEX). Now,

given these rules, SOB must apply before REFLEX in the derivation

of (Zb) if it has an underlying structure like (2a).

(2)a. ‘[1165 believe s[he£ be God's gift to womenlsls

b. He believes himself to be God's gift to women.

The reflexive himself cannot be derived until the second he has been
a w

raised into the main clause. However, there are also sentences in

which REFLEX must apply before SGR:

(3)a. [I proved [he to have refuted he ] 1

~‘\

J
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In (3a) the second_§gx must be subject to REFLEX before the first is

raised out of the clause by SR. This is taken, in the works cited,

as an illustration of the necessity of the cyclic principle.

In reality, of course, it is neutral with respect to the cycle.

The facts in question are compatible with the cycle, but also

compatible with the NONCE hypothesis. Provided only that a rule is

permitted to apply whenever and wherever its structural description

is met, there will be no bad output or ungenerable sentence in the

range under consideration, as the reader can easily verify.

The situation is exactly the same with all reversible arguments;

for example, the argument from the interaction of Equi and S-S-Raising

given at the bgginning of HcCawlsy (1970) and since used for

pedagogical purposes in Akmajian and Heny (1975) and Huddleston (1976)

shows nothing about whether the cycle is needed, for the NGNCE

hypothesis predicts the right derivations, as I have pointed out

elsewhere (Pullum 197581 50°)-

As an example of a sandwich argument, consider the familiar facts

of Passive and S-0-Raising, first exploited in Lakoff (1966[1968]).
and used as the sole argument for the cyclic principle in Grinder and

Elgin (1973). The sentences that are claimed to show A-B~A sequences

of application in their derivations are ones like (4).
I

(h) The bullets are believed by the press to have been proved
by the police to have been fired from the suspect's gun.

The initial structure for this would be roughly like (5).

(5) B[the press believe 8[the police have proved B[someone fired

the bullets from the suspect‘s gun]5]A]8

3 5 BE. 5. 5 5 V’ s Passive applies first to melee the bullets a subject. Then it can be
I

b‘ I proved him t° have refuted himself’ ln raised by SGR to become the object of proved. Then Passive applies

,1

~
0 >

I

tqa-,-__..>
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again to make it the subject of to have been proved, SO again makes

it an object (this time of believe), and Passive once more makes it a

subject as in (k). No linear order of rules could be compatible

with a derivation like this, but cyclic application of linearly

ordered rules (with SR ordered before Passive on each cycle) is

compatible with it. Hence the cycle is supported.

The argument fails as before because the NONCE hypothesis is

perfectly consistent with the facts. Random sequential noncyclic

application of the rules would work perfectly well in cases like

this.

Turning tothe individual cyclic hypothesis, while reversible

arguments would not refute it so long as order could be free between

the rules concerned without bad derivations resulting, sandwich

arguments would seem to be quite incompatible with individual cyclic

application unless rules were allowed to reapply freely in

representations they had already affected. Nevertheless, Grinder

(1972) undertakes to defend the individual cyclic ("linear") type

of grammar against all the standard arguments for cyclicity,

reversible and sandwich, without permitting free reapplication,

and maintaining (apparently) linear ordering. He concludes that

there is no primary motivation for the cyclic principle, in the

sense that there are no data which absolutely require the cyclic

application of rules if a descriptively adequate account of them

is to be achieved, but only data which are consistent with the cyclic

application of transformations, or second-order arguments for the

desirability of assuming the cyclic principle.

Ireidin (1976) lends further support to Grinder's position,

taking up numerous other purported arguments fo the cycle and

claiming that none of them establishes it. He further proposes
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that the strongest (or even the nly)argument presently available

to us for deciding between the cyclic principle and the various

alternatives is that a theory requiring rules to be strictly cyclic

is stronger in the methodological sense than other possible theories,

there being types of derivation which it forbids but which other

theories do not forbid. A preference for stronger and hence more

easily refutable theories where possible would select the strict

cyclic theory in the absence of counterevidence to it.

The technical term strict cyclic that is used here, incidentally,

refers to the property of being required to apply cyclically g§g=§§gg§

££H£%g%%Qm&%£&£$%&i@"m“
return to a domain wholly included within the domain currently being

scanned. The close link that the latter stipulation has with the

content of the cyclic principle itself is aptly remarked upon by

Jacobson and Neuhauer (197h, fh.16) as follows:

It should be noted that some of the definitions of the CP
[Cyclic Principle] that have been made up fail to entail
this property, but this is obviously just an oversight,
since a CP which does allow rules to return and operate
entirely within domains that have already been cycled on
is no CP at all, since nothing would then prevent any or
all of the cyclic rules from simply waiting until the
last cycle and then applying up and down the tree at
random.

I
This I am essentially in agreement with (though Freidin does note a

formal distinction between having a cyclic principle that is non-

strict and having "no CP at all").
What I shall disagree with Grinder and Ereidin about is the

claim that no primary motivation for the cycle exists. Grinder

admits that it would be better for the bases of our theoretical

work on language if we had a situation "in which a case of primary

motivation can be found" (p.110), and Ereidin echoes this in
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the last lines of his paper: "Of course we hope eventually to be

able to point to data from languages that will decide the issue on

the basis of what occurs in natural language as well as what doesn't."

I shall show that both are wrong to think that we cannot yet find

data of the type required.

2.2 antecedent Removal arguments and the cyclic principle.

There is one class of arguments which I believe to be capable

of refuting both the NOHGE and the individual cyclic hypotheses and

providing clear evidence that if descriptive adequacy is to be

achieved for English, syntactic rules must be subject to the cyclic

pinciple or something equivalent to it. I shall refer to these

arguments as antecedent Removal arguments. They involve cases in

which a rule applying to a higher clause is capable of removing the

antecedent NP needed for the operation of an obligatory anaphoric

process in a lower clause. The two representatives of the

antecedent Removal class that I shall consider here are anything

but simple and uncontroversial in their ramifications; both will

involve extensive delving into disputed territories, especially the

first, which will give rise to a lengthy excursus on Chomsky's recent

proposals within the EST. Ultimately, however, I believe my case

can be made decisively.

2.2.1 Removal of antecedents for Reflexivisation.

I shall be examining in this section the constraints that must

be imposed on derivations in which rules remove from subject position

in some clause an HP which otherwise could have correctly served as

an antecedent for the marking of a following NP as a reflexive form
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Even a very simple example of this type of situation will suffice

ta refute the NONGE hypothesis quite convincingly. Consider what

rules are applicable to an initial structure of the form (61, in

which.IH is merely a cover symbol for whatever device one might

select to repesent the fact that a given main clause is imperative.

(5) 5[IHP you prove Btyou be a man]s for once in your lifela

Imperative Subject Deletion is clearly flPP1i°ab1E1 and 5° is 5“0'

Raising. Under the assumption that both of these are optional,

we might expect under the HUGE hypothesis that either of them was

permitted to apply, or perhaps (p§p§_Eckman 19?h] that they could

apply simultaneously. The point is that Reflexivieation cannot

apply to (5), provided that the usual assumption is made that

Heflexivisation cannot apply across clause boundaries. {EST claims

that it can will be discussed below.) The problem for the Henna
hppqthggig in going to be, then, that {T} will be generated.

(?) ‘Prove you to be a man for once in your life.

The reflexive form that should be taken on by the pronoun you will

not be predicted in some derivations.

A HUNGE proponent might attempt to escape from this by claiming

adherence to an analysis in which complementicers were present in

initial structures (cf. Bresnan 19701 and sad was ebliefltvri sixes
a complement clause with a.£p£;§g complemsntiser embedded under an

SOB verb. (The optional SOB view would probably be associated with

an analysis of complementation along the lines of Kiparsky and

Kipnrnky 1970, in which SUE itself causes the coplement verb to be

mrhed as an infinitive when‘the suhject is removed, or §h§§,is

affixed if SOB does not apply and the complement remains tensed.)
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It does not seem that this move could succeed, for there are a number

of verbs which take tenseless complement clauses marked for...to

(dealt with differently under the Kiparsky and Kiparsky account) in
which SOR is quite clearly optional:

(8)a. I'd pcfer, I think, for you to give the rhino its pe-natal.
b. I'd prgfgr you, I think, to give the rhino its pre—natal.

(9)a. I'd hate for anyone to get hurt.
b. I'd bate anyone to get hurt.

(10)a. I intend for there to be absolute secrecy about this.
b. I intend there to be absolute secrecy about this.

For the class these verbs represent, there can be no appeal to

obligatory SOB and thus to the Obligatory Precedence principle to

explain why Imperative Subject Deletion may not apply first. And

although the semantics of this verb class makes the relevant

imperatives extremely silly from a comon sense point of view

(it is stupid to order people to have certain preferences, emotions,

or intentions), there is surely no doubt about which of the strings

in (11) is to be ggammatically excluded:

(11)a. ?Intend yourself to succeed.
b. ’Intond you to succeed.

NONCE proponents would have to seek some different principle that

could block derivations like those of (7) and (11b); but I cannot

see that any is available. It is not true, for example, that

deletion rules are never permitted to apply prio to movement rules:

(12) Ford, most people think____,will want to hang on to the
prefigdency for as long as he can. [Topicalization follows
Equ

Nor, importantly, can it be maintained that an optional rule must

never be permitted to apply in a derivation where if it had not

applied an obligatory rule would have been able to apply.

Jacobson and Neubaucr (197h, VIII-80) point out that there are cases

11}

of optional rules (in lower domains) bleeding rules that apply higher

up. In a ontencelike (13), the rule of Super-Equi has applied.

(13) Dick realized that losing his cool would bother Pat.

(See Grinder 1970 for the initial discussion of this rule.) Partee

(1976) has argued that Super-Equi is an obligatory operation deleting

logical variables (or "referential indices"), not an optional pronoun

deletion rule. Yet as Jacobson and Neubauer point out, if Passive

or Extraposition are permitted to apply within the complement of

realize in (13), Super-Equi is blocked, its structural description

no longer being met.

(1h)a. ‘Dick realized that Pat would be bothered by losing his
cool.

b. ‘Dick realized that it would bother Pat to lose his cool.

The NGNCE hypothesis, therefore, is in serious trouble from the outset

when phenomena of antecedent removal are considered.

It should be kept in mind, of course, that the desperate measure

of relaxing the NONCE hypothesis by permitting parochial ordering

constraints would be the worst direction in which to move, because

it would head straight back towards the unchampioned theory in which

rules are ordered but not cyclic, and then even the classic reversible

and sandwich arguments would become valid again, for as we shall see,
O

f

gyclic_gglg§_ggg rgmgvg_antecedents for other gyclic rules.
_--====----—--——~—i---=.--:=====2===:==33:-1:333: --=====:====

2.2.1.1 Antecedent removal with Reflexivization and Raising.

Postal (1974, 257-230) gives an argument for the cyclicity of

SOB in its interaction with Reflexivization which rules out not only

the NOHCE hypothesis but also the individual cyclic hypothcsis-

whether parochial ordering is assumed in connection with the latter

or not. It figures crucially in the chapter on the cyclic principle
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in Keyser and Pbstal (1976), making this the only introductory text

that gives a valid justification for the cycle. The data involved

are sentences containing Egg SOB predicates, one commanding the

other, as in an initial structure like (15).

(15) 5[Helvin believes s[Melvin to have proved afflelvin innocent]s]8]8

The instances of Melvin are to be understood as coreferential, and

the latter two may be regarded as pronominal, but are repesented as

full NPs to save use of subscript indication of reference. Uhat is

needed is a guarantee that (16a) will be derived from this, and (1610
will not.

(16)a. Melvin believes himself to have proved himself innocent.
b. ‘Melvin believes himself to have proved Melvin innocent.

(If the second flelgin in (16b) is replaced by the ponoun him, things

still are not right, for it can only be a nonanaphoric pronoun denoting

someone quite different from Melvin.) The NONCE theory is unable to

avoid the prediction that (16b) is well-formed because it cannot

forbid the application of SOR to the believe clause as the first rule

application in the derivation, and thus the irrevocable bleeding

of Reflexivization in the pgggg clause. The reason the individual

cyclic hypothesis is also p£ig5_£a§ie_disconfirmed is that the correct

sequence of applications, the one that generates (16a), is: SOB,

Reflexivization, SOB, Reflexivization. Individual cyclic application,

whether associated with a parochial ordering constraint between the

two rules or not, will have either all applications of SOB in all

clauses preceding all applications of Reflexivization, or‘!igg_gg£§§.

Either way, Reflexivization will never get a chance to apply in the

pove clause of (15). The clausemate condition we are assuming for

this rule will only be met if SOR applies to p£ggg_and Reflexivization
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thgn applies gggggg SOB goes on to deal with the believe clause.

But the individual cyclic hypothesis says that SOB will aPP1¥ °"

right up the tree if it is allowed to apply at all-

The argument is generalizable to involve the other subject

raising rule, S~S-Raising, for as Jacobson ad Neubauer (197“|

VIII-70f!) point out, Reflexivization may also be incorrectly bled

in the derivation corresponding to (17)-

himself _
(17) Dick seems to expect ‘Dick to be fl¢q\11'=’=¢<1-

‘him [=Dic

Here it is SSR that will bleed Reflexivization if it applies first

to the top clause (seem), for an early remote structure will be (13):

(18) 8[s[Dick to expect 8[Dick to be acquitted]8)s seems]!

(Passive has already applied in the lowest clause.)

The antecedent removal argument from Reflexivization and Raising

receives two attempted rebuttals that I know of in the literature.

One is to be found in Grinder (1972, 9'?-98). and the Other‘ in ""14
(1976, 5“-57). In section 2.2.1.2 I shall deal With Grind9r'3

suggestion, and in section 2.2.1.3, Neeld'B- I Bhflll than turn in

section 2.2.1.5 to the question of the clausemate condition on

Reflexivization which Grinder accepts and which Neeld attempts to

weaken (with undesirable results), and dfifll in an °*°“r5“° "ith the

recent proposals of ChomBk¥ t°“°hin8 °" thia t°Pi¢-

2.2.1.2 Grinder's suggestion: Raising rules as copying rules.

Grinder (1972) does not deal with the NONCE hypothesis, and uses

Reflexivization/Raising data which do not in fact offer any problem

for the NONCE hypothesis at all if Reflexivization is obligatory as

usually assumed. But his suggested wy of subverting the argument
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for cyclicity would hold out, if it were tenable, a reprieve for both

the individual cyclic hypothesis and the NONCE hypothesis. It is

very simple: he proposes that S-S and S-O-Raising are copying

processes and leave a pronominal NP behind in the pre-raising

position. This pronoun can trigger Reflexivization as if Raising

had never applied. I shall now give arguments against this proposal.

1 want to point out first that although Grinder finds (p.97, n.7)
two sources for independent confirmation of the copying claim with

respect to Raising, the evidence he cites turns out to be spurious.

The first reference he gives is Postal (1971, 163), where Postal

suggests that sentences like those in (19) might have a common source,

(19b) being the result of a copying version of Raising without the

subsequent deletion of the copy.

(19)a. It looks like John is going to win.
b. John looks like he's going to win.

Postal now repudiates this idea (19?#, 268m), quite rightly I believe.

The most telling point he makes there is that the rule (call it

Subject-to-Subject Doubling) that operates in (19b) could not possibly

be Raising, since it is capable of doubling an gbjegt into superordinate

subject position, which Raising could never do.

(20)a. It looks like Jane has been hassling Ted again.
b. Ted looks like Jane has been hassling him again.

(21)a. It seems that the police have arrested Hugo.
b._ ‘Hugo seems that the police avearrested him.

Hence S-S-Doubling cannot have relevance to the question of whether

Raising is a copying process. The second reference Grinder gives

is Ross (1969, 275 and 283-284). Ross gives the sentences in (22),

where I represent with underscoring the stretches that Ross claims

have to be anaphorically related.
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(22)a. Bill seems to be doing away with someone, but he won't
say who .

b. John is said to be smart, but I don't believe i3,

The antecedents, clearly, are discontinuous. Rose's idea is that

if Raising were a copying rule the anaphora could be determined on

the basis of post-Raising structures roughly like (23), in which I

represent anaphoric pronouns, including copies left by Raising, by

means of small initial letters.

(23)a. §ill_seems [§_be doing away with someone] but he won't say
[Q_be doing away with wh+someone]

t. ggg5_1e eid [j_be smart] but 1 don't believe []_be smart]

Here Sluicing can delete b be doing away with after fronting of the

ghyword in (238), and Sentence Pronominalization can reduce J be smart

to_it in (2}b) because in each case Raising will not have destroyed

identity in the way it appears to have done in (22). However, in

section 2.3.7 of this chapter I motivate independently a view of the

operation of Sluicing which removes the need for this modification

of Raising, and in section 3.1 I discuss George Lakoff's well-known

rule-interactional claim regarding Sentence Pronominalization which

similarly undercuts Ross's proposal. In other words, Ross has not
F

cited any phenomena which do not already have a reasonable account

available under the assumptions I make in this thesis. They would

be ggmpgtible with a grammar that had Raising as a copying rule, but

they offer no evidence that this is ggggggggg.

Having shown that the copying fomulation of Raising has not got

independent support as Grinder thought it had, I shall next show that

it would entail the introduction into the granlnar of a new, ad Q rule.
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Grinder asserts (p.98) that the deletion of Raising copies will

be automatically effected by the rule of Equi, which deletes

coreferential complement subjects and will treat the pronouns left

behind by Raising as falling under this heading. Note in passing

that if this were accepted, it would immediately destroy all trace

of the alleged independent motivation for copying that I have just

criticized for different reasons. This is because if it were Equi

that deleted the copy, neither the cyclic nor the individual cyclic

hypothesis would work. The cyclic hypothesis would say that the

deletion of the copy would have taken place by the end of the cycle

on the bracketed portions in (2%), so that the copies would not be

available for the operations of Sluicing and Sentence Pronominalization

as Ross would want (whether the latter were cyclic or postcyclic).

(2Q)a. [Bill seems to be doing away with someone] but he won't say
who he is doing away with.

b. [John is said to be smart] but I don't believe John is smart.

The copies would have disappeared before Sluicing or Sentence

Pronominalization were tested for application, and (22) could not be

generated. The individual cyclic hypothesis would say that Equi

had to apply later than Sluicing and Sentence Pronominalization so

that Raising copies would still be present. But this is impossible.

Ross formulates Sluicing to apply to the output of Uh-Q Movement,

so the order in which rules apply would have to be Wh-Q Movement,

Sluicing, Equi. Yet Equi cannot apply after Uh~Q Movement if (25)

is to be generated corectly.

(25) Who do you imagine the government thinks wanted 5 to die?wst____ ‘p ‘,/_/;:r-
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The phgword would be ripped out of position before the subject of dig

had been deleted. !h;movement rules would have to be rewritten as

copying rules too. But then copies would be left in every position

from which a ghyword can be extracted.—-in propositional phrases,

for instance. And there, Equi could not delete them, so an gQ_hgg

extra deletion device would be needed (this is, again and again,

the conclusion to which one is forced if troublesome extraction

rules are reformulated as copying rules, as we shall see).

The Postal evidence would also have been a liability rather than

an asset to Grinder if it had stood up, because forward Equi is always

obligatory, and an explanation would be needed of why (19b) was not

obligatorily converted into '£ghn lgok§_like tQ_be going to win.

(S-S-Raising verbs would have to be Bqui triggers in the normal case

under Grinder's account.)

But I how turn to the fact, hotoa in Postal (197I+), that Raising
raises NPs that by their nature could not be coreferential with

anything in the sense that Equi requires. A prime instance is that

of dmmies, i.e. semantically contentless inserted NPs like ihegg or

'expletive' ii? Assuming the pronominal copy of a dummy would look

like the dumy itself, Grinder would have a representation like (26b)

after Raising had applied to (264).

(26)a. [a hundredweight of éoal be in their bath] be likely
b. there is likely [there be a hundredweight of coal in their bath]

Now, I take it to be the most promising view of Equi that it deletes

something akin to bound variables in logical formulae -indices of what

Postal (1970b) has distinguished as stipglated coreference. Clearly,

there cannot be such an item. In the logical structures that define

the relevant bound variable configurations it is not even present.

And things are the same in all other treatments of Equi known to me.
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It appears that the complement subject interpretation rule of

Jackendoff (1972) would either mark the second gas in (2612) as
not being a coreferent of the first (7) or simply not apply.

The recent proposals of Chomsky (1975e)and Fodor (1975) that Bqui

deletes a base item_§§l£_which would otherwise surface as a

reflexive pronoun are similarly incapable of independently predicting

the deletion of Raising copies of this type (or indeed, at all).

with the coreferential deletion rule (possibly just a special

case of Equi) that operates into without clauses, we may observe

that there cannot in fact be deleted:

(27)a. There can be rumours about a politician without there
necessarily being any hard evidence of malpractice on
his part.

b. ‘There can be rumours about a politician without necessarily
being any hard evidence of malpractice on his part.

And the same thing is true of in order to clauses:

(28)a. There were a lot of toys in the playroom, in order for
there to be plenty for the children to do.

b. ‘There were a lot of toys in the playroom, in order (for)
to be plenty for the children to do.

It therefore appears.highly unlikely that Equi could naturally be made

to delete Raising copies -either in S-S-Raising cases like (26) or in

S-O~Raising cases like (29).

(29)a. I believe [there to be fairies at the bottom of my garden]
b.(‘)I believe there [there to be fairies at the bottom of my garden]
c. I believe there [to be fairies at the bottom of my garden]

This is fully in accord with the observation that the government

of Equi is semantically determined, and that the class of verbs

triggering, say, S-O-Raising is a semantically natural one almost

totally distinct from the class of verbs triggering object-controlled

Bqui. SOR verbs are "cognitive" in sense as Bouncy (197#, 157) notes:

believe, consider, pggggi, etc. Object-controlled Equi verbs typically

have to do with verbal interpersonal manipulation: persuade, EEQEE,
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£211, beg, reguest, etc. This generalization would be thrown away

under Grinder's proposal, for believe etc. would have to be Equi

verbs as well as SOR verbs (unless they failed to trigger SOR like

gnguge or argue for some speakers). Rule government would again be

shifted towards arbitrariness and away from semantically based

naturalness, which,other things being equal,is surely to be

regretted.

Suppose, then, that it was decided that the copying formulation

of Raising would still be preserved despite its lack of motivation

and the apparent impossibility of exploiting Equi to do the deletion

of the copy pronoun. An gghhgg rule of Copy Deletion would

presumably have to be introduced into the grammar, which is an

unwelcome conclusion in itself. But it seems to me that we can go

further, and say that there is no apparent way for even an.§51§5§1

rule to do its job correctly without appeal to either global

constraints or invented syntactic features.

Copy Deletion would have to be sensitive solely to syntactic,

structural identity, not coreference, because of the problem of

dummies. Now, to what kind of representation will Copy Deletion

apply to derive a sentence like I believe mvself to be a genius?

‘dpparently one like (30). .

(30) I believe +N '[ +N -1 to be a genius]
+PRO +PRO

1 PERSON +1 PERSUW
+smoumn +smetmu2 I

VE -REFLEXIVEI

Reflexivizatio must already have applied before Copy Deletion in the

envisaged individual cyclic grammar, for otherwise the whole advantage

of the copying formulation would be lost, and strings like ‘Melvin--—-x
believes himself to have pggved him innocent would be derived.
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But in (30), the requirement on syntactic identity is not met. The

raised NP is marked [mm-"1.ExIvE] but the copy left behind is not.
It would appear that copy deletion would not apply. Notice that

if we take a straightforward case of a rule referring to structural

identity like VP Deletion, we find it is ggg sensitive to the

reference of particular reflexive pronouns but it is sensitive to
¢-Q4-Q

the difference between a reflexive and a nonreflexive pronoun:

(31)a. When Billx kicked himselfx, Jacki did K152 iwtédzti, too.

b. ‘When Susan kicked herself, Bill did KLIX KL} too.

It seems that we could not delete the copy from (30), and (32) would

be generated.

(32) ‘I believe myself me to be a genius.

It has been pointed out to me that wherever a problem like

this arises, there will be a coreferent of the reflexive pronoun

within its clause, and this might serve as the controller. The

implied patch-up for the copying analysis is to have Copy Deletion

ambiguous as regards its controller, i.e. able to delete a copy

pronoun in the clause below if there is ggyggigg identical to it

in the matrix clause, whatever its role. It seems to me that this

could not be made to work. The rule would be too general. It would

derive the bad'§_output from the g_version in all of the following.

(33)a. It would be dreadful fo it to rain on my parade.
b. ‘It would be dreadful to rain on my parade.

(34)a. It can't be right for it to be necessary to kill people.
b. ‘It can't be right to be necessary to kill people.

(35)a. There was no need for there to be people killed.
b. ‘There was no need to be people killed.

(36)a. There is seldom a cow pat without there being flies round it
b. ‘There is seldom a cow pat without being flies round it.

12}

(37);. I believe it to be useful for it to rain now and then.
b. ‘I believe it to be useful to rain now and then.

what I am suggesting is that Copy Deletion would actually have to

be extremely selective: it would need to be able to distinguish

copies left behind by Raising from any other kind of pronoun. To

my mind this is the measure of its lack of independent motivation

and ultimate failure to pass the test of being a successful

hypothesis.

What is needed to make Copy Deletion appropriately sensitive

is something almost exactly like the DOOM theory of Equi proposed

in Postal (1970b). The DOOM analysis deals with certain parallels

between pronominalization and Equi NP Deletion behaviour by positing

a syntactic feature [:DOOMJ which can be attached to constituents by

rule, leaving them vulnerable to a deletion rule applying much later

in derivations to all [+DOOM3 NPs. The copying analysis of Raising

could cause copies to be marked [+DOOM]. Doom Deletion could take

over the function of Copy Deletion. (In Ross 1969, 23# this is

actually done.)

Jackendoff (1972, 195) has the following to say about the DOOM

proposal:

There is, I believe, a fundamental metatheoretical flaw in
Pbstal's solution. In effect, what his solution does is to
circumvent the ordering of rules by use of an arbitrary,
otherwise unmotivated diacritic feature...

Pbstal himself would not now disagree with this. In a later paper

(1972b, 215) he inveighs against "the overly powerful device of

marking arbitrarily selected nodes, with ii-bin-ai-y Em. omitted - exrl
rule behaviour coding features", and adds:

Jackendoff‘s remark that I once proposed just such features
is, of course, correct, but not relevant. My mistaken use
and temporary advocacy of such features offers no support
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for this theoretical move. I stress now the claim that
such arbitrary constituent differentiators should be
eliminated from linguistic theory, providing an important
and necessary restriction of the power of linguistic rules.

If we follow (as we surely should) this general view that the use

of features with no natural basis in either semntic or morphological

facts should be eschewed, we can only write the Copy Deletion rule

we need in one way: it must be global, explicitly referring back to

an earlier stage in the derivation to determine whether a given

ponoun is a copy left by Raising or not.

Global rules certainly cannot be declared impossible by fiat.

Indeed, in this thesis I present evidence of several such rules,

though they are all of a type that would refer only to significant

levels (e.g. surface structure, initial structure) in the grammar.

Uhat I would say, however, is that in a case where the choice is

between a formulation of Raising as straightforward clause membership

change without further complications on the one hand, and a formulation

as a copying rule which needs a new, pg ll, global ruJ.e of Copy

Deletion to modify its output (a rule which, incidentally, would

apparently have to be parochially ordered after Reflexivization in

Grinder's terms) on the other, there can be no doubt as to the

preferred analysis. we select the first formulation. There is no

motivation for the copying formulation and no justification in any

terms for flying in the face of the facts (not to mention the canon

of simplicity) by favouring the copying version.

It is my conclusion, then, that Grinder was wrong. The case of

Raising and Reflexivization is 22; "rather easily subverted" (p.97).

Since every consideration says that the non-copying statement of

the SSR and SUB raising rules is preferable, we do indeed have in data

like (16) and (17) true "primary motivation" for the cyclic principle.
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2.2.1.3 Neeld's suggestion: the quasi-clausemate condition.

There is one other attempt in the literature to challenge

directly the Raising/Reflexivization argument for the cycle, and

it seems to me to fare even worse than Grinder's. It is to be

found in Neeld (1976, 55-57). Neeld defends the uoucn position,
not the individual cyclic one, and does not assume any revision

of the formulation of Raising. His proposal is simply that we

"allow Reflexivization to apply to quasi-clause-mates as well as

to clause-mates" (p.56), where the notions Quasi-clause and ggasi;

clausemate are defined as in Postal (197%).

One astonishing oversight in Neeld's exposition makes his

proposal immediately suspect, if not invalidated. As he says,

"a clause becomes a quasi-clause if the subject has been removed

through the action of cyclic rules" according to Postal. That is,

the definition of the notion Quasi-clause is crucially bound up

with the cyclic principle itself. Neeld has to appeal to a

notion whose definition presupposes the very principle he is trying

to discredit. He would have to redefine the notion in a way that

mentioned the list of those rules which (a) can remove subject NPs

and (b) are cyclic in a cyclic theory of rule interaction.

However, his proposal sens to be unworkable anyway. He claims

that in (33), because the bracketed portion is a quasi-clause (having

had its subject removed by S-O-Raising), Reflexivization applies

between the underscored NPs.

(33) Melvin believes himself [to have proved himself innocent].

This claim by itself immediately makes the wrong prediction that (39)

will also be grammatical, because again only a quasi-clause boundary

eparatesthe reflexive ponoun from its (illicit) antecedent.
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(39) _i_ want Bill [to shoot myself].

Neeld knows this, and asserts that to block (39), "the presence of

an intervening non-coreferential NP between an antecedent-reflexive

couple would do the job, along lines reminiscent of Grinder's

Intervention Constraint for deletion rules" (p.56, fn.6). There

is in fact very little hope that an "intervention constraint" for

Reflexivization could be stated that would achieve observational

adequacy, no matter how convoluted its provisions. Consider first

the following derivation, in which I mark with a subscript 3_the

brackets round the clause that becomes a quasi-clause.

(hO)a. [John to like me] seems to me ===;- (SSR)
b. John seems to mg_q[to like mgjq

Here we have a pair of coreferents (underscored) separated only by the

boundaries of a quasi-clause and thus meeting the definition for

quasi-clausemates. No noncoreferential NP intervenes. So Neeld's

proposal pedicts that (#Oo) is grammatical.

(%O)c. ‘John seems to me to like myself.

Hence there are cases where no NP intervenes yet Reflexivization cannot

apply. But there are also cases where an NP does intervene yet

Reflexivization can apply. Consider (#1).

(h1)a. Bill was reported to the cops for stealing from himself.
b. ‘Bill was reported to the cops for stealing from themselves.

The subject of stealing must have been deleted by Equi here, so

pesumably its clause becomes a quasi-clause. So (%1b) should be

grammatical under Neeld's account. Or, if gerundive clauses do not

become quasi-clauses (there is some doubt about it —-see Postal 197%,

239), Neeld will fail to be able to predict the reflexivization in (#2)

(42) They pevented me from proving myself innocent.
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This is a straightforward antecedent removal case. The initial

structure would be [they prevented [I prove e[I innocent] ] ) , in

which no clausemate or quasi-clausemate condition is met. Neeld's

NONCB hypothesis says that S-O-Raising can apply to both prevent

and pE2!§_c1auses. If it does, the reflexive in the pgggg clause

can only be predicted if Reflexivization applies into gerundive

quasi-clauses. Neeld is forced either to predict that (%1b) is

grammatical, or that (I03) is.

(#3) ‘They prevented me from proving me innocent.

There are other ways in which Neeld's suggestion can be caught

in a cleft stick. The gramaticality of (bk) suggests that E2222;

byyphrases must be permitted to act as Reflexivization controllers

2; Reflexivization must be free to apply before Passive across the

noncoreferential direct object Bill which later becomes the subject.

harangued
lectured
talked to

(4%) Bill was addressed by Mary about herself for two hours.

screamed at

Suppose he takes the first view. Then the byyphrase in (#5) should be

able to control Reflexivization, and it should be grammatical.

(45) ‘Bill was persuaded by Many to caress herself.

Suppose he takes the second view. Then he is back with the problem of

(39),‘I want Bill to shoot myself, and cannot block it, because again

Reflexivization should be free to apply across intervening noncorefer-

ential NPs. Indeed, it is quite clear that Reflexivization £2 free to

apply thus, as clearly shown by a simple case like (#6).

(#6) §gp5;§_repeated the magic words to himself over and over again.

I could cite futher arguments, but the point is surely made. There is
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n° P°s5ibilitY °f PP°t°°tifl8 tn? "ONCE hypothesis against antecedent

r°"°"a1 arE"ments of the Raising/Reflexivization type by weakening

the Reflexivization condition to a quasi-eleusemate ¢on¢iti°n_

One further point about Neeld's case should be made, however,

for Neeld perpetrates in the immediately subsequent pages of his

paper a gross misinterpretation of the claims made by the UDRA

hypothesis, defending the NONCB position against further arguments

of Postal's by means of a claim that is almost glaringly absurd.

Postal points out that there are certain rules like Answer Reduction

(called 5tFiPPi"8 in Hankamer 1971) and Genitive Head Deletion

which he would argue to be postcyclic and which are capable of

deriving structures which appear to meet the clausemate condition

for Reflexivization; yet here it does not apply.

(47)&. Who should Bob call? (1) I think 345 gnéélg ‘£11 :e_

(ii) ‘I think, myself.

b. Marthaés dog didn't fall on herx, but

(1) Sarah1's dog fell on heal.

(ii) Sarah ‘s fell on her .

(iii) '8arahl‘s fell on heréelf .
ll AL

This supports the idea that Reflexivization can apply at the latest

at the end of the cycle on the minimal clause containing both

antecedent and victim. After that cycle is too late. The only

reason I do not take these as very strong arguments for the cycle

is that there are unresolved questions about whether certain 3 Rages

that QPPBQI in the initial structures might not remain intact

(unpruned) and block Reflexivization independently of the cycle.

But what Neeld claims is that Reflexivization is simply forbidden

to apply on the grounds that it is an obligatory rule and "may est

apply to the structure derived by the optional rule" because of
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Ringen's principle of Obligatory Precedence. He cites Ringen (1972)

in a duplicated version distributed a year earlier, and giving no

gage reference, quotes thus:

(#8) Obligatory-Optional Precedence: If the same phrase marker
meets the structural description of both an optional and
an obligatory rule, the obligatory rule must apply to
this phrase marker -i.e., the obligatory rule gay ggt
apply after the optional rule has applied. ''' _"

The last dozen words of this purported quote are apparently a complete

fabrication of Nee1d's own, for Ringen did not write them. What she

says in the published version of her paper (1972, 270) is given in (#9).

(#9) If a phrase-marker meets the structural description of both
an optional and an obligatory rule, the obligatory rule must
apply to that phrase-marker.

As noted by Freidin (1976, 42-43, fn.3), Ringen does not even claim

that the obligatory rule must apply first, merely that it must apply.

Neeld says in a footnote appended to the misquote in (58) that he

thinks his addendum captures "the import of Ringen's proposal" and

that her paper says "the obligatory rule must apply first"; he is

completely wrong, for Ringen was explicitly neutral regarding whether

an obligatory rule and an optional rule might apply simultaneously.

But Neeld compounds his multiple felonies by proceeding to misread

even his own misquoting. He wants to have Reflexivization blocked

from applying to the output of Answer Reduction and Genitive Head

Deletion on the grounds that Reflexivization is obligatory and thus

"may not apply to the structure derived by" the other two rules, which

are optional. But in the case of Answer Reduction in particular, it

is absolutely obvious that the conditions for Reflexivization are

not met before the optional rule has applied, as he himself states

on p.59. No phrase marker corresponding to I think.Bob should call me

meets the structural description for both.Ref1exivization and Answer
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Reduction. Neeld is misreading his own misstatement, then, as

was the =13“ W" 22=22§;222l=z2ls=e:1:,£ss2=:"==22;isetgtzsss-
This is wildly different from Ringen's pinciple, but nothing

weaker will suffice to prevent Answer Reduction from feeding

Reflexivization in his terms.

It is utterly impossible, of course, to maintain the claim

Neeld would need. The counterexamples are too obvious to list at

length here, but they would include all the instances of optional

subject-creating rules feeding obligatory Verb Agreement, optional

rules like Extraposition, Pseudo-Clefting, and Appositive Formation

feeding obligatory ghymovement rules, and among dozens of others

the very obvious one of S-O~Raising feeding Reflexivization. If

Neeld would seriously attempt to defend the astonishing claim that

an obligatory rule can never act on the output of an optional rule

he should surely do so at length and in some detail before expecting

to have his defence of the NONCE hypothesis taken seriously with

regard to the Answer Reduction and Genitive Head Deletion data.

I conclude that under the assumptions generally current in

the transfomational literature the interaction of Raising and

Reflexivization genuinely refutes the NCCE hypothesis despite

Neeld‘e attempt at a defence of it, just as the same interaction

refutes the individual cyclic hypothesis despite Grinder's attempt

at a defence of that, and provides a real reason for favouing the

cyclic hypothesis.

I say advisedly, under the assumptions generally curent in the

transformational literature. There is one strand of transformation-

alist opinion, not yet in my judgement a generally current one, which

rejects so many of the relevant assumptions that bear on Raising and

Reflexivization that I must now devote a section to discussing it.
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2.2.1.4 Excursus on the Extended Standard Theory.

During the last five years Noam Chomsky and a number of his

students have been developing a view of English syntax which,

despite certain affinities with Chomsky's seminal work on the

theory of transformations twenty years previously, makes quite

a radical departure from numerous principles and assumptions that

elsewhere are taken as comparatively uncontroversial. Chomsky refers

to his line of empirical work as the Extended Standard Theory (EST).

Crucial to the concerns of this section is the fact that within EST,

as far as I am aware, all antecedent removal arguments are undercut

and all possibility of constructing such arguments is removed.

This is because a rich provision is made for phonologically null

but syntactically active elements that can bear anaphoric relations,

including provision for every movement rule to leave behind at the

pre-movement position an element known as a trace, which is essentially

equivalent to a phonologically null anaphoric pronoun coreferential to

the moved NP. Moreover, given his framework Chomsky maintains (see

Chomsky 1973) that there is no use at all for a rule of S-0-Raising.

A fortiori, then, there can be no evidence of SOR/Reflexivization

interaction within EST as Chomsky outlines it.
I

Refloxivization is for Chomsky a semantic interpretive rule

applying to surface structures, pg; restricted to elements that are

clausemates; it links the base-generated reflexive element gglf to

n preceding NP anaphorically in some way. The initial structure of

(SOs) for Chomsky is essentially similar to its surface structure;

both look like (50b).

(50)a. Clarissa believes herself to be irresistible.
b. [Clarissa believes atom? herself to be irres'istible]8] 8

8
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Chomsky claims that neither Reflexivization nor any other rule can

be formulated so as to refer to the clausemate relation. Even the

Passive rule is blind to S boundaries according to Chomsky; it

derives (51b) directly from (§1a).

(51)a. 8[most of his teachers expect s[COMP Nurdley to faillsls

b. Nurdley is expected to fail by most of his teachers.

Antecedent removal examples in this theory show nothing about rule

interaction; Pick seems to expect himself to be acquitted and

Prove yourself to be a man would receive structures like (52a) and

(52b) respectively, and nothing demands that rules apply cyclically

to them.

*-7,7

;_4‘____ to notice that evidence for the cycle has fallen away, or from a

belief in the linear ordering assumption and thus in the validity

of reversible and sandwich argument types I do not believe any

justification of the cyclic principle could be given on empirical

grounds if EST assumptions about rules and conditions on rules were

correct.

The reason I do not find my views on the cyclic principle

altered by the availability of the EST analysis of English is that

close study of EST proposals convinces me that they are fundamentallv

and irretrievably in error, and that the whole framework must be

abandoned as untenable I cannot, given space limitations, offer

a full and systematic critique of the EST here, but I will pursue

two selected topics which illustrate the weight of evidence against(52)a. sf’ seems s[COMP Dick to expect s[COMP himself to be acquitted]]]

b. IMP BEA prove stcoup yourself to be a ml]

In (52a) the analogue of S-8-Raising, "NP Proposing", moves Qigk

leftward to the empty NP position marked by '; but if this happens

before Reflexivization it will not matter, because Reflexivization is

not clausemate bound and will still be able to link himself to Qigk

anaphorically after movement. In (52b) interpretive rules can

assign a second person reading to the null anaphoric NP "lgb", and

can mark yourself as anaphorically linked to it without the use of

the cycle.

It might be asked, then, why I claim that the cyclic principle

it that exists I shall look at the Specified Subgect Condition

(section 2 2 1 M 1) and the Trace Theory of Movement Rules (section

2211.2)

2 2 1 Q 1 The Specified Subject Condition.

If Reflexhization is made free to apply across clause boundaries,

as all rules are in EST, it is clearly necessary that some constraint

be found that can still block-bad sentences like (53)

(53)a ‘Bob knew that Sadie was out to get himself
I want you to respect myself

. ’Canute had his minions carry himself to the shore.

Uhat Chomsky proposes is that there are various general conditions onis necessary in syntax if Chomsky's analysis is available as a radical

and total alternative to it. I should point out that it is not in

fact because Chomsky himself espouses the cyclic principle.

I believe this is an irrelevant mistake on Chomsky's part. His

system makes the cycle entirely redundant, and his support for it

may derive from the influence of earlier work, or from his failing

rule applications that would be violated by the application of

Reflexivization in these contexts. In (53a), for example, the

Tensed S Condition (roughly, a rule may not apply across the boundary
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of a clause with s finite verb unless it affects only the item in

the COMP position) is violated. All three sentences in (53) are in

violation of the further condition stated by Chomsky as in (Sb).

(5%) Specified Subject Condition

No rule may involve E, 1_(§_superior to 1) in a structure

...x... [...z...wrv...]
where §_is the specified subject of HIV

(Chomsky 19?}; sec the relevant part of (123) in that paper.)

§;is superior to §_if every major category (S, NP, etc.) which

doinates §_also dominates_§_but not conversely. Any subject HP

counts as s "specified subject" unless it is anaphorically controlled

by some category which includos_§; The way the Specified Subject

Condition [SEC] rules out tho strings in (53) is shown schematically

in (55).

£5515» [Bob kn!" [BUMP Sadie was out to get himself] ]s x s 3 I s s

b. [I want [BUMP you to respect myself] 1
E B B5I Z I

c. [Ganute had [GUM his minions carry himself to the shore] ]
B K B Z .1. BE

The SEC is crucial to the whole structure of EST, and vast numbers

of explanations for troublesome facts hang on it. I am going to argue

that it is totally untenable as a universal principle or even as a

global constraint in English grammar. First, however, in the

interests of impartiality, I want to make it very clear that I do not

regard it as a completely unacceptable proposal that the clausemate

condition on Reflcxivication might be weakened in particular ways or

even completely removed and replaced by some other type of condition

o set of conditions. I know, in fact, that there is one class of

facts, somehow overlooked by Postal (19?4) despite an extremely close
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flpprflfiflh in pp.?b-?? fn.2#, which appear to show straightforward

Reflcxivication operating across a clause boundary. This class

includes cases of reflexive pronouns as subjects of £25132

complement clauses when there is an antecedent in the matrix clause:

(56)a. Owing to a typing error in his prepared script, President
Ford has unfortunately called for himself to be impeached.

b. In order to obtain his divorce, Harry arranged for himself
to be found in bed with Zelda.

Having tested inconclusively a number of hypotheses about what is

going on here, I remain uncertain as to the correct way of treating

these facts. It is Egg the case that Reflexivization may affect the

subject in gny tenseless clause, at least if appearance of pi is the

criterion for tenselessness of the copula, as (57) shows.

(5?)a. ‘I demanded that myself be heard.
b. ‘Take care lest yourself be deceived by the evil temptress.

(Chomsky's rather suspect approach to subjunctives like this is to

postulate a zero-realisation modal "SUBJUHCTIVE" and a zero sllomorph

of Tense so that subjunctives are tensed; soc Chomsky 19?}, E551

£n.13, and the criticism in Postal 197v, 55-sh, £s.12.J If the
correct conclusion is that some relaxation of the clausemate condition

on Heflexivization is called for, the motivation for 5-D-Raising and

the viability of the Raising/Roflexivization argument for the cycle

may indeed be compromised.-5though only, it is important to note, if
tenseless clauses are tenseloss in initial structure. If, as I

believe, the initial structure of He imagines himself to be a genius

is roughly [he imagines [ho is a geniusJ1_and tenselessness in the

complement comes about through Raising, the latter is still needed to

explain the accessibility of the complement subject to Heflexivisation.

However, it is vital to distinguish the task of improving the specific

statement of Reflcxivication from the task of evaluating EST claims
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that bear on that statement. As Postal (19?l+, 6}-6%) points out:

The purported interest of Chomsky's innovative account
is that it reduces idiosyncratic facts, namely, whether
or not Ordinary Reflexivization applies, to general
principles — general at least for English — and possibly
even to prirciples of universal grammar, and, moreover,
principles relevant to various other types of phenomena.

Chomsky's SSC is not given as part of an analysis of reflexivization

but as part of a system of general conditions on rules that may be

taken to be a partial characterization of the human capacity for

language. It is in this role, and not in the role of an attempt

at stating the environment for Reflexivization, that the SSC seems

to me to be indefensible.

Postal (1976, Appendix) enumerates a considerable number of

rules which violate the SSC as stated, and many more can be added.

The rules fall into a number of widely different types. I attempt

here a rough classification, and cite for each type an illustrative

example in schematic form of a sentence showing an SSC violation in

its derivation, listing other examples afterwards. In every case

the illustrative example will be from English if the type exists in

English.

Pronooinal ananhora. Chomsky himself noted (1973, 238, fn.16) that

Pronominaliution ("Coreference Assignment") ignores the SSC.

(53) Eggnominalization
The suspect hoped that the old lady would not identify him.

X Z Y

This seems to be so whatever the details of the rule concerned.

Sentence Pronominalimtion (section 3.1) can also be shown not to

respect the SSC.

Reflexive snags. Perhaps the worst blow to the SSC is the

existence of reflexivization processes that violate it, even in

English. One is Picture Noun Reflexivization:
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(59) £13333 fl_qi__1;| R§fleXiviz,ati0ll

Mike will not believe that tgia is a Pi¢t"r= °f "1“§*1f'
x

Postal adds Conjoined Agent, gl_§_e_-Pb-P859» and 5Y"""°t1'i°/asymmetric

Predicate reflexivization cases in English, and adds Japanese

reflexivization. Non-SSC-respecting reflexivization is 8180

reported for Russian and Latin, and I have verified it in Aymara-

Coref_eren_tial deletiQg_._ Postal cites $uper—Eql-Iii

(60) *Super_-_-Equi 99,1? ti°3 _
Melvin feared that tgat would be like Y torturing himself-

X

Re also illustrates with deletion in purpose clauses, Complement

Object Deletion, and the deletion of the understood 0b.']°°t in

la avoided his grasp. Additional cases are Relative Deletion

(if Grimahaw 1971; is right that this does not involve movement)

and Apparel Pronoun Deletion (@B QEQS .°°"-J 91'? A22)’

Deletion ana hora Postal mentions Comparative D61"-i°n=_________E_._-°

(61) §_ompa.rative Deletion

He is more intelligent than é th°“8ht he "as __!--'
X

This may or may not be collapsible with Comparative Subdeletion and
, . . -: tComparative Ellipsis (Bee Brfifina-9.1975)’ VP D°l't'°P' also seem O

violate the SSC in He cleans the house without an one tellin him £01

Auxiliary Ellipsis (distinguished from VP Deletion in Akmaiian an¢
Uasow 1975) also does; and the same is true of "§g_ InBeri>10I\"¢ "Sued

to be deletion anaphora in See ==¢ H@nk="°r 1975'
. Postal regards Tough Movement as distinct fromMovement rules

Complement Object Deletion (Lasnik and Fie!l8° 1971*)» and Mt“ ma)‘

(62) Tong Movement
The president will be difficult for me to an-range for I211 £0 899,?-

X

4

1

1
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He also proposes that the unbounded movement rules must be regarded

as counterexamples, since Chomsky's way of making them consistent with

it (by permitting a single item only to be extracted from a clause via

the pre-subpect COMP node) is apparently untenable: sentences like

At that time, who does he claim he was in love with? seems to show

both a ghfword and a time adverbial extracted from the same embedded

clause. In the absence of an explicit reanalysis that preserves

Chomsky's framework against such data, it seems that Wh-Q Movement,

Wh~Rel Movement, Topicalization, Adverb Preposing, and perhaps Left

Dislocation must be added to the list. Also to be added are Quantifier

Raising (French; example quoted by Postal), Clitic Promotion (Spanish;

shown to violate the SSC by Klavans-Rekosh 1976, 35), and possibly

Slifting (Ross 1973s), Negative Raising (Horn 1975), and the raising
of 3135 or gnly_(} only thought he'd write ¢ HALF of it, suggested to

me by Andrew Radford).

Triggered moiphological processes. A typical example is the process

whereby a negative is incorporated into an indefinite pronoun:

(63) Negative Incorporation into Indefinites
I will force you Ate marry no one.

X Z Y

(The negative morpheme is moved or interpreted across the null subject

of to marry which is coreferential with.y2g,) Postal also gives

examples of SSC violations with §gm3/Q51 Suppletion, Sequence of Tense,

Subjunctive Marking (French), Partitive Case Marking (Finnish), and

Nominative Case Marking (Finnish). Radford suggests adding Past
Participle Agreement (French) and Negative Deletion (Spanish).

(The latter involves deletion of ng_if and only if a negative polarity

item formerly in its scope precedes it in surface structure: Nada ouiere

Pedro Que Juan £5 hagg ‘Pedro wants Juan to do nothing'.)

A4_4g‘

{av**"'
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1 have mentioned nearly forty processes in English and Other

languages which seem to me to suggest that the SSC is not a general

condition on rules of grammar, and I could cite a few ethere-

I go nut have the space here to present relevant eX8mP1°5 5°? each

and ta append the detailed discussion that each would need. However,

I shall make a few general remarks about the ways of countering such

challenges to the SSC that have been suggested (for EST proponents

are ngt unaware of the type of data I have been mentioning).

Far the most part I have only unpublished papers, per80fl81 ¢°@m""'

ications, and informal conversations to go on, but it seems that in

general proponents of the SSC defend it by seeking general re8tPi¢ti°"5

on the kind of data it is claimed to be relevant to. Thus Fiengo and

Laanjk (1976, 190) allege that "several of the processes that Pvfital

refers to are apparently not part of sentence grammar at all." The?

continue in a footnote, "For example, it seems clear that Sequence of

Tenses is not essentially a rule of sentence grammar, 8lth°“8h

properties of sentences may affect the 8PP1i°ati°n °f that r"1°'"

In similar vein, I have encountered suggestions that all discourse-

sensitive processes are irrelevant to the SSC; that Only $Y"ta°ti¢

(not semantic) processes are relevant to it; that onl7 rules "h°5°

~formulation involves an essential variable (Postal 1971, 110) are

relevant to it; that only mdvement rules are relevant to it (PBTPPB

implied by Fiengo and Lasnik's remark "In particular, ell wevemeflt

transformations observe the conditions", 1975, 19°); and 5° °n~

Two comments are in order. First, methodologically, this kinfi

of defence of a hypothesis is of the worst kind, amountin8 t° 5

determination to weaken the claims of the SSC until no facts remain

in its scope which can refute it. Take the case of processes Hhidh

operate across the boundaries of sentences, fo example. It has been
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a normal response to the discovery of trans-sentential application

of a rule simply to note that what is observed within the sentence

may also in this case be observed between sentences. If some

constraint that it was hoped would be applicable to all rules is

then found to be inapplicable to exactly those rules that can have

trans-sentential effects, then as long as the latter class can be

rigorously defined, it is legitimate (though not very exciting) to

limit the constraint to the rules in the complement of that class.

What is Egg legitimate is to continue to maintain that the constraint

is applicable to all grammatical rules, but to redefine more narrowly

the term gpammar itself by excluding the trans—sentential rules. Yet

in their choice of terminology at least ("not essentially a rule of

sentence grammar"l, this is what some EET prononents appear to do.

But my second comment, more importantly, is that it seems clear

that there is no sign yet of a definable class of rules to which the

EEG could be limited. It is false that only trans-sententially

applicable rules violate the SSC; false that rules with an essential

variable never violate it; false that movement rules never violate

it [wildly false if the unbounded movement rules like Uh—Q Movement

have to be considered counterexamples]. There are a very large number

of reanalyses that have to be spelled out in detail (not merely

adumhrated) if the SSC is to become even near to plausibility, and I

cannot see that there would be anything to motivate the reanalyses

(even if they were possible) except a desire to preserve the SSC even

in the face of weakening the general theory of grammar by tampering

with its data base. Perhaps the worst problem at present is that

it is not even possible to give an explicit definition of the class

of pocesses that obey the SSC even if attention is restricted to the

original focus of interest for the present subsection, reflexivieation

1h1

processes. I conclude that at present there is overwhelming evidence

that the SSC is not a valid principle, and very little convincing

argumentation in its defence, so that it is not reasonable at the

present juncture to adopt a framework heavily dependent on its

validity.

2.2.1.t.2 The Trace Theory of Movement Rules.

The second aspect of EST I shall criticise is the proposal that

movement rules leave a "trace" at the site from which the victim is

moved. As remarked above, traces may be viewed roughly as

phonologically null pronouns anaphorically linked to the original

moved constituent. This carries the prediction that a trace must

meet the same structural condition with resPB¢t tfl itfi afiflflciated

fnll NP (which is said to pipd it) as an anaphoric pronoun must

meet with respect to its antecedent Cor at least some analogous

condition). The accounts of trace theory I have seen are anything

but explicit, but a simple example may serve to convefi the intent
of the proposal. Consider the way it is supposed to work in

providing an explanation of the behaviour of Passive in sentences

and HPs (the following account derives from Fiengo l9?#). It is

necessary to explain data such_as (5%).

(64)a. (ii The enemy destroyed the city.
(ii) ‘Has destroyed the city by the enemy.

(iii) The city was destroyed by the enemy.
b. ii) the enemy's destruction of the city

(ii) the destruction of the city by the enemy
(iii) the city*s destruction by the enemy

The lexicalist analysis of Chomsky (19?oJ claims that the name rules
are operating in p_snd_p; Agent Postponing in (ii), and both this and

HP Proposing in (iii). The problem is the asymmetry in grammaticality

J

l
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between §_and be Fiengo proposes that (ii) of (6#b) is derived in

the following way. The initial structure is (65).

(55) "PI DET[the enemy]DET fi[destruction the city by ’]i-]NP

Agent Postposing may apply to derive (66), in which the trace is

indicated by'j9

(66) NPI DETE t_]DET fi{destruction the city by the enemylfi-]NP

It is now assumed that there is an insertion rule in the grammar

which can obliterate a trace in a determiner by spelling out the

(or some other article) in its place:

(5?) NP[ DET[the]DET fi[destruction the city by the enemy]§>]NP

_Q§_is now inserted by another insertion rule, and (Gbbii) is

generated. The reason that no analogue (Ghaii) is generated by

the grammar is simply that no rule exists to spell out a constituent

to replace a trace in subject position in a sentence. The trace left

by Agent Postposing would simply remain in surface structure, and

would violate the condition Fiengo assumes, namely g=§§ggg=g§!=gg;

B£§§§2§=§1i2=’l';-.9.=‘§§=?-3.22.22-.i£'
Morin (197hs) criticizes this analysis for making the facts

depend on the accidental existence or nonexistence of a morphological

rule, but I shall not pursue such a criticism here. Nor will I take

up at lengtn any of the broader considerations that seem to me to

make this analysis thoroughly objectionable, like the arbitrariness

of Fiengo's theory with its traces, place-holding elements (’),

interpreted empty nodes Qfi), zero morphemes (there is all article

Hflfl 8»fi Cflflplflmsntizar) and other abstract entities without semantic,

morphological, or phonological basis. I am going to eonsentrats an

a single, explicit consequence of Fiengo's analysis, namely (68).

11+}

(68) No rightward NP movement rule can lead to a grammatical
surface structure unless there exists a rule that applies
after it and has the effect of obliterating the trace it
leaves behind.

This is a consequence (indeed, a central claim) of Fiengo's analysis

tat he accepts. He points to the confirmation it receives in the

anal sis of There Insertion (due to G. Milsark) which he accepts:Y ______

(69)a. an eland was in the garden
b. §_ was an eland in the garden
c. there was an eland in the garden

The rightward movement of an eland to postcopular position leaves

a trace which is obliterated by the trace-spelling rule that inserts

there.
ami

Fiengo now has to face a direct counterexample to the analysis:

the rule known as Complex (or "Heavy") NP Shift (CNPS). Derivations

as shown in (70a) - (70b) will be barred under his assumptions, and
he will predict that (70c) is ungrammatical.

(70)a. He gave a book about calligraphy to John
b. He gave t_ to John a book about calligraphy
c. He gave to John a book about calligraphy.

Fiengo meets this problem in a remarkable way. He simply claims (p.85)

it is clear that Heavy-NP §hift is not a transformation.
However the rule is to_be stated, a condition on length
is required, as can be seen in the following paradigm.
The longer the last word in these examples is, the greater
the acceptability.

(103) I found in the dictionary the word
flaucinaucinibilipilification {sic - GKPU
veeblefetzer

But such a condition cannot be stated as a Boolean condition
on analyzability. Thus Heavy-HP Shift is not a transformation.

But here Fiengo has driven himself into a totally untenable position.

He is committed to defending both (71) and (72).
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(71) Length and complexity constraints on the applicability of
rules are to be included as part of the formulation of the
individual rules themselves, not as separate constraints
on the output of the transformational component.

(72) If any rule is found to be associated with a length and
complexity constraint, i.e. gives rise to outputs of
higher or lower acceptability according to the length
and complexity of some term of its structural description,
that rule is not a transformation.

He cannot relinquish (71) because if output conditions on surface

structure determine acceptability of constructions containing

heavy constituents (as argued in Ross 1967, chapter 3), CNPS can

be stated without its length and complexity condition and thus will

meet the definition of transformation. And he must maintain (72)

rigidly, since it his criterion for deciding that CNPS is not a

counterexample to the theory of traces he presents. Yet (71) and

(72) together entail the disastrous conclusion that numerous well-

known transformations are not in fact transformations. Consider

the following evidence.

(73) Dative Movement

a. ??Fritz offered a frankfurter which was a foot long, covered
with chili and cheese which had been melted over an open
hickory-fueled fire and enclosed in a sourdough bun to
Fanny.

b. Fritz offered Fanny a frankfurter which was a foot long,
covered with chili and cheese which had been melted over
an open hickory-fueled fire and enclosed in a sourdough
bun’ (Examples from Borkin fig. 1972, 20,)

(7%) Passive

a. ?The notion that this world was inhabited at one time by
another race who, in practising black magic, lost their
foothold and were expelled, yet live on outside ever
ready to take possession of this earth again fascinated
Lovecraft.

b. Lovecraft was fascinated by the notion that this world
was inhabited at one time by another race who, in practising
black magic, lost their foothold and were expelled, yet live
on outside ever ready to take possession of this earth again.

 I 1&5

(75) Partigle Hovemgnt
a. ‘I looked the answer to that problem you had about whether

Heyerdahl thought the Peruvians had come from Polynesia or
vice versa up.

b. I looked up the answer to that problem you had about whether
Heyerdahl thought the Peruvians had come from Polynesia or
vice versa.

(76) fienitive Proposing

a. ' (£ b) Loosen the monster that you'll find in the laboratory
on the slab next to the bat cage's neck-bolt.

b. Loosen the neck-bolt of the monster that you'll find in the
laboratory on the slab next to the bat cage.

(77) Extrapgsition
a. ??That some swarf has clogged the grommet inside the lower

tracking component under the flange with the transverse
double-hinged sprocket gate is likely.

b. It's likely that some swarf has clogged the grommet inside
the lower tracking component under the flange with the
transverse double-hinged sprocket gate.

(73) _§§traposi§iop from NZ
a. ??The hypothesis that sentences should be represented as

ordered septuples consisting of an initial structure, a
surface structure, a coreference table, a set of
presuppositions, a class of contexts, a phonetic
representation, and a specification of an electro-
chemical state of the brain was put forward.

b. The hypothesis was put forward that sentences should be
represented as ordered septuples consisting of an initial
structure, a surface structure, a coreference table, a set
of presuppositions, a class of contexts, a phonetic
representation, and a specification of an electro-chemical
state of the brain.

(79) Subject Shift (A.H. Zwickyh 197a Linguistic Institute classes)
' a. ?Could a woman who had single-handedly revolutionized the

political life of an entire nation not do that?

b. Could not a woman who had single~handedly revolutionized
the political life of an entire nation do that?

(80) Presentational There Insertion
a. ??On a lonely mountain-top the remains of three Chieftain tanks,

a dead bison, four abandoned telephone kiosks and a Kenwood
mixer stood.

b. na lonely mountain-top there stood the remains of three
Chieftain tsks, a dead bison, four abandoned telephone kiosks
and a Kenwood mixer.
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In all of these cases acceptability is influenced by the length and

complexity of the NP that is or is not left in a more rightward

position by the application of the rule. Fiengo's criterion says

that none of these can be transformations, which is surely ridiculous

if transformational grammar is being assumed at all. His only

alternative course to defining all these (and other) transformations

out of the province of grammar is to let transformations move NPs

freely and filter out bad results related to length and complexity

at the surface stage; but this puts CNPS back among the transformations,

and refutes the trace hypothesis.

I cannot see any convincing way in which Fiengo’s analysis can be

defended. It seems to me that trace theory is unworkable, at least

in the form in which it has been presented. Further arguments

showing problems with the postulation of traces may be found in

Morin (197%) and Goldsmith (1975). (Note that Morin comes to the
conclusion that only gighggggg movement rules should be allowed to

leave traces; but this is exactly what I have shown cannot be true.

The conjunction of Morin's criticisms and mine would claim that gg

movement rules can leave traces.)

Trace theory bears various resemblances to other positions that

have from time to time been advanced. For instance, it might be seen

as a generalized version of Grinder's claim that Raising is a copying

rule: it claims that all movement rules are copying rules. It also

bears comparison with the DOOM theory of Equi. Amusingly, Vasow

(1975, 3751») has this to say about the noon analysis:

Postal 197O...proposed breaking Equi-NP Deletion into twoparts, one of which marked NP's with [moon] and the other
of which deleted 'doomed' NP's. It is with good reason
that Postal's analysis has been almost uiversally abandoned
by generative gramarians.

11+?

Hasow, who was one of the earliest advocates of the trace theory,

seems to be unaware of the close resemblance between Postal's

"doomed" po-forms and his own phonologically null traces. But

there are quite close correspondences, and the most important of

them is this: both [+DOOMJ NPs and traces have the property that

when crucial evidence is obtainable as to whether they are present

in derivations or not, it turns out that they are not. Both arbitrary

devices fail to receive empirical vindication in the shape of

syntactic and phonological evidence that they exist. The DOOM

theory, for example, makes the highly undesirable prediction that

at the end of the cycle on an Equi verb, the complement subject is

still present. Hence the complement does not constitute a quasi-clause

in the sense of Postal (197%) and many wrong consequences ensue.

A particularly bad consequence is that the prediction of the gangs

contraction phenomena discussed in section 2.5.2 is no longer possible.

(The non-ambiguity of feddy is the man I wanna succeed cannot be

attributed to the presence of an NP between want and §g_in the structure

...I want the_man to succeeg that corresponds to the missing reading;

bgth readings correspond to structures with intervening NPs at the

relevant stage, to the reading that does exist will be associated

with the intermediate stage ...I,want DOOM to succeed the man.)

Now, exactly the same phenomenon shows that traces should not in fact

be postulated in intermediate stages of syntactic derivations.

Ldghtfoot (1976) notes that in a trace theory account, traces must

be assumed to block contraction of tg_so that (81b) is not generated

from (81a).

(81)a. who do you want [ 3, to kiss you]
b. ‘Who do you wanna kiss you?
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But he is aware that in EST, ghymovement rules place items in the

COMP position, and he offers arguments for the position that a trace

is left ggggy time an NP moves. He is therefore faced with a fact

that cannot be explained in that (82a) gives rise to the grammatical

(32b) despite the trace in the COMP position of the yaks clause

(in which PRO indicates some appropriate kind of null subject).

(82)a. who do you want Lt PRO to make [t_eat humble pie]]
b. Who do you wanna make eat humble pie?

Lightfoot arrives at no satisfactory solution to problems such as

this, despite exploring various radical and unsupported revisions

of gramatical theory in an effort to avoid it. The simplest and

most obvious conclusion to draw from the evidence of (32) is that

the trace theory is squarely refuted. It is 222 true that the linear

intervention of a trace as defined by Chomsky within EST assumptions

about rules and structures can be used to predict !§§§g_contraction;

in fact, the !§§g§_contraction evidence is incompatible with the

trace proposal.

Another falsification of the EST analysis is to be found in the

evidence of the little-discussed is to construction (He is to report

to the commandant on arrival). Note first that in EST, S-S-Raising

and the Object Proposing part of Passive are collapsed together into

a single rule of NP Preposing. (33b) has (33a) as its initial

structure and is derived by NP Proposing.

(83)a. E’ seems [COMP Gribweed be puning his roses with a blowlampfll
b. Gribweed seems to be pruning his roses with a blowlamp.

It seems clear that the is to construction will also have to be

salyzed as an 8-Sékaising construction and thus in EST have a

postverbal complement and undergo NP Preposing. Its full number

1&9

agreement paradigm and its government of the complementizer ts

suggest that it is not a modal or other auxiliary but must be generated

in the VP in an EST-type grammar (cf. Pullum and Wilson, forthcoming).

The initial structure of He is to repgrt to the commandant on arrival

would be (8ha), and its surface structure would be (8hb).

(3#)a. E’ is [COMP he report to the commandant on arrival]]

b. He is t to report to the commandant on arrival.

The trace is present because of the operation of NP Preposing in the

derivation. One thing that is well known is that in structures

where under an EST account there is a trace immediately after a

form of the verb pg, that be_may not undergo stress reduction and

contraction:

(35)a. He is where?
b. He's where?
c. I don't know where he is_§ today.
d. ‘I don't know where he's t_today.

(See section 2.3.} on the constraint responsible.) But (bbb) has a

trace following a pg, Therefore (36) is predicted to be ungrammatical

under EST assumptions, but it is not.

(86) He's to report to the commandant on arrival.

This is not because the trace is not a sister of the bg_in question.

From examples like (3?) (see Bresnan 1975) it appears that even if

only part of a sister constituent of bg_is removed by transformation,

and that part is adjacent to Q5, contraction is blocked.

(87)a. He is [as pathetic a conjuror] as she is [é MM fiiflfilll
an assistant].

b. ‘He's as pathetic a conjuor as she's an assistant.

What is wrong, I believe, is the NP Preposing analysis itself, like

the trace theory and the whole concomitant system of assumptions
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built into the EST. It is for this reason that I am not going to

entertain at this point the possibility that the correct analysis

of English syntax might be the EST analysis.

If it were, there would certainly be no motivation for the

cycle that I am able to discover. The linear ordering assumption

is just as implausible for EST grammars as for any other proposed

types, and there are signs that less and less reliance is being

placed on parochial ordering by EST syntactioians, so reversible

and sandwich arguments are not likely to be valid, and the EST

treatment of anaphora plus the trace theory of movement rules

together neutralize all antecedent removal arguments. The NUNCE

hypothesis regarding rule interaction would seem to be perfectly

adequate within EST syntax, and it is possible that the individual

._n_.l_._.._____.|...l_

3 2 2 Removal of antecedents for Equi

The closest I can come to an argument for the cycle that might

actually be valid in EST terms concerns Equi-NP Deletion Chomsky

flpulfl accept that Equi with verbs like want, prefer, etc. (though

not with promis5J persuade, etc.) involves deletion, not interpreting

of a null EUbJBCt HP that is syntactically present throughout the

derivation. In lectures at the 19?h Linguistic Institute Chomsky

proposed that sentences like I d prefer to go home derived from

£l'd prefer [for myself to go honell by a rule deleting for n's self

I shall leave it open for EST proponents to determine whether in their

terms my data provide an argument for the cycle, however, since I find

presently available expositions of the EST too inexplicit at crucial

points for me to determine this myself
cyclic hypothesis would also be. There are so:e arguments I have been

able to find which under Grinder's assumptions would probably

provide primary motivation for the cyclic principle in his terms

without being susceptible to "subversion", but under EST they would

show nothing. For instance, I believe Grinder would have to accept

that a sentence like (351 has in its derivation the applicational

sequence 5-Dafiaising, Tppgh Movement, S-U-Raising, which would

refute individual cyclic application.

{E3} I believe him to be easy to consider foolish.

{The initial structure would be something like [I believe [Ls to

consider [he foolishll be easyl, where §_is the unspecified subject

_F-_
'IIL—I|'—

NP.) Hut under ear nothing of the sort would follow. I-lost probably,
the existence of both rules in question would simply be denied (cf.

Chomsky 19?} on SUB and Lasnik and Fiengc 19?t on Tough.Hovement).

If a representation is constructed in which an Equi verb has

another Equi verb above it and an 5-S-Raising verb below it, it is

clear that application under the HUGE hypothesis will be able to

destroy the environment for the application of Equi to a raised

abject and thus produce a wrong output This would happen with {B9}

Boris would prefer S

Boris to hope S

B to seem

Boris td understhfidmphysica

In sum, if I were able to defend the EST, I would not defend the cycle.
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If p£g£g£_were permitted to govern an immediate application of Equi,

then the antecedent for application of Equi on hgpg would disappear

before the subject of Sp could be raised into S3 by SSR and thus

placed in a position where it was eligible to be deleted. As a

result, not (90a) but (90b) would be derived.

(90)a. Boris would prefer to hope to seem to understand physics.
b. ‘Boris would prefer to hope for Boris to seem to understand

physics.

Assuming coreference between the instances of Boris this is not

permissible.

The individual cyclic hypothesis would deal with this, I take

' Qit, by having applications of SSR precede applications of Bqui. But

we can make this impossible if we alter (89) by adding one more layer

of embedding: we embed understand under another Equi verb such as

Bggp:

(91) 5

Boris would prefer S

Boris to hope S

S4 to seem>
Boris to want S

Boris to understand physics

How if SSR applies first it will apply in S3 and remove tho antecedent

for the application of Equi in Sp so that (92a) is derived. uthe

other hand, if Equi is allowed to apply first we get (92b). Individual

153

cyclic application cannot generate the correct (92c), assuming that

(as I have argued) SSR does 222 leave traces ad Equi does ggp leave

doomed pro-forms.

(92)a. ‘Boris would prefer to hope to seem to want Boris to
understand physics.

b. ‘Boris would pefer to hope for Boris to seem to want
to understand physics.

c. Boris would prefer to hope to seem to want to understand
physics.

Other examples of the same type can easily be constructed, many with

a higher degree of semantic plausibility. The triple in (93)

parallels (92).

(93)a. ‘I tried to avoid appearing to wish me to seduce you.
b. ‘I tried to avoid me appearing to wish to seduce you.
c. I tried to avoid appearing to wish to seduce you.

These examples, which do not involve the controversial rules S-0-Raising

and Reflexivization, seem to give good evidence that certain rules must

interact according to the cyclic principle if wrong outputs are not to

be generated by the simplest and most natural formulation of the rules.

If the assumptions I maintain are correct, these examples provide

rather compelling evidence of a universal of language which must

surely have some biological or psychological basis, for I venture

to suggest that one might easily live one’s entire life speaking,

hearing, and reading English without encountering any sentences of

exactly the form (92c) or (930); yet one nevertheless acquires

somehow the ability to interpret or use them if the occasion demands,

extrapolating from simpler cases ggggggy=;g:§gg:g§gggg:§§g=§yg;;g

2£§2§i2%§=!2%2=2£22§2£-
This concludes my argument that there exists primary, direct

motivation for the cyclic principle.
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2.3 Cyclic Structure Constraints.

In this section I shall present a considerable number of

arguments of a new type for the hypothesis that there are syntactic

rules which apply cyclically. The arguments are not aimed at

establishing pimary motivation for the cycle in the sense of

finding derivations which will produce bad outputs if they are not

constrained by the cyclic principle, but they must in my view be

regarded as quite compelling nevertheless. My strategy will be

to exhibit grammatical constraints which I can argue to be statable

in a descriptively adequate way only if reference can be made to the

1°"*1 defined at EEE=2E£EEE=2§=EEE=tE§E=£EtE=§2=§EElE=§2=3=E€E2t§iE§
Eyglg. I shall refer to this level as the Eyclic structure of the

clause in question, and use the abbreviation GyS for this term.

It should be noted that there are several levels of Gyfi for any

non—simplex sentence. In a structure of the form

[ u E v [ w ] I ] Y 1BU 51 S2 52 S, SD

the output of the final application of a cyclic rule to the material

Elwill define 52_CyS; the output of the final application of a cyclic

rule to the materiel Fl will define S, C-yS; and the output of the

final application of a cyclic rule to the material _u*_.=_v:x!_ will define

50 Gyfi. For this latter level, which corresponds to pE§=;gppp=§2=§g§

Elia-’E-E-“H_lii§.iiF.*%=2£=t=B2i-EE§2il§=£‘iif "E ='"~‘-1 °=°’~=i°'*“11=' “Bed t
special technical term (unless it can be shown that there are no post-

cyclic rules, in which case SD Gys corresponds to surface structure).

I shall use for this Postal's term shallow structure. This term has

been used somewhat vaguely, but I believe my more precise proposal

here accords with Postal's intent.

-—-i——-rq-.11,
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I do not regard the set of arguments that follows as exhaustive.

I have selected twenty cases for discussion either on grounds of their

being especially convincing support for the existence of a significant

level of Cys, or because of their intrinsic interest and relevance to

other concerns of this thesis. A number of the constraints I shall

draw attention to are global constraints, but I think in most cases

they are such as to be necessary in some form no matter what

theoretical framework for description is assumed within the general

paradigm of transformstional-generative linguistics. Many would

within the EST framework, for example, be acceptable either as

"interpretive rules" linking cyclic structure and semantic

representation or as output conditions relating cyclic structures to

surface structures via the intermediary of "traces". I present them

in an order that is either random or determined by free association,

since I find no basis for a systematic classification.

2.3.1 Extraction from sentential subjects.

Ross (TSGT, chapter H] proposed that movement rules were governed

by a constraint stated in the following terms:

(9%) The Sentential Subject Constraint
No element dominated by an S may be moved out of that S if
that node S is dominated by an HP which itself is immediately
dominated by S. '

Ross poposed this as a constraint on the gppgigggggg of movement

rules in grammars. This implies that it is the situation at the

point where the movement rule is tested against a structure that is

relevant for determining whether the Sentential Subject Constraint is

being violated. This means that if n clause became a subject ggpgg

extraction had taken place out of it, Rose's constraint would have

nothing to say about the derivation. Neeld {19?5] notes this, and
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points to the possibility of derivations like (95).

(95)a. Q Bob PAST know a[that John had read whatls
b. what Bob PAST know 8[that John had read ____Js
c. what s[that John had read ____Js PAST be known by Bob
d. 'Uhat'was that John had read known by Bob?

If Uh—Q Movement were allowed to apply as it does in What did Bob know

that John had read? and then Passive could apply after that, (95d)

could be generated without a ghfword having been moved out of a

sentential subject. Neeld is directly concerned with this problem

because (as discussed above) he holds the NONCB hypothesis regarding

rule interaction, and for him there is no reason why Wh-Q Movement

could not apply at any time, even before Passive. (Indeed, if Wh-Q

Movement is treated as obligatory, it would 22:3 to apply first.)

The NONCE hypothesis is untenable, as shown above, and in a cyclic

theory Wh—Q Movement would either be postcyclic or be triggered by

an item in a higher domain than that in which Passive applies (see

chapter 5), so Ross's proposal is not directly in danger here.

But it turns out that even under Heeld's own assumptions, his

global reformulation of Rose's constraint, designed to prevent

derivations like (95), is incorrect. Neeld proposes the following

statement of the constraint.

(96) The Sentential Subject Constraint [Neeld's reformulation]
Given a phrase marker containing a clause S‘ and a constituent
C‘, the derivation of that phrase marker is ill-famed if:
a. in surface structure S’ is a sentential subject,
b. C‘ is not under the domination of S‘ in surface structure,
c. in semantic structue, C‘ is under the domination of S’.

(Neeld assumes that initial structure = semantic structure.) In (95),

1s' is s[that Jhhn had read ___J8 and ghat is c', so (9sa) is correctly
ruled out. The example is not a felicitous one since (956) also

violates Ross's "S-Internal HP Clause Constraint" (as Neeld terms it)

which says that "grammatical sentences containing an internal NP

which exhaustively dominates S are unaccentahle" (Ross 1967, 33)

Thus (97), with no extraction, is fairly bad

(97) ?°Did that John had read the book surprise Bob?

However, Neeld notes this and cites other sentences showing extraction

from clauses that would not be defined as internal in Ross's sense

(internal constituents being neither the first nor the last constituent

of the S that minimally contains them)

(98)a. We believe that Harry read the book is probable.
b. Mary asked what John believes that Harry read is probable.
c. Mary asked what John believes it is probable that Harry read

Neeld's constraint correctly characterizes (98b) as bad but (93c),

even if derived from (98b), as good He also correctly predicts the

ill-formedness of the crucial (9 260a) and (# 267b) in Ross (1967,

133-138)
Nevertheless, Neeld is wrong He has failed to examine the

situation, crucial to his position, where a sentential subgect has

something extracted from it but then becomes a nonsubject through

the action of some later rule. Consider (99)

(99)a. My father believes that my learning the guitar is pointless
b. ‘What does my father believe that my learning is pointless
c. M father believes my learning the guitar to be pointless.
d. ‘What does my father believe my learning to be pointless”

In (99b) the ghyword has been extracted from a sentential subject,

but in (99d) the clause in question, my learning what, has been

raised into main clause object position. (There is a wealth of

evidence supporting this claim which I shall not review; see Postal

1974.) Thus the clause is not a subyect in surface structure, and
=c—=38@@—iic@ 

Nee1d's constraint does not pedict the ill-formedness of (99d)
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What formulation of the Sentential Subject Constraint could

make exactly the right distinctions of grammaticality? within a

NONCE hypothesis framework this is hard to see. But assuming the

cyclic principle. and assuming that Passive, Extraposition, and

8~O~Raising are cyclic rules, a clear generalization emerges.

In (95d) a clause becomes a sentential subject during the cycle

minimally containing it; in (98b) a clause remains a subject

throughout its containing cycle, while in (930) its subjecthood

is destroyed by Extraposition during that cycle; and, the crucial

distinction, in (996) S-0-Raising destroys subjecthood only ggggg

the cycle on the clause containing the sentential subject. The

generalization is:

(100) Nothing may be moved out of a clausal CyS subject.

This turns out to be in need of refinement, however; its

reference to géggggg subjects makes it too specific, as it turns out.

Postal (19?h, 191) has proposed a constraint mentioning nonsentential

cyclic subjects which could clearly be collapsed with (100). Postal

is discussing an argument of Chomsky's against the postulation of

a rule of S-0~Raising. Chomsky claims that the ungrammaticality of

the three cases in (101) should be characterized in the same way,

presumably by referring to extraction from subject NPs.

(101 )a. was is a picture of on the table?
b. ‘Who do you believe a picture of is on the table?
c. 'Vho do you believe a picture of to be on the table?

This would suggest in his view that a picture of Q should be a subject

in the derived structure of (10flc) as in (10flb). Postal counters

this by pointing out that if the broader notion "corresponding to e

cyclic subject" was employed in the statement of the constraint
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rather than the notion "subject at the point of application of the rule

involved", the subjecthood of the complex NP in (101c) at the end of

the cycle on b5_will block the derivation, correctly.

Combining these observations gives us the possibility of Stating

a constraint something like (102).

(102) Cyclic Subject Extraction Constraint

If in a derivation §_is a subject NP in CyS, and §_is a
constituent properly included in E, then §_must be poperly
included within the correspondent of §_that appears in
surface structure.

This is formulated as a global constraint on derivations, not as a

condition on rule applications, confirming several recent suggestions

that "island constraints" should take this form. It is given quite

a strong formulation in (102), but one that I think is tenable.

The evidence mentioned by Postal (1974, 191n) that it should be

restricted to NPs and perhaps restricted to leftward movement rules

seems to me to be mistaken. The various extraposition processes that

concern him would be cyclic if Jacobson and Neubauer (197%) are right,

and would thus not involve extraction from a CyS subject, but would

apply before the Cy$ subjecthood of the dominating NP was determined.

If (102) or something close to it is correct, there is evidence

of a costraint on derivations which refers to te CyS level.

I

2.3.2 Contractio of want to = wanna.

A very well-known example of the kind of phenomenon I shall call

a CyS constraint, oe mentioned frequently throughout this thesis,

is illustrated by the famous examples in (103), due apparently to

Ilmryiflorn, who also noted their link with the level defined by the

end of the relevant cycle (see Lakoff 1970b, Bresnan 1972).
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iififila. Teddy is the man I want to succeed.
b. Teddy is the man I wanna succeed.

The point is that (1U3a} is ambiguous between transitive and

intransitive succeed, but [10§b] is not felt by speakers who use

jagpa for want to to be ambiguous. It has only the intransitive

succeed reading. To make the point nonsemantic, note that (10th),

though not iiflhal, is actually ill-formed.

(1C¢+]a. Teddy is the man I want to lead the party.
b. ‘Teddy is the man I wanna lead the party.

The two initial structures for the ambiguous ilflfial would be (1053)

for the transitive succeed and {1D5b} for the intransitive.

[1D5]a. [Teddy isllhe manx [I want [I to succeed 531]]

b. [Teddy isilhe menx [I want [§_to succeed]]]]

To explain the nonambiguity of i1D5b]_it is necessary to find see

structural contrast that prevents the contraction rule (however it

is formulated] from applying in the derivation that starts with (1D5b).

To see the relevance of the CyS level to these phenomena, consider the

representations that would arise at the end of the cycles on the

clause immediately containing want. These would be, respectively,

fiiote} and (inch).

[1DE]a. ..........[Iwsnt[ toaucceedfl]...

he .......--e-eEI\'IB.t'1t[It9El.1¢cBBdJ]ee-

It may be observed that in (106-a) it and E are adjacent, uh.-i_le in

(105b} they are separated by the HP (shown here as a variable 5Q that

will be removed later by Relative Clause Formation. Equi has applied

in ilfifial to remove the complement subject that intervened in initial

structure. Ellhia appears to be the distinction that is crucial for

predicting the judgements in (105) and (104).
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It is worth noting at this point that various analyses of Equi

that have been proposed, notably the noon analysis of Postal iiavohl
and interpretive theories such as that of Jackendoff (19?2), are

incompatible with a natural treatment of the £5551 facts. Postal

(197oh) would have an HP marked [+PRO, +ooonU between g553_ehi 35
in (105a}, and Jackendoff (19?2] would have a syntactically and

semantically real NP "13" in that position, at the end of the cycle
on 3555. |§d_hgE stipulations that certain types of NP may be

invisible to certain types of rule would clearly amount to pointless

equivocation. The fact is that a natural account of the contraction

or cliticization rule involved here demands that by the end of the

cycle on Bani its complement subject should have been deleted.

This confirms the conclusion argued for on entirely different grounds

by Quicoli (19?2], discussing Portuguese: Equi is not a feature

marking rule or an interpretive rule, but is a syntactic rule of

deletion under identity.

Various possibilities exist for actually fomulating the £2555

rule. Selkirk (1972, 121), following a suggestion by Bresnan, opts

for a cyclic rule of cliticisatio that forms a structure [ Feast] to]v v‘—-— v——‘v

on which phonological rules later operate. an alternative would be

to keep cliticieation rules out pf the cycle and to permit a global

morphological rule with appronimately the content of [1U?l.

(10?} /bane)’ is a permissible phonological realisation for the
surface structure sequence want to only if this sequence
corresponds to a CyS sequence of identical form in the
derivation in question.

I believe this is preferable, and will offer independent evidence below

that is) cliticination rules are probably not the type of rules to

apply cyclically, and (bl other mmrphological rules tee probably global
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2.3.} Contraction of the copula.

The restrictions on the occurrence of the contracted forms of the

copula provide one of the earliest noted examples of global constrain

and one of the most interesting. The initial observation in recent

times was made by Hing (1970), thflugh 5E1kirR (1972; “D1 un¢°V@T5 an

insightful description of the phenomenon in Sweet (19031 53):

The weak forms of the verbs and prepositions with §;or a
dropped vowel occur only when they are followed without
pause by the word they modify or belong to...

It is the definition of the notion "modify or belong to" that turns

out to be global.

The basic observation is that transformational removal of a

constituent following p5_prevents the contraction of that pg}

‘Hank's
b. Uglyihe is}, Igor, but the monster is mine, all mine-

hctie. I'm not coming, but F-[ank ie}, if he wakes uP-

‘he's

c. The tiger's not as common as the lion is} these days.
‘the lion's

d. I wonder where the librarian is today.
‘the librarian's

Lakoff (19?Db], first to note the theoretical import of these facts,

proposed the following informal statement of the confitrfliflt that 15

needed:

E109} If at any point in the syntax, a constituent immediately
following pg_is deleted, then, later in the Phflflfllflsft
that be cannot undergo stress-lowering (and subsequent
oontrabtionl. (Lakoff 197051 533-)

This informal statement does not in fact accurately capture the right

class of derivations, for in a derivation like (1101 it Gin be BEER

that the constituent following lg, namely Egg, is trflaafflrmfltiflflflllf

removed when in b_the output of Uh-Q Movement appears, yet the final

output is fully grammatical-
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(11U}a. Q the librarian be where today {Initial Structure]

b. where the librarian be E today {Wh-Q Movement}

c. where be the librarian fl today {Subj-Aux Invers'. 1c

d. Where's the librarian today? (Contraction and other rules}

A more refined statement is needed which will not pedict this

derivation to be bad by ~.-it-the of stage (’1‘lUb]. Selkirk (19'?23
develops a much more detailed and formalised treatment of the

contraction facts which has the right predictions among its

consequences. I summarize its main points in (111).

(111) §_el_k_i3-his eeelyeie
a. Word boundary markers are placed by a general convention

at the beginning and the end of every string dominated by
a major category when it is introduced by a base rule or
relocated or introduced by a transformation.

b. Word boundary markers are not moved or erased during
syntactic derivations.

c. Hcnosyllabic nonlexical constituents lose their stress
when they are immediately followed in surface structure
by material on which they are syntactically dependent.

d. Stressless forms of pg_lose their initial vowel.

Selkirk shows that the formal statement she gives to the stress-

deleting rule (111c] implies that stress will not be removed from

a monosyllabic nonlexical constituent {p5_wi1l count as such] that

is followed by a sequence of two or more word boundary markers, and

(111b) guarantees that removal of an immediately postcopular

constituent will always leave such a sequence. Therefore her system

prevents the destressing and contraction of_pg_in all the examples

in (105). Yet it would correctly allow the derivation in (1101,

because Subject-Auxiliary Inversion will not give rise to a sequence

of word boundary markers following BE, Not being a major category,

an auxiliary (Selkirk assumes that anything moved by Subject-Auxiliary

Inversion will be under the Aux node as Emonds and Jackendcff have

claimed] is not flanked by word boudery markers after the operation

n]
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of (111a). Under Selkirk's analysis the structure corresponding to

the crucial 5 step in (110) will be (112).

(112) f where f [be][#[§tne librarian F F J U today 4!] 5]

The underscored sequence of word boundary markers represents the site

from which 32352 was extracted, but moving §§_by Subject-Auxiliary

Inversion has removed it from the influence of this site, and the

destressing rule will apply to the i§_that will be the phonological

representative of bg_in this derivation, just as it should.

Let me point out that in my view nothing in Selkirk's account

removes from the be contraction phenomena the theoretical interest

Lakoff saw in them. The process involved seems inescapably global.

Selkirk merely falls into a common fallacy in thinking that the

provision she makes for the survival of word boundary markers through

derivations changes this. The addition to the theory of a device for

coding the right properties of derivations for global accessing later

does not make the rules that exploit the device become nonglobal,

unless this notion is trivialized. The fact is that (as Zwicky 1970
pointed out) any reasonably strong form of the claim that only

superficial syntactic properties of sentences can be relevant to

phonological rules must be regarded as falsified by the King phenomena.

Selkirk's polemic against Lakoff (93-95) is thus somewhat misguided.
Lakoff's informal, prose sketch of a global constraint on be

contraction was empirically inadequate, but his theoretical claim

was correct. The b2_contraction phenomenon is not treatable in a way

that accords with the spirit of nonglobal transformational gramar.

(More legalistically, of course, there exists a mathematical proof that

all generable languages are weakly generable by a transformational

grammar, but this is not the point.) My interest here will be in

showing that the global constraint in question refers to CyS.
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I am not going to develop here a critique of Selkirk's analysis

(though I do have various objections to the whole apparatus of

boundary markers she employs, which I see as an undesirable and

inappropriate extension into syntax of what Pyle 1972a has argued

persuasively against within phonology). I am going to be concerned

only with arguing against a single claim entailed by Selkirk's

analysis: that it is the constituent following be ig=gegp_§t§ggtg§g

that must not be removed if contraction is to remain possible.

This claim is built into Selkirk's analysis because the initial

placement of the word boundary markers that cause the blocking of

contraction is at deep structure. In (112), fo example, it is the

gggpzggggggggg location of ghggg that is marked by the underscored

boundary markers; in '_l_don_'_t k_i_zow whe_re the librarian's tgday it is

the absence of the deen structure sister of b§_that blocks contraction.
¢_—1—_><-_._.-Q —_—-u—an_—_——_-e-e __ _

I shall claim that (113) is true, and not an accidental fact, but that
Selkirk's analysis fails to represent its truth as other than an

accident.

(113) No rule application on or before the S. cycle in a derivation
can result in the blocking of_b§ contraction for a.h§_that is
minimally contained within the Si clause.

That is, I claim that only rules on later cycles than the cycle of a

particular verb bg_ever cause contraction of that h3_to block.

One consequence of my claim (113) is that a constituent that does

not become a complement of b§_until the end of the §g_cycle will cause

blocking of contraction if it is removed, and this is correct:

(11#)a. We shall need more coal than's in the cellar. (no blocking)
b. ‘we shall need more coal than there's in the cellar.

lnother consequence is that although as in (115a) a cyclic rule can

insert a constituent into postcopular position without blocking

contraction, a postcyclic process like Slifting (Ross 1973a) followed
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by insertion of a parenthetical phrase, illustrated in (115b), will

cause blocking if the insertion is immediately after the copula, as

in (115c). (Inserted postcopular constituents are underscored.)

(115)a. I think there's a barracuda in the swimming pool.
b. There's a barracuda, I think, in the swimming pool.
c. ‘There's, I think, a barracuda in the swimming pool.

These facts, however, are correctly predicted by Selkirk's analysis.

Observational adequacy is not at issue here.

Showing that my account Q22; be selected over Selkirk's (or any

deep-structure-based account) will be extremely difficult, and I do

not believe I can do it here. I am claiming that a class of rule

interactions are defined as impossible and therefore that they will

not occur. The claim is true: they do not occur. But Selkirk can

simply claim that they are possible but that they happen not to

occur in English, accidentally. Moreover, the claim that rules on

the bg_cycle cannot cause blocking of contraction for that b§_will

in some cases be controversial because of disagreements over

particular analyses. If ghymovement rules were successive cyclic

in the sense of Postal (1972b), 222 cycles were assumed to be definfl

by S nodes rather than S nodes, it ggglg be a rule on the bg_cycle

that blocked contraction in a sentence like (1086), '§_!gg§§£_!§££§

the librarian's today. I do not know that anyone holds this

conjunction of claims, but the possibility exists, clearly. (For

my detailed arguments as to the status of the ghgmovement rules, see

chapter h, and for arguments that they are definitely not successive

cyclic see Postal 1972» and Epée 1976.)
The arguments that do suggest themselves to me are theoretical

ones. Host impotatly, I believe that (116) is true.

d
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(116) If any morphological qr phonological process or constraint
refers to any syntactic level more abstract than surface
structure (and not identical to semantic representation)
that level is the cyclic structure of the clause immediately
containing the material involved.

Setting aside those intonation and sentence stress rules that may

be found to make reference to semantic representation directly,

I believe it is possible to restrict globality of morphological or

phonological rules entirely to the levels of surface and cyclic

structure. Stating the be contraction constraint (in whatever

precise formalism may be selected) in a way that makes reference

to CyS puts it squarely in a natural class with phenomena like the

!§g§§_facts of the previous section. Under Selkirk's analysis, as

she admits (p.123), they do not fall together at all, the formalism

that is set up for be being apparently incompatible with a natural

treatment of gangs. Though at present I cannot force the conclusion

empirically, I suggest that the theory is much improved if be

contraction is made to refer explicitly to CyS.

Stepping even further out along this precarious limb, I would

like to mention one more speculation. We have seen that Selkirk's

mechanism achieves the correct pedictions by keeping track of the

answer to the question, "Is be followed in surface structure by the

constituent that followed it when it was first inserted into what is

now its location?" This leaves inverted §g_as free to contract as

base-inserted be, Now, it would be very welcome if we were able to

show that only a single notion was involved here: adjacency to the

constituent to which it was adjacent when linear order was first

defined for the clause. I have argued in Pullum (1976c) that base

structures are unordered, and I shall float in section 2.3.1“ below

the idea that linearization of syntactic representations takes place

at the end of each syntactic cycle. If Subject-Auxiliary Inversion
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did not exist as such but was-merely a condition on linearization

i" *'°°‘= SB» we Pr'=-8"‘-Wt Position 2221:2542.§*;s=£2i2£2%=222;2-.22
for an "inverted" auxiliary. Contraction would then be predictably

permissible in Where's mum? for exactly the same reason as in §§§L§

here. But ‘Tell me where mgm's would still be bad on the grounds

that its complement clause was originally linearized as [mum is where].

Careful study of some of the implications of this conjecture have

covinced me that I cannot as yet make it work. Yet neither can I

show that it will not be possible to make it work. The matter needs

further research. The relevant work would relate closely to very

recent unpublished suggestions of George Iakoff and of Paul Postal

that within relationally-based grammars derivations might be

abandoned altogether in favour of unitary networks of relations

between surface elements, defined by a massive system of well-

formedness conditions on networks. But at present I cannot

evaluate even approximately the likelihood that a description

along these lines might be viable. How far it would support the

existence of the reconstruction that would correspond to the notion

of CyS in such a framework is therefore quite obscure. Let me now

remove myself from this speculative branch before it snaps.

2.3.# Attachment of verbal affixes.

It has been noted by Akmajian and Hasow (1975) that there is a

paradox inherent in the familiar notion that there are rules of Affix

Hopping and VP Deletion. consider a sentence like (117).

(117) John Dean was crying in court, and James McCord was too.

The progressive -ing suffix must clearly have been placed on the verb

92291.13 VP Deletion apvliefiv "°°°“°° 1*‘ "as °
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a leted alon8 with W’ "P-

But now, (113)-

(qqg) The CIA guards our freedoms, and the FBI does too.

_ ' f Affix Hopping bad a
VP Deletion must clearly have 8PP11°d Egzggg

. th b of the right hand
chan¢¢ to place the PRES tense affix on e ver

b h- q ' the auxiliary where
¢0njunct, because the tense was left e in in

_ r ..i1°ar 8 rgctis §§1'£°“1'°5
it tri88ered Q2.5“PP°rt° Under the an 1 ‘lp

. - llow
- ‘ then Affix H°PP1"E can “either toanalysis of the auxiliary, 0

_ . - ede it in all derivations.
up Deletion in all derivations nor pr6¢

, . linear ordering. Affix Hopping
And this is not Just a Parad°x °f

_ . “lg an it always preceded
can. it seems. neither be cY°11° (“hi°h "° me

_ , . ( hi h would mean that if
VP Deletion in derivations) nor p08t¢Y°1i° ' °

_ . - - uld alwa 5 follow it).
VP Deletion were cY¢l1°i Afflx Hopping “O Y

Inmajian and vasgfl have a solution to the paradox: they 3Plit
h‘ h plies

Affix HoPPing into two rules; these are EN/I33 H°PPi“5 " 1° ap
0 1 z’ (which applies. at the

in the cycle and thus always before VP e e ion
. - - 1; least we alreadY"°Y°l°d

earliest. on coordinate cycles containing 8
10110. always applies after VP D8181’.

5 d¢ma1n5), and Tense Bopplns. "hidh

Bug there is another paradox associated with the data in question
. ts. As far as I know it is not

which Akmayian and Hasow do not no

discussed in the literature. Consider (119)-

(119)a 1 haven't finished chit chanter vet» W‘ I "in £54155. i-_i 

 -
b Dean is always crxins in °°“rt* and M°c°rd has éé£é!“gé

éééég.a few times as well.

Read without the struck-out VPB. thefia 5°“
irin s tactic identity could have S°n"“t°3for no deletion rule I99? 5 Y“

them. Affix placement - by Akmasiian "<1

tences should be imP°55ib1°'

Wasow'8 EN/I36 H°PPi"5 rule '
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would have applied before VP Deletion had a chance, and would have

destroyed syntactic identity between antecedent and deletes. Yet

we must still allow for placement and subsequent deletion of affixes

by VP Deletion as in (117). So our paradox is that we must place

affixes like gi§g_and ggn_in VPs early, yet we cannot.

I am ignoring interpretive approaches to VP anaphora here, but

in general their problems appear to be always similar or worse in

cases like this. If some VPs start out as empty nodes, can affixes

be placed in them? And whether they can or not, what deletes

unwanted affixes? (On the mechanical problems with interpretive

theories of VP anaphora, see McCawley 1975. Hankamer 1976.)

My suggestion for escaping from this paradox is that we abandon

the idea that affixes generally correspond to segments of syntactic

structure at pre-morphological levels. The participial affixes we

are concerned with here would, I suggest, be best regarded as

markings determined at surface structure for particular verb forms

by the operation of morphological rules. In pre-surface syntax, - 0-“ 74la
and -§p_do not exist, I suggest. The structures on which VP Deletion

operates to derive (119) are as in (120).

(120)a. NEG I have finish that chapter yet, but I will finish

that chapter

b. Dean is always cry in court, and McCord has cry in court
a few times as well

The placement of verbal affixes in VPs that do not get deleted would

be carried out by morphological rules sensitive to the structural

configuration in which the verbs appear with respect to the progressive

and_perfective auxiliaries.

It would appear that there was a problem with this proposal.

Sometimes the auxiliary conditioning the main verb affix does not
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appear in surface structure. This would be the case in phrases like

(121) where preposing of participles has occurred, and also in (122)

where Gapping has applied.

(121)a. [the murdered man]
b. [the laughing cavalier]

(122) Romulus is strangling the canary, and Remus __ torturing the cat.

However, note that the CyS representations that minimally contain the

bracketed sequences in (121) and (122) will be roughly as follows:

(121')a. [the man [who PAST PASSIVE murder by 3]]
b. [the cavalier [who PRES PROGRESSIVE laughJ]

(122') ...[Remus PRES PROGRESSIVE torture the cat]

(PASSIVE and PROGRESSIVE are both realized morphemically by pg, but it

is assumed that they will be formally distinguishable in any adequate

grammar.) I believe that in every case the CyS level will contain the

requisite information for the correct assignment of affixes in surface

structure. The formulation of the rules would have approximately the

following content:

(123)a. PERFEXZTIVE uoamomcv
Chomsky-adjoin gen to a surface structure verb form
directly governed by PERFECTIVE in CyS.

b. PROGRESSIVE MORPHOLOGY

Chomky-adjoin -ing to a surface structure verb form
directly governed by PROGRESSIVE in CyS.

I
,

I assume in (123) um all auxiliaries are main verbs in initial
structure (see section 2.6) and that the definition of the relation

"directly governs" is as in (124).

(1210 va directly governs vb 1: and only if [va x [vb ...]...]
where X contains no V.

This is not crucial, and in an analysis involving the Syntactic

Structures treatment of the auxiliaries the notion of direct
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government could be replaced by a relation involving simple

precedence. My crucial claim is merely that the deformations

that make it impossible to tell from a representation whether to

mark a given verb with some affix or not always take place after

the CyS level that includes both the verb and the relevant auxiliary.

This explicitly global approach to verbal morphology removes

all problems associated with the ordering of rules like Affix

Hopping (or its subcases) because there will be no such rules in

syntax. The evidence from complications in English syntax arising

from syntactically present affixes is strong enough to suggest to me

that the new approach is needed, but in other languages I believe it

may be even clearer that affixes are nonsyntactic. David Perlmutter,

in a note written on a table napkin in a Chinese restaurant in 197%,

has brought to my attention the very interesting facts in Sauvageot

(1967) about Bainuk. In this language a prefix-copying rule which
might have been taken for syntactic operates on a certain limited

class of prefixless items by copying into the appropriate place

series::=z2n2;g§;ea=na:2;:- B°'"="*1**8 a =Y"°=°=i<= "ls <1=<=*1"8
access to phonological structure of words) could not possibly do.

To summarize, I believe that some and perhaps all affixation

processes are morphological and not syntactic. Morphological rules,

however, apparently have to be global to a limited and defined extent.

The correct formulation for the English 7gg_and ging_affixation rules

will probably make reference to the CyS level.

2.3.5 Predicate agreement rules.

It is in a discussion of a difficult and as yet unsolved problem

of agreement that one of the earliest claimed CyS custraints appears.

George Lakoff should apparently be credited with the observatio in
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question, for Andrews (1971, 1&6, n.18) states:

George Lakoff was the one who pointed out to me that the
end of the first cycle applying to a predicate modifier
was the level to look at in order to determine which NP
it would agree with.

Andrews uses this insight as the basis for an analysis of Ancient

Greek predicate modifier agreement that attempts to account for the

agreement of some items with controllers they have become widely

separated from in surface structure. The correctness of Andrews‘

global account is in doubt, it should be said. His paper, and the

discussions of evidence from it in Lakoff (1970b) and Lakoff (1972):

have been the object of a number of criticisms and attempts at

reanalysis. Among these are Baker and Brame (1972), Emonds (1973):

Freidin, (1976), Neeld (19%), and Quicoli (1972). I shall not attempt

to review this growing literature here.

The general point Lakoff made, however, could be very impotant.

Agreement control is not normally definable in terms of surface structure

NPs; the controller of a concord-exhibiting predicate item can be

indefinitely far away or completely absent in surface structure, or

even both moved away and deleted as in (125).

(125) How many Q do you think the CIA will have persuaded the
President to believe ggg On the 3°Vi°t P°¥T°11
by 198‘-I»? I ‘-

Similarly, predicate agreement is not normally determined in initial

structure - indeed, fo English it apparently never is.

(126)a. An aggressive mouse i§ terrifying three thousand monsters.
-’— U

b. Three thousand monsters {gig} being terrified by an aggressive
mouse.

c. That three thousand monsters will be terrified by an
aggressive mouse £2 unlikely.

. I

a. Three thousand masters unlikely to be terrified by
an aggressive mouse.
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It would be standard transformationalist practice to identify some

level in derivations at which the correct agreement results could

be obtained, and simply guarantee by means of parochial ordering

that the agreement transformation applies at this level. (Andrews

was attempting to show that this was impossible for Ancient Greek.

Bis critics were attempting to show that it :23 possible, and were

prepared in some cases to write in new rules gdhhgg to ensure this.)

But it seems in fact that the placement of the level at which

agreement facts can be correctly predicted is not arbitrary and

variable without limit across languages. Insofar as a single level

has exactly the properties necessary for the prediction of agreement

it seems to be the CyS level, as Lakoff suggested.

It was proposed by Perlmutter and Postal in lectures at the 197k

Linguistic Institute that agreement rules universally, and only,

refer to properties of NPs that bear grammatical relations (subject,

object, etc.) ;n==gy§. (Such NPs they call Eyclic terms.) Certain
intriguing and little-understood exceptions to this generalization

have since been identified, however: Keenan (1976b)quotes evidence

from Kapampangan due to L. Mirikitani; Lawler (1975) offers some

information about Achenese; Hale (1975) gives a clear argument

from Navaho; Postal (personal comunication) informs me that Hale

has found a similar situation in Gunwiqggu; and a possible case from

Hungarian is noted in Pullum (19754). All these cases share a

common feature: they appear to involve the coding by agreement rules

of properties of subject NPs §g=ig;§i§%=g§ggg§g§g. It may well be

possible, therefore (as Postal has suggested to me), to constrain

rules of predicate agreement to code properties of significant levels

in the grammar only - to wit, initial structue (under limited

circumstances) and CyS (more generally). Even thus weakened, the
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Perlmutter-Postal claim lends support to the postulation of a CyS level

if it is true. I shall argue further in section 2.4.4 regarding the

importance of CyS in the functioning of agreement rules, and I shall

offer another relevant observation in the section that now follows.

2.3.6 The Dummy Agreement Law.

In Pullum and Roberts (1975) a problem with sentences like (127)

is pointed out.

(127) There are likely to be storms in the North Sea.

The problem is that the plural agreement on g£g_cannot straightforwardly

be explained, for at no time is the plural NP stgrms the subject of

this verb. Arranging fo the correct agreement in a transformational

treatment involves marking the number features of the displaced

subject NP on to the inserted the£g_at the time when §hg§g_Insertion

applies. This strikes me as intuitively ridiculous, with its

implication that £2335 is a zero-plural noun like ghggp, and also

probably wrong on empirical grounds: it is well-known that despite

filling NP slots, §h§£g_does not behave like a gggg (witness itfi

inability to take the possessive morpheme: ‘There's bein no ho e did

not deter him). Although it is adopted as if obviously correct by

Hasow (1975, 37b), I do not favour the number-marking solution.

The alternative defended in Pullum and Roberts (1975) is one
put forward by Perlmutter and Postal (1974 Linguifitio Infititflta

lectures) on other grounds (see section 2.#.#). It involves the

general law stated in (128).

(128) Dummy Agreement law
Uhen the cyclic subject of a verb is a dummy [i.e. a logically
contentless inserted HPQ that verb must gitgeg take unmarked
agreement form [i.e. 3rd person singular neuter] gr agree with
the RP that was displaced by the insertion of the dummy.
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It is known that it is a language-particular matter whether a given

language or dialect adopts one course or the other, that there can

be fluctuation between the two even for a single speaker, and that

there may be correlated style distinctions with the unmarked

agreement option associated with more casual, less planned or

formal styles. Judith Klavans-Rekosh has pointed out to me that

even the style correlation seems to be cross-linguistically constant

to some degree; Spanish habia tres hombres is more informal or

casual than habian tres hombres (both mean ‘There were three men‘,

but the former has third person singular agreement, as in English

There's three_men out there).

The Dummy Agreement Law, by facing head on the variable agreement

data and relating it to the derivational history of sentences containing

dummies, obviates various awkward rule-ordering manoeuvres that would

otherwise be needed, and would be compatible with a rather natural

functional explanation for this feature of grammar: a dummy can

become a subject, but if it were treated as such for agreement

purposes the agreement would have no function as a surface marker of

the number, etc., of the meaningful NP that was subject at a more

remote stage, so a carefully planned sentence will show agreement

more helpfully with the more remote subject.

Hy interest here is in the mention the Dummy Agreement Law must

make of the notion "cyclic subject". This means "subject at the

level of CyS", so this is another example of a grammatical constraint

referring to that level.

2.3.7 A constraint on Sluicing.

The rule of Sluicing is introduced, motivated, and defended against

certain imaginable interpretive alternatives by Ross (1959) in one of
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the most detailed and interesting defences of syntaztic deletion in

the literature (comparable with Grinder and Postal 19?15)- It

relates pairs like (129).

(129)a. I know that Irving has been meeting someone, but I don't
know who Irving has been meeting.

b. I know that Irving has been meeting someone, but I don't
know who.

The rule deletes a variable (a stretch of material of any length or

structure) that is bounded on the left by a whyword and on the Pifiht

by a clause boundary under the condition that an identical stretch

of material appears in a preceding conjunct (or, as with many rules

applying in coordinate structures, a preceding portion of the

current discourse).

My observation regarding Sluicing starts with a consideration

of sentence (130).

(130) Irvin has been making love with someone, but with whom
[has Irving been making love]?

How can (130), read without the material in brackets, be derived?

The material in the brackets is 22; superficially identical to the

underscored antecedent portion.

It would be natural to think that this merely means that

'§luicing can apply before Subject-Auxiliary Inversion, which is

responsible for destroying superficial identity. But it seems that

this cannot be so. Certainly it could not be so if Subject-Auxiliary

Inversion were cyclic (which I do not think it is) because then it

would always apply before Sluicing since it has a smaller domain.

The evidence suggests, however, that both Subject-Auxiliary Inversion

and Sluicing are postcyclic. An argument due to G. lakoff that

sluieing is postcyclic is given in Postal (19?“, 279r23°)- 30015

a postcyclic Sluicing simply apply after a postcyclic Subject-
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Auxiliary Inversion? The answer is, not by the conventions for rule

application motivated in chapter 1. Subject-Auxiliary Inversion is

obligatory (‘Who you are? is ungrammatical), and Sluicing is optional

(note that (129a) is grammatical). Even if permitted by the theory,

they could not, since deletion of a clause and inversion within that

clause are not compatible operations. Hence the obligatory Subject-

Auxiliary Inversion will take precedence, and without reinventing

parochial ordering constraints, this cannot be prevented. An optional

rule cannot bleed an obligatory rule. Thus (130) cannot be derived.

The solution I propose is to make Sluicing sensitive to

properties of CyS. Assuming the !h_of Eh interrogative words is

rule—determined as a consequence of being bound by an interrogative

operator or trigger, and that an interrogative !h7word without its

!h’is an indefinite pronoun, the CyS of a surface sequence like

_!ith,whpm_has_lrving been making love? is [Irving has been making love

with someone]. This is identical to the underscored portion of (130).

If Sluicing checks cyclic structures of the relevant clauses, (130)

can be generated despite the effect of Subject-Auxiliary Inversion in

destroying identity at surface structure between antecedent and

victim stretches.

It is interesting that independent facts confirm this, The claim

that cyclic structures are inspected by Sluicing entails that an S

in a left-hand conjunct that was destroyed by a cyclic rule on a later

cycle could still act as an antecedent for Sluicing. This is correct,

as may be seen from (1)1).

(131) Irving seems to be falling in love with someone, but I
don't know who.

This is understood as '...I don't know who Irving is falling in love

with,‘ yet Irving is falling in love with does not appear superficial-

ly in the first conjunct of (131). However, the cyclic structure
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for the cycle on be falling in the left-hand conjunct is [Irving is

falling in love with someone (I assume tense is lost when S-S-Raising

applies on gggm), and so identity between CyS representations does

exist, and hence (131) can be generated.

This permits me to redeem a promissory note issued in section

2.2.1.2, for it is exactly the kind of example used by Ross (1969,

275 and 235—28h) to support the claim that S-S-Raising is a copying

rule. Under the account I have just provided, the data in question

are handled without any assumption that Raising rules leave copy

pronouns behind, and thus I claim that all trace of the motivation

for this claim is now removed.

It should be mentioned that there are still some problems to be

resolved concerning the constraints on Sluicing. For example, we

do not understand (132a) as (132b), or (133a) as (133b).

(132}a. Irving believes himself to be making a fool of someone,
but I don‘t know who.

b. Irving believes himself to be making a fool of someone,
but I don't know who Irving is making a fool of.

(133)a. Claude wants to be swimming tn. Atlantic next week, but
I don't know why.

b. Claude wants to be swimming the Atlantic next week, but
I don't know why Claude will be swimming the Atlantic
next week.

But since these problems would have to be faced under Rose's analysis

too, at least in (132) and in (153) as well if the DOOM theory of Equi

is assumed, this does not lend support to his proposal. The facts

in (132) tna (133) merely show that there are certain semantic
constraints on Sluicing interpretations which remain to be discovered

and formulated. These seem to depend on the matrix verb; notice that

if believes is replaced by has gved in (132), 5 and Q become

synonymous.

Fbr my present purposes it is enough to note that the constraint

on Sluicing will refer gggggggg to the CyS level.
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2.3.3 Subject selection with seem class verbs.

Consider the following sentences, which illustrate facts common

‘° ° “"8 1==<=1"=1i"s "iv sea» 31‘-'*EE".» .t<~mdI wrn 9.'=_¢. and others
(13“)a. ‘That John is a fool seems.

b. ‘For John to be a fool seems.
c. It seems that John is a fool.
d. John seems to be a fool.
e. That John is a fool seems to be certain.
f. ‘That John is a fool is likely to seem.
g. It is likely to seem that John is a fool.

These sentences are taken from Jacobson and Neubauer (197%), whgrg

they are used to give an argument that Extraposition is cyclic.

(cr. the earlier discussion in Postal 1972c, 1&3-1u7, where it is
argued that the facts can only be described by means of a global

constraint.) I believe that the claim of cyclicity for Extraposition

is b°8inni"8 to look fairly secure, and take the facts to be useful

in that they demonstrate the existence of a CyS constraint. What

Jacobson and Neubauer suggest is shown in (135).

(135) A seem class verb must not have a sentential subject in CyS
that was a term of its clause in initial structure.

This deals straightforwardly with 2:§_in (13h) as would a Purely

initial structure constraint, but also predicts correctly in 3 where

seem does have a sentential CyS subject but it is one that was raised

fr°" a 1°"°r °1au5°o flfld‘§_where seem does not have a sentential

subject but did at the end of its cycle. Note that with

E*traP°8itiOn as a cyclic rule g_is predicted to be good because

it is not derived via_£; it is the cyclic subject of seem, not

the clause.

I believe, however, that Jacobson and Neubauer are appealing

unecessarily to globality here. The appeal tn initial sgru¢ture

is redundant, and a single-level CyS constraint will suffice:
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(136) Seem class verbs must always have a verbal CyS complement.

(I hold no brief for the VP node; (136) covers both VP and S comp-

lements impartially.) This, I believe, is the simplest and most

adequate statement of the necessary constraint, and it supports

the postulation of a CyS level.

There have been some attempts to deny that subject selection

with 2535 is bound up with the cycle. Neeld (197%) proposes to

re uire that seem have a complement in surface structure. ThisQ .____

cannot be maintained because of cases like (137) and (138).

(13?)a. ‘That speakers have rules in their brains seems to me.
b. That languages are infinite and organisms finite doesn't

prove that speakers have rules in their brains, but it
seems to.

(133) We're going to have to pay this nasty little man some
money, it seems.

Despite the ungrammaticality of (137a) with no gggggl complement,

it is not true that a seem class verb cannot appear in surface

structure without a following VP or S, so surface structure constraints

are inadequate to describe the facts. So also are initial structure

constraints, as should be obvious, yet Freidin (1976) proposes that

"seem is strictly subcategorized for an adjectival, infinitival, o

clausal complement," citing Emonds' analysis of complementation.

'Clearly, this does not even go as far as explaining why‘§_and.b_in

(135) are bad, since Emonds' Tintraposition" rule that puts clauses

in subject position could derive them. As far as I can see, there

is no viable alternative at present to an account based on the cyclic

principle.

In the next section I reanalyse another unnecessary global

fnrmlntiom ad replace it by a nonglobal CyS output constraint.
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2.3.9 The Doubl-ing Constraint.

The Doubl-ing Constraint of Ross (1972b) has been discussed and

reformulated by Milsark (1972), Emonds (1973), and Pullum (197Qa).

In no case yet has it been claimed to depend crucially on the cycle

in any way. I shall now claim that this has been a fault in previous

statements, and that the correct formulation is directly tied to the

cyclic principle.

The constraint (which is notoriously dialect-variable, but

undoubtedly exists for some class of verbs in most dialects) rules

out sentences such as those in (139).

(139)a. '1t is continuing raining. (cf. continued raining)
b. ‘Their being running around naked didn't suprise me.

(cf. thql were running...)
c. ‘Her, keeping putting up with that? Never.

(cf. she keeps putting...)
d. ‘Anyone remembering fighting at Hons must be about eighty.

(cf. anyone who remembers )

Ross (1972b) noted data like this and remarked that Doubl-ing violations

only occur where Equi or S-S-Raising has applied; but he also noticed

that sentences like (1u0) should not be blocked.

(140) Their expecting breathing deeply to benefit us was naive.

He ended up proposing a global constraint blocking adjacent Xzing

sequences if they were members of adjacent initial structure clauses,

adding a speculation due to George Lakoff that transderivational

reference to whether a possessive NP might intervene between the -ing_

forms in another derivation might prove even better than this.

Hilsark and Emonds both attempt to replace Rose's global (or trans-

derivational?) statement with a much simpler surface structure

constraint, but their efforts are shown to be observationally

inadequate by Pullm (1974aJ. What is also shown in Pullum (19?ba),

however, is that the globality of Ross's statement actually makes it
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give wrong predictions, and that the constraint can be stated on

surface structure provided that it mentions constituent structure

and not merely the terminal string.

The fault with the reformulation given in Pullum (19?ha) is
that it is vague about the details of constituent structure that

would be needed to make it give exactly the right predictions,

appealing to a notion "in the [surface] complement of" and to 8

distinction in phrase structure between gerundive and participial

qing_forms of which the origin was not made explicit. I now suggest

that (1b1) is the needed improvement on my earlier formulation.

(141) The Doubl—ing Constraint

Reject a surface structure sequence !:i£g_!;ing if the
two verbs are quasi—clausemates.

Definition: Two nodes 5, §_are cuasi-clausemates if for
every S node §fthat dominates one of them but
not the other, §f has lost its CyS subject by
the operation of a subject-destroying cyclic
rules

The vital link with the CyS level and the cyclic principle can be

seen in the definition of_9g§§i;glg5§gga§§. Consider how the

statement in (141) deals with.Ross's interesting observation that

although (1k2a) is ambiguous, (1k2b) is made unambiguous by the

Doubl-ing Constraint. .

(1k2)a. The police stopped-drinking on campus.
b. The police are stopping drinking on campus.

One derivation of (1fi2b) involves Unspecified Gerundive Subject

Deletion from a structure [gill-n_l_t_gr_g__c_ql11_u§_]. This 1'98-di-I181 "5-$11

potentially teetotal police, survives. The deletion of the

unspecified subject 3 is postcyclic (see chapter 4) and the (=1!!!-Be

of which it is subject never becomes a quasi-clause. But the other
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reading involves Equi, which is a subject-destroying cyclic rule (as

claimed in section 2.2.2). Equi makes the complement clause it

operates on into a quasi-clause, so stopping and drinking under the

Equi derivation of (1h2b) are quasi-clausemates. The Doubl-ing

Constraint rules out the derivation syntactically, and thus (for

speakers who have the Doubl-ing Constraint with verbs like gigp)

(1h2b) is felt to be unambiguous.

Not only do I believe it is correct to restate the Doubl-ing

Constraint in this crypto-global way by appealing to quasi-clausehood,

I believe there are other constraints of a very similar nature in

grammar. They govern certain cases where dubious acceptability

(though not as a rule total gibberish) is produced by proximity of

certain elements to one another in surface structure across quasi-

clause boundaries. The discussions of multiple question-word binding

and double negatives in Postal (1975, 228-23% and 23“-2&0) are exactly

the-type of phenomena I would point to, as are some of the facts

discussed in Radford (forthcoming). Space considerations prevent me

from reviewing them here.

2.3.10 Conjoining of nonidentical illocutions.

It has often been noted that oddness my be produced by conjoining

entencesof different illocutionary types. This seems to be true even

when the sentences in question would be perfectly acceptable if simply
1?

concatenated within a single conversational turn:

(1h3)a. Why are you pacing up and down? I wish you wouldn't. ’
b. ‘Why are you pacing up and down and I wish you wouldn't.

I believe that the correct account of this restriction is to be located 1

within the area of pragmatics, and that there is no need for any ‘E?

F.

4
! .

device marks interrogative stru t
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strictly syntactic constraint. I shall not elaborate on this here,

but cite Mittwoch (fothcoming) as an example of what is probably

the correct sort of approach. However, the matter is to some degree

in doubt. Many linguists have wanted to state a syntactic constraint

against coordinate structures like (1#3b), and some still might,

given that in the view of Lakoff (1976) syntax and pragmatics are

in a strong sense inseparable domains. Consider then the following

point. A syntactic restriction set up to exclude (1k3b) could not

be stated on initial structures, because as Ross (1967, 240-2%1)

has pointed out, there are good arguments for deriving (1hha) from

a structure corresponding to (1hbb).

(14h)a. Is even Clarence, who is wearing mauve socks, a swinger?
b. ‘Is even Clarence a swinger and Clarence is wearing mauve

SOCKS 0

But it could not easily be stated on surface structures either,

because the nonqghymoved "legalistic" question type, which has

similar syntactic form to a declarative, is just as bad in conjunction

with a declarative as a whemoved question:

(1l+5)a. Tirana is the capital of what Balkan state? You have ten
sconds starting now.

b. ‘Tirana is the capital of what Balkan state and you have
ten seconds starting now.

I
ITo identify the first sentence in (1h5a) as an interrogative from

its surface structure would require something quite undesirable:

duplication of te structual description of wn_q Movement in the

illocutiomary conjoining constraint. And this might not even be

possible, for it is not clear that structures containing interrogative

!h§§_could easily be distinguished from ones containing headless

relatives with what. I an not aware of any evidence that whatever

c ures as such for semantic purposes
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can be guaranteed to survive in surface structures. Certainly

intonation facts do not provide such evidence, for Pbpe (1971)

has shown that intonation of questions must somehow be dsterminad

on the basis of pe-surface representations anyway.

The level that could apparently be guaranteed to have the

requisite information for stating the ban on dissimilar illocution

conjoining would appear to be the CyS level for the coordinate

structure. The problematic (14Sb) would look like (1#6) when

its main clause CyS (i.e. its shallow structure) was re&¢hBd-

(1n6) [...Q...[Tirana is the capital of what Balkan state]] 83d
[you have ten seconds starting now]

In (1#6) Qirepresents whatever device it is that identifies

interrogatives as such; i.e. if the assumptions of Lakoff (1976)

are adopted, it stands for a perfomative clause of asking. Its

deletion may be assumed to take place postcyclically.

Taking the view that there was a syntactic constraint to state

regarding conjoining of dissimilar illocutions would, therefore,

add one more CyS constraint to the grammar of English.

2.3.11 The Inclusion Constraint.

It was first noted by Postal (1966), I believe, that there is
a distinct oddness about sentences like (1h?).

(1li?)8. CED hear H8.

b. ?Ve both admire me.
c. ?John takes good care of them [them = himself and his wife].
d. ?Ue have proved me to be right.

The constraint involved Postal now refers to as the Inclusion

Constraint, and it foms the basis for a strong independent argument

for the cyclic principle and the significance of the CyS level.
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Postal (1974, 77-32 and 27)) gives a full discussion of the

facts which I do not need to recapitulate here. The essential data

would be sentence pairs like (1h8).

(1fi8)a. Melvin considers that I have proved that we are innocent.
b. ?Melvin considers me to have proved us to be innocent.

(Postal would give a stronger judgement against (1b8b) and mark it

with an asterisk; I find it noticeably but only mildly odd, and

mark it accordingly. The constraint has to be stated somehow either

way, so the degree of unacceptability is unimportant.) Sentence (1b8a)

shows no violation because the NPs that are involved must be clausemates

if a violation is to result. The constraint appears to be that an NP

must not have stipulated reference that overlaps with the stipulated

reference of another NP that is a clausemate of it ;g=gy§. The

violation in (1u8o) could not be predicted if rules were not applied
cyclically, because S-0-Raising on consider prior to S-0~Raising on

‘p£2!e_could prevent the clausemate condition from ever being met in

the derivation.

The argument from the Inclusion Constraint is especially interest-

ing in that it appears to disconfirm proposals like that of Pyle (1972bL

which I have not been able to see but which is summarized by Jacobson

and Neubauer (197%). Pyle's idea is that cyclic application is

unnecessary provided maximal applicatio is guaranteed. Informally,

this means that a derivation in which the order of applications

selected is responsible for ensuring that some rule cannot apply

should not be permitted. The order of application that is correct

is the one that lots the maximal number of rules apply. Now, it is

surely impossible to have this principle entail that even output

conditions which mark structures as ill-formed should partake of the

privilege of being maximally fed. The result would be madness:
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II derivations in which rules placed antecedents in commanding positions

LI over anaphors would be forbidden in favour of others that ensured

, that the structural constraint on anaphors would "apply" by being

‘ violated; derivations that avoided Doubl-ing violations by not
I

' undergoing optional -ing-creating rules would be blocked in favour

of derivations in which Doubl-ing violations would result; and so
I

I on. Yet the Inclusion Constraint is surely best viewed as an
II

I output condition, ruling derivations ill-formed if certain
II I configurations appear. Hence the cyclic claim is distinguished

Q from the maximal application claim here (insofar as the latter makes

I‘ a coherent claim at all), and it is the former that is confirmed.

I Neeld (1976) attempts to rebut the argument from the Inclusion

I Constraint. The claim he makes is that it is the notion of ggg§i-

I clausematehood, not strict clausematehood, that governs the constraint

I If this were true he would be able to say that (1h8b) is no problem,

;, for gg_and pg are quasi-clausemates in surface structure and the

constraint could apply there instead of at CyS. But first, I stressed
|

in 2.2.1.3 above that the notion of quasi-clause(mate) is not

available except as a derivative concept dependent on the cycle,
I

and second, Neeld's empirical claim here is surely false. I cannot
I believe that any of the sentences in (149) sound even the slightest

bit strange to anyone who speaks English. They are certainly fine for
I

me, and I do share Inclusion Constraint intuitions.

(149)a. I've asked Morris to meet us at the airport.
b. I don't want him to get us into trouble.
c. He believe her to have made me do it while I was hypnotized.

I He would therefore need to find some additional condition (like an

I "intervention constraint" which would have the function of ruling out

exactly those cases which distinguish the quasi-clausemate claim from

I

I
T

1
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the clausemate claim, which is in itself suspicious. But in any case,

under exactly the set of claims Neeld himself accepts, there is one

clear piece of data that refutes his position. Inclusion Constraint

speakers (such as myself) do not find the answer (150) to the

question (150a) is unacceptable.

(150)a. When I've found out the answer, which of you should I call?
b. We think, me.

So He think me does not occasion an Inclusion Constraint violation,

while ?we hate me certainly does. In a theory that assumes the

cycle it is quite plausible to claim that the deletion rule (Answer

Reduction) that derives (150) is postcyclic and thus does not lead

to Inclusion Constraint violations, but Neeld has no such analysis

available to him. It is not at all clear how (150b), which seems

to meet both quasi—clausemate and strict clausemate conditions,

could avoid being marked as unacceptable by the Inclusion Constraint

under Neeld’s assumptions. It seems that a theory that permits

constraints stated on CyS can describe the Inclusion Constraint

facts neatly, while a theory incorporating the NONCE hypothesis

would at the very least have considerable trouble with them and

would not provide a descriptively adequate account.

2.3.12 The Antecedent Advantage constraint on anaphoric devices.

In virtually all the transformationalist literature on anaphora

it has been assumed that there is a structural constraint on relative

positions of antecedent and anaphoric device, and that it forms part

of the structural description of the rules (transformational or

interpretive) which assign, create, or determine anaphoric relations.

Hhmknmer (1976) mounts a convincing challenge to this tradition and
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argues-that the constraint in question is separate from any of the

rules of anaphora, whatever their nature. He argues that the

constraint is stated on surface structures. I shall argue that it

is stated on CyS.

I shall refer to the constraint under discussion as the

Antecedent Advantage (AA) constraint, for its essential content is

that anaphoric devices must not have advantage of their controlling

antecedents structurally. By this I mcan that anaphors must not bear

more "relevant primacy relations" (Iangacker 1969) to their controlling

antecedents than the antecedents bear with respect to the anaphors.

Identifying the exact definition of the primacy relations involved

is the task of some interesting and ongoing research. Langacker

proposed that the relations of command and precedence were crucial.

More recent work seems to have improved upon the observational

adequacy of Langacker’s constraints. Reinhart (197%) and Culicover

(1976) seem to have discovered independently that Klima's relation

in qgnstrugtiqn with is crucial to an adequate analysis. Using

terminology suggested in a footnote of Reinhart's, I state the

essence of what they each propose in (151).

(151) The Antecedent Advantage Constraint
Let a nde A be said to have constituent command of another
node B iff the lowest branching node that dominates A also
dominates B. (I.e. if B is in construction with A in Klima's
sense.)
Constraint: anaphoric devices must not have constituent

command of their antecedents.

If subsequent research can improve upon this formulation, so much the

better. Hy claim is merely that the level on which (151) should be

imposed is CyS, not surface structure.

flsnksmer’s reason to denyin this is that he considers Postal

(1970b) and (1971) to have given sufficient arguments against it.
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But of course, those arguments were soundly based on the now rejected

premiss that the M constraint had to be built into the structural

descriptions of rules like the transformation "Pronominalization" which

no one wishes to defend any longer. I think a re~examination of

Postal's material would no longer be regarded as forcing a surface

structure statement of the AA constraint. Indeed, some of the data

Postal discusses seem to motivate quite strongly the CyS position.

Consider the well-known pair in (152), from Postal (1971).

(152)a. was said Mary kissed him?
b. who did he say Hary kissed?

The Q§g_0f (152a) may be understood as intrasententially anaphoric,

i.e. as a stipulated coreferent of 122, but the h§_of (152b) may not,

Yet in surface structure there is nothing to distinguish the pair in

a suitable way to predict this. Egg has constituent comand of the

pronoun in both sentences, and in neither does the pronoun have

constituent command of 322. How Hankamer proposes to deal with

such cases in surface structure I do not know. Chomsky (1975b,

98-100) can only do so by using traces (as suggested originally by

Uasow) and thus making global reference to an earlier stage.

My suggestion is that the properties of the relevant cyclic

structures should be appealed to.‘ These would look approximately

like the underscored portions in (153).

(1S3)a. [Q [who said [E551 kissed himJ]]
b. [Q [he said [5-1 kissed who]]]

Q stands, as usual, for whatever eleent triggers Hh~Q Hvement.

Under EST assumptions the outermost brackets would be labelled §'and

Q would he s '!OG!P". Within generative semantics, more elaborate

structures along the lines of (15%) wou1fl‘b@ p°;¢u1age@,
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I ASK you 3

you TELL me 5

NP 5

5 I: wh -4- :~: said S

§_1s unan

Mary kissed _§
Db

b. _5

Iri KSK you 5

you _TELL .3 5
/\

x*"”~\\“;L t.=:1:::;;:::I:=.

“‘4>$__ s uran
Hary kissed wh + x

The point is unchanged. The end of the cycle on the smallest domain

that includes both the pronoun and te ghyword is the point at which

it may be determined whether or not the former is permitted to be

stipulatedly identical in reference to the latter. After this cycle

it seems to be too late for a rule application to reverse the decision.

“MPQ Movement has made !hg_assume constituent command of'hg_in (152b)

at a stage later than the §§y_cycle, but it is still ill-formed on the

coreferential (L113 = Q5) reading.

**'_—

S 1
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What I am claiming is that there is a lot that is correct about

the position taken by Jackendoff (1972) regarding the place of the
pronominal coreference rule in the grammar (though there are certainly

bad flaws in it too; cf. Postal 19?2d). Jackendoff appears to have

been right, for example, in claiming that the extraposition rules

are cyclic, contradicting Rose's claims that they were last-cyclic

or postcyclic. This explains why the coreferential (hig_~4§gggy)

reading is not found in (155).

(155) It amazed him that people still liked Henry.

By the end of the gmagg cycle, which is the first that contains both

§g§£y_and him, Extraposition has applied, determining a structure

on which coreference can be correctly predicted.

It should be carefully noted that I would not claim that all of

the constraints on pronominal coreference are structural. I think

Reinhart (197#) is right to distinguish between gramatical and

pragmatic constraints on coreference, with the test between them

being that pragmatic restrictions can be made to dissolve away if

a suitable discourse context is constructed, or can at least have

their effects ameliorated. It also seems quite likely that "the

relation pgecedes plays no role in the syntactic constraints on

coreference" (Reinhart 197%, 9é), though this might turn out to be

wrong. For examples of pragmatic restrictions on backwards

pronominalization, see Reinhart's paper, and for elements of a

theory that could predict some of them, see Kuno (1972) and Kuno

(1975). I am content here to have advanced the suggestion that

while the pragmatic conditions on coreference probably make reference

to surface struetue configurations, the purely syntactic ones take

the form of a CyS constraint. This conclusion is really not in
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conflict with the ideas of Chomsky (1975b, 98-100), though it would
superficially appear to be. As noted above, Chomsky uses traces to

keep the necessary aspects of CyS on hand, and then claims that

semantic interpretation is done at "surface structure". I believe this

is an error, and since the AA constraint (which I have illustrated here

only with pronominal anaphora) probably governs virtually all types

of anaphora including deletions under identity, it is an error with

far-reaching consequences fo the organization of a gramar.

2.3.13 Postal's global constraint on Eh forms and pronominal anaphora.

The global constraint described in Postal (1972a) is, if correct,

one of the most spectacular examples of globality ever exhibited.

Postal painstakingly and explicitly shows that a description of the

coreference judgements he is concerned with cannot be achieved by

statements at (1) surface structure, (ii) shallow structure (assumed

in Postal 1972a to be a pgggzwhggggggggg level, though the matter

remains controversial), (iii) deep structure in Chomsky's sense,

(iv) any one of the four sets of the levels just mentioned, or (v)

the input level to the whymovement rules. He claims that the correct

formulation must, in fact, involve ghggg distinct levels, two of which

are not significant levels at all but are defined by reference to

named rules. His formulation is quoted in full in (156).

(156) The Eh Constraint (Postal)

Hark as ill-formed any derivation in which
a. there are two nominal constituents, A and Q, in

the input structure of a Wh Movement rule, where:
1 \ (i) iieapronoun —

\1
l

\,

(ii) §_ is a Eh form
(iii) A is to the left of Q; and

b. the corresponding constituents of §_ and Q in the
output structure of the Hh.Hcvement rule, call them

[
A] and Q] respectively, are aligned such that Q] is
to the left of A‘; and

c. in the semantic representation, §_and §_(or, more
pecisely, their corresponding elements) are marked
as stipulated coreferents.

The basic type of data that this constraint is meant to account for

is the contrast between (157a) and (157b) or (1536) 81111 (1535), for

Postal's idiolect at least.

(15?)a. ’Uhox did Mary say hisx mother yelled at?
b. Uhox do you think said Mary yelled at hisx mother?

(158)a. ‘The carx whichx the fact that itx got rusty proved
was no good is outside.

b. The carx which* Bill said got rusty later developed
a hole in itsx exhaust pipe.

I mention Postal's idiolect rather than ascribing these

judgements to English in general because the judgements are subtle

and some speakers claim to find no distinction in grammaticality.

For them the data are not replicable, and they read Postal's paper

as if it were about a foreign language. (This does not happen to

be the case with me; I agree with the judgements shown above.)

The problem of what to do in cases like this, where theoretical

claims are being built by a grammarian on alleged facts which other

gramarians fail to share with'him, has been often discussed, with
little methodological enlightenment ensuing as far as I can see.

I shall be content here to leave things purely in tbs fflrfl Of 8

conditional statement: gg a dialect corresponding to Postal's

judgements exists (that is, if some comunity of speakers is found

to share exactly the judgements Postal gives), then I shall hve

father support to the claim that CyS constraints are found in

grammar, for I am going to show that Postal's constraint should be

refomulated in a way that mentions CyS. If no such dialect really
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exists (say, if some perceptual or analogical factor makes speakers

think the! are noting a grammaticality distinction when actually

they are not), the worst consequence will be that a conditional

claim has been advanced but the antecedent is not fulfilled, which

will have no grave consequences for the general claims I am making.

It will be easy enough for the theory of rule interaction I am

defending to take account of dialects that do not have the Eh

Constraint data pattern; the !h‘Constraint can simply be omitted

from the grammar. But let me consider now the dialect Postal's

judgements define, and explore its implications.

The really crucial evidence for Postal's multilevel formulation

of the constraint involves the cases where a pronoun and a.§h_form

meet the conditions g_in (156) but for some reason no ghymovement

rule applies. This situation is found in three special question

types which Postal calls Incredulity, Legalistic, and Multiple jg;

questions. These are illustrated by the sentences in (159), all of

which are well-formed for Postal.

(159)a. Incredulity Questions (sharply rising intonation)
The newsman who criticized him: later belted which officialx?

b. Legalistic Questions (falling intonation)

Remembering you are under oath, the witness who claimed he
had never seen itx was walking toward what buildingx?

c. Multiple !h_Questions
which columnist reported her victory to which actress ‘s
mother? 35 ZE

If similar sentences are constructed in which Wh~Q Movement does apply,

the results are ill-formed:

(160)a. ‘Which officialx did the newsman who criticized him: later belt?
b. ‘Remembering you are under oath, what buildingx was-the witness

who claimed he had never seen itx walking zswiiae

"Y"Tr
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(160)c. ‘To which actressx's-mother did te columnist report herx
victory? - '-

It is because of contrasts like these that Postal formulates the

constraint in a way that mentions both the input stage and the output

stage of the ghymovement rule involved in the derivation under

consideration.

I am not going to disagree with the conclusion that a constraint

involving three levels is needed here. I cannot see any alternative.

Semantic repesentation (whether this is the same as initial structure

or not) is the level at which stipulated coreference is determined;

left-right order between pronouns and whywords must be checked

immediately pior to whymovement; and the question of whether Eh;

movement has actually applied must presumably be decided on the basis

of an inspection of a derivational stage subsequent to the stage at

which it would have applied if it were going to. Any attempt to

avoid the last of these checks would, as far as I can see, entail

duplication in the !h_Constraint of the defining properties for

Incredulity, Legalistic, and Multiple !h_questions.

What I shall do is to show that even this multilevel global

constraint can be given a statement that mentions only significant

levels in the grammar. The levels in question are semantic

representation and CyS. I-assume that ghymovement rules are trigger-

gygligy That is, when the end of the first cycle including their

triggering element is reached, they apply, once only. Assuming this,

note that the first position of the ghywod can be checked in the CyS

of the minimal clause containing both.!h;word and pronoun, and the

second position of the ghyword can be checked in the CyS of the clause

immediately containing the trigger. Representing the interrogative

trigger as usual by Q, these levels would in the case of (160a) be:
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(161)8- Q--[the newsman [who-criticized him] later belted which o rr1¢1aJJ
b. [which official [the newsman [who criticized him] later belted]]

Apparently all the correct discriminations can be made in these terms.

I therefore propose the following reformulation of (156).

(162) The !h_Constraint (revised)
Hark as ill-formed any derivation in which
a. there are two nominal constituents, A and B, in the

CyS of the minimal clause containing_them both, where
(Ii) A is a pronoun

(ii) §_ is a w_h form
(iii) A is to the left of g; and

b. the corresponding constituents of §_and §_in the CyS
of the minimal clause containing the lowest ghgmovement
trigger commanding §J call them Afand B’ respectively,
are aligned such that §f is to the left of A‘; and

c. in the semantic representation, §_and §_(or, more
pecisely, their corresponding elements) are marked
as stipulated coreferents.

This reformulation accomplishes exactly what Postal's original

statement accomplished, but does this referring only to significant

levels of the grammar. In fact, it may resolve a slight formal

difficulty with Postal's formulation. If rules are not linearly

ordered, as I maintain in chapter 1 and as Pastel wquld now also

maintain, it is not clear how a level like "the output of Uh-Q

Movement" is to be picked out in derivations where Uh-Q Movement

does not apply. With unordered rules there is no way of finding a

point in a derivation at which a rule can be said to have had its

chance to apply, given that in fact it does not apply. It might

therefore be necessary to have a mechanism for checking considerably

more than three levels if Postal's constraint is to work. The level

of CyS, on the other hand, receives a clear definition even if rules

are not ordered. I claim,therefore, that not only is it desirable

to restate (156) as (162), thereby restricting it to significant

levels and limiting the expressive power of global constraints, but

it may also be necessary.
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2.3.15 Linearization of constituents.

At this point I come to what is unquestionably the most

speculative proposal I shall make concerning constraints and

processes that refer to the CyS level. I shall suggest that the

basic determination of the linear order of constituents in any

clause is effected at the CyS level for that clause (though it is

possible for it to be altered by later rule applications). I think

this claim is plausible, but I shall not deny that the evidence for

it at present is scanty and often somewhat abstruse. I cannot hope

to place the matter beyond dispute here.

Divorcing linearization from the base or formation rules that

define initial structures is a move associated with recent proposals

for making grammatical relations the primary theoretical notion in

syntax, but is not necessarily linked with relational grammar. A

number of proposals have been made in the literature for simply

removing all representation of the precedence relation from the trees

used to define steps in a transformational derivation, and stating

transformtions on unoriented trees that represent only dominance

relations (cf. Staal 1967, Sanders 1970a, Peterson 1971, Hudson 1972).

Such authors have in general been too vague for it to be ascertained

at what level they see lineariaation as being carried out. Where they

have been explicit, surface structure has been the only level

mentioned. 1: I am to show that CyS is crucial, clearly 1 must (1)
show that linearization is not defined on initial structures,

(ii) show that nevertheless it cannot be defined on surface structures

either, and (111), the most difficult part, show that it cannot be
leiined on some single intermediate level like shallow structure but

must be done clause by clause in the cycle. I shall begin by attacking

the two explicit defenses of initial structure linearization I have seen.
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Chomsky (1965) defends briefly (pp.12u-126) the view that the
base rules defining "deep" (i.e. initial) structures should fix a

linear order of constituents. Essentially, he makes two points:

(a) if the base did not fix an order, other rules would still have

to do this before grammatical transformations applied, assuming that

there will be some transformational rules in a grammar, and (b) no

languages known have such free surface order as to cast doubt on the

existence of order in the base. Point (a) seems to rest on the premiss

that transformations cannot apply to unordered representations, and

I see no warrant for this. Sanders (1970b), Hudson (1972), and

Peterson (1971, 1974) all provide fomalizations of transformations

without linear order in phrase markers affected. And point (b) is a

false claim. Since Chomsky wrote, Dixon (1972, 107-103) has given

clear and carefully tested description of a language, Dyirbal, in

which any permutation of the words in a sentence yields a synonymous

grammatical sentence, which is just what Chomsky asserted was never

the case.

The other defence of ordered initial structure that I am aware

of appears ten years later in Bach (1975). Much of this paper is

taken up with formalizations of unordered base systems and criticism

of aprioristic arguments in the literature. For my purposes the

heart of the paper is section N, where Bach presents putative empirical

arguments against unordered initial structures. None seem convincing.

1: Hetathesis. Bach argues that we know of metathesis rules in

phonology, so that if we claim base structures in syntax are unordered

we "must make the peculiar claim that reorderings are allowed in

phoology, where they are the exception and not the rule, but disallowed

in syntax, where they are the rule rather than the exception" (p.332).
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It is probably superfluous to comment on this; but let me risk

superfluity by pointing out that Bach begs the question of whether

there is reordering in syntax. fails to recognize the possibility

that there could be unordered base structures but reordering rules

later after linearization, and fails to show why a determined

advocate of nonlinearized structures could not even attempt to

reanalyze metathesis rules out of phonology. (I believe T. Perry

has in fact attempted to do the latter, in unpublished work.)

2. Pronouns and antecedents. Bach notes that "Order plays a

crucial role in all theories of pronoun-antecedent relationships"

(p.332). First, this is false (see Reinhart 197%); second, it is
irrelevant if gighgg pronominalization constraints are stated on

surface structure as EST theorists would claim gg linearization

takes place prior to the statement of the pronominalization

constraints.

3. Postal's global constraint on pronominalization. Postal

(1972a) is claimed to provide evidence that "it is necessary to have

reordering rules" (p.333). Again, this only means linearization

takes place before whymovement rules operate.

4. Stress facts. Bach cites Bresnan (1971) and argues that

"stress rules themselves depend crucially on both the constituency

and the ordering of the phrases? at a level prior to the application

of ghymovement rules. The same comment applies again.

5. Chinese as an SOV language. The argument of Tai (1973) for

an underlying order in Chinese that differs from its surface order

is cited. Once again, all that is shown is that some odered level

more abstract than surface structure is needed under Tai's analysis.

It does not show that level to be initial structure.

6. Order dependence of universal rules. Bach proposes that

"Extraposition is a universal rule or rule schema, which postposes
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a clause and which re 'quires the presence of a clause init.- ial
complement‘ I - . .

lzer or its app11°ab111tY" (P-335). This is the
interesting argument given, but it st

most

ill does not seem to be valid
Bach notes that Ext ' '

raposltlon cannot be mer°lY 9- linearization
process: "since Sxtraposition affects not just rd b t Q1

oeru so

dominance relatio ‘t .
n8' 1 must be a r°5r°"P1"8 rule ordered before

any order has been defined on the structures" (p 335) Whig I
Q . Q ‘

thinks is uite co tQ PPGC - Within a relational framework Perlmutt
0 GI‘

and Postal (1974 L- - - .inguistic Institute lectures) have propgsgd that

Extraposition replaces 3 sub190$ (or object) that is clausal by a
dummy NP such as it, leaving the clausal constituent in a t

‘_ ca egory
£'"'i'. (i-@- NP that has had its former grammatical relation in its
clause taken over by some other NP) ‘. Llnearization then simply

Places ch8meurs in clause final '- position. There is no problem with
having Extraposition divorced from the actual postposing oparat.

ion
in this way. But Ba h the ’° H polnts out that the rule must be sensitive

to whether there is a clause init'- lal complementizer in the clause to

'°° "°"t"‘P°*‘°‘1"- i-=- replaced by it. This would be a telling point;
but it is undercut by a factor Bach

notes himself. He cites Kuno's
(1974) demonstration that "there is a functional reason f th

000 Ur E

connection between [complementizer 'position facts] and the verb-final
1

v°rb'initia1 di°h°t°@Y " This involves° the notion that uhilg
Extrapositi i l .on n anguages with clause-initial cqmplemgntizers

improves i"t°l1i3ibi1itY (°f- Iflnsendoen 1970) Extrapo 'ti rI 81 On O

clauses with final ' .complementizers would lead in some sentence typeg

to perceptually disastrous bunchins of complementizers as ' (1A )
, seen in .3

(153)fl- (no extraposition)
[[he said those words COMP] is inconceivable COMP] is not true

he (with extraposition)

words com] com] °°

Z93

It is a reasonable conjecture.that the gross unacceptability of

English.§@?Th§t_that he said those words is inconceivable is pot true

would also characterize (163b) in any language that had clause-final

complementizers, and so the construction (163b) would be heavily

disfavoured or totally banned. But in that case, there is no

reason for the universal rule of Extraposition to mention position

of complementizers. Kuno's conjectural explanation for the

incompatibility of Extraposition and clause-final complementizers

is available independently of Extraposition itself, in terms mentioning

juxtaposition of complementizers, conjunctions, etc.

In sum, while Bach's paper purports to be about whether base

(i.e. initial) structures are ordered, none of his arguments bear

on that issue at all. His conclusion (p.338) that "the evidence so

far supports the idea that underlying structures arelgibrdered" has

no foundation.

I turn, therefore, to the question of whether there is positive

evidence gggiggg the claim that initial structures are linear.

I believe that one of the strongest arguments against ordered initial

structures is simply that there are rules we want to formulate which

are all but impossible to formulate adequately if we have to maintain

left-right order in representations. A rule like Qgggh Movement,
0

which derives That is easy for you to say from a representation moe

like For you to say that is easy, provides a good example. What it

has to do is shown graphically in (16%).

(16+) i__\

_nlIIllIlI..II>~ is easyit is not true [it is inconceivable [he said tho ‘°' Y°" *° "Y @
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The object in the embedded clause must be moved leftward at the same

time as the remaining portion of that clause is moved rightward to

the end of the VP. It is so difficult to state a dual operation like

this in the normal notation for transformations that in general it

is not even attempted. Although simplified structural descriptions

for the rule may be seen in Postal (1971, 110) and in Herman (197),

37), I know of no attempt to state the full structural change as

indicated in (16#). And.E2ugh Movement is not, of course, a lone

example. Many linguists have claimed that S-S-Raising and S-O-Raising

should be conflated as a single process (the §lt7Replacement" of

Rosenbaum 196?), but statement of the resultant composite process

has proved near impossible. (For the full story, see Postal 197“,

chapter 1.) What is wrong is, in the main, what McCawley has pointed

out: the transformations have to be "really composed of two things:

the essential transformation and whatever juggling of NP's is

necessary to yield verb-second order" (19?0a, 29h). HcCawley's

suggestion was to assume V50 initial structure order, which simplifies

some rule statements, but Hudson (1972) shows that only an arbitrary

choice is possible between vso and sov initial Order, Barman (19710
shows that in some ways a transformational description of an SVO

language will be made more complex if VSO initial order is assumed,

and Redford (1975) argues at length that for two rules of Italian it
is impossible to achieve descriptive adequacy with VSO or any other

initial order under transformationalist assumptions.

I believe that considerations such as these will force generative

grammarians to consider adopting a view of grammar in which, at least

for the cyclic rules, grammatical relations ("subject of", "object of"

etc.) are the primes. Fbr some preliminary discussion of this idea,

due mainly to Perlmutter and Postal, see Johnson (197#), Pullum (1976c).
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One further piece of evidence that could argue directly for

unordered initial structures is to be found in Gazdar and Pullum

(1976). Gazdar and I point out that natural languages display in

their lexicons only a tiny handful of the mathematically definable

truthefunctional connectives, and we seek an explanation for this.

We propose that one restriction obeyed by all languages is that they

use no connective which does not have the property of 535335533131

(‘is commutative iff P'Q = Q’P), and we observe that commutativity

of connectives would follow automatically from the postulates of a

theory in which (a) initial structure is identical with semantic

structure, and (b) initial structure is nonlinear. If our semantic

universal is substantiated, its predictability from the postulate of

nonlinear initial structures would provide useful support for the

latter.

I shall not take the justification of unordered initial structures

further than this point, for to do so in the detail the topic deserves

would entail an excursus longer than I can find space for here.

I shall turn instead to the question: if initial structures are

unordered, at what level in the grammar would the linearization

operation have to take place”

Some claims have been made that it could be surface structue.

Peterson (197%) explicitly claims this ("order...is assigned only in

surface structure") and Theo Vennemann made the same claim (in the

context of his theory of "natural generative grammar") during public

discussion at the First International Conference on Historical

Linguistics at Edinburgh, September 1973. The "invariant order"

constraint of Sanders ('\970l>)'f0I'1I5-115 any ‘#1131189 in °1'd°r °"°° it 15

asigned, and this too is tantamount to te surface linearization

claim. I believe the surface linearization claim is false.
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Most of Bach's previously mentioned arguments, though showing

nothing about initial structure, come into play as arguments that

there are pre-surface levels that have linear order of constituents.

Postal's !h,Constraint would indeed seem to be unstatable if

linearization were at the surface level. Bresnan‘s analysis of

sentence stress, if it is correct, would be a similar case. And

one of the details of Tai's analysis of Chinese is that it requires

that pronominalization constraints be defined on a linearized level

pior to the preposing rule that makes relative clauses prenominal.

There are other phenomena that bear on the same question. As

noted in Pullum (1975c), the observations of Morgan (1972) about

Verb Agreement and order of conjuncts are relevant. Compare the

sentences in (165):

e
(165)a. There {?is} three smiling tigers and a dead keeper in the

?'s
cage.

.'are '
b. There {is a dead keeper and three smiling tigers in

's
the cage.

The fact that order of conjuncts can affect agreement possibilities

and the fact that agreement cannot be stated exclusively on surface

structures together suggest there must be a pre-surface linearized

level. So also does the fact that in Spanish the negative particle

gg_is deleted if and only if a negative polarity item that is

semantically in its scope has been moved so that it precedes it:

(166)a. Pedro quiere que Juan no haga nada.
Pedro wants that Juan NEG do nothing

b. Nada quiere Pedro que Juan ¢ haga.
nothdng wants Pedo that Juan do

'Pbdro wants Juan not to do anything.’

——fw~—v_____-‘Ii
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It would have to be determined at a stage bgfgggzgggggglggiggmggggggd

that nada preceded pg in (166b).

Evidence such as this might well suggest the hypothesis that

linearization takes place at shallow structure, just prior to the

operation of the first postcyclic rule. This was in fact proposed

by Perlmutter_snd Postal (197b Linguistic Institute lectures).

This is very close to being correct, but I have come to think that

it is not exactly right. I think linearization may take place §§=gy§

that is at the end of the cycle on each separate clause, with the

constituents of an embedded clause being already linearized before

the application of the cyclic rules to the next cycle up.

The first argument for this position concerns some examples

footnoted by Postal (1974, 275-276, n.5)=

(16?)a. I talked to Bob about himself on the boat.
b. ‘I talked about himself on the boat to the man who had

offered to sell me the rotten oats.
c. I believe Melvin to have talked about himself on the boat.
d. I believe to have talked about himself on the boat

the man who offered to sell me the rotten oats.

These examples seem awkward to me for various stylistic reasons, but

these could be alleviated easily enough. The point is that Postal

finds a distinction between movement of the antecedent of a reflexive

by Complex NP Shift within a simple S as in (167b), which produces

ungramaticality, and a similar movement gg=;gg=gg§§:g;glg after

S-0-Raising has changed clause membership as in (167d), which is

permissible. Regarding Complex NP Shift as a probably postcyclic

rule because of its superficial and style-linked character, Postal

had no explanation for this. In Pullum (1975b) I suggested one.

Assume Complex NP Shift is simply a subcase of the linearization

constraint itself, and that the latter is defined on CyS. This still

keeps movement rules out of the cycle (as we shall see below, a

consideration of rule typology suggests there are no cyclic rules
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that are best formulated as movements pgghggj. Postal's account of

Reflexivization (see section 2.h.3.2 below) now predicts correctly.

Sentence (167b) is bad because the reflexive pronoun does not have a

preceding coreferential clausemate in CyS, where preceding is defined

according to the linear order the linearization constraint specifies.

Sentence (167d) is grammatically permissible (however repugnant

stylistically) because the reflexive pronoun does have a poper

antecedent in the linearized CyS of the tal§_cycle —-despite the

fact that this antecedent is later raised into the believe clause

and re-linearized there in clause-final position.

A second argument might derive from the analysis of Super-Equi NP

Deletion phenomena given by Jacobson and Neubauer (1975). They note

Grinder's (1970) claim that certain coreferential deletions of the

subjects of tenseless clauses are subject to (168).

(163) Intervention Constraint
If another controller precedes the deletion site and more
closely commands the deletion site then it will block the
deletion.

Thus, for example, deletion as shown in (169) is blocked by (168).

(169)a. ‘John! thought um it was believed by Haryl that _
criticizing himselfx was painful.

b. ‘That it was believed by Mary! that _'criticizing
himselfi was painful surpised Johnx.

Jacobson and Neubauer state that the necessity of mentioning linear

order in the Intervention Constraint suggests,_§§!§£§>Perlmutter and

Postal, that cyclic syntax must involve ordered representations.

And as "An even more serious problem for the claim that linear order

doesn't exist in the cycle" (p.63) they point out that for some but

not all speakers (170) is ill-formed.

*_'*"'-vii-1
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(170) (%') That - shaving herselfi bothered Pete! surprised Eileena

For these speakers the Intervention Constraint is as in (171).

(171) Intervention Constraint (some dialects)
If another controller more closely commands the deletion
site and e"her ecedes it or is closer to it linearly_;;___.PT ... '
then it will block the deletion.

The dependence on linear sequence in the syntactic representation is

even clearer. However, Jacobson and Neubauer give some evidence that

the level at which the Intervention Constraint must hold is §gg=g§g=g£

gggzgyglg on the clause containing the deletion controller. My

proposal that linearization constraints are defined on CyS would

permit the Intervention Constraint to be defined there too making

reference to the linear order of constituents that linearization

lays down, and structures gggigg the application of cyclic rules

could still be free of linear order.

(The foregoing depends on the existence of the Intervention

Constraint. In the light of Kuno's (1975) attempt to reduse thfi

Super-Equi conditions to pragmatic factors of quite a different

character, this is now very much a matter for debate.)

H third argument derives from Jacobson (1975). The rule of

Q2222 Movement (Postal 1971) appears to alter Reflexivization

possibilities: .

(172)a. They talked to Mary about herself fc three hours.
b. ‘They talked about herself to Mary for three hours.

Hence §bggt_Movement cannot follow Reflexivization, which means it

must apply by the end of the cycle. Jacobson has two solutions to

offer. One would be that linearization takes place during the cycle

and §bggt_Hbvement is just a special subcsse of linearization; the

other would be that in (1?2b) a relation-changing rule incorporating

about into talk and making herself the direct object has applied, and
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(quite independently of linear order) an indirect object cannot be the

antecedent of a reflexive direct object. ££ the latter suggestion

were rejected, the data would support the claim that linearization

takes place in CyS.

Finally, let me point out that a number of constraints and

processes have already been mentioned in this work in terms that

would imply that linearization had to be defined on cyclic structures.

Among these are 35525 contraction as stated in (107), section 2.3.2;

§g_contraction, if it mentions CyS contiguity as suggested in 2.3.3;

Reflexivizatio, to be discussed in 2.4.3.2; and the ghymovement

rules if they are trigger-cyclic as suggested in 2.h.3.# and chapter N.

I am well aware that all of the evidence I have mentioned here

is controversial and debatable. It is offered only as preliminary

justification for a hypothesized CyS constraint whose existence must

certainly be regarded at the moment as quite uncertain. '

2.3.15 Subject-oriented adverbs.

I turn now to a totally different and rather less dubious CyS

constraint of the type mentioning (a) a syntactic level and (b) the

level of semantic representation, and therefore described by linguists

of the EST persuasion as an "interpretive rule". Jackendoff (1972,

82) has noted the following data as evidence that "at least some

aspects of the interpretation of adverbs are dependent on surface

structure":

(173)a. The doctor cleverly has examined John.
b. John cleverly has been examined by the doctor.

(17b)a. The police carelessly have arrested Fred.
bu Fred carelessly has been arrested by the police.

175)a. Joe intentionally has seduced ary.
b. Mary intentionally has been seduced by Joe.
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. ' t ti
His judgement is that "the preferred (&n¢ P°rhaP5 °“1Y) lnterpre a on

- f
attributes the cleverness or carelessness or intention to the sur ace

subject." My judgement differs, but not in 8 V33 that is 8°i“8 t°

alter the point of the argument: I find the examples as given are

highly unnatural unless there are pauses around the adverbs, or the

adverbs are moved to the right of the first auxiliary=

(173')a. The docto, cleverly: has °xa@ined J°hn'
b. John, cleverly, has been examined by the dO¢t°P-

he 1 1 xamined John.
(173"):. gghndhggozlevzrlyehzgnyefiamined by the d0¢t°r-

crucially if the adverb in (173"b) is moved one more step rightward»Q

the reading attributing cleverness to John completely di$aPP°aT5‘

(17}")b'. John has been cleverly examined by the d0¢t0P-

Th, ¢1ever1l in (1?3"b') is a manner adverb, and Jackendoff carefullY

distinguishes these from the subject-oriented ones he is considering.

Jackendoff now notes some facts which. 8tPi¢t1Y 5P°aki"E» falsify

his claim about surface structure interpretation Of 35'°rb5=

cleverly to have been
(176)a' J°hn is believed {to have cleverly been} ex ' ed bythe doctor.

1.. Max expected Mary intentionally to be seduced by Jee-

These show adverbs which can be associated semantically with the
, ' “P1 c
NPs John and 5551, but these are gg; the subjects of the c emen

clauses in the examples. Both have been raised into the next clause

up by S 0-Raising And if SOB were thought to be a controversial

rule, other examples such as (177) can easily be constructed.

, d Max‘ il' laim had deliberately been _ .
(177)a :2:t::rflphedmwit:FE:mintrude in order to obtain Puh11¢1tY?

b It was Jasper that Maximilian claimed had deliberately
been photographed with Ermintrude.

Again the adverb is associated with a removed subject NP.1
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Jackendoff's conclusion from data like (176) is that an

"interpretive rule" must apply at a point in the derivation that is

later than initial structure and earlier than the removzl of the

complement subject. He suggests: "One such point is at the end of

the transformational cycle, whose domain is the complement clause."

Let us consider what would be involved, minimally,-in an analysis of

the type he is suggesting. There must be a rule that mentions on

the one hand a portion of semantic structure something like QB was

CLEVER on the part of 1" where 2 is some action, event, or

controlled state and §_is some participant, and on the other hand

a CyS representation in which the correspondent of clever is the

adverb cleverly positioned immediately after the subject NP (or,

for me, immediately after the first auxiliary if there is one).

From this much alone we can see that what Jackendoff will want to

call an interpretive rule applying in the cycle could also be -

called g:glg2§l=gy§=gggg§gg;g§ mentioning CyS and semantic represent-

ation.

2.3.16 The Like Subject constraint with try class verbs.

Certain verbs in English seem to have the usual properties of

Equi verbs except that the only well-formed derivations in which

they can participate are ones in which.Equi does actually apply.

A few examples are listed in (178).

(178) try, manage, condescend, endeavour attempt, be able,
dare, force, be afraid (to)

The complements these verbs take always luck superficial subjects:

(1?9)a. The secretaries tried to be efficient.
b. ‘The secretaries tried for the staff to be efficient.
e. ‘The secretaries tried for people to think of them as efficient.
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. b re subject
p@r1mutzer (1968) argued that this was because such ver 8 We

. - g t be identical
to 3 deep structure constraint requiring their subjec s o

. t like (180)to thgir complement subjects. To such a claim, sen ences

are apparent counterexampleB-

I ‘ . ’ t b(180)a. The se¢r@taries tried to be thought efficlen Y- ~ ’ t.b. The secretaries tried to Beem ¢ff1°1e"
o. The secretaries tried to be easy t° 8°‘ a1°n3 “ith'

. tn ' itial structures
Perlmutter's answer was to 81"° sudh sentences e 1n

that the sentences in (181) would have, and posit a rule deleting the

clause containing 55L-

(181)a The secretaries tried to get to be thought efficient by

b £2: Zgifiitaries tried to get to seem efficient.
c The secretaries tried to get to be e83? t° Eet al°“5 with‘

d that ince notAgainst as . meal. ueweyer <19~'=9> he »=-as =
only get but a number of other causal verbs including let, have, and

make would have to be postulated in different contexts, so that
. than in as the

causal clauses are bei.n8 1-n"ent°d 5-4. -IE3 rather sen 8
- rr (1972 209-210)

basis for any truly ¢XP1a"at°rY a°°°““t' Jackendo '

cites several like-subj°°t PT°di°at°3 “hick do not have paraphraaes
_ ' Q3 tr ‘ tforward

with causal clauses at =11. and F°d°r (‘97“) £1“ ° alsh
, . . "531 d l tion rule

Bvntactic difficulties with S°tt1n3 the °a clause 8 e

to work as it would be reqflired to. I cannot say that I am totally

convinced that the causal clause’ deletion approach has no hope of

mad t work but I shall assume here that the obi=¢ti°“= °fbeing Q 0 1

llin d that an
HewmeYBr. Jackendoffs and F°d°r ‘r$ fully coupe 8 an

alternative analysis must be 8¢"Sht-
. - 1 theTh, question arises of what level will be suitab e for

etateme t of what Fbdo (197“) ¢5115 ”‘€"°17 th” ndtrived structuen

1[ike]S[ubjectJC[onstraint]". Bonney (197%), who is basically in
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f f d 'avour o efending the causal clause deletion approach, mentions at

one polnt (P'1h4) that it m18ht be necessary to state "a surface
structure constraint rejecting all derivations in which cqmplemgnt

s
fo verbs like tgypand condescend have surface subjects." It is fairly

9357 to teat whether this would work. If it is correct, removal of

th .
° °°mP1°m°"t 5"bJe¢t under a £51 class verb will produce well-

‘ v
formed results no matter what rule does the job For in3tan¢e if

8.!h7movement rule took the subject out of the complement of a £51

°la58 Verb: the surface constraint would be satisfied. Therefore

(181) ought to be fully grammatiggl,

(181) ‘Who did you tell them Mike tried to x111 Fred?

I“at°ad' it is °°mP19t°1Y unsrammatical. Therefore the surface
structure constraint claim is wrong.

The correct level is, of course, CyS. The complement of a

£51 class verb must have lost its subject by the end of the cycle

08 the £51 clause. This means that Eq"i is th° °nl¥ rule that

can effect the removal.

A small bonus that accrues from this analysis is that the cys

constraint, which would probably say simply that in CyS a.t£y class

verb can only have a quasi-clause, not a full clause, as its object,

would not duplicate the subject-subject identity constraint that is

part of the structural description of Equi as Per1mugt¢r', initial

structure constraint would have done. The CyS constraint seems to

i"Pr°V0 descriptive as well as observational adequacy.

3'3~17 5“bJ°°t8 in imperative sentences.

It is 5 familiar P°1flt that sdbiect selection is not free in
sentences that are marked as imperative in mood. Subjects of
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imperatives must be restricted to being second person if data like

(182) are to be explained.

(132)a. ‘Wash myself. d. ‘Wash ourselves.
b. Hash yourself. e. Hash yourselves.
c. ‘Wash herself/himself/itself. f. ‘Hash themselves.

(This at least is the traditional view. It needs_some qualification,

in fact, and may turn out to be a pragmatic restriction referring

to the bearer rather than a syntactic one referring to person

features, as pointed out by Downes (1976); but this does not

affect what follows, since a level in the syntax will still have

to be mentioned.)

The following sentences show, however, that the restriction

cannot refer to initial structure subjects.

(133)a. Be easy to please, because if you try to criticize his
essays he'll get discouraged again.

b. Appear to be asleep when he comes in.
c. If you want to get the job, be impressed by his stupid

research project and be taken in by his pathetic arguments
against the competence/performance distinction.

Clearly, cyclic rules which create derived subjects can give rise to

well-formed imperatives in which the initial structure subject is

not second person (or, does not refer to the hearer). Lasnik and’

?iengo (1974) attempt to use this, and also the kind of facts

discussed elsewhere in this chapter concerning subject-oriented

adverbs, §£y_class verbs, and root senses of models, as evidence

against the rule of‘Tgugh_hovement, but there is no reason to

doubt the existence of that rule in my view (cf. Jackendoff 1975).

It simply has to be recognized that the constraint on imperatives is

a CyS constraint. (Note that a surface structure constraint is out

of the question. In mat imperatives the subject whose selection must

be restricted has been deleted before the level of surface structure. )
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3-3.13 Root senses of modals.

Some rather subtle data noted by Lasnik and Fiengo (1974) ang

further discussed by Jackendoff (1975) provide an argument similar

to the last. Let us refer to the personal obligation sense of the

mdal must as its root meaning, and the ‘it must be true’ sense as

its epistemic m=snins- It seems that (183a) can have both meanings,
but (133b) can only have the epistemic reading.

(183)a. John must be easy to please,
b. It must be easy to please John.

If this is so, some constraint on derivations involving the root

sense at the semantic level must be imposed. It may be that a modal

can have its root sense only if its subject is animate. Now, if

2gggh_Hovement derives (133a) from the structure that underlies

(183t), this restriction cannot hold at initial structure. Yet at
Jackendoff points out, this is no argument against T2252 Movement,

for Passive also shows that it is impossible to state the restriction

on initial structures. The root reading of won't is one of refusal,

the other reading simply being future tense, and the root reading

shows up only in (18#a), not (18kb),

(13#)a. John won't cut the grass.
b. The grass won't be cut by John.

To show that the restrication cannot be stated on surface structure,

there are pairs like (185),

(135)a. Who does everyone believe____must be easy to please?
b. Uho does everyone believe it must be easy to please___?

Jackendoff finds that only the epistemic sense of gg§§_is found in

(1855): "mil? (135a) has two readings, epistemic and root. And

51fih°"€h'Lfl8flik and Fiengo claim on the basis of a semantically

infelicitous example that S-S-Raising cannot alter readings in the

L_Q.Ll__¢Q4_4

 Y'"'
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way Tough Movement does, Jackendoff suggests the following example:

(186)a. Your next paper may turn out to be less than 2} pages long.
b. It may turn out that your next paper is less than 23 pages

long.

He gets the permission sense of may only on (186a).

I find some of this data less than fully persuasive, mainly

because I find I can construct examples in context such that the

root reading is forced into sentence types that ought not to permit

it; for example:

(137) It may not be announced that the war is over until I give
my permission; is that understood?

But even for me, there seems to be a preference, ceteris pagibus, for

animate CyS subjects with root-sense modals. And even a weak, pragmath:

principle that refers to CyS lends support to the claim that CyS is a

significant level.

2.3.19 The Subject Persistence Law.

In surface structure in all languages there is plenty of evidence

of clauses that lack overt subjects, but again and again arguments

have been given within transfomational grammar for postulating

subjept NPs at more remote levels of structure where none appear in

surface representations. Some clauses have their subjects raised

into higher clauses; others have their subjects deleted under

identity of reference; movement rules may move ghymarked or

topicalized subjects indefinitely far leftward out of their clauses;

and there are many contexts in which subject NPs are freely deleted

(imperatives, casual speech, unspecified subjects of tenseless clauses,

etc.). Generalizing from what has been established in numerous
-‘_€_
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languages whose grammars have been investigated, Perlmutter and

Postal tentatively proposed in lectures at the 1974 Linguistic

Institute that (188) might be a universal law of grammar.

(188) Subject Persistence Law

Every clause has a subject in initial structure and at
all stages through to CyS.

Determining the extent to which (188) is true cross-linguistically

would necessitate»a detailed study of certain crucial sentence types,

notably impersonal passives. This I shall not undertake here (though

I already know of some facts which would.appear to place (188) in

some jeopardy as a universal). Consider, however, the possibility

that even if it is not universal, (188) could represent a constraint

that defined a typological distinction among languages, very much

along the lines of the one claimed by Perlmutter (1971, chapter 4)

to exist for surface structure rather than cyclic structure. This

seems to me quite a plausible idea. Languages with (188) would,

like English, have dummy subjects for weather verbs, extraposition

of subject clauses, existential constructions, and so on, and would

show no impersonal passive construction. Languages lacking (188)

would have the converse features - no dummies, and possibly an

impersonal passive construction. I think it would be quite

reasonable to look for a clear-out distinction between types of

language along these lines, rather than to assume that CyS subject

will be optional or obligatory quite at random among different

languages and across different construction types in those languages.

For English at least, it seems there is good evidence of the

validity of (188), and perhaps also of its necessity as a part of the

grammar. Within a framework of assumptions very different from that

of the relational grammar Psrlmutter and Postal were assuming, Lasnik

‘ _ t
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and Fiengo (197#, 559) have found reason to postulate a general

convention that the subject node must be "filled" (i.e. must dominate

actual lexical material, as opposed to dominating nothing at all,

which is possible within EST) at the end of the cycle on its clause.

This almost precisely duplicates the effect of the Subject Persistence

Law. If there is a need for an explicit principle of grammar along

the lines suggested, this further supports the notion of CyS.

2.3.20 Instrumental adverbial clause subjects.

The twentieth and final CyS constraint I shall discuss here is

important for general claims about the organization of a grammar

because it refutes a position on which Fodor (1970) rested part of

his case against lexical decomposition. Fodor argued that for

sentences like (189), "a structurally necessary and sufficient

condition for an NP being shared with an instrumental adverbial is

that the NP be the deep subject of the verb that the instrumental

modifies" (p.'+}5) .

(189) John contacted Mary by using the telephone.

This can be used against lexical decomposition if bad sentences like

(190) are noted. '
a

(190)a. 'Joh.nx killed B1111 by mm; poison.
o. [Joh'n:,£ cmsm [B1111 om F; Bill taking poison.]]]

Fodor would claim that if kill is derived from cause to die there is

nothing to rule out a derivation in which (190b), the underlying

structure for John caused Bill to die by taking pgiscn (where Bill

takes the poison)? undergoes Predicate Raising and insertion of kill

to yield (190a). The constraint on instrumental adverbial clauses
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would have been satisfied in the embedded clause. The wrong output

thus suggests that kill is 22; derived from cause to die.

To maintain his argument, Fodor must show that "deep" (initial)

subjecthood is relevant to the constraint on.by clauses. To this

end he offers five arguments: first, S-0-Raising of a clause subject

does not prevent it from controlling a by_clause before being raised:

(191) John expected Mary to treat her cold by using aspirin.

Second, Nominalization of a verb does not prevent its logical subject

from being shared with a by_clause:

(192) John's breaking windows by using a hammer surprised us.

Third, S-S-Raising does not affect control of a by_clause:

(193) John seems to break windows by using a hammer.

Fourth, Gapoing may delete a main clause verb without affecting control:

(194) John breaks windows by using a hammer and Bill by using
a brick.

Fifth, Agent Deletion may remove the deep subject of a clause completely

without preventing the deleted agent from being understood as the

controller of the by'clause:

(195) Mary was found by using radar.

In fact, none of these arguments of Fodor's establishes the

conlusion he needs, and it is not too hard to show that the initial

structure constraint he hints at is neither necessary nor sufficient

to account for the facts. All the sentences given in (191)—(194)

involve rule applications ggggg the cycle of the clause dominating

ths‘Qy'clanse, and thus fail to distinguish between initial and

cyclic subjecthood as the relevant factor. (I shall return directly

"_-'*'P_?j
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to the error involved in (195).) What should have been looked at is

first whether structures like those in (196) can give rise to well-

formed sentences.

(196)a. [Amin amused everyone [by a crocodile eating Amin]]
b. [it caused much merriment [by [it mmile as it lurked

under the diving board] appearing]]]
c. [Amin made things simple for the crocodile [by [to catch

Amin] being easy]]

Of course, despite the nonidentity in initial structure between main

clause and by_clause subjects, fully grammatical outputs are

obtainable:

(197)a. Amin amused everyone by being eaten by a crocodile.
b. It caused much merriment by appearing to smile as it

lurked under the diving board.
c. Amin made things simple for the crocodile by being

easy to catch.

Then, it should be asked whether a derived_§ubjeg§_in_a_Q§ig clause can

control a by_clause subject (the sentences in (197) have untransformed

main clauses). The answer seems to be that this is possible:

(198) By stifling their laughter and holding straight faces,
the watching newsmen appeared to show concern for the
struggling head of state.

(I prepose the by_clause to favour the reading on which the forced

solemnity is a means of ggpgggggg to show concern. The main clause

subject has been derived by 8-S-Raising, like the‘by_clause subject

in (197b).) For good measure, it would be worth trying to show a

derived main clause subject controlling a derived b1_clause subject.

Considerations of semantic plausibility sometimes defeat this, but

examples can be constructed:

(199) By appearing to mile, the crocodile seemed to show
an understanding of the humorous side of the drama
tht was about to be enacted.

Thus initial structure should apparently not be mentioned in the
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constraint on instrumental adverbial clauses at all. What is actually

relevant is the notion of cyclic subject.

Fodor‘s (195), _l1ary was foun_d_ by using radar, does not refute

this claim, for Fcdor fails to interpret the facts correctly. ‘:.'e

know from cases like (200) that coreferentiality with deleted agent

NPs is not permitted.

(200)a. ‘I think we're being followed hf ifililofilé, but I can't
see his face. —

3i
b. ‘John's jaw was broken hi snfldneé without hurti.ng

hifix fist. '- -

c. ‘Mary was raped hi s15xi££;{£4 in order (for) to
gratify hisx lust. -- —-

The underlying structure for Fodor's (195) is therefore (201), in

which _s_ is the semantically unspecified NP deszribed in Appendix A.

(201) [3 found Mary [by 5 using radar]]

Coreferential control such as is found in the by clause examples

discussed so far involves ggipglggggzggggggggggg (see Postal 1970b).

The pronoun 3 is defined as 22; logically stipulated as coreferential

to anything; hence the two occurrences of 5 in (201) a.re not

stipulated as identical in reference, and the second cannot be

deleted by, or be under the control of, the first. The deletion

um derives the 9; clause in (195) is nis same as the one that
operates in (202) — we may refer to the rule involved as Unspecified

Gerundive Subject Deletion.

(202) Using radar is really stupid.

The inference that the user of radar and the finder of Mary are one

and the same person in nis situation described by (195) is a weak
p__§§__gga:_t_:ig_ inference, and in a structure that has exactly the same

general syntactic form the inference can be completely overridden:
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(203) Mary was found by deploying RAF helicopters and teens
of volunteer rescue workers combing the entire
mountainside with tracker dogs.

In the scenario described by (203), it could perfectly well be the
case that the actual finder of Mary was an Alsatian dog named Bruce

while the deployer of helicopters and rescue teams was an RAF Wing

Commander at an HQ fifty miles away. Although some by clauses have

their subjects deleted or controlled under identity of reference,

it is important that not all of them do.

The actual form of the constraint on by clauses that is needed

is apparently something like ($201+).

(201!) The CyS subject of an instrumental adverbial by clause §_ must
not be stipulated in logical structure as nonidentical in
reference to the CyS subject of the clause most immediately

£0

This employs the notion nondistinct in reference for which considerable

independent support is given in Langacker and Munro (1975). The Q1

clause must have a derived subject that is nondistinct from the derived

subject of the dominating clause. The basic type of structure which

is ruled out by this formulation is the sort of thing illustrated

by (205).

(205) ‘John solved the problem by Bill taking poison.

The formulation I have independently motivated now strips away

Fodor's argument against lexical decomposition in an interesting way.

If Q13 were derived from cause to die, the sentence (20611) would

have a derivation in which the CyS of the by clause looked like (206b)

and the CyS of the main clause looked like (206c).

(206)a. ‘John! killed Billl by __z taking poison.
b. Willi taking poison]

c. [Johnx CAUSE-0-DIE B:llll[by taking psissslll
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But since the subject of (206b) is Qillz and the subject of (2060)

islgghnx, where the subscripts indicate stipulated distinctness of

reference at the semantic level, the constraint (20#) automatically

rules out the derivation of (206a). Lexical decomposition is thus

left as still potentially correct (but of course, also possibly

Wrong). The facts of instrumental adverbial clause subject control

will fall out correctly if (20#) is observed, whether kill is

derived from CAUSE and DIE or not.

This concludes my presentation of evidence for output constraints

stated on the level of cyclic structure. The force of arguments

for the cycle that are based on the existence of CyS constraints lies

in the fact that each time a constraint is exhibited that would in a

cyclic theory of grammar be defined on CyS, a noncyclic theory of

grammar will have to find some g§Hhg§_way to identify exactly the

right class of derivations to be blocked on the basis of properties

that would in the cyclic theory be straightforwardly specifiable

consequences of cyclic application. It may be that this could be done,

case by case, in noncyclic theories, but it would appear to smack of

desperation. As Jacobson and Neubauer (197%) have pointed out,

proponents of noncyclic theories will be forced again and again to

reconstruct aspects of the cyclic principle and recreate its

consequences, sometimes in quite convoluted and counter-intuitive

ways (they give examples of possible reconstructions of a CyS

constraint I have not included in the list discussed above, the

Intervention Constraint on Super-Equi). Such strong hints that

if the cyclic principle did not exist we would have to invent it

constitute the kind of indirect motivation for the cycle that I

have been attempting to provide.
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2.# Rule types, grammatical relations, and the Cyclicity Law.

It has sometimes been suggested (e.g. by Koutsoudas 1971a and

by Morin 1974b) that while the hypothesis that 2%; rules apply

cyclically would add real content to linguistic theory if it were

tenable the hypothesis that some rules are cyclic and others‘I --..-Iii?

noncyclic would not add content. Rather, it would deprive linguistic

theory of falsifiability, and thus of empirical content, to a

significant degree, because it would be tantamount to the provision

of a licence to mark certain rules as parochially cxdered with

respect to a certain block of others. Consider a case like that

of Extraposition and It Deletion (EXTRA? and ITDEL), discussed in

chapter 1, section 1.2.2. It would be claimed by some linguists

that while reference to some universal pinciple such as Proper

Inclusion Precedence to sequence the application of these rules

would be acceptable and desirable, placing EXTRA? in a block

labelled "cyclic" and ITDEL in a disjoint block labelled "postcyclic"

would be nothing more than a covert parochial ordering constraint,

and would be inherently nonexplanatory.

The motivation behind this line of argument is methodologically

unimpeachable, I think. A theory which allowed for both cyclic and

noncyclic rule types, and which allowed fo free assignment of rules

to these categories, would be a weaker and worse theory than one which

required all rules to be cyclic (this appears to be the intent of

Chomsky 1965) or required all rules to be noncyclic (Bonney 197b,

Harman 1973, Morin 1971» and 1971+», Neeld 1971» and 1976, Pyle 19725).
However, what is actually hinted at as the third possible analysis

in section 1.2.2 is tht EXTRA? might be ggggggggg to be cyclic, and

ITDEL ggggégggg to be postcyclic, on the basis of general principles

of the metatheory.
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For the particular pair of rules mentioned, the view I actually

favour is that one of them (TTDEL) will not be in the optimal

grammar at all, but they illustrate the general principle well

enough. If rules can be assigned to cyclic or noncyclic type

on the basis of general principles referring to formal or functional

properties of the rules, the option of making a particular rule

cyclic or noncyclic will 22; be open. It will be as wholly

determined by the general theory of grammar as if all rules were

required to be cyclic. The theory will not be weakened. If anything,

it will be strengthened, because certain specifiable types of

rule interaction will be ruled out as impossible and the range of

possible gramars will thus be narrowed.

The general question of whether there are noncyclic rule types

and how noncyclicity can be predicted will be faced in the next two

chapters. In the remainder of this chapter, however, I shall deal

with a topic which, if developed fully enough, could give real content

to the hypothesis that some rules are cyclic even if criteria for

noncyclicity were not forthcoming. I shall be attempting to make

some reasonably precise claims about sufficient conditions for

cyclicity, i.e. properties that can guarantee cyclicity for rules

possessing them. Clearly, any progress in fomulating such

sufficient conditions will also narrow the class of rules that can

be noncyclic. It is to be hoped that ultimately necessary conditions

for cyclicity could also be given, i.e. properties that all cyclic

rules must have, but even to state sufficient conditions would be

a significant advance.

The first and most important insight I shall discuss concerns

the link noted by Perlmutter and Postal between cyclicity and

grammatical relations.
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2.#.1 Relation—changing rules.

Consider the following list of some rules for which there seems

to be adequate evidence of cyclicity, together with their effects,

the latter described in terminology chosen with malice aforethought.

(20?) Subject-to-Subject Raising (SSH): applies in a clause Si to
replace the subject of Si by the subject of 5i+1.

Subject-to-Object Raising (SOR): applies in a clause S. to
replace the direct object of Si by the subject of
Si+1.

Nonsubject Raising (=Tough Movement): _
applies in a clause Si to replace the subgect of Si
by a nonsubject NP in Si+1.

Extraposition (EXTRAP): applies in a clause Si to replace the
subject of Si by the dummy NP_i£.

There Insertion: applies in a clause S to replace
the subject of Si by the dumdy NP there.

Passive: applies in a clause Si to replace the subject of Si
by the direct object of Si.

Dative: applies in a clause S. to replace the direct object
of si by the indirect object of si.

The generalization that springs out of (207), given the way the rule

effects are described, is that every rule replaces some NP bearing

one of the relations "subject of", "direct object of", or "indirect

object of" to its clause by some other NP. In the first three cases

an HP is raised from an embedded clause Si+1 to replace some NP in

Si and assume its grammatical relation. In the next two a dummy NP

replaces some NP. In the final two an NP takes over the relation

borne by some other NP in the same clause.

Uhat Perlmutter and Postal have done in as yet unpublished work

is to make these observations part of the basis for a theory of the

cyclic rules in grammar. Treating the relations "subject of", “direct

object of", and "indirect object of" (fo which I shall now adopt the
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symbols (‘D , @, and @ respectively) as primitives, they define the

cyclic rules as operations on the relations: relation-changing rules’.

It would be thought by any transformational grammarian presented

with no more than this idea that there would be little hope of

attaining observational adequacy with rules expressed in this way,

for although the rules do appear to have a relation-changing operatmon

as part of what they do, there is considerably more to their full

statement. EXTRAP, for instance, may replace a sentential subject

by a dummy subject, but it also re-positions the sentential NP in

clause-final position. Passive may replace the subject by the object,

but it also alters the verbal complex and places the former subject

in a clause-final prepositional phrase, in the form in which it is

usually conceived of. But if we recall the idea discussed in 2.3.14,

namely that during the cycle syntactic representations could be

free of linear order, and also the speculation of 2.3.# that attachment

of verbal affixes might be a matter for morphological rules having

access to both surface structure and CyS, it will be seen that

functions like altering left-right order and amending verb morphology

could be separated from the cyclic rules themselves. Indeed, in the

case of left-right order there seems to be (for English at least) a

rather important generalization that can be captured if linearization

takes place separately from, and after, the operatiom of the cyclic

rules: NPs whose grammatical relations have been taken over by others

(in Psrlmutter and Postal's terminology, chfimeurs) are always placed

after the 6) , the verb, the @, and the @ in a clause. The passive

by phrase and the sentential NP replaced when EICJIRAP applies both take

up the same position linearly.

Consideration of the raising rules adds to the plausibility of

this view. The raising rules are notoriously difficult to state in
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transformational terms, and this appears to be because their statement

has to try to combine the raising operation with a modification in

linear order. Viewed as relation-changing operations, they are

very much simpler, as illustrated in (208) for SSR.

(208) Schematic relational derivation of {lie kettle s_eems to be boiling:

1: 8[Verb[see:.'.s] , C1) [sf Verb[ to be boiling] 1 @[ ]]521151
1 2

@ of S2 becomes @ of S1:

2: 81[Verb[seems] , ® [the kettle] , Ch6mew[82[ ] $21181

Linearization:

3: 81E C) [the kettle] “Verbfseemsl “Ch6meur[ to be boilin 181

Lines 1 and 2 are in no significant linear order. The SSR operation

consists of nothing more than having the kettle take over the Q

relation i.n s1 (i.e. become subject of _s_e_e_m_s;), and it is a =ide—eff=¢’¢
of this change that the remainder of S2, which started out as the @

in S1, now becomes a chfimeur. (It may even lose its NP status g 55.)

It is not my concern here to go further into the details of how

a relational theory of grammar might work (see Johnson 1971+ for one

of the only substantial discussions of this topic yet written).

I am only interested in the idea of a natural class of relation-

changing rules, i.e. (roughly) rules formulable according to the

when " of Si becomes @ of SJ". It seems that there is very

strong evidence for the truth of the claim stated in (209).

(209) If a rule is a relation-changing rule, then it is cyclic.

A claim in approximately these terms was designated the Cyclicity Law

by Perlmutter and Postal (19714 lectures). What is less clear is

whether (209) could be sustained if its _i_f_ were replaced by if and onl
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if, to give the stronger theoretical claim set out in (210).

(210) _§g-on; Qyclicity Lag (scL)
A rule applies cyclically if and only if it is a
relation-changing rule.

The SCL represents an interesting hypothesis that is by no means

linked exclusively to relational grammar. Within a straightforward

transformational theory like that of Chomsky (1965) it is easily

interpretable and initially worth considering as a hypothesis.

If tenable, it would provide for the beginnings of a theory of the

cyclic/noncyclic distinction that made claims of equal strength to

those of, say, the theory that all rules applied cyclically.

I regard (210) as a useful starting point, not a claim to which

I can give assent at the present state of my understanding of syntax.

I shall argue that it is too strong. It defines by its excessive

strength a number of areas which will repay closer attention to see

whether they genuinely falsify it, and if so, how it can be modified

to accord more exactly with the facts. This will he my task in the

following sections.

2.#.2 Coreferential deletion rules.

A rather glaring example of an apparently problematical case for

the SCL is that Equi is a well—known cyclic rule (see Postal 1970b,

and especially section 2.2.2 of this chapter) yet it does not appear

to fit the definition of a relation-changing rule. When Equi

applies, an NP node disappears and a clause becomes subjectless

(and becomes a quasi-clause), but nothing assumes any grammatical

relation it did not previously have. It would be worth investigating

the question of whether any non7§gMh2g way exists of placing Equi in

a natural class with the cyclic rules so far dealt with.
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It might be noted here in passing that as so far stated the SCL

would suggest a further argument against the DOOM theory of Equi.

The DOOM theory as formulated in Postal (19?0b) would make Equi (DOOM

Marking) a mere feature-marking rule that did not even delete an NP.

The global reformulation of it adumbrated in Postal (1972c) would

have no cyclic operation of Equi at all, merely a postcyclic deletion

under globally defined conditions. None of the apparently cyclic

behaviour of Equi could be predicted by anything like the SCL, and

none of the parallels between the function of Equi and the function

of other cyclic rules (consider e.g. the way both Equi and Raising

determine infinitival or gerundive marking of the complement verb,

cf. Kiparsky and Kiparsky 1970) would be naturally captured.

There exists one proposal in the literature, however, which is

supported by some interesting facts quite independent of the issues

of rule typology I am looking at, and which happens to have an

extremely desirable consequence in that it appears to place Equi

in exactly the natural class of syntactic processes we would want it

to be in. The proposal is due to George Lakoff, and it concerns

some complex interactions of Equi and agreement processes on which

Avery Andrews has worked for some years. There is a preliminary

approach to it, in terms arrived at independently by Andrews and

Lakoff, in Andrews (1971, 146). A later paper of‘Iakoff's states

the proposal thus:

Identity-of-reference deletions involve two coreferential
NP's, a vanishing NP and a triggering NP. I propose that
the rule of deletion not simply wipe out the vanishing NP,
but rather that it superimpose the vanishing NP over the
triggering NP, keeping both HP nodes. (Lakoff 1972, 299.)

Motivation for this proposal comes initially from Greek case agreement

(a brief analysis is given in Lakoff 1972, 302-303) and is claimed by
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Lakoff to be applicable to the global treatment of sentence stress he

advocates in place of Bresnan's (1971) analysis. If it were correct,

it would have the interesting consequence that application of Equi

does not delete a complement subject NP i§_§i£u_but £gggggg:§§=££gm

22:=22'22%s=2s2£=s%222z=2:=2§§§22§i22 1" °"1'=* *=° ="P"i"'P°=*e it “'81”
the controller in the matrix clause. Equi now falls together with

the two other processes, S-S-Raising and S-O-Raising, which remove

complement subjects. All three are subject extraction processes,

and all three determine de-finitivization (deletion of tense and

modals) in the complement clause. The SCL would clearly and

naturally apply to them all, which is the desired result.

It is worth pondering on the Lakoff-Andrews proposal, which

might conceivably be right, but I am not personally prepared to place

a lot of confidence in it as yet. Its motivation, lying in the area

of Greek case agreement as it does, cannot be claimed to be secure;

I remain entirely undecided as to what the correct analysis of the

Greek data is. And Lakoff would no longer defend the superimposition

proposal himself, I understand (nor did he ever publish the detailed

exposition of it that he planned to supply). Let me therefore take

a pessimistic view, and assume that no formal similarity can finally

be demonstrated between raising rules that change grammatical relations

and coreferential deletion rules, so that the rule of Complement Object

Deletion which applies in the derivation of (211) must simply be

regarded as removing the superficial realization of a non-relation-

bearing NP in the lower clause, leaving all grammatical relations

unchanged.

(211) This tablexis too low to crawl under ___x.

Then if Complement Object Deletion is cyclic, the SCL cannot predict it.
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Now, it seems to me that Complement Object Deletion £2 cyclic-

It deletes a nonsubject NP in a complement under identity with the

subject of the clause dominating the complement=

(212) Ix am too good for anyone to find fault with__1£-

The deletion can still take place if the controlling subject is

subsequently made into an object by S-O—RBi$i9S=

d(21)) My mother expects mex, unfortunately, to be too S°°

for anyone to find fault with __z:

. . - ' ' S-0-
But an object in the main clause that has not been derived via

Raising cannot control the deletion:

(31h) 'Ixpromised my motherlq_1£ to be too good for anyone to

find fault with .

Though Chomsky's (1973) Specified 5"bJ°°* °°“di‘i°” "'°“1d °°"'°°uY
block this, we can hardly take this as support for his position,

for as postal (1976, 173) points out, Complement Object Deletivfl ¢8fl

violate the Specified Subject Condition:

(215) Marthax is too important for us to arrange for gag to date_i£

(Sam is the intervening specified subject.) What will work correctly,

however is to say that the controller for Complement Object DeletionI

must be a subject when the rule applies. Under this assumption, (213)

shows that Complement Object Deletion cannot be postcyclic. And since

the NP to be deleted must be a nonsubje¢t1 (315): 'ith d°1°ti°n °f a

cyclically derived object that starts out as subject of have bean

21255, shows that the rule is not pre¢y¢li¢-

(215) This guyx is too clever for us to prove __1z|tO DBVQ 59¢"
lying. -

Hence Complement Object Deletion is cY¢1i¢-
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To predict the cyclicity of Equi and Complement Object Deletion

we could invoke the principle tentatively suggested in Keyser and

Postal (1976, chapter 29): that all coreferential deletion rules

are cyclic. Indeed, I know of no reason not to broaden the class

of rules mentioned still further to include all rules of deletion

under identity, whether identity of reference as with Equi or

identity of syntactic structure and of sense as with rules like VP

Deletion. This would accord, in fact, with the claim that the

structural constraint on anaphoric relations is a CyS constraint

(see 2.3.12) which otherwise would have to be qualified. As far as

I know, there is no evidence of a definitely noncyclic identity

deletion rule. And if this is correct, though the SOL may be false,

cyclicity of rules may still be predicted by (217).

(21?) Generalized Cyclicity Law (first version)
All relation-changing rules and all rules of deletion
under identity are cyclic.

2.5.3 !h_movement rules.

It might seem to be a more severe problem for the Cyclicity law

in any form if it were found that the §h’movement rules were not

postcyclic (as is widely assumed by some linguists, e.g. by Perlmutter

and Postal) but cyclic. The details of why I taunt that in met they
probably are cyclic in a sense will be postponed until chapter N,

section #.#. Here I want only to anticipate that discussion with a

rough formulation of the way in which cyclic !h;movement rules might

plausibly work in my view, and to draw the implications for the

Cyclicity Law.
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I suggest that the !h_movement rules might be trigggr-cyclic.

That is to say, their application would be during the cycle, but

would be a once-each affair. No ghyphrase would be moved by a gh.

movement rule more than once. Each such phrase would undergo a single

movement to a position adjacent to its trigggr, the configuration

or element that defines its admissibility in an initial structure.

The statements of the two relevant processes in English would be

something like (213).

(218)a. Uh-Q Movement

5[...Qptrigger...8[ X !h_Y ]s...]5

1 2 3 1» => (oblig.)
1 3+2 fli H

b. Wh~Rel Movement

ac... "Pa up at x E Y 181m,...1__,
1 2 3 1+ =-e (oblig.)
1 3+2 p II

Note first that X and Y in these statements are true essential variables

(Postal 1971), i.e. the ghrwords may be indefinitely deeply embedded,

and second that the rules will never apply until the cycle after the

one that imediately contains the ghgword.

If this account were broadly correct, the Cyclicity Law would
U

I

again have to be amended, this time in quite a specific way. I give

now a revised version which incorporates the SOL, the suggestion in

the preceding section about deletion rules revised according to

remarks to be found at the end of chapter 3, and provision for

trigger-cyclic !h_novement.

(219) Generalized Cyclicity Iaw
Relation-changing rules apply cyclically.
On each cycle, after the relation-changing rules have applied,

(i) representations are checked against CyS constraints;
(ii) identity deletion rules may apply to items correctly

aligned according to CyS constraints on anaphora; and
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(iii) if an appropriate triggering configuration or element
is present in the domain, the appropriate ghyword or
phrase is repositioned at the leftmost extremity of
the complement of the trigger prior to the next cycle.

This is an accurate account of the operations that take place cyclically

in derivations as far as I am aware (and though it is based for the

most part on intensive study of English syntax, it represents a

hypothesis intended to have universal scope, and would hold little

interest for me if if were shown to be particular to English or some

circumscribed subset of natural languages). It is spelled out here,

however, mainly as an example. It illustrates the point that even

if the SCL is false, it is perfectly possible to envisage more

complex and specific universal hypotheses about what rules do and

what rules do not apply cyclically —-hypotheses that can lend real

content to the hypothesis of the cyclic principle even if there are

some rules which are not cyclic.

2.%.4 Some apparent counterexamples.

Hany standard transformational analyses would imply that there

were various counterexamples to the Cyclicity Law, even as modified

in (219). Here I briefly discuss a few of them.

Verb Aggeement. It has sometimes been suggested that the

agreement of the verb in a sentence like (220) should be accounted

for by application of a Verb Agreement transformation before_Th5£§_

Insertion applies.

(220) There are fairies at the bottom of m garden.

The counterargument to this, defended on independent grounds, has been

given in Pullum and Roberts (1975) and is discussed above in 2.3.6.

237

The facts of number agreement in existential sentences in English will

have to be treated anyway in terms of an explicitly global principle,

the Dumy Agreement Law.

I believe that in fact all agreement processes may be global in

a sense. If features like [+third person] or [+plural],to which no

transformation other than agreement ever refers, are to be kept out

of syntax proper and restricted to their obviously morphological role,

Verb Agreement would best be viewed as a condition on the insertion

of a given phonological shape at surface structure. That is, assume

a convention like (221).

(221) The phonological repesentation selected for insertion under
a V node in surface structure must be identified in the lexicon
as compatible with the person and number of the subject NP
associated with it in the CyS of its clause.

The lexical entry that mentions the phonological shape [iz] i§_might

then look something like (222). (Note the reference to tense.)

(222) [iz]: [BE+PRESENT; INDICATIVE; CyS@=3rd person singular; ...]

Agreement transformations as feature-manipulating rules are then not

needed. Global properties of derivations, through the mediation of

the lexicon, directly select appropriate phonological shapes for items

like verbs.

' This seems to me the more plausible in the light of evidence that

straightforward nonglobal agreement transformations cannot cope with

the facts of some languages. Napoli (1975a) and (1975b) gives evidence

from Italian that this is so, and Morgan (1972) has pointed to some

deep problems with Verb Agreement in English. Some of Morgan's facts

suggest entries like (222) would have to be modified to mention

another aspect of derivations, namely logical or semantic structure, for

syntactically unrealized semantic number can affect agreement (the band

aren't here yet). Even more significantly, phonological factors which
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would not be accessible to the cyclic syntax at all can affect

agreement lwssibilities (see Pullum 197%, and also Napoli 19751,).
Under the view of agreement just put forward, agreement rules

would not have to gpply during the cycle even if wh_movement rules

did. The agreement in (223) would be determined by (221) and (222)
just as effectively as in a much simpler sentence.

(223) Which species of beetle do most of you think the Ministry
people have told farmers is the most harmful to crops?

In the CyS of_i§, its subject will be which spgcies of beetle, hence

the well-formedness of the derivation.

Reflexivization. This is a rather similar case. It has been

claimed that a transformational rule of Reflexivization applies

during the cycle. If so, it is a counterexample to the Generalized

Cyclicity Law. However, consider the following outline of the

analysis of Reflexivization advocated by Postal (197Q, 269n):

...0rdinary Reflexivization is not so much a rule that carries
out some operation but rather a partial definition of the
notion "member of the category Reflexive." What is says in
effect is that a pronominal NP, N is assigned to the category
Reflexive if there is some tree structure containing a clause
T_in which at least the following three conditions exist:

(i) mg
a. N and some other (antecedent) NP, A are Clause Mates.
b. A precedes N.

(ii) The correspondents of A, N in logical structure are
marked as stipulated coreferents.

(iii) _!l._‘_ is the final structure derived by the last cyclical
rule application on the lowest cycle that covers (in
the obvious sense) the sets of corresponding nodes of
both A and N.

To state Reflexivization in this way makes it essentially a CyS

constraint, defining (globally) membership in a morphological

category. As Postal continues:

Thus in English it wiIl.be necessary to say that such NPs take
the stem shape self and that, like other definite, coreferential
pronouns, they undergo an agreement rule linking their shape to
properties of their antecedents.

259

To be more precise about this, I would simply say that the phonological

part of the lexical entry for, say, itself would be:

(224) [itself]: [Pronoun; Definite; CyS clausemate of preceding
3rd person singular nonmasculine nonfeminine NP...)

A lexical entry like this would permit the insertion of the phonological

shape of itgglf into a surface structure if a certain condition had

been met in the CyS for the relevant clause, and that is all that is

necessary. The syntax will now treat the NP node that comes to

dominate a reflexive pronoun in exactly the same way as any other

pronominal NP node. There will be no arbitrary manipulation of the

invented syntactic feature Ejfieflexivel in the syntax; there will be

no such feature and no Reflexivization rule at all, in a sense.

Hence there is no counterevidence to the Cyclicity Law here.

Negative Raising. A rule that could be a little more problematic

for the Cyclicity Law is the syntactic process that has been posited

in order to account for facts like (225), in which it should be
noted that the idiom to lift a finger to help is a negative polarity

item, i.e. is associated with a selectional restriction demanding

that a negation be present in its clause.

(225)a. He thinks she won't lift a finger to help.
b. He doesn't think she'lL lift a finger to help.

’ c. He realizes she won't lift a finger to help.
d. ‘He doesn't realize she'll lift a finger to help.

(The star on (225d) means it is not possible on the reading I an

interested in; there is anothr rather unlikely reading to do with

not realizing that she will actually raise a digital appendage to

help, and there is a parallel reading for (225b), but I am not

concerned with these.) R. Lakoff (1969) gives an argument that

a.rule of Negative Raising exists and is cyclic. Hon (1975) cites

other evidence. One might ask whether the Cyclicity Law can predict
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that Negative Raising will be cyclic. The answer naturally depends

on the precise formulation that is to be given to the rule, and that

will depend on other matters such as the analysis of negation that

is adopted.

It should be noted first that Negative Raising is the centre of

a certain amount of controversy. Generally speaking, it can he said

that linguists who take an interpretive view of semantics (e.g.

those who accept the EST) do not accept that there is a syntactic

rule of Negative Raising. (The phenomena in question would be

regarded as best treated by interpretive semantic rules.) It is

necessary, therefore, to ask what treatment of negation would be

set up by those linguists, typically advocates of the generative

semantics position, who would defend Negative Raising. For an

explicit answer we can turn to McCawley (1972b) where the significance

of sentences like (226) is pointed out.

(226) Fred isn't going to marry Susan, even though the fortune-
teller predicted it.

If (226) derives via Sentence Pronominalization (see section 3.1),

there must exist an initial structure constituent which includes all

the correspondents of Fred is going to maggy Susan but does not

include the negation element. This suggests to HoCawley (together

with other considerations) that the initial structure of a sentence

like Fred isn't goigg to marry Susan looks like (227).

(227) %-\

V-is "F
, l

Fred is going to marry Susan

201

A lowering rule, directly comparable with the rule for negative

placement needed in other transformational treatments, would put

NEG in its surface position. we do not need to consider the details

of that operation to ask what the operation of Negative Raising

would be like under such an analysis. As far as I can see, the

interesting conclusion that emerges as the answer to the latter

question is that it would be an operation tat changed grammatical

relations. The clause that was the initial subject of the verb

NEG would cease to be a subject when NEG was raised. It would

attach to the verb above, in the same way as arguments of lower

verbs attach to higher clauses after Predicate Raising (see Aissen

197k, Redford 1975 for discussion of the latter rule). What I assume

would happen in the derivation of (225b) 18 Bhflwfl in (233): in 5

schematic quasi-relational notation for clarity.

S1 5
=====¢, ‘I/I,//,////*1\\\\\\:>

umm use think (P @

she'll nu a finger tolhelp

(228)

E
O

I

she'll lift a finger to help '

I can say little more than this, because the detailed formulation of

Negative Raising and other rules related to placement of negation as

adapted to a generative semntics framework is a matter that is, to me

least, shrouded in mystery at numerous points. But if this outline

sketch is even roughly correct, theninterestingly enough, for exactly

those linguists who believe in Negative Raising, even the SOL would

correctly predict its cyclicity.

at
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2.fi.5 The Cyclicity Law and the analysis of auxiliaries.

The Generalized Cyclicity Law as stated in (219) represents a

nontrivial hypothesis about natural language grammars. It defines

as impermissible an infinite range of imaginable grammars, and

hence defines some descriptions of English as impermissible. To

the extent that the descriptions it disallows seem ultimately to

be undesirable ones in the light of the widest range of facts, it

is confirmed. If a very well-supported analysis that was

incompatible with the Cyclicity Law continued to fit the facts

better than alternatives that could be devised, the validity of the

Cyclicity Law would be in doubt. In this section I want to point

very'briefly to an important area of dispute in the analysis of

English syntax where I believe the Cyclicity Law selects the better

analysis.

Since Chmsky (1957), the well-known facts of the English

auxiliary system have been analyzed in a wide range of generative

grammatical studies in terms that broadly agree with (229).

(229)a. The constituents of an initial structure S are NP-Aux-VP.
b. Aux is expanded by a base rule to T (H) (Perf) (Prog).

c. T is a category to which PRES and PAST (the present and
past tense morphemes) and no other elements belong.

d. H is a category to which only the models belong.
e. r and n are distinct from v (the label for verbs).
f. Phrf and Frog are either cover symbols for, or nodes that

dominate, [have + 2] and [pi + ing] respectively.
g. True verbs, and some occurrences of have and bg_but not

others, are generated as leftmost element in a constituent
labelled VP.

h. There is a transformation, Affix Hopping, which moves any
element dominated by T, or any 5§_or ing, across any verb,
modal, or have or be imediately to its right, and attaches
the moved element §§'a suffix.

i. There is a transformation, Do Support, which is parochially
ordered after Affix Hopping'_a-nd inserts _<_1_9_ immediately to
the left of an unattached tense affix.

www-—q*

2%}

I believe this analysis has demerits so serious that it is pointless

to continue to assume that it represents some safe and reasonable

standard treatment from which it would be controversial to stray.

One major class of objections to (229) relates to the problem

of stating Subject-Auxiliary Inversion. The rule has to be a

nonconstituent movement rule roughly along the lines Of (259)-

(230) Subject-Auxiliary Inversion
Q T V X

Negative adverb
Subjunctive - NP - T h: (Neg) (Emp) - X

ve
(P){§:h] be

1 "' 1 1 1

1 2 3 "
(oblig.)
 1-0-3 2 p ti

If Neg and Emp are not moved with some inverted auxiliaries, we

cannot generate such simply sentences as Don't you like me?, yet

Neg cannot be attached to the item to be moved before the movement

takes place, because sometimes Neg would have to be attached to T,

and this would result in a constituent structure [Qg_T[PRES + Neg]T]

for doesn't, in which [znt] is a constituent but [dam] is not,

which is surely wrong. (This is noted in Zwi¢k7 19691 5°°ti°“ 7')

_The disjunction "either M or h§!£_or bgf must appear in this rule

and in several others because they will not be identifiable by any

dominating node they will always share (the nodals are never in the

VP and never dominated by V, while hgzg sometimes is, and so on).

The tied choices in the subscripted square hackets are necessary

because T can only be inverted alone when the item following it is

g verb (Did you like it?), not when it is a modal (‘Do you may leave?)

Another major class of objections to (229), an analysis which

crucially presupposes the linear, parochial ordering of rules, derives
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fr°m the °xi5t°"°e QT at 1886i five ordering paradoxes associated

with the analysis.

Paradox One is noted by Akmajian and Wasow (1975) and has b¢en

summarized in section 2.3.5. There is no order that can be imposed

on Affix Hopping and VP Deletion (and the cycle is no help), because

to generate (2}1a) g§_must be placed in the VP by Affix Hopping

before the VP is deleted, and to generate (231b) the VP must be

deleted before Affix Hopping applies so that the tense element is

stranded and Q2 gets inserted.

(231)a. Ernest has written a novel and Claude has , too,
b. Ernest wrote a novel and Claude did , too.

Paradox Two has been noted by David Perlmutter and is reported

by Postal (197#, 39#n), where "Subject Formation" should be read as

Subject-Auxiliary Inversion. Perlmutter assumes there is a rule

which associates a NEG with a peceding auxiliary so that the two

may be moved as a unit and the following data can bl accounted for:

(232)a. Have they not been there?
b. ‘Have not they been there?
c. ‘Have theyn't been there?
d. Haven't they been there?

(This solves the problem that the statement in (230) would apparehtly

generate (232b), but thereby runs into the constituent structure

problem noted above in connection with doesn't.) Negative Assoeiatiqn

would have to precede Subject-Auxiliary Inversion to derive (232d).

Subject-Auxiliary Inversion has to precede Q2_Support, clearly, to

derive sentences like Do ygu come here often? where the_Qg is

inserted after inversion. But now notice that we would want_Qg

Support to precede Negative Association so that contracted negatives

could attach to inserted_§2_as in We don't believe then. There is

no consistent order in which Qg_Support and Negative Association

(and Subject-Auiliary Inversion) can be placed.

2%5

Paradox Three is closely.related, though Postal does not note

it. If Negative Association precedes Subject-Auxiliary Inversion

to give Hadn't he gpt pn3Z_then it precedes Affix Hopping too.

(Affix Hopping follows inversion so that yes~no questions can be

derived without their tenses being hopped on to main verbs: Did he

come?, not ‘Do he came?) Thus in the derivation of He hadn't got

one, there is a stage at which Negative Association has applied but

Affix Hopping has not: ‘;..§AST - hav§:n't... But the finished

product hgdnlt shows that the tense affix is pg; attached to the

unit v[v[§§!gJvgltJv. It is attached to hale, inside the unit with

NEG; we want to derive v[v[v[h§!g]vg§]vgltJv. The order of rule

applications that would naturally do this is: Affix Hopping,

Negative Association. So there is no correct order in which the

two rules can be placed.

Paradox Four is noted by Fiengo (197Q, 22-23) and was mentioned

briefly in another context at the end of section 1.6. Since the node

§'has been added to the theory of syntax within EST, it has been

generally claimed that both § and s are cyclic nodes (i.e. define
cycles). Those linguists who postulate the § node generally adhere

to something like (229) as an analysis of the auxiliary system of

English, and generally hold that.g%l rules are cyclic. The cyclic

‘principle predicts that Affix_Hopping will apply within an S domain

and thus always precede Subject-Auxiliary Inversion, whose domain is

§1 The paradox is that in fact it is necessary for Subject—Auxiliary

Inversion to apply before Affix Hopping as already noted. The

so~called "standard" analysis is incompatible with the theory of rule

interaction its proponents have developed in that each demands a

different order of rules.
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Paradox Five has not been noted in the literature as far as I

know. Consider the rule of quantifier Floating (QF) as stated by

Williams (197“. 172). It separates a quantifier from a subject NP

and repositions it either after the first auxiliary, g§_after the

second if the first is a modal:

(233)a. They all may have been running. (no QF)
b. They may all have been running. (QF over modal)
c. They may have all been running. (QF over modal and have)
d. ‘They may have been all running. (QF over three auxiliaries)
e. They have all been running. (QF over have only)
f. ‘They have been all running. (QF over two nonmodals)

Williams notes that QF will have to precede Subject-Auxiliary

Inversion:

(231+)d. Q they have all been running (or has applied), )
\ I b. Have they all been running? (SAI applies)

c. Q have they all been running (SAI has applied before QF)
d. ‘Have they been all running? (QF over one auxiliary)

But now note that Subject-Auxiliary Inversion must precede Affix

Hopping for reasons we have already seen. This means that QF precedes

Affix Hopping too, by transitivity of ordering. The paradox then

emerges: Affix Hopping must precede QF, otherwise QF will block it.

To show this I show first that QF can apply where no modal or other

auxiliary is present, i.e. across T alone. We can see this in a

negated sentence where T stays separate from the verb:

(235)a. they all PAST um 1.“.
b. they PAST use all leave (qr over '1' and run)
c. They didn't all leave. (Qg_Support applies)

It is then clear that derivations like (236) will occur (note that

there is no emphasis present, and the Q that shows up is unstressed).

(236)d. they all mar leave
b. they EAST all leave (Affix.Hopping is now blocked)
c. they do PAST all leave (Qg_Support applies)
d. ‘They did all leave.

2%?

There is no ordering that will make QF, Subject-Auxiliary Inversion,

and Affix Hopping give the right results.

This much will perhaps suffice to give an indication of how much

the standard analysis is in need of improvement. I shall consider

here just two improvements that have been proposed. One represents

essentially a minor revision of the analysis in order to save a

number of its significant features, and the other represents more of

a radical departure. The more conservative proposal is that of

Akmajian and Wasow (1975), and the more radical one is the idea

first suggested by Ross, later developed by McCawley, and exemplified

in one form by Keyser and Postal (1976): that auxiliaries are verbs

defining separate clauses in initial structure.

Akmajian and Wasow propose first that Affix Hopping should be

split up into two separate processes, Tense Hopping (which applies

very late in derivations to tense affixes only) and EN/ING H°PPifiB

(which applies quite early, and deals solely with the placement of

the participial affixes), and second that 93 and E13 should be
generated in the VP but shifted into the Aux constituent during the

derivation under certain conditions. The first move clears up the

problem of Paradox nein a moderately satisfactory way, and the

second is intended to improve the treatment of certain facts relating

‘to VP ellipsis. 0

I an not going to give here a detailed summary and critique of

the Akmajian-Wasow proposal. That will be done in Pullum and Wilson

(fgrthg°m1n8), I am qnly going to point to two reasons, probably the

most important ones, for suspecting that their approach is in error.

The first reason is that their treatment of be and have as being

shifted from the VP into the Aux by rules ofB_e Shift andgvg Shift

differs from earlier similar proposals in a VB! that d°5tP°YB its
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Sreatefit Gingle merit. Edward Klima (in unpublished lectures 1966)
v a

Emonds (1970), and Jackendoff (1972) had suggested that only tenses

and _modals should be base-generated in the Aux constituent and that

‘f1 "° "'°d“1 "8 selected. a pg or have that was leftmost in the VP
could move into the relevant slot in the Aux instead. This has the

"91? attr8¢tive consequence that the content of the Aux is then

gggggly equivalent to the material that must be moved by Subjg¢t_

Auxiliary Inversion if it applies. The rule actually does what its

name suggests under the Klima-Emonds-Jackendoff proposal: it inverts

thg Aux with the 5ubJB¢t, ad thus is not a nonconstituent movement

rule, which is a considerable improvement (unitary movement normally

being taken as a criterion for constituency). But Akmajian and Uaggy

show specifically that thay have $mPiPiCal objections to the Klima-

Em°nds_Jackend°ff analysis’ The? arfiue that.§2 must move into the

Aux even when there is 8 m°da1 there: so that VP deletion will
function correctly in cases like (237),

(337) I don't know if there's VP[a gorilla in the kitchen]vP but
there Auxfshould belmm vP[ ¢ ]vP_

So they are forced to revert to a statement of Subject-Auxiliary

In'°r8i°n "hi°h is difliunctive (moving either a T or a T plus a

following "1 have! QT and which (1088 DOC (always) [nave a

constituent. !

The other reason fr finding the Akmajian-Hasow analysis

suspicious is that they postulate, in accord with firaflitiqn in

tr - . . .am5t°rmat1°"a1 Grammar; a distinction among phrase-structure origins
for auxiliaries which under their proposal can be shown to be

completely unmotivated. For them, a modal like may is generatea

1" "'° W» "bile W £82 of Esaa is senerated in

2&9

the VP. To explain certain ranges of facts which suggest that gage

is sometimes like a verb and sometimes like a member of the Aux

they postulate optional hopping for h§15_from the VP into the Aux.

Now, Deirdre Wilson has observed that there is at least one item,

need, which by Akmajian and Vasow's own arguments must similarly

undergo shifting from VP to Aux. Furthermore, the need that shifts

is the intransitive one (as in Need there be so much pgblicity?),

and when it shifts into the Aux it takes on modal morphology (with

no third person singular present tense g§_affix). (For the arguments

in detail, see Pullum and Wilson, forthcoming.) This leaves Akmajian

and Wasow with not a single criterion of a nonarbitrary kind for

deciding between an Aux source and a VP source for the modals.

If they generate m§y_in the VP instead of the Aux, they have only

to postulate obligatory shifting (which they postulate anyway with

QEQ and zero morphology (which they will have to admit for peed,

which gggg shift from the VP according to their criteria). Since

one modal (gggé) must have a source as an intransitive verb with a

subject complement, there is no pincipled reason why gll modals

could not be given such a source.

To clinch the argument against Akmajian and Wasow it is only

necessary to show a reason for ggg generating all modals in the Aux.

And there is such a reason. The fact that Lay does not take 2

before the infinitve that follows it is no embarrassment to th

modals-as-verbs position, because there are other verbs which do

not take £1 before infinitives (gg_k__e_, _l;e;t_, §_e£, etc.): but a modal

which gig take §2_wou1d be a severe embarrassment to the opposing

_position, because it would entail two separate sources for_£2; one

as a kind of complementizar in clauses that do not have tenses or

modals, and another, quite §§_hoc, as a concomitant of a certain
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modal in the Aux. And there does exist such a modal, as pointed out

by Huddleston (1974). The modal ogght takes a to which, if all

modals are verbs, can be treated in exactly the same way as any other

_§g_before an infinitive; the initial structure of This ought to have

been bein dried should be roughly like (238a), not like (233b).

(238)a. S b,///////A\\\\\\\\\\\vP ‘

NP NP H’//’52<\T

this have been being dried this Ought t° have been being dried
O§_.<.._ C9

We thus arrive on the threshold of the alternative analysis

mentioned above, henceforth the Main Verbs analysis. It is summarized

in (239).

(239)a. There is no node Aux.

5- "bdfllB. £513, Q5, Q2, and probably also tense elements, are
all always dominated by the node V in initial structure.

c. The property of undergoing Subject-Auxiliary Inversion
is marked in some way as characterizing a subset of the
category V.

d. Qg_is an underlying verb in all of its surface occurrences.
e. The so-called "auxiliary" verbs that are intransitive in

initial structure govern S-S-Raising, and those that are
transitive and take sentential objects (i.e. possibly dare
and volitional will) govern Equi.

f. Output conditions on initial structures constrain verb
embedding combinations; fo example, modals mugt be
immediately embedded under PRES or PAST; verbs other than
those that can undergo Subject-Auxiliary Inversion must
be immediately embedded under Q3 or pg; etc.

g. Transformational rules (formulated below) delete do in some
contexts and attach verbs to a PRES or PAST that immediately
precedes them.

Under these assumptions very considerable simplifications in the

statement of the most important low-level rules affecting the

auiliary system can be achieved.
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There is naturally a lot of latitude for different approaches

to writing the actual rules; Keyser and Postal (1976) offer one

of the few explicit sets of rules given within the Main Verbs

framework; Peterson (197%) gave another. I suggest here a set

of statements which I have little hope for as a last word on the

topic, but which seem given my set of biases to offer an improvement

over currently available alternatives.

Dealing first with the fact that Qg_(by which I mean, throughout

thissection, the equivalent of the Qg_Support, i.e. the processual DO

of Langacker 1975) does not appear unstressed before a VP. The

reference to stress which cannot really be avoided here suggests

that the restriction could well be a surface structure constraint.

It would be stated thus:

(zuo) nearer no IN SURFACE srnucruas
"' -stress VPE "°

(More strictly, the label V§_should in m view be replaced by that
for a quasi-clause, since I believe the VP node label is ultimately

redundant.)

Second, consider the list of conditioning elements for Subject-

Auxiliary Inversion and the list of verbs that undergo it. The

former list is,as I see it,one of the irreducible and virtually

inexplicable irregularities of English. It is to be compared to

the list of syntactic contexts for mutation in modern Celtic languages

(ee Zwicky 1974), or the conditions for procliticization versus

encliticization to the verb of clitic pronouns in many European

languages. There is apparently no natural class waiting to e

discovered in these arbitrary lists that encumber grammars at some

points. The very most that I can currently imagine could be done
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would be to shorten the list (see term 1 in the structural description

of (230) above) by (i) collapsing the conditioning factor in yes-no

questions with the conditioning factor in !h_questions in the manner

of Langacker (1974), and (ii) finding sme way to express the

notion "phrase_with the !h_property" without mentioning nodes like

PP or NP (or for that matter other types of phrase); I leave it

open how this is to be done. The list would then still amount to

a disjunction: adverbial constituent containing NEG, phrase with

the !h_property, or whatever marks special "subjunctive"-type

sentences like May you rot in hell. Let us designate this list

by the cover symbol §_for brevity. Let us also use p£g_tgm_the

formula "V¢ENsB" for that subset of the verbs consisting of PRES

and PAST but no others (this set must surely be identifiable as a

semantically natural class, but I leave it open exactly how this is

formally represented). I now suggest that the basic rules involved

in auxiliary behaviour in English may be stated as follows.

(2§2) Tense Attraction: V¢ENsE V (°b1ig.)
1 Z a-1+2

(216) Qgbeletionz Q2 =2 M iff contra (2100)

(2h#) Subject-Verb Inversion (i.e. "Subject-Auxiliary Inversion"):

A NP V (oblig.)
1 Z § a 1 +5 2 fl

The notation "iff contra (2fi0)" should be read as "if and only

if the derivation would otherwise violate the surface structure

constraint (24o)." This type of global constraint on rules is
discussed by Radford (fothcoming), and motivated carefully for a

variety of rules very similar to Qg_Deletion, taken from a number of

languages. The claim made is that the deletion rule in question is

a functionally motivated device for ensuring that (ZQO) is met. The
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deletion does not and cannot take place if the_Q2 is not going to

end up with a VP complement -e.g. because Subject-Verb Inversion

applies in the derivation, or because the VP is deleted o moved.

The way the rules interact is simply that they feed each other

and avoid bleeding each other, as determined by the algorithm given

in section 1.#.3. Given a shallow structure like You PRES do come

here often, Do Deletion applies because otherwise (2h0) would be

violated in surface structure (since nothing is going to alter the

adjacency of §g_and 5255). Tense Attraction is not thereby bled,

for after do there is another verb and this can be attached to PRES.i U

Given Q you PRES do come here often where Q is the element that

defines yes-no interrogative structures, the structural description

of Subject-Verb Inversion is met, and so is that for Tense Attraction.

But they do not have incompatible effects, so they can apply together,

attaching §2_to PRES and fronting the resultant unit (0 equivalently,

fronting PRES and attaching Q2_to it; sequence is not involved).

Qg_Deletion cannot apply because there is no danger of a final output

that violates (2hO)2 we get Q9 you gpme_here often?

There is just one thing I have so far left completely out of this

account, and that is the way in which Subject-Verb Inversion can be

limited to its totally arbitrary class of eligible verbs so that

‘Come you here often? is blocked. It is this problem that has caused

many linguists to assume that provision must be made by the theory of

gramar for English to have a feature [1;Auxiliary] which categorizes

the verbs in its lexicon, only [+ Auxiliary] verbs undergoing inversion.

(There are some useful remarks on this in the closing paragraphs of

Ross 1972b.) This seems very pessimistic to me, for I see the creation

of such arbitrary features as one of the worst dangers to theory; their

availability weakens general claims about grammar disastrously. The
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question ultimately hinges on whether there are a number of rulcs

that must mention the class of verbs in question or whether Subject-

Ycrb Inversion is the only one. Here I offer a none—too-secure

judgement of my own: I believe that all the rules of English other

than Subject-Verb Inversion will function correctly without having

to mention the class of "auxiliary verbs". The notions that are

available in terms of either structural definitions (first v after
the subject, i.e. tense; second V after the verb, i.e. modal if

there is one),or definitions mentioning semantic or morphological

properties, seem always to suffice in the cases I have looked at.

If that is correct, we can simply admit fully to the §d_hQE_and

unpredictable nature of the list of verbs that undergo inversion,

and roplncc the second term in the rulc statement (Ebb) by that

complctc list an a disjunction of about fiftccn or twenty nancd

verbs (bc, have, do, may, 5an...). This removes not only the nodc

Aux but cvcn the fcaturc [Auxiliary] from the grammar once and for all.

I have now sketched the outline of the kind of analysis I think

must be adopted in preference to the traditional one as defended by

Akmajian and Hasow‘s modifications. Some of the details I have filled

in are controversial, and much remains to be done to resolve all the

problems listed above (and others not mentioned) so that the

superiority of the Main Verbs analysis can be properly established.

This must be left for discussion in Pullum and Hilson (forthcoming)

and further works yet to be written. What I have given is only a

sketch of wok in pogress. But let ms turn at last to its relevance

to the concerns of this chapter and this thesis.

The Akmajian and Hasow analysis has a feature which enables a

theoretical argument to be brought to bear on it. It incorporates

a rule of §E_$hift {End one of Have Shift) as noted above. This
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takcs_b5_(or Eggg) from the VP and assigns it a new dominating node,

namely Aux. The rule is crucially constrained by a parochial

ordering constraint in their analysis. It must apply in c dcrivcticc

gfpgg any application of Passive, but 235255 any Hpplififltififl flf

There Insertion. Both of these rules are cyclic, and hence §g_5hift,

ordered between them, must also be cyclic. We can now ask whether

this is consistent with a relevant theoretical principle: the

Cyclicity Law. And the answer is that it cannot possibly be consistent

with that principle. Even under the Generalized Cyclicity Law £219).
it is impossible for any rule to apply in the cycle, soctimcs

preceded and sometimes followed by relation-changing rules on a given

cycle, unless that rule is relation-changing. The Gyclicity LEI

predicts, in other words, that the grammar Akmajian and Hasow postulate

is not a possible grammar for a natural language.

Thc Min Verbs analysis, however, involves no cyclic rulcc that

gr; not already well-established (5-54Raising and possibly Equi arc

the rules of the cycle that are governed by auxiliaries), and

introduces no rules that could not be accomodated in a grammar that

accorded with the Gyclicity Law in its organization. All of the rules

Tense Attraction, Q2 Deletion, and Subject-Verb Inversion can be, and

probably have to be, postcyclic, as we shall see in chapter #.

Hence the analysis which I belidve can be shown to be preferable

fo entirely independent reasons is actually sclectcd.by the Cyclicity

Law as well. This mutual confirmation suggests to mo that the

Cyclicity Law is not only a good example of what a nontrivial

universal of rule interaction might be like, but is also quite 3

strong candidate for being a genuine and viable universal of grammar.
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3.0 Precyclic rules and the principle of the cycle.

In any theory of grammar incorporating the cyclic principle as a

constraint on gll_syntactic rules, the first operation in a derivation

starting with a given initial structure representation Ri will be the

application to a maximally embedded S in Ri (i.e. to any S not

dominating an S in Bi) of some rule or set of rules. It is defined

as impossible for a rule to apply to some Sa in R1 that has another

clause Sb embedded in it until after all rules that are to apply in

Sb have applied. It would therefore be a significant anomaly for

the theory if it were found that there was evidence for a rule which

appeared to give wrong results if either fed or bled in Sa by rule

applications taking place in Sb. The cyclic principle says that

feeding or bleeding of rules applying in Sa by rule applications in

Sb must always be permitted, while the reverse can never be permitted.

The situation is illustrated in (1).

(1) S

sa Rule applications in
Sa have free access to

4 structure in Sb as
altered by applications
of rules in Sb

_i

. Sb ; f

Rule applications in
- cannot make reference

I g 1 g to anything in Sa

Evidence that it was not possible for all the required applications of

a rule.A in S‘ to follow the application of all rules in Sb would be

Lima; _i‘a\ii.|r; evidence that either the rules were wrong or the cyclic

principle could not apply to all rules.
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If the formulation of the rules could not be faulted, at the very

least a weakening of the cyclic principle would be called for. The

appropriate weakening would be to allow a subset of the rules in s

grammar to be noncyclic, and, given the situation just described,

specified as applying to an initial representation prior to the first

application of any cyclic rule to any S in that representation. The

term pr5gy§li£_£2lg_has been proposed for a rule of this sort. This

chapter will examine the question of whether there are any such rules.

It has been alleged by Morin (19?hb) that the weakening of the

cyclic principle that a provision for noncyclic rule types would

represent is in fact more than just a weakening; it strips the

principle of empirical content. Thus he states:

...ce principe n'a aucune valeur empirique (il est protege
par une série de mécanismes d'exceptions -régles précyclicques,
postcyclicques, "anywhere", globales, de dernier ou de second
cycle [this is an allusion to Chomsky 19?}, 270 - GKP] -qui le
rendent invulnérable). [Morin 197kb, 81; I have ¢¢rrecged a
wrongly placed bracket in the original.]

and he reiterates this later:

Traditionally, exceptions to the cyclic principle (rules which
could not work cyclically) are handled in the following ways:
they are termed pre-cyclic or postcyclic rules... [Morin 1974b,
85; note that this paper is half in French and mu in English.]

I would agree with such views if and only if it were necessary to

accept, in accepting any rule as precyclic, that the theory was

thereby forced to permit assignment of rules to cyclic or precyclic

status entirely freely and without preconditions. But it is not

necessary to accept this. In my view, the ease will rest on whether

a language-independent criterion can be stated for membership in the

specific rule-types that are defined within the theory. If no such

criterion could be given, Morin would be right, of couse. It is

obvious that allowing the definition of new rule types on an

unconstrained basis is tantamount to readmitting parochial ordering
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constraints into grammars; for if the need were thought to arise,

any number of rule types could be defined with properties that

correlated with nothing except applicational order -First Precyclic,

Second Precyclic,_iFh Precyclic, First Cyclic, Twenty-eighth Cyclic,

and so on. Rules could be assigned to types solely in order to

arrange covertly for their ordering with respect to other rules.

But if universal principles of linguistic theory dictate that rules

with properties P1...Pn gggt be assigned tc the precyclic type,

while other rules with specified properties of a different and

disjoint sort 222; be assigned to the cyclic type, and so on, then

the theory is clearly not emptied of empirical content by permitting

both cyclic and precyclic rules. (The same holds for other types of

noncyclic rules.) It is true that logically it is necessary to

establish the ggggggigy of the cyclic principle for some set of rules

before any evidence can count as motivation for setting up a class of

precyclic rules (see Pullum 1975a, where I criticize Aissen 197% for

not having done this). But I claim that Morin is wrong to think this

has not been done, at least for English (see the previous chapter).

If the cycle is firmly established, it is an open empirical question

whether the optiml theory of rule interaction will provide for th

specification of a class of precyclic rules of some type as well as a

class of cyclic rules. ’

3.1 Sentence Pronominalization as an apparently precyclic rule.

To illustrate the sort of evidence on which a claim of

precyclicity for a rule can be based, I shall introduce at this point

some discussion of a potentially precyclic rule I shall call Sentence

Pronominlization (S-PRO) which hppens to be the earliest instance

of a rule claimed in the literature to be precyclic (see Lakoff (1966

[1968J). S-PRO replaces by the pronoun i§_an S which is constituent-
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commanded by an identical S. It accounts for one source of the_3£

in (2).

(2) Some say there are still wolye§_tg_be_found in thes§_hills, but
you shouldn't really believe_i£.

(I use underscoring, and where necessary overscoring, to indicate

items anaphorically related.)

Uhat Lakoff noticed about this rule was that it apparently applies

to permit (Ba) to be understood as synonymous with (Bb).

(3)e. Sue was believed by Sam to be pregnant, but Max didn't believe it.
b. Sam believed Sue was pregnant, but Max didn't believe Sue was

pregnant.

The important thing is that the 33 of (3a) can be understood as a
pronominal replacement for Sue was pregnant, yet the derived structure

of (3a) contains no such sequence to act as antecedent for the rule of

S-PRO. This argues against S—PRO being cyclic, as will be seen from

a consideration of how (Ba) could be derived, assuming a rough initial

structure like (#).

(k) s

5;! its __

"P1 W /‘v\
Sim believe; 5 but Max NEG believed 57

ue be pregnant Sue be pregnant

-51

The rules that derive the surface form of the left conjunct (s1) in this
structure are S-0-Raising, giving [Sam believed Sue [to be pregnantll,

and Passive, giving [Sue was believed by Sam [to be pregxantll. Both

rules will operate on the S1 cycle. But it is clear from (4) that at

the stage when rules are applying in the $1 cycle, no rule that is

cyclic will yet have applied to S0. But So is the earliest cycle on
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which a rule will be able to inspect both S1 and S2 at the same time.

Therefore it is the earliest cycle on which S-PRO could apply. Since

application of SR and Passive on S1 will destroy S), on the So cycle

no antecedent S identical to S“ will be found by S-PRO if SOB and

Passive have applied. $—PRO will therefore not apply, and thus no

derivation will be provided by the grammar for (Ba). The assumption

that S-PRO is cyclic prevents us from generating a well-formed

sentence of English.

It might be thought that a derivation could be provided if SOR

and Passive applied in 2222 conjuncts of (R), but this is not so.

Assuming the survival of the nodes S3 and S“ after SOR (which might

be incorrect anyway), double application of SOR and Passive would

yield (5):

(5) 5
4*";

_>__7 t__7
‘Av

_-,-
>

/s\ / 
"P VP NP
I  but /\

Sue was believed by Sam SP Sue wasn't believed by Max S“

to be pregnant to be pregnant

S-PRO would then actually have to be prevented from applying to the
I

'subjectless reminder of S“, because (6) is ill-formed.
0

(6) ‘Sue was believed by Sam to be pregnant, but (she) wasn't
elieved it by Max.}

oelieved by Max it.

The acceptable outputs from (5) would be sentences such as (7), but (Ba

is not among them.

(7)a. Sue was believed by Ea to be pregnant, but she wasn't
believed by Max to be pregnant.

b. Sue was believed by San to be pregnant, but wasn't believed
to be pregnant by Max.

c. Sue was believed by Sam to be pregnant, but not by Bax.

)
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To avoid the conclusion that a transformation that applies

precyclically must be postulated, one might consider the possibility

of denying that S—PRO existed as a transformation at all. Following

the proposals of HcCaw1ey (see e.g. 1970b, 1972a, 1972b) for initial

structure representation of NPs as bound variables commanded by NP

content material that is ultimately lowered into its surface position

leaving unreplaced bound variables to be realized as anaphoric

pronouns, one might envisage an initial structure like (3) for (3a).

5‘§ we57\D
‘S

SA. /i1\-- - S2 but S

Sue be pregnant

5 believes 1 NEG 3 believes I

In such a structure the clause Sue be pnegnant (whatever its internal

structure) would ultimately be substituted for the first occurrence

of y,(in S2) and the remaining occurrence of y_would be realized as

an anaphoric in that was never at any time inserted to replace a full

S. This would immediately account for the possibility of (Ba).

But in fact, even if HcCawley's proposal were a viable one for

deriving all full NPs, the issue of precyclicity wo8ld remain here.

This is because there is an interesting argument (due to Lakoff,

an reported in HcCawley 1973a) that a treatment like (8) cannot be

correct for sentential pro-forms.

The bound variable representation for NPs in syntax is

associated with a number of attempts to remove the paradox of the

so-called Bach-Peters sentences (see Bach 1970), i.e. sentences like:
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(9) The applicant who merits it will get the grant nnfasks for.

Though there are formal problems with the representation of such

sentences in bound variable notation too, it is thought that these

formal problems can be solved, so that an initial structure of

finite size for (9) could be given. Fbr example (an example that

is not to be taken as a serious proposal), following loosely the

apparent intent of Bonney (197%), one might hope that something like

(10) could prove viable:

(10) any applicant n_is a y such that if y_deserves a grant_g

which is a n such that 1 asks for n then 1 will get g

Whether this is adequate is not the point. The point is that if it

could work, it must be pngggnngg from working for sentence pro-forms

too, because although (11) might seems to be a coherent poposition,

(12), with sentence pro-forms having crossing coreference, is

ill-formed.

(11) a unique man 5 is a 1 such that 1 said a thing n and y_ thinks
a thing i and n is a proposition p_ [1 = [Harry believed _t_]]
and ji is a proposition gin = [Eddie has proved 3]]

(12) ‘The man who said H5531 believed it thinks Eddie has proved_in

The contrast between (9) and (12) shows that while (10) or some

improvement on it nnnt be made to work, (11) must not be permitted to

provide a well—formed seantic or initial structure for (12). The

paradoxical conclusion that no initial structure of finite size could

be given offers exactly the required prediction in the case of (12),

and this constitutes a strong argument for deriving the sentential

pro-form §§_by transformtion from a full S under identity.

It appears, then, that there is a genuine case for regarding

S-PRO as an example of a precyclic rule. For the time being I shall

leave this question open, and will return to it later. The only
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additional point I want to make here is that one published attempt

to show in a different way that lakoff's argument does not establish

the existence of a precyclic rule, namely Grinder and Postal (19?1a),

in fact shows nothing because it appears to be self-contradictory.

Grinder and Postal claim that "for many speakers“ (presumably this

includes themselves)there exists a constraint on coreferential NPs

which incorporates (at least) the restriction that a phrase pi

in a clause S‘ must not have a coreferent as subject of the clause

immediately dominating S‘. That is, they find (13a) good but (1}b)

bad.

(13)s. Maxx said that hex kissed Erica.
b. %Maxx said that Erica was kissed by himx.

(The % sign indicates that a percentage of speakers reject the sentence.

On the question of the nature and existence of the constraint being

referred.to here I shall have a lot more to say below.) They then

go on to claim that the same kind of contrast is noted in a pair like

the following:

(14)a. I'm sure that Max kissed Erica even though hex denies_it.

h. %I'm sure that Erica was kissed bv Max even though hex
denies . -'- —

They claim that the explanation for this is that (1%) is derived from
(15), which violates the same restriction as (13b).

(15) I'm sure that Erica was kissed by Haxx , even though hex
denies that Erica was kissed by nmxf "

This, if true, would entail that S-PRO must have applied after Passive

in the derivation of (1hb), which would mean that it could not be

precyclic. Noting, however, that Iakoff's original observation about

(Ba) must still be accounted for, Grinder and Postal propose that
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"the semantic identity condition to which SENTENCE PRONOMINALIZATIOH

is subject must be stated on a precyclic tree" despite the "cyclical

or postcyclical application of SENTENCE PRONOMINALIZATION" by means

of "a Global Derivational Constraint" (see p.112).

The contradiction in this claim, vague as it is, can easily be

made apparent. Grinder and Postal are claiming that at a late

cyclic or postcyclic stage, (16a) can be turned into (16b) by S-PRO

because of its global ability to check back to the precyclic level

and ignore the lack of anything structurally identical to §gg_!5§

pregnant in the derived structure.

(16)a. Sue was believed by Sam to be pregnant, but Max didn't
believe [Sue was pregnant].

b. Sue was believed by Sam to be pregnant, but Max didn't
believe it.

But they have also claimed that they find (1%) ill-formeds and to
pedict that they must have some principled basis for saying that (1?a)

cannot also be converted into (17b), i.e. (1Qb).

(17)a. I'm sure that Eripa was hissed by Man; even though hei

denies [Q35 kissed her].

b. I'm sure that Erica wa§_kissed by H55; even though hex
denies it,

No such principled basis exists for then. If the well-formed Hes)
can undergo S-PRO by virtue of a globally stated identity condition

to become (16b), then (17a), well-formed even for speakers who have

the restriction Grinder and Postal refer to, will convert by the same

mechanism to (1?b) which they need to block. Counting (17a) as

ill-formed because it has a paraphrase in which Passive has taken

place in the bracketed clause is completely impossible, of course:

if S-PRO does not apply, (178) is perfectly well-formed.

I believe this is one of the rare cases where an error as to what

the data are for a given dialect, which would normally not e
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discoverable as it concerns publicly inaccessible intuitions of

speakers, can be identified as such because it causes inconsistency.

Us can argue roughly as follows: any algorithm which permits the

association of stages (16a) and (17a) in a derivation will also permit

the association of (17a) and (17b). (This ignores the infinitude of

logically conceivable but wildly unlikely algorithms which could

block the derivation in (17) on the basis of some accidental property

such as the presence of the verb_ki§§; but it is surely not worth

pursuing the hypothesis that Grinder and Postal speak a dialect where

S-PRO is blocked for clauses containing kiss, or any other similarly

implausible guess.) A general property of the class to which the

(17) derivation belongs but the (16) does not can apparently not be

found. If no way existed of predicting for the infinite set of

derivations involving S-PRO applications which ones would turn out

well-formed, then the set of sentences in the dialect would appear

not to be recursively enumerable. An infinite, non—recursively

enumerable set of strings is not a learnable language. This means

that Grinder and Postal should not be able to command their dialect

at all, but should be incapable of speaking it, since it is logically

impossible for them to have knowledge of it. The conclusion that is

preferable to the insane one just reached is obviously that there gggg

exist a generating algorithm for the dialect, and that therefore-

either (161)) is ill-formed ih the dialect or (17b) is well-formed.
It does not matter which is the case (though I think the latter).

Either way the argument against precyclic S-PRO collapses. People for

whom (16b) is ungrammatical do not speak the dialect Lakoff was
describing and so are not relevant informants for his purpose (I do not

know if there are such speakers of'English); and people for whom (175)

is well-formed provide no basis for Grinder and Postal's argument.
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3,2 Complementizer Placement as a possibly precyclic rule.

For a number of years Lakoff's argument regarding S-PRO stood

as the only precyclicity argument that had been given. Moreover, it

had been given only in an unpublished manuscript, and it could not be

regarded as an entirely clear example even by Lakoff since he had

found inconclusive evidence that it might have been better to

formulate S-PRO as an "anywhere rule" which applied at any point in

a derivation including precyclically where applicable; this could

not be regarded as quite the same thing as a rule gggggggg to apply

precyclically. (For the discussion, see Lakoff 1965[1968], 66-7%.)

It became the orthodox position in the literature of generative

grammar either to dismiss or to reject the notion "precyclic rule"

(cf. McCawley 1970a, 286, 291; sreshsh 1970, 307; Postal 19721», 211;
Williams 197%, 5; etc.). This position was assumed even where it

ws crucial to the validity of arguments which took the nonexistence

of precyclic rules for granted.

One example of this is to be found in Berman (1975), Where it 18

argued that whether the "Subject Formation“ rule of McCawley (19708)

is cyclic or postcyclic, complications in the grammar will result from

analyzing SVO languages as having V80 initial structure order, contrary

to HcCawley's claims. It may easily be verified by the reader that if

the possibility that Subject Formation were pecyclic had at any time

been entertained, her arguments could never have been thought to bear

on the correctness or incorrectness of McCawley's claims about initial

structure, for none of her evidence poses problems for a grammar in

which VSO initial order has already been converted into SVO by the

start of the cycle. Such a gramar would not have the prOP°Pti°5

that originally interested HcCawley in VSO initial structures,

naturally (though I do not see why an advocate of a universal base
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hypOthe8i8 like that Of Bach 19710, chapter 11, might not regard it as

worth considering), but this is not the point. Herman wishes to

establish that SVO languages like English ad French do not have V80

initial structure order, but if her arguments went through without

flaws (which they do not) she would only establish the disjunction of
this claim and the claim that Subject Formation was a precyclic rule.

For another example, which enables a minor point relevant to

certain claims made in the last chapter to be raised, consider the

rule that inserts complementizers in (or adjoins complementizers to)

embedded clauses in English. I shall base my discussion on facts

noted by Bresnan (1970, 306-310), without intending to take a stand

either for or against the position she is arguing for, namely that

complementizers must be generated in initial structures by the base

rules. Brennan notes that a sentence like (18) asserts the strangeness

of a conjunction of events, not of a single event describable by means

of a coordinate embedded clause under a single complementizer.

(18) That Kip and that Mary b6th flew to New York is strange.

Adopting for purposes of argument the view that there are no

complementizers in initial structure and that Conjunction Reduction

is a cyclic rule, she argues that the derivation would proceed as

in (19).

(19) S 3
Conjunction
Reduction

5 ='==’ "F 5
//rL\\‘\~S is strange /////§\\\\\\‘ is strange
“'%>=

tdphewglork to New lzrk ‘and I b°th f1°" t° New Y°Tk'
Kip Hry
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But from the output of the Conjunction Reduction operation in (19) the

rule of Complementizer Insertion, which Chomsky-adjoins §§§t_over an

embedded S node, cannot derive (18). It can only derive (20), which

asserts the strangeness of a single event involving two people.

(20) That Kip and Mary both flew to New York is strange.

What is needed is, under the given set of assumptions, for Complementizer

Insertion to have already placed th§t_over both S2 and S3 prior to the

application of Conjunction Reduction. Yet, Bresnan argues, if

Complementizer Insertion were cyclic this could not be permitted,

because insertion of complementizers is governed by main clause

predicates, and in this case the governing predicate is strange in

So. (For Bresnan's arguments that main clause predicates determine

complementizer selection see pp.}04-306.) This is a case of the type

alluded to in section 3.0: application of Conjunction Reduction in

S1 will wrongly bleed Complementizer Insertion on S2 and S3, which

must take place on the So cycle if it takes place cyclically at all.

What one might conclude is that Complementizer Insertion is a

precyclic rule —-a possibility that Bresnan recognizes but rejects

(pp.306-307). Her view is that the existence of precyclic rules has

not been demonstrated, so she disaisses the precyclic analysis; but

there is nothing to say it would.not work, given the theoretical
f

0possibility of precyclic rules.

The point I should like to note that arises out of this is

relevant to the cyclicity law, discussed in chapter 2. If Complementizer

Insertion were to be maintained as a transformation, then given Bresnan's

assumptions, it would have to apply pecyclically to insert that, as

just shown. Assuming that it also applied precyclically to insert

£or...to would account correctly for (21) as well.

(21) Fbr Kip and for Mary both to fly to New York would be unusual.
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If any principled account of why these operations took place

precyclically were to be developed, it would presumably have to

entail (hopefully as a special case of something else) some

generalization such as (22):

(22) Rules determining the placement of complementizing
morphemes are universally precyclic.

But if anything like (22) were to be maintained, it would surely be

reasonable to include the rule Bresnan calls Complementizer

Placement, which places §g_and -ing_in auxiliary position as shown

in (23) in her analysis.

(23) Complementizer Placement

l

ms/' ‘—\

The operation in (23) would then apply precyclically, not cyclically

as assumed by Bresnan. I know of no facts that conflict with this

assumption. The relevance of this result for my purposes would be

that this is pecisely in accord with the cyclicity law in even its

strongest form. The cyclicity law sys that Complementizer I

Placement cannot be cyclic, and the account just given removes it

from the cycle on principled grounds. I do not claim that precyclic

transformational placement of complementizers as dictated by (22) is

correct. (I believe in fact that complementizers might be placed

postcyclically, with (20) and (21) derived by a postcyclic rule

called Delay by Hankamer (1971), Right Node Raising by Postal (19710,
and Hacking by Hudson, forthcoming.) All I am stressing is that while
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this possibility for an analysis remains open, Complementizer

Placement in Bresnan's analysis cannot be counted as a compelling

counterexample to the cyclicity law in any form.

3.3 Incorporation operations as potentially precyclic rules.

Having cited S-PRO and the complementizer-positioning rules as

instances of rules that show signs of being precyclic, I now turn to

a body of work that represents the sole exception to the generally

dismissive stance taken by generative grammarians vis A vis

precyclicity. I shall refer to this body of work under the general

heading of the Precyclic Incorporation Hypothesis (PIH) for the sake

of exposition. The PIH is primarily to be associated with the work

of Frederick J. Newmeyer (see Newmeyer 1971, 197*. 1975) and re¢eiV°B

a degree of independent support in the claims of Aissen (197%).

A brief outline of the content of the PIH (in a paraphrase of my own)

is given in (2#).

(24) Precyclic Incorporation Hypothesis (PIE)

a. There exists a definable class of ingprpgration rules
having the function of amalgamating separate pieces of
initial structure material under a single derived lexical
node; examples are Predicate Raising (lcCawley 1963b),
Nominalization (ibid.), Compound Formation (Newmeyer
1975), and various Noun Incorporation processes in
agglutinative or polysynthetic languages.

’ b. Incorporation rules are universally precyclic.

As can be seen, the PIH undercuts any suggestion that invoking

precyclicity removes empirical content from the hypothesis of cyclic

application, for it offers pincipled grounds for a prediction

regarding rule interaction, forbidding certain types of rule to be

cyclic and requiring them to be precyclic, and this in no way

expands the class of permitted grammars. Furthermore, the PIH has
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extremely interesting further implications. Newmeyer (197%) points

out that the results presented'there suggest a possible reconciliation

of the "lexicalist" and "transformationalist" positions on semantics -

syntax interaction (cf. Chomsky 1970). The very rules that have been

the centre of the controversy between these positions are the ones that

the PIH would place in a separate, precyclic block, not interspersed

with the less controversial syntactic rules of the cycle. If the PIH

turned out to be true, there would be virtually nothing of consequence

that distinguished one position from the other. Both would recognize

a level of semantic representation related by rules to a level,

immediately preceding the cyclic rules, for which Newmeyer coins the

new term "Middle Structure", but which would look familiar enough to

lexicalists to be called deep structure. Whether to call the rules

relating semantic and middle structures "projection rules" (regarded

as mapping an initial syntactic structure onto a nonsyntactic

representation of meaning) or "precyclic transformations" (regarded

as mapping an initial semantico-syntactic representation onto a

closer-to-the-surface syntactic representation) would be a matter of

terminology. And assuming that lexical insertion took place at

middle structure, after syntactically complex items had been formed

by Predicate Raising and other incorporation rules, there is no

reason why the lexicalist position that lexical items are not -

syntactically complex during the cycle or after it should not be

compatible with the "generative semantics" position that causative

verbs, nominalizations, etc. are formed syntactically by prelexical

transformations.

Although Newmeyer does not mention it, there is a very close

similarity between his proposal and the claims of Katz (1971). Katz

refers to "Predicate Lifting", i.e. Predicate Raising (henceforth PR)

as a collection transformation, and declares that "collection
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transformations are nothing more than backwards versions of type 1

projection rules" (p.327). He appears then to argue (328-329) that

the distinction between real syntactic transformations and backwards

projection rules resides solely in the question of whether a rule

operates on trees containing language-specific lexical items or trees

containing universal semantic predicates. From the viewpoint of Katz

(1971), Newmeyer's work would be seen merely as confirmation and

clarification, establishing that backwards projection rules always

turned out empirically to be precyclic (and that, contrary to Postal

1970a, syntactic transformations like Subject Raising always applied

later, in the cycle} If lexical insertion could be localized at

middle structure, the claim of Chomsky's that there was a unitary

level at which all lexical insertion took place, which Kata regarded

as nonessential to the standard theory (p.321), would have turned out

to be empirically correct. The isomorphism between positions and

terminological systems is diagrammed in Fig.1.

Fig.1 Isomorphism between generative and interpretive semantics
under the PIH.

"Generative" "Interpretive"
terminology: terminology:

SET OF TREES REPRESETING _ _,
l-2B£§.1_5E*_'£_“£2. summon usmmcs a

representation

pre¢z¢11¢ SET OF RULES REFERRING T0
transfgrmationg I OF

LEXICAL ITEMS (e.g. PR)

snr or mums TO wnxcn
"1“1= °"'"¢*‘"'° LEXICAL msmnou APPLIE

circiic mi POSTCYCLIC
TRANSFOR!-IATIOQIAL sums _

Deep structure
pgojection rules

Deep structure

Non-precyclic
transformations

Surtace structure sU§§:FggIf§3:§R§EgESENTINSES Surface structure

Transformations
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I would like to admit to a bias at this point. I find the PIH

and its consequences extremely appealing. I find myself hoping that

the PIH can be substantiated. Its separation of intuitively rather

different gramatioal processes is aesthetically satisfying, and the

extent to which it would, if true, completely undercut the rather

pointless and unproductive feud that has developed between "generative

and "interpetive" schools of thought would offer a most satisfying

and permanent theoretical reunification. It is therefore with real

personal reluctance that I shall present in the following pages

detailed evidence that the PIH is false. Nevertheless, I have no

choice, since I find the conclusion to be inescapable.

The technique of exposition I shall use is to present the entire

support for the PIH in summary as a series of numbered claims, even

where this will mean sumarizing without comment arguments I now

believe to be invalid, and building other arguments on these. Hy aim

is not to indulge in an orgy of straw man slaughtering, but to lay out

gg_bl2£_a sizeable set of facts that constitute the apparent support

for the PIH so that I can proceed systematically to expose the weak

points in the chain of argument and develop alternative accounts that

do not involve the PIH. I shall then return to the general question

of whether precyclic rules exist.

Throughout the following sections I shall do as Newmeyer does

in assming without question that syntactic decomposition of lexical

items is carried out for at least some items - i.e. that‘kill_really

is derived from a structure more like cause to become not alive and

so on. There is no way to consider the mechanics that would have to

be imputed to the key rule of PR if this assumption is not made.

The assumption is not necessarily one that I hold to be correct.

To a very considerable extent I find I an forced to remain agnostic

on the question of lexical decomposition. The situation appears to
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be very much as open as the lucid discussion of Bedell (1975) claims

it to be. It is worth stressing that I regard as potentially the

most plausible view one that has occasionally been dismissed as

*md==-=mb1e= "=8 "1" “*1” 222s=lse;22%=i2zes.222=222=2§*;s1;§ "=
syntactically decomposable. Fodor, Fodor, and Garrett (1975, 52211)
appear to pour cold water on such an idea, for reasons I do not

understand. Consider the remark of Chomsky (197#, 50) regarding

decomposition of lexical items into features semantically:

It might turn out to be the case, for example, that the
relation between "persuade" and "intend" or "believe"...
can be expressed properly within a system of semantic
features and rules; whereas the concepts "lemon" and
"tiger" should be characterized in a different way, in
terms of stereotype and variation.

I regard this as an entirely reasonable view, and I do not see why it

could not turn out to be the case that persuade is syntgggggglly

decomposable while lemon and tig3§_are not.

3.}L1 The claims of the Precyclic Incorporation Hypothesis.

CLAIM ONE: _§yclic rules fail tg_feed EQL, The most direct

evidence in Newmeyer (1974) that PR is precyclic concerns the fact

that various cyclic rules which would be expected to apply in embedded

sentences prior to application of'PR in the matrix clause appear

always to give ill-formed results when they interact with PR in this

way. He illustrates with There Insertion, Tp!gh_Movement, and Passive

Adding to his range of arguments, I illustrate briefly here with

another case, that of Extraposition (which I would argue to be cyclic

on grounds mentioned in the previous chapter). Assume that in a

generative semantics approach (25a) and (25b) would have roughly (2%)

as their initial structure (tense and many other details omitted as

always).
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(2S)a. The brain surgeon made it possible for me to think again.
, b. The brain surgeon enabled me to think again.

(26) /up

the brain surgeon CAUSE S7

S POSSIBLE

for me to think again

Enable, we shall assume, is inserted to replace a structure of the

form vtcausn + POSSDBLEJV. If PR were cyclic it would be able to
apply on S after Extraposition had turned S, into it POSSIBLE for me

Q :===: I -1 - -

to think again. When enable was subsequently inserted, (27) would

be derived.

(27) ‘The brain surgeon enabled it for me to think again.

This is ill-formed. And it could not be rescued by any g§_hQg

deletion of the offending_i£, because Rosenbaum’s lt_Deletion rule

(probably not in the grammar anyway) only operated on Ei structures

that constituted a constituent (see Ross 1967, 100-101) and would
therefore not apply to the _1_g in (27), and even 1: it did apply, the
result predicted would merely be the objectionable one that (2Sb)

had two derivations (the straightforward one, and a spurious oe-

that involved Extraposition). What is needed is for Extraposition

not to be eligible for application to a structure that is to udergo

PR on the clause above. Precisely the correct result would be achieved

if PR were precyclic, for then if it applied it would destroy the

environment for Extraposition by destroying S1, and it it did not,

Extraposition would be free to apply during the cycle later to

derive such sentences as (25a). The good sentences would be

derivable, and the bad ones would not. Newmeyer argues in exactly

the same way from other cyclic rule interactions.
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QQ§IH TWO: the complex predicate [§AU§E + §Q§§] dggs £23

trigger Subject Raising. On this claim, Newmeyer (197%) builds an

argument of a unique type. It seems to be a ggpggggg fact about

rule government, he observes, that verbs with the meaning ‘cause to

be sure/certain‘ do not trigger Raising:

(28)a. Bill is sure to win. (Raisin on Esmml)
b. John made Bill sure to win. ?Raising on (cans:-:1)
c. John {°“°"§:‘:eed} that Bill would win. (tcnusmsunsl)
d. ‘John {°"°“;§‘:eed} Bill to win. (Raising on [cwsmsmu-:1)

It is not a lexical peculiarity of a particular verb, but a predictable

property of verbs with a given meaning. Yet the complex predicate

[CAUS1-ZH-SURE] is derived by PR. If PR were in the cycle, (28d) would
have to be blocked by a global condition on lexical insertion

forbidding lexicalization of [CAUSE+SURE] if an application of

Raising had taken place on its cycle. But a simpler statement is

possible if PR is precyclic so that all applications of PR will have

taken place before Raising is applied on any cycle: claim two, above.

CLAIM THREE: Nominalization is pgecyclic, and PR can apply

before Nominalization. Newmeyer first proposed in his (1971) that

Nominalization was a precyclic transformation. Assuming that action

nominal phrases like the hangipg of Bad Bob and agent nominal phrases

like the killer are derived from verbs that lexicalize [CAUSE+HANG]

and [CAUSE+DIEJ respectively, PR must apparently apply before the

nominalizations are formed, as shown schematically in (29):

(29)a. the ACT s[...v[CAUSE+HANG]v...]8 -ep the hanging
1». the Acnrri sljnsnrri v[CAUSE+DIl2]v ...]a -==> the killer

I! PR applies before a precyclic rule, then it is precyclic.
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CLAIM FOUR: the global constraint on Touch Movement discussed
‘ I’ __ ___ * l 1 I__ 1

_py_Bgrman (1QZ}) must refer to Middle Structure: Berman postulates

a constraint holding for many speakers that outlaws derivations in

which Tough Movement applies to move an NP that is not in its

original position in the structure. The resultant type of sentence,

e.g. figrses are unpleasant to be §itten_§y, does not seem ill-formed

to me but it does to some. What Newmeyer notes is that Herman's data

are incompatible with the idea that "in its original position" means

"in its semantic structure position", because simple cases like (30)

would violate the constraint thus stated, assuming that kill comes

from cause to die:

(30) Silverfish are fun to kill.

The NP silverfish would be a subject in semantic structure, and would

only become an object (and thus eligible for Tough Movement) after PR.

Yet (30) is fine for all speakers. To predict correctly, Herman's

constraint would have to mention gigglg=§§£gg§g£§, with PR applying

prior to this level. If PR were taken to be cyclic, there would

seem to be no level appropriate for defining the constraint.

CLAIM FIVE: Fodor's (1970) observations regarding instrumental

clauses suggest a global constraint referring to middle structure.

Fbdor claims that instrumental adverbial clauses with By are

interpreted as having the same subject as the verb they modify has

g§=gggp:g§ggg§g§g, and then argues that since (31a) is ambiguous but

(31b) is not, the latter cannot have a source like the former in

which §ill is a deep subject.

(31)a. John caused.Bill to die by swallowing his tongue.
b. John killed Bill by swallowing his tongue.

Iewmeyer (197%) points out that if PR is precyclic the causative

analysis of kill can be maintained together with the generalization
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about byyclauses. He can state that BlfClflUSG8 are interpreted as

having the same subject as the verb they modify has a§_@id§le_§§§gg§g§g.

CLAIM SIX: Preposing_2f_progressive participles is possible ipst

ghgp thg verb invglvgd is_int§ansitive ag the level of middlg structure.

Lees (1960) pointed out that there is a contrast between acceptable

phrases like phe ggying/laughing/running/sleeping boy and ‘the writing/

readingcookingeating boy. Newmeyer (19710) suggests that not only is

appearance of an object NP in surface structure not the relevant

distinguishing characteristic, but appearance of an object in.semantic

representation (i.e. initial structure underthe generative semantics

hypothesis) is probably not the relevant factor either, since no

natural semantic class seems to be involved. He argues:

The logical candidate, then, is middle structure: the
global rule looks back to a point where applications
of PR and other rules close to semantic representation
have determined which predicates will become transitive
or intransitive, but before this has become obscured by
rules such as UNSPBCIFIED OBJECT DELETION.

The consistency of such an account with the precyclicity of PR is taken

as independent support for the PIH.

QJAIM SEVEN: The formal and functional_properties of PE,

Nominalization, and other incorporation rules do apt accord;!ith_

those of the known cyglic rules. Hewmeyer (1974) notes that a

general consensus of opinion holds that the cyclic rules are typically

semantically governed, capable of having exceptions, and definable in

terms of relations like SUBJECT OF. (Indeed, one might note that all

the clearest examples of cyclic rules involve an NP as victim.) Rules

like PR and Nominalization, however, have been claimed (McCaw1ey 19685)

to apply freely and without exception, accidental gape in the lexicon

being explainable as the result of interaction of these rules with the

limited number of lexical insertion transformations that provide
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lexicalizations to fit their outputs. He is suggesting, in other words

that PR and Nominalization would be counted as counterexamples to any

strong form of the cyclicity law if they were cyclic. Making them

precyclic accords with the predictions of the cyclicity law.

CLAIM EIGHT: Formation of causatives by "Verb Raising" is

precyclic in Turkish, Sanskrit, French, and Spanish. Aissen (1974)

refers to the postlexical analogue of PR that can be motivated for

various languages other than English as Verb Raising (VR). She

develops arguments to the effect that cyclic rules are never permitted

to apply in the clause below a clause in which VR applies, and claims

that VR is universally a precyclic operation. Because VR is a clear

example of an incorporation rule, her case is supportive of the PIH.

,CLAIM NINE: Compound Formation in English is precyclic.

Newmeyer (1975) notes that the PIH would be seriously compromised if

compound nouns like wombatmeat (or for that matter, words semantically

parallel to compounds such as 2255 ‘meat from pigs‘ - cf. Postal 1969)

had a derivation involving Relative Clause Formation and Relative

Clause Reduction followed by Modifier Proposing. Accordingly, he

proceeds to adduce arguments that no such compounds show any evidence

of having internal structure during the cycle. In other words, he

shows that they could be formed precyclically as the PIE predicts A

that they must.

3.3.2 Ealsification of the claims of the PIH.

I shall now proceed to demonstrate that the whole supporting

structure represented by claims one to nine cannot in fact establish

the'PIH, first because the PIE ultimately has false cosequsnces.

and second because, independently, the claims fail to show what they

are supposed to show. I shall argue that the PIH must be rejected,

0
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and I shall outline what I think is the correct account of the range

of facts that are relevant.

To accomplish the first part of the demonstration, that is, to

show that the PIH has false consequences, I shall have recourse to

a fairly lengthy digression concerning the interaction of PR with

Equi NP Deletion. My argument will proceed as follows: if PR is

claimed to be precyclic, Equi must inevitably be claimed to be precyclic

in at least some of its applications (section 3.3.2.1); various facts

have been or could be cited as supporting precyclic application of

gqui (5e¢ti°n 3_3_3,g); closer examination shows, however, that all

of these potential sources of support fail (section 3.3.2.3) and in

fact Equi can be conclusively shown Egg to apply precyclically

(section 3.3.2.5); hence the PIH has among its entailments a false

poposition (that Equi applies precyclically). Section 3.3.3 will

then go on to attack the positive claims for the PIH listed in 3.3.1.

3.3.2.1 Precyclic PR entails precyclic Equi.

It is pointed out by Newmeyer (197#) that HcCawley (1972855)-57)

argues for a derivation in which Equi, generally assumed to be a cyclic

rule (for arguments see Postal 1970) applies before PR. Such an

argument would normally be interpreted as an argument that PR must be

cyclic. HcCawley’s justification ( in both logical and syntactic

terms) for his analysis is more detailed than is usual in a proposal

for lexical decomposition. I summarize the bare bones of what he

envisages in (32).

(32)a. [TRY 35 [FIND (Equi)
b. [TRY x [FIND (PR)
¢. [m+Fnm 5 (lexicalization of 'm+rnm)
d. [look for §_ (Subject Formation etc.)
e. §;is looking H"“'“'GJ>< ,§':=.Ia.ee IIII
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The claim is that look for results from incorporation of FIND into

TRY by PR subsequent to application of Equi triggered by TRY.

Application of PR first to (32a) would produce a structure like

(33a) to which Equi could not apply, and would result in an ill-formed
output like (33b).

(33)a. [‘I‘RY+F1IND J_§_[ 51 1]
b. '5 is looking for £1.

It does not seem to be controversial within generative semantics that

Equi should be claimed to precede PR in this way. Those linguists

who discuss postulated prelexical operations appear to regard it as

entirely in accord with their assumptions and expectations. At the

inception of the prelexical syntax program McCawley (1968b,77-78 and 80

n.5) was suggesting that a word like malingerer ‘one who pretends to

be sick‘ gave reason to think that Equi applied prelexically (governed

by the predicate PRETEND). Postal (197#, 321) makes the further

suggestion:

One might conjecture...Predicate Raising never applies to
a complement clause verbal that still has its subject.
Thus in Ecerzainl cases, it is possible that Raising has
applied first. In other cases, I should say that Equi
removes the complement subject.

Ross (1972!) argues for analyzing action sentences as complements to

a higher verb D0 which triggers first Equi and then PR, deriving '

 from [D0 frogs [PRODUCE frogs croa.ks]] .

Bonney (1974. esp. pp.305ff) makes it a fundamental part of his

theory that PR will only be applicable if either Raising or Equi

has applied first; he hints on p.316, for example, that x covets y

might derive from Ewmr 5 [mum 5 1]] , which would clearly demand
Equi applying before PR.

Since I shall show that having Equi apply before PR poses

ultimately fatal difficulties for the PIH, it is worth considering,
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however, whether such derivations might be abandoned without any

great damage to the generative semantics programme, for if they

could, the PIB might conceivably hold up nevertheless. I believe

the answer is that no proponent of generative semantics and prelexical

syntax could permit the abandonment of analyses such as that of

look for from TRI+FIND. At the very beginning of the generative

semantics paradigm, in an important paper by Emmon Bach (1968), we

find the following account of "the most compelling reasons" for a

conception of the place of the lexicon in a grammar under which "the

base cmponent does not actually add a phonological representation

to the complex symbols of deep structure but merely develops the sets

of semantic and syntactic features, which are then mapped into

phonological shapes 5225; the operation of the transformational

rules (or some part of the transformational rules)":

Recall the cases which seemed to show that the interpretation
of indefinite noun phrases depended on the scope of a
quantifier or operator and the presence of an embedded
sntence:

190. She wants to marry a man with a big bank account.

Now it happens that we get exactly the same kind of ambiguity
in some sentences which do not have an embedded sentence in
their surface structure nor, in current analyses [1957 - GKP],
in their deep structure:

191. She's looking for a man with a big bank account.

Let us next note a paraphrase of 191 which does in fact have
such an embedded sentence and hence can be explained in the
same way as 190:

192. She's trying to find a man with a big bank account.
It seems to me that there is a significant generalization
here which we are prevented from stating just because of the
present conception of the lexicon, its position and operation
in a grammar. Once we change our conception of the lexicon
as a set of entries which can be inserted in the place of
individual complex symbols occurring in the deep structures of
sentences to that of a set of transformational mappings of
parts of phrase markers into phonological representations,
there is nothing to prevent us from assigning the same deep
structure to 191 and 192 and noting the fact in our lexical
mappings that a structure underlying'the phrase try to find
has an alternate representation as a single lexical item,
look m-. (Bach 1968, 119-120.)
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The try to find/look for‘relation is precisely the kind of datum the

entire programme has been founded on (and McCawley's fuller discussion

underlines this). If this type of derivation had to be abandoned

completely and an alternative set up that did not involve interaction

of Equi and PR, it is doubtful whether anything substantial would

remain of the prelexical syntax idea. The logical claim on which

the try to find analysis of look for is based is that of Quine

(1960, 15h; cited by McCawley though not by Bach):

The contrast between the two uses of ‘looking for‘ is the
same as the contrast between hunting lions in the abstract
and hunting or stalking known ones... Just as looking for
is endeavouring to find, so hunting is endeavouring to
shoot or capture. The difference between the two cases...
is prima facie a difference in scope...

The analysis is not, therefore, an incidental extra possibility

within prelexical syntax, or one that could easily be relinquished.

It is a paradigm case of the method. Furthermore, it must crucially

involve PR as (in the words of HcCawley 1972a,55) "the one existing

rule that combines a predicate with that of the next higher clause,"

and also Equi, the only rule that can explain the obligatory

disappearance of the subject NP in the complement of verbs like

£21. I shall assume, therefore, that the necessity of having Equi

apply before PR in some derivations is an inevitable one under

generative semantics assmptions.

Observe, then, that it follows inexorably that Equi must, under

the PIH, apply precyclically, as Newmeyer himself concludes. For if

all applications of precyclic rules precede any application of any

cyclic rule in a derivation, and PR is precyclic as the PIH predicts,

and if Equi applies before PR in some derivations, then Equi must be

able to apply precyclically. Ihether parochial ordering is assumed

or not, only a precyclic rule application can pgggggg a precyclic

rule application.
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3.3.2.2 The apparent support for precyclic application of Equi.

Aware that his claim about PR implies that Equi must apply

precyclically, Newmeyer (197%) offers some evidence that this latter

is the case anyway, regardless of PB. It should be noted carefully

that Newmeyer is not claiming that Equi is a precyclic rule tggt

court. This would be completely untenable, and would be incompatible

with the straightforward evidence (Postal 1970b) that Equi d°1°t°s

derived subjects during the cycle. Hhat Newmeyer wants to claim is

that Bqui applies at any stage where its SD is met, including the

precyclic stage if it is met there. I.e. both precyclic and cyclic

stages in a derivation are inspected to see whether they meet the

conditions for deletion of a complement subject.

'This is basically the same as the claim made by Lee (1969), which

Newmeyer cites. Re quotes from Lee these two examples:

(jh) The premier was assassinated by being shot.

(35) John asked the guard to be admitted to the building.

He states that in the first "the logical subject of ghggt is understood

as being coreferential with the logical subject of assassinate" and

that in the second "the logical subject of §Qgi§_is §§g_§g§£§P but

points out that "PASSIVE applied in the most deeply embedded sentences,

destroying the environment for cyclic EQUI. Therefore, Lee argues,

EQDI must have applied precyclically, deleting the subjects of ghggt

and admit" (p.16). The suggestion of Lee's he refers to is, then,

that the derivation of (34) would proceed roughly 38 10 (36)-

(36)a. PRO assassinated the premier by [PRO shoot the premier]
b. PRO assassinated the premier by'[ D shoot the premier]
c. PRO assassinated the premier by [the premier being shot]
d. the premier was assassinated by [the premier being shot]
e. th premier was assassinated by E fi being shot]
f. The premier was assassinated by being shot.
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The unspecified pronominal subject PRO is thus deleted from subject

position in the embedded clause precyclically, before Passive has a

chance to apply on the lowest cycle to move it out of subject

position. Later, after Passive on the top cycle, Equi applies

again during the cycle to delete the premier.

Lee presents a modicum of support for permitting Equi to apply

precyclically in such cases. One point he makes is that with a

precyclic rule of Equi, the identity constraints discussed by

Perlmutter (1968, Chapter 1) do not have to be described by means

of deep structure constraints (which Lee thinks are a mistake, since

complementizers would have to be included in base representations

in order to account for the contrast between ’§;persuaded Clarabelle

fgr Qlgm to p1oughJthe field and 1 persuaded Clarabelle that Qlem

ghopld plough the field); they can instead be described by making

sentences with pg§§2a§g_"positive absolute exceptions" (in the sense

of Lakoff 1970;) with respect to (precyclic) Equi. The other piece of

suport he adduces derives from Lakoff's discussion of S-PRO cited

in section 3.1. After presenting the argument that S-PRO is

pecyclic, Lakoff had pointed out that it nevertheless seemed to

require a p£i2£_application of Equi if it were to derive (37b) from

(37a).

(37)a. John decided on [for Jen to run for office] but I wouldn't
stoop to [for me to run for office]

b. John decided to run for office, but I wouldn't stoop to it.

The identity of structure needed fa S-PRO would not be found at the

precyclic level, since the bracketed clauses in (37a) have different

subjects; so, assuming that since Equi has to operate cyclically

there is no way to make it precyclic, Lakoff assumes that S-PRO can

in fact operate anywhere in a derivation where its conditions are

met. It could then pronominalize the second bracketed clause in (38),
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which represents (37a) at a later stage where Equi has applied in

both conjuncts (cyclically).

(33) John decided on [for ¢ to run for office] but I wouldn't
stoop to [for Q to run for office]

Lee suggests that a different conclusion could be reached on the basis

of the same facts. S-PRO could apply precyclically only, with Equi

applying both precyclically before it, and cyclically after it.

Lakoff's example then becomes additional motivation for having some

applications of Equi take place pecyclically.

There exist two further potential arguments for precyclic

application of Equi. The first concerns Nominalization. Newmeyer,

as we have seen, defends the claim that Nominalization is a precyclic

transformational rule, arguing (Newmeyer 1971) that this accounts for

the facts as well as or better than the lexicalist hypothesis of

Chomsky (1970). Briefly, it seems that in general there are no

nominalizations giving evidence of the application of cyclic rules in

the nominalized clause. For example, no nominalization corresponds

to the sentence (398), which is derived via the cyclic rule of

Topgh Movement.

(39)a. Tom is impossible for anyone to please.
b. ‘Tom's impossibility for anyone to please worries all of us.

Apparent counterexamples to the general claim in the case of

Prepositional Phrase Shift and Passive are argued not to be incompatible

with the hypothesis that (39b) is blocked simply because Nominalization
precedes all cyclic rules and destroys the conditions of applicability

for most of them by removing verbs from clauses. Notice, however,

that with Equi, Nominalizations are foud:

(40)a. Batman is ready __ to help us.
b. Batman‘sread.iness_tohelpusimpressedeven thebadguys.
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The type of nominalization illustrated in (fiOb) could not be generated

if Nominalization was precyclic and Equi, which is governed by the

verb of the clause in which it applies, only applied cyclically.

But if Equi is precyclic as well as cyclic, (h0b) can be derived.

It thus becomes a further piece of evidence for precyclic Equi, to

the extent that Newmeyer's claim about Nominalization is well

supported.

Finally, there would appear superficially to be some support

for precyclic application of Equi deriving from a class of facts

which I understand to be due to Michael Brame (though this interpret-

ation of the facts is my contribution, his view being that Equi does

not exist as a syntactic rule). Brame noticed that the principle

of the cycle would make it possible for an optional rule on a lower

cycle to destroy the identity in structural terms between an NP and

its commanding coreferent NP so that Equi would be blocked.

Consider, for instance, a structure in which an NP eligible for

deletion by Equi contains a relative clause:

(41 ) sl
7Na ‘VP

the people s /\P
‘ 2.__.._\__\fm |

people awarded that grant to meIE ..»"""”’,JEi\\\‘~.
tn” people S to take it back agaih

people awarded that grant to me

If Equi applied as it should to (H1), we should obtain (#2).

(#2) The people who awarded that grant to me want to take it
back again. ‘—-
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But Equi cannot apply until the S0 cycle is reached if it is cyclic.

Suppose some optional transformation like Dative applied on S3 but

did not apply on S1. The So cycle would then not contain a

structure to which Equi could apply, since NP}, containing S3,

would no longer be identical to NP1, containing S1. The sentence

derived will be not (#2) but (45).

(Q3) ‘The people who awarded that grant to me want the people
who awarded me that grant to take it back again.

(1 star 0+3) as an over-simplified way of indicating that it is not
possible as a way of expressing what (#2) expresses. It C0015 Of

course exist if the two grants and awarding bodies were distinct,

in which case it would probably have contrastive stress on the second

L112 in a normal context.) 1 shall refer to bad outputs like (#3)
as Brame sentences. A Brame sentence may be constructed by permitting

any optional rule to bleed an obligatory, cyclic, deletion rule on a

higher cycle.

The point in the pesent context is that if Equi applied

precyclically, the problem of (43) would disappear. Equi would apply

to (H1) directly, and S3 would have disappeared before any cyclic

rule like Dative could apply in it. This favourable consequence

might be seen as one further argument in favour of precyclic Equi.

To sumarize, the precyclic Equi claim is apparently supported

by five distinct classes of'facts:

1. Lee's coreferential agent cases;

2. identity constraints with verbs like 255535955

3. Equi applying before S-PRO;

R. Equd applying before Nominalization;

5. Brame sentences.

I shall now show, however, that all of this support is spurious, and

then go on to show that Equi cannot possibly apply precyclically.
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3.3.2.3 The failure of the case for precyclic application of Equi.

I take first the coreferential agent cases from Lee (1969).

Lee's proposal for sentences like The premier was assassin§tedypy_

being shot is in fact both syntactically and semantically unworkable.

A bad feature of it syntactically is that it requires application

of Passive in subjectless clauses after Equi has removed complement

subjects, which would mean at the very least that some place-holding

mechanism would have to be introduced into the theory (Lee's work

antedates most of the work within the EST on providing such

arbitrary machinery under the rubric of the "structure preserving

hypothesis") unless Newmeyer’s suggestion on this point is adopted.

Newmeyer proposes that Postal's (1970b) DOOM theory of Equi will

play an important role in derivations with precyclic Bqui applications.

Postal's theory involves marking an NP [+DOOM] when it is in the

configuration which determines deletion by Equi, but leaving it in

the tree until a later stage at which [+DOOHU forms are erased by a

free deletion rule (DOOM Deletion). We would therefore have

derivational stages like (kn).

('04) PRO assassinated the premier by I: shoot the premier]

Subsequent application of Passive on the bracketed cycle in (nu)

would move the pemier into complement subject position and place

the doomed pronominal subject in byfphrase position where DOOM

Deletion would erase it later. A disastrous consequence of this

proposal which Newmeyer overlooked is that it undercuts the defence

he provides in the very same section of his paper (section 3.2)

against the charge that precyclic Equi will generate ill-formed

derivations. Rewmeyer needs to ensure that derivations like (#5)

are not generated.
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(q5)a_ I want [1 58¢ you] ===>» (precyclic Equi)

b. I want [Egon] to see you] -=9 (Passive)

<; I want [you to be seen by [mama] i (D9034 DB1-Bi’-1°11)
d. I want you to be seen.

The output of (#5) is not an ill-formed string; but it cannot have

the derivation represented there. I want you to be seen does not

mean the same as, and cannot have the same underlying structure as,

I want to see you. So Newmeyer invokes a constraint (of which much

more below) to the effect that an NP cannot be made a byyphrase via

Passive when the clause above contains a coreferent of it. Te step

from (h5b) to (hfic) would be outlawed. But of course, this would

mean that the corresponding step in the derivation of The premier was

assassinated by being shot would also be outlawed, so the analysis

has refuted itself.

Independently of this, I would argue that the DOOM theory of

Equi cannot possibly be defended on empirical grounds. It is

inconsistent with any reasonable treatment of the !§nn§_contraction

phenomena. Recall that tg_contracts with a preceding_§§5t_in the

casual speech of most speakers just when no subject NP intervenes at

the end of the cycle on want (cf The man I wanna meet, ‘The man I

wanna meet you). The DOM theory of Equi says that a complement

subject is still there after the end of the §§§£_¢Y¢1° in Bani

derivations. This destroys'the needed contrast between removal by

Equi and later removal by some other rule like Relative Clause

Formation. Furthermore, Postal's more recent view (1972¢) thlt an

arbitrary syntactic feature like [;POOM] has no place in gramar but

should be replaced by an explicit global constraint (delete an NP

postcyclically if at some former stlsfl it "BB in an Equi d°1°t°°

position) is even worse from this point of view. It predicts no

distinction at all between I want to meet... and I want the man to

meet... at the end of the !ggt_cycle.
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Lee's proposal also fares badly in other directions. For

instance, it apparently permits derivations like the following.

(h6)a. an assassin greeted the premier today by [an assassin
8hOOting the premier] 1 (precyclic: Equi)

b. an assassin greeted the pemier today by [[+DO0H] shooting
thfi Premiarl ====> (Passive on embedded clause)

c. an assassin greeted the premier today by [the premier being
shot by [+DOOHJ] ==== (Passive on matrix clause)

d. the premier was greeted by an assassin today by [the premier
being shot by [+DOOHJ] ====g> (¢y¢1i¢ Equi)

4 e. the premier was greeted by an assassin today by [[+DOOHJ

1
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being shot by [+DOOMJ] => (noon Deletion)
f. ‘The premier was greeted by an assassin today by being shot

liifivffiééfifiétxi.

That is, if an unspecified agent (PRO) can be moved into pyyphrase

position after being doomed by Equi, so can any other NP, and

sentences like (k6f) are predicted. They are ill-formed despite

meeting the like-subject constraint on pyyclauses in both initial

and cyclic structure.

I would claim that Lee's semantic claim is wrong. The correct

analysis of The premier was assassinaped by being shot, as of all

superficially agentless passives, involves the unspecified pronoun

p_discussed in Appendix A. No identity deletion rules apply to (or

under the control of)_§, and the inference that the shooting agent

was the same person as the assassinating agent is a pragmatic one,

not a semantically or logically licensed one. When Lee says (p.61)

"He can easily determine that there is an understood subject and in

any particular instance, we can determine what it is," I feel we

must agree. But it does not follow that stipulated coreference in

semantic representations is involved. Practical reasoning suffices

to tell us that if someone assassinated the premier, and if the

means employed was firearms, then it was the assassin who used the

fireams (probably at least). Compare the following example:
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(47) The Bay City Rollers were upgraded to the status of nationally
famous teeny-bopper idols by being mobbed a few times in the
presence of reporters.

Here the background knowledge that is relevant is less simple, and the

outcome is that no one would assume that the logical subject of

upgpade is stipulated to be identical with that of ppp, Lee actually

touches on the point I am making in one footnote (p.70, n.7), where he

notes the possibility of readings for his example like "The Premier

was assassinated (by the opposition party) by being shot (by a

member or hireling of the opposition party)", and remarks, "If such

an interpretation is possible, I don't know what to make of it."

What to make of it is quite clear: the claim of stipulated identity

between agents here is simply wrong.

'Turning to the question of identity constraints with pprsuade,

Lee claims that deep structure constraints are not the right device

to handle such identity constraints, because "If the sentential

complement of persuade is a £2§EfCl&U$6 instead of an infinitival

complement, the complement's subject need not be the same as the

object of pgrsuade -- I persuaded Clarabellegthat Clem should plow

' I persuaded Cthe field" (cf. ' lprabelle for Clem to plow ppe_£ield).

"Thus Perlmutter's solution," Lee continues, "would force us to regard

the differences between a that-clause and an infinitival complement,

in this case at least, as deep structure differences, rather than

superficial differences" (p.9fi). This is simply not so. Assume an

initial structure broadly like (#3).

I persuaded Clarabelle S

... PRES mm plow the Fina

Let selection of a subject to fill the ... position be quite free.
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If an NP identical in reference to Clarabelle is chosen and Passive

does not apply on the lower S, Equi will obligatorily apply on the

higher S, and in keeping with the suggestion of Kiparsky and

Kiparsky (1970) we may assume that the tense and modal are thereby

removed and the verb made infinitival (i.e. tenseless). If a different
NP such as §lgg_is selected, Bqui will not apply because its SD will

not be met, and the tense and modal in the complement clause will not

be deleted. As a non-interrogative tensed clause, the complement

will later (and optionally) have a that complementizer attached to it.

Subject selection with persuade-class verbs yields no support for

precyclic Equi if the Kiparsky-Kiparsky analysis is adopted.

The argument that Equi must apply before S-PRO and should therefore

be permitted to apply precyclically also fails to establish anything

once specific, well~supported proposals about the nature of initial

structure are taken into account. The crucial examples are ones

like (371:-). John decided to run for office but 1 wouldn't stoop to
What is important here is that in recent years a considerable amount

of evidence has been amassed that while it is a convenient shorthand

to represent derivations as involving deletion of NP material by

Equi and other rules, what actually happens is that Equi operates on

structures containing bound variables, or perhaps pronouns, and never

deletes NP content. Clear indications of what is claimed in this

respect are to be found in HcCawley (1967, 1970», etc.). The effect
that any such proposal would have would be to define initial structures

which in the relevant respects would look like (#9). 505; qf the

details there are unimportant for present purposes; the HcCauleyan

assumptions that verbs are initial (leftmost) and that bgt.and NEG

are intransitive verbs are nonessential, for instance. But notice

the two constituents ringed with dotted lines.
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It can be seen that in an initial structure defined along these lines

the only difference between the.antecedent S [run‘§.for office] and

the S that is to be pronouinalized [run y_for office] is the stipulated

nonidentity between the bound variables 5 and 1- and that nonidentity

is only fully defined by the relations between these variables and the

commanding material Ecammn 5 John] and Esmucaa 1] that binds them.
Assuming only that a rule like S-PRO would not recognize the

difference between individual variables included within 5 constituents

we shall be able to derive (37b) directly from (#9). And the

assumption that anaphora rules operating on larger constituents will
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generally ignore differences between contained variables seems to

be true:

(50)a. Once we found a man who could see up his own nostril,
but we never found another one. (One Pronominalization
ignores x's own/y's own distinction;

b. Gerald wants to cover himself in Mazola oil and streak
through a football crowd, but I wouldn't want to .
(VP Deletion ignores himself/myself distinction)

S-PRO facts, then, provide no argument for precyclic Equi even if

S-PRO only applies precyclically.

The argument that Equi must apply precyclically because it can

apply before Nominalization might be charged with being circular.

Nominalization can only be argued to be precyclic, assuming the

existence of Equi, if it can be shown that Equi nominalizations

(§atman's readiness to help us) are not counterexamples. It seems

to me that the situation regarding nominalization phenomena is less

clear cut than any of the proponents of particular views normally

admit. There seems to be some kind of balance between the cyclic

rules that apparently feed Nominalization and those that apparently

do not. Among potential examples of cyclic rules applying before

Nominalization are the following:

(51) $~S4Raising

a. John's appearance of having been pulled through a hedge
b. Fred's tendency to bite the heads off ferrets

(52) Egui
a. Luther's ability to hynotize lizards
b. Maxine's desire to engulf Amanda in a passionate embrace

(53) Passive

a. Herb's dimissal by the National Union of Linguists
b. Barker's seduction by the voluptuous vampire

To make such cases compatible with either Chomsky's lexicalist

hypothsis or Rewmeyer's precyclic Nominalization hypothesis

it is necessary to invoke various stratagems that are less than

fully plausible, and the discussion that has been devoted to these
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in the literature has not always been as explicit and detailed as

one might demand if a decision is to be arrived at. On the other

hand, there do appear to be cases where cyclic rules would have to

be blocked from applying before a nominalization transformation:

(54) Tough Movement
a. 'Fotherington's difficulty to like
b. ‘Your style's impossibility to understand

(55) Dative
a. 'Melvin's gift of me of a stuffed rabbit
b. ‘his sale of you of the Eiffel Tower

(56) S-O-Raising
a. ‘my belief (of) the Count to be the blood-bank raider
b. ‘Hank's proof of the theorem to be false

To account for these cases, any proponent of the view that

Nominalization takes place during or after the cycle must offer

grounds for predicting that the results of attempted Nominalization

will be ill-formed in these cases (though not in (51)—(S3)). I am

not aware of any substantial progress in this area. To make it

even less likely that some simple and general answer exists to the

problem, note that Postal (197h, chapter 10) finds that there are

some S-O-Raising cases which can subsequently nominalize. He regards

your estimate of Bob's weight as (being) Q00 pounds and my recognition

of the Queen as sunerior to the king as S-0-Raising nominalizations.

As McCawley (1973e, p.6) has pointed out, neither the
"transformationalist" nor the "lexicalist" position on nominalization

can lay any claim to having a general explanation of the facts to

offer. My own hunch, for what it is worth, is that the strategy of

trying to confront the constraints on Nominalization directly might

be more successful than others; thus it would seem useful to me to

explore the viability of formulating constraints such as "If a verb

that is to be nominalized has a direct object, it must be the initial

direct object of that verb" and so on, rather than looking for a
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broad conclusion about the organization of the grammar as a whole that

will have such constraints as consequences. If Nominalization is

subject to global constraints referring to initial structure status

of NPs, this would be fully consonant with a suggestion I shall make

below (see (93) and the text preceding it) that this is universally

typical of incorporation rules. I shall not embark upon a serious

attempt to predict nominalization facts here, however. I want only

to state my view that until this is done, the topic of Nominalization

is so dimly understood that it cannot on its own sustain a defence,

or even a weakly confirmatory argument in support, of the claim that

Equi applies precyclically.

I turn, therefore, to the topic of Brame sentences, which neither

Newmeyer nor anyone else has actually used in the literature for

evidence that Equi is precyclic, but which has a superficial

appearance of offering a straightforward rule interaction argument

of the classic type for this claim. What was done in sections 3.1

and 3.2 of this chapter to illustrate the basic types of argument

was to show how applications of rules on lower cycles could make it

impossible for a higher-cycle identity-requiring rule to operate.

In the case of S-PRO this left grammatical sentences incapable of

being derived. In the case of Equi, we can show ungrammatical

sentences being generated -sentences like (43).

(#3) ‘The people who awarded that grant to me want the people
who awarded me that grant to take it back again.

Now, in fact such entencescan be dismissed very quickly as

evidence for precyclic Equi, despite the undeniable fact that if

Equi applied precyolically, (#3) would not be generated. I have
chosen to discuss Brame sentences here chiefly because they raie

an intriguing descriptive problem of their own, one that is
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intimately linked with the concerns of this chapter. First, the

problem of sentences like (#3) is certainly not specific to Equi

or to any other rule (as Deirdre Wilson first pointed out to me).

Consider (57).

(5?)a. [the man who sold the house to me] shot [the man who
sold me the houselx 5

b. ‘The man who sold the house to me shot the man who sold
me the house.

Reflexivization could similarly be blocked by the destruction of

identity between full NPs. Second, for rules such as this the type

of deep syntactic analysis alluded to above in which coreference-

requiring rules actually operate on logical variables would never

give rise to Brame sentences because they would never be operating

on full NP constituents with internal structure. But third, and

most importantly, even if Bqui were taken to apply to structures

like (#1) in which the victim up has internal structure including
an S node, precyclic application of Equi would not be the correct

and sufficient answer to blocking Brame sentences, because sentences

like (58) would still be derived.

(53) ‘The people who awarded that grant to me want the people
who awarded me that grant to be given a cut out of my
Nobel prize money.

This is just as bad as (#3), yet the NP that should have been deleted

by Equi does not arrive in subject position until Dative and Passive

have applied on the cycle defined by the verb gigs, to a structure

like (59).

(59) ...[g_5ive a cut out of my Nobel prize money to the people
who awarded me that ggant

At the precyclic atags,.Equi would not be applicable; the subject

of the give clause would be unspecified_§, Some mechanism would

have to be found, therefore, to prevent the bleeding of gyelis Equi.
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And whatever mechanism was found for that could be used to block

(Q3) as well as (53).

The interesting thing about Brame sentences is that they ggglg

offer an argument for a precyclic deletion rule if they were found

in connection with s rule that, because of the nature of its input

structures, always applied to NPs that were in their initial structure

positions, but nevertheless had to be protected from illicit bleeding

by optional rules from below. It would be difficult in such a case to

decide on empirical grounds whether the deletion rule was precyclic

or not, assuming that alternatives could be constructed. Arguments

from theory or from rule typology would presumably have to be

invoked. Brame sentences also raise the interesting question of

whether a suitable way of blocking them in general terms can be

found, or whether obligatory deletion rules operating on full,

internally structured victim constituents have to be ruled out of

grammar altogether. At the present point in my argument, however,

it is sufficient to have pointed out that they do not provide any

support for the thesis that Equi can apply precyclically.

Th case for precyclic Equi has thus dissolved away cmpletely.

I should add that even if it had not, it would have constituted

something of a theoretical embarrassment to a defender of Hewmeyer's

position, because the both-precyclic-and-cyclic character that

would be attributed to Equi if the case held up is not in keeping

with the hypothesis mentioned above that there is a typological

distinction between cyclic and noncyclic rules which can itself be

used as an argument for the noncyclicity of rules such as PR. The

typological characteristics of Equi put it among the cyclic rules,

not the noncyclic ones.

However, it is now necessary for me to close the whole matter

by going on to show that Equi cannot ossibl apply precyclically.
== =B=:3====g

}O1

3.3.2.# Bqui cannot be permitted to apply precyclically at all.

I shall argue that Equi cannot be allowed to apply precyclically

on two grounds: first that the way in which Newmeyer would attempt

to block bad outputs of precyclic Equi cannot work, and second that

an antecedent removal argument can be used to falsify the precyclic

Equi claim.

Consider again the problem of derivations like (R5), which would

lead under the assumptions Newmeyer adopts to the generation of (60)

with the meaning of the entirely distinct (61).

(60) I want you to be seen.

(61) I want to see you.

I have already shown above that a general mechanism for preventing

such associations (by preventing Passive from applying under a matrix

clause with a coreferential subject, as in [l_!§gt [I see youfll)

defeats part of the alleged justification for precyclic Equi anyway;

but I want to suppose that some modification of Newmeyer’s proposal

could be found (such as the abandonment of the attempt to derive

corroboration from Lee's analysis of Q1 clauses), and proceed to

show that the constraint adduced for the purpose of blocking the

derivation of (60) from the source for (61) could not do the job

'anyway.

The constraint Newmeyer would want to invoke I shall call the

Goreferential Agent Constraint (CAO). There seem to have been a

number of independent attempts at stating it in the literature,

all of them somewhat tentative. Newmeyer quotes Grinder and

Postal (1971a) :

(62) Given a structure si which includes so and s1, if so
dominates S1, the subject of So is HPi, and if S1
incldes a phrase ‘by HPJ' and if NPi is coreferential
with HPj, then Si is illformed.
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This is reminiscent of Rose's "first approximation" (19?Ob, Ejj}

to a constraint to cover very similar putative facts:

[55] If a deep structure subject NP and some other NP in the
same deep structure are coreferential, then the former
NP may not become a passive agent-

and Hoore [19?3}, apparently unaware of either of these sources,

proposed the following:

tee) Ho subject NP in an embedded s that is coreferential
with a crossaclause mate can be moved out of subject
position.

All these formulations are concerned with predicting the oddness of

sentences like (55).

[55] ?I want you to be seen by me.

The judgement (? = somewhat unacceptable] is mine; Grinder and Postal

simply use asterisk prefixes, not distinguishing mild degrees of

unacceptability from total grammatical ill-formedness; Ross mixes

"' and '??' markings; and Hoore invents a new dagger prefix to

indicate "unpreferred“ status. All the formulations are overtly

global, (621 being a panderivational output condition on structures

exhibiting certain relations, and (E31 and (54) prohibiting

derivations of a certain type in which Passive applies. Assuming a

viable constraint that states what these attempt to state, Newmeyer

would claim that the reason (E0) is not derived from the source for

(61) is that an intermediate stage would be (56), which is ruled
out by the CAB.

_ I
(E5) si[...Sn[I£ want S1[you to be seen oy [l_D_00H]x]S1]sO...]si

I am going to argue that there is no hope for this claim, because the

G15 is not a syntactic constraint, has not been stated in an

obeervationally adequate form, and could not be so stated.

fi'???§iFfi§fie

t
| I‘
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Note first that the uncertainty about the degree to which

sentences like (55) are deviant is not something that can be passed

over lightly. I certainly observe the distinctions noted by the

various writers who have touched upon the GAG, but I find only a

slight degree of oddness about them (as we shall see, this varies

greatly according to context}; yet it is gggpgggggy impossible

for (60) to mean (61), not merely ncnepreferred, or a bit odd.

The constraint would therefore seem to be not the right type to

deal with the job in hand, that of unequivocally forbidding a

certain derivation. I believe in fact it is a pragmatic constraint,

and this accords with the fact that, as I shall now show, there

does not seem to be an adequate, unitary statement of it in

syntactic terms at all.

Each of the formulations has special defects of its own.

Grinder and Postal's (62) identifies pssive agent phrases simply by
reference to the configuration by + HP, and this is too unspecific,

for it fails to permit the grammatical and acceptable {ET}.

(5?) Tammy's man: thinks she will stand by himx.

It also forbids the pygphraee to appear if ggyzgggéggggggzgggggg

in the structure has a subject coreferential with it, wrongly

blocking (63). -

(68) Hikex is trying to find out the name of the girl who says

Jacdheline claims that the best night she can remember

in her life is the night she was seduced by himx at a
party on the beach.

Boss's (63) is, he admits, too strong. It rules out (59).

(69) That it had been given by him: to your sister was
mentioned by Tomi. '-
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It does this because it fails to require that the higher NP involved

be the subject of its clause. 'But it appears that Ross thinks there

would be difficulty with blocking (70) if it did mention subjects:

L

(70) ‘Sue was expected by Maxx to be washed by himx.
[judgement Rose's] _' -

(Grinder and Postal would manage to mark (70) as ill-formed on the

basis of the structure it would display at the beginning of the

topmost cycle; but they would by the same token wrongly mark (59)

ill-formed too.) Not specifying the role of the NP that is

coreferential with the byyphrase in the overall structure of the

sentence, Ross falls foul of cases (originally pointed out to me by

Terry Moore, in personal communication) involving relative clauses:

(71) Us wish to appoint a womanx by whomx a significant amount

of original research has bzcn done:-

His statement does not in fact say that the coreferential NP should

command the pyyphraseg he therefore wrongly includes sentences like

(72) in the scope of the constraint:

(72) This hole was dug by Professor Nurdleyx with the intention
that hexshould have something to crawl—into when his book
is published.

Moore's statement (st), though certainly intended to be relevant only

to cases where Passive moves the embedded subject NP out of subject

position, does not actually say this, so it strictly predicts that (73)

will have "unpreferred" status, which it clearly does not.

(73) Ix have proved myselfx to be reliable.

This displays removal from subject position by S-Oeflaising, which has

no adverse effects on acceptability. Moore's formulation, made vague

by the employment of the notion "cross-clause mate", which he does not

define, would apparently also (like Rosa's) prohibit (7%) too.

(7%) Bleasdalex fooled you, and I was fooled by himx as well.

But there are many cases on which all three formulations, and

all modifications of them that I can envisage, fail equally badly.

It seems to me that (75) is not unacceptable.

(75) Harryx was polite to his wife last night so that people
wouldh't be so disgusted by himx.

I do not see how a syntactic constraint could be formulated that

would admit (75) while ruling out (65). In fact it seems to me

that one can often select a string that the CAO would be expected

by its proponents to rule out - say, hgxdecidpd that she must have

been strangled by him , which I think Grinder, Postal, Ross, and

Moore would all object to, and construct a persuasive context that

will remove its alleged ill-formedness.

(76) The Senator pondered a long while on how he could
possibly have been, even inadvertently, responsible
for the death of the young woman who now lay across
the room from him. Finally, reluctantly, he decided
she must have been strangled by him during his
blackout.

It is also very important, of course, that with the slightest

suggestion of overt or implied contrast in the context (and the

. previous examples do not involve contrast), the CAC restrictions

vanish like morning mist: -

(77)a. I want my private patients to be examined by me, Nurse
Turnbull, not by some spotty-faced juior houseman.
I'm telling you the article was rejected - by me, as it

Q happens, so I should know.
1 c. I am asking you whether you want to be dealt with by me

M or by the full Discipline Committee of the college.
i d. This student has been given a wide range of grades from

A+ to 0- by her various tutors at various times, though
I don't think she has ever been given an A by me.

" D.

' 'Ross‘s interest in discussing the CAO was that in his view it

provided some "weak confirmation for one facet of the pcrformative

305
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analysis" (1970b, 234). If the performative analysis is assumed

and the viability of the CAC considered in the light of it, however,

things get considerably worse, not better. The performative analysis

is supposed by Ross to interact with the CAC to explain the oddness

of the sentences in (73).
I

(?8)8. ??You are loved by me.
b. ?It was given by me to your sister.
c. ???0ops, sorry, you weren't seen by me.

(The judgements are mine; the CAC would not have anything to say about

the differing degrees of oddness.) But if this is so, then as

Anderson (1971) has pointed out, there is absolutely nothing to

explain why an overtly performative sentence, which would be

claimed to manifest its topmost clause in surface structure, should

manifest the same phenomenon:

(79) ?You are hereby ruled out of order by me.

The examples in (78) are supposed to be out because of the higher

coreferent of gg_in the performative top clause (which gets deleted).

Sentences like (79) should on this account be fine. Horse yet,

if a solution were found to the problem of predicting the oddness

of (79), what rider to it could prevent (79') from also being

ruled out?

(79') You are hereby ruled out of order.

It is still the speaker who is the logical subject of rule; what

analysis could treat (79) and (79') separately when it is also

suppose to treat (60) and (65) identically? What these examples

suggest is that presence of a higher coreferent has nothing to do

with the matter at hand. And this is consistent with the

observation that, as in the case of applications of the CAC in

subordinate clauses, the claim that coreferential agent phrases
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such as by_Qe_in a main clause will always be unacceptable is simply

false. Context determines when such phrases will be acceptable.

For example, I heard on a BBC radio programme an interviewer asking

the question, "Can you tell us something about the ‘Phantom Captain

Theatre Cqmpany'?" and receiving the answer:

(80) The Phantom Captain Theatre Company was founded by m¢
in 1970...

The acceptability, in that context, is of course one hundred per cent

Thus far I have been purely destructive, showing that the data

the CAC is supposed to account for are evanescent and probably not

susceptible to a general characterization in syntactic term8- Let

me say a little about what I would propose in place Of the CAC-

First of all, I think we are dealing purely with a surface structure

phenomenon. Panderivational, global constraints are not only

inadequate, they are essentially a wrong type of descriptive device

for what is going on here. It is not easy to demonstrate this

directly, but the following argument seems to work for my dialect,

in which the alleged CAC phenomena are noted but in which, crucially,

no particular unacceptability attaches to Tough Movement sentences

with embedded passives; that is, 1 do not find (81) unaccePtab1°-

(81) Sharks are easy to be frightened by.

{People who have the constraint described by Berman 1973 Will R0‘ like

such a sentence, but this is not a relevant point.) It 18 thsrefore

possible to construct a derivation which in an intermediate stage

violates the alleged CAC but which leads to a sentence that is

acceptable for me. Consider an initial structure like (82).

(82) sO[Jayxthinks [[for_§_to get s1[hi%£to accept articles]s1l toughllso

111 three of the formulations (62), (63), (éh) would predict that
Passive will not be applicable to S because the subject him has a1 i
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coreferent as subject of a dominating clause, So. They would

therefore deem illicit the transition to the intermediate stage (85)

in which Passive has so applied:

(83) [Jay thinks [[s to get [articles (be) accepted by b‘: ] 1
S0 5- _ S1 M ZS S1
toughll-

°o
But now if Tgugh Movement applies on the cycle above S1 to extract

‘Qig_from byyphrase position and make it the subject of tough, we

0

(3#) Jay thinks he's tough to get articles accepted by.

I do not find this any more unacceptable than (81). Therefore 3

CAC violation at an intermediate stage of a derivation does not

produce the same oddness as an overt violation in surface structure

does in some contexts, so a panderivational constraint is not

appropriate.

What is going on, then? I believe it is simply that pronouns,

in their characteristic anaphoric function as bearers of old
-—,.
pa-Q

information (repeating reference to an entity previously referred to),

sound peculiar in passive byrphrase positions in view of the typical

function of passive byyphrases, which is to convey a piece of new
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new-information claim about the precise identity of the agent of

some action, but it then fills this slot with a piece of utter

non-news, an anaphoric pronoun referring back to some character or

entity already available as a discourse topic - someone (or

something), in other words, who could have been the derived subject

of the clause in question in the way that a topic usually is. This

is not the whole answer, of course. I oversimplify greatly, and I

omit consideration of something else that is probably playing a

role in the examples I have cited, namely the notion of speaker

empathy 1i§_§_3i§ participants in a described situation (see Kuno
1975). But 1 think what I have said is sufficient to give at least
a hint of why a pronoun in a passive bygphrase still sounds odd when

no environment to which the CAC could be relevant is anywhere in

sight :

(85) 1 hhuv twenty years in jail is a long time, but I believe
it will be all right, because
(a) she loves me.
(b)??I'm loved by her.

The CAC could have nothing to say about this sort of case, yet it is

surely of the same kind as (65), (70), (78), (79), etc.
To sum up, I have argued that the CAC, assuming it could be

inf°rmati°n' (The r°1° °f tn” Passive §l7PhrB5e 35 3 beflrfir Of permitted to interact with a DOOR theory of Equi (though in fact I

new information may even be built into the semantic structure of

passives if Langacker and Munro (1975) are correct in arguing that

the semantic representation of Algy was eaten by a bear is more like

‘Some entity ate Algy, and the eating of Algy was by a bear.')

Any structure that contrives to have an anaphoric pronoun in a '

passive byyphrase position will sound odd solely because of its

self-defeating character from a pragmatic point of view. It contains

a‘by7phrase, i.e. a device for focussing the hearer's attention on a

f
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cannot accept this latter), could not have done the job Newmeyer

wanted it to do. I have argued this at some length, but if I have

made my case against the CAC the conclusion now follows very quickly

cases involving Passive applying under an Equi verb (I want you to be

seen by me) do provide, as was actually observed by Lakoff (1966[1968]

69-70), a valid argument'that Equi cannot apply precyclically.

This first argument makes the assumption, which I think is

counterfactual, that the DOOM account of Equi could be incorporated

into the grammar. My second argument, to which I now proceed, assumes
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that as the !§ggg_contraction phenomena would suggest, no doomed

pro-form is left behind by Equi. The argument is of the antecedent

removal type.

Consider example (86).

(36) I want to prove myself innocent.

The initial structure underlying it would be roughly as in (87).

4
L
I be innocent

(87)

To a structure like this, precyclic Equi would imediately apply to

remove the subject of S2. During the cycle, when S-0-Raising

lifted the subject of S3 into S2, there would be no antecedent there

to reflexivize it, and (83) would be generated instead of (86).

(88) ‘I want to prove me (to be) innocent.

Therefore precyclic Equi produces wrong consequences.

To take another case, consider (39).

(39) Herman wants to avoid appearing (to be) stupid.

The underlying structure would be something like (90), in which

precyclic Equi would destroy the S2 subject that is supposed to act

as antecedent during the cycle after the S“ subject has been raised

into S3.

(90) s,
eran wants fig

avoid

*PP°lP1n8

rman be stup

L

Y

5

I

I

5
I
7

I I

1
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The result would be that (91) was generable bu: (39) was not.

(91) ‘Herman wants to avoid him appearing stupid.

I claim that these examples provide a direct falsification of the

claim that Equi can apply precyclically.

3.3.3 Reinterpretation of the claims of the PIH

Having shown that if PR is precyclic then Equi must apply

precyclically too, and that in fact it is impossible to permit

Equi to apply precyclically, I have shown that the premiss "PR is

precyclic" leads to a false conclusion. Since that premiss is an

entailment of the PIH, the PIH itself has a false consequence.

This suggests that the claims of the PIH listed above in section

3.3.1 should be subjected to a close reexamination. Since the

claims listed there apparently cannot be regarded as evidence that

the PIH is true, they must be susceptible to some very different

interpretation. I now poceed to show that this is indeed so.

CLAIM ONE was Newmeyer's important point that cyclic rules

seem to be prevented from applying in clauses that PR destroys.

Fbr example, the results of applying, respectively, Ehg§g_Insertion,

Tough Movement, and Extraposition prior to PR on the clause above

would be strings like those in (92).

(92)a. ‘George created there a furore. (create = [CAUSE+BEJ)
b. ‘mu magician enabled fire (for) me to eat.
c. ‘The brain surgeon enabled it for me to think again.

= [cAnsE+Poss1JaLi:])(enable

Let us consider more closely what would be involved in the derivations

that would lead to these sentences. PR would be applying on the So

cycle to representations which.at the end of the 81 cycles would

look approximately like those in (93).
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(93)a. S€ jL/I/”’,,§Q\\\\\\\\‘ [(9%) contd.] cl///////iii

I I the brain surgeon C~USE it SGeorge cause s the magician cause s

(5% an a furore POSSIBLE s (to be) P088113 S

/\ "
for me to eat 9'

the brain surgeon CAUSE S1

POSSIBLE S

for me to think again

In each of these I have ringed one constituent. In each case that

constituent is the cyclic subject of the clause from which PR is to

extract the predicate. I quoted above a conjecture of Postal's that

PR never applies to remove the predicate of a clause that still has

its cyclic subject. Let us assume that is correct, and that CAUSE

(like its lexicalizations ggggg, 55kg, 52$, haze, etc.) triggers

S-0~Raising. PR will then be operating on structures in which SOR

has applied, roughly as shown in (94).

(9l")a0 S  

George CAUSE" 1‘mry\ the magician CAUSE fire S

 a furore (tob

for me to eat

)

for me to think again

PR, operating as shown, produces the bad results of (92). We have to

find out what distinguishes these cases from the sort of case in which

PR operates legitimately and with well-formed results - for example,

¢a5e5 like those in (95), which would lead to the sentences in (96).

 

George CAUSE a furore S1 the magician CAUSE w? 5

Su.)

for me to eat fire

C0 S

/& a

the brain surgeon CAUSE WP S

3 ssm
f

a

for me to think again

(96)a. George created a furore.
b. The magician enabled me to eat fire.
c. The brain surgeon enabled me to think again.

The answer is that in (95) the clause that is to lose its verb through

PR he in every case lost its §g§§§g§=g§§ggtgrg subject via S0,

whereas in (95) it is in every case a derived subject that the

embedded clause has lost. I believe this is crucial.
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To formulate the constraint that is needed, let me define the

notion bereaved clause in the following way. A clause Si is a

bereaved clause if and only if a subject-removing cyclic rule (i.e.

Equi or Raising) has removed its initial struciure subject. Thus

Equi and Raising do not create bereaved clauses when they remove

some derived subject from an S, because the initial subject in such

a case will still remain within the clause. (It may subsequently be

removed, but this will not of course be by a subject-removing rule.)

To put it another way, a bereaved clause is a quasi-clause in which

no subject-creating rule applied during its own cycle. Given this

notion, I now propose the constraint (97).

(97) Predicate Raising only applies to extract the predicate
from a bereaved clause.

This is a stronger restriction than Postal's conjecture, for it limits

the range of quasi-clauses from which PR can extract a predicate. In

the cases we have been looking at, it has exactly the desired effect

of forbidding the applications of PR diagrammed in (9%). and permitting
those shown in (95). As far as I know, every plausible case for a

PR derivation that has been proposed is compatible with (97).

If (9?) is correct, then as Newmeyer warns in his paper (197k, 2),

PR is associated with a global constraint. But it is not a question

of "three global statements, one blocking derivations in which PR has

applied to the output of THERE INSERTIN, one blocking derivations in

which PR has applied to the output of TOUGH MDVENT, and one h

blocking derivations in which PR has applied to the output of

[EITRAPOSITION]" as Newmeyer would allege. (Newmeyer actually

adds an inconclusive argument based on Passive in English, which I

have ignored; my mention of Extraposition is cosonant with the line

of his argument.) I am proposing a general constraint on PR derivations
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-and one that there is no reason to think will prove particular to

English. 1 believe that (since I have already shown um the
hypothesis that PR is pecyclic has false consequences) the constraint

(97) must be accepted prg_t§m, (The only real alternative would seem

to me to be that of abandoning lexical decomposition altogether as

Chomsky would urge, and seeking to account for relations like that of

create and cause to be or look for and try to find in some nonsyntactic

way. This alternative would certainly close the question of whether

PR in English was precyclic with a firm "No" on the grounds that PR

did not exist; but since the proposals that have been put forward

for "lexical redundancy rules" and "projection rules" have not been

explicit enough to distinguish them from transformations under a new

name, and since the form and function of such devices seems

imeasurably less well understood than the form and function of PR

itself, I find it hard to attach much weight to this alternative.)

If lexical decomposition theories are to continue to be developed,

the way to impove the strength of the hypothesis repesented by (97)

would be to seek to relate (97) to general properties of incorporation

rules in sme way that does not have the defects of the PIH. It is

important to try to determine why the particular global condition (97)

is associated with the particular rule of PR.

I propose the following as'a suggestion as to what is going on.

There seems to be some support for a hypothesis put forward in

unpublished lectures by David Perlmutter and Paul Postal (and by
various others) that incorporation rules with the function of

incorporating nouns into other constituents always affect inipial

sprugturs gbsglggiggg. I have no space here to discuss this

hypothesis in detail. Let me merely illustrate the sot of confirmng

evidence found by pointing out that in the quasi-incorporation

process of English that derives compouds like pig-sguealing
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(intransitive subject incorporated) and chicken-stealing (direct

object incorporated) it is not possible to have ‘elephant-harming

of foliage (transitive subject), ‘chicken-being stolen or ‘sheep;

seeming t2_be agitated (derived intransitive subject) or ‘people-

believing to be liars (derived direct object). If this is

essentially n true generalization, it is apparently necessary to

impose another global constraint referring to initial structure

grammatical relations on an incorporation rule. And recall the

allusion in the discussion of Kayne's treatment of reflexive

pronoun "cliticization" in chapter 1 of this thesis: I suggested

there that I would advocate a treatment of French in terms of a

Reflexive Incorporation rule globally constrained to apply when

the controller of a reflexive pronoun was both a cyclic subject

and an initial subject. It does not look too unlikely that (98)
will prove to be a true generalization.

(98) All incorporation rules may be (must be?) subject to
global constraints mentioning initial structure
grammatical relations of NPs.

At this stage, I am offering only a conjecture. But I think it

would be worthwhile pursuing the matter with a view to providing

an account of the properties of incorporation rules that is

genuinely explanatory rather than merely descriptive, It uoula

not be too surprising if natural languages permitted incorporation

only in cases where initial structure grammatical relation structure'

remained fully transparent after incoporation.

I shall turn now to an examination of the second claim of the

PIH, which turns out to provide further support for the account of

PR I have suggested here.

CLAIM ‘IMO, that the complex predicate [CAUSE-l~SURE] does not

trigger Raising, was made the basis of an argument to the effect that

I
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a semantic generalization about rule government was lost if PR were

not made precyclic. What Newmeyer is envisaging is the danger that

a derivation with cyclic PR might proceed like this:

(99)a. S1 B . S

A A “’“"" °“S1 cycle
John CAUSE N‘? John CAUSE NIP ,_-=—__§

S 2 Raising on S
S2 cycle
a

NF SURE SURE S

S A
4“'.'.~ to win
GED win

c. S d. ‘S
PR on S1
cycle

John cnusn Bill s '*‘*_ Jenn ,cAusn+sm>.n Bill s
‘ 6Il81lI‘6

(to be 6933 si "° “'1”

to IE.

e. ‘John ensured Bill to win.

That is, he notes that Raising could occur before PR if the latter

were cyclic, and the generalization that verbs with [cAUsn+suns] as
their approximate meaning do not trigger (S~0~)Raising would fail

to be applicable early enough to block (99e), for [CAUSE+~$URE] is
not derived until the last cyclic step in the derivation.

However, the global constraint (9?) on PR that I have already

proposed offers on indeendent grounds exactly the correct prediction

here. It outlaws the step from (99c) to (99d) because $2 in (99c) is

not a bereaved clause. Bill, the NP removed from S2 by S-O-Raising ,
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is a derived subject, not the initial subject of S2. Compare the

derivation in (99) with that in (100), an example of a well-formed

PR derivation leading to a sentence with ensure.

(100)a. s1 e. s.
Raising on PR on S1

S1 cycle cycle

John cmsn NIP ‘I John CAUSE s "="==>»

s i eF’—%

SURE Bill win

Bill win

c. S d. John ensured that Bill won.

John CAUSE+SURE WP

S

In (100d) the clause Bill won is tensed and marked with a ihat

complementizer because it has not had its subject removed by Raising

or Equi. The semantic condition that [CAUSE+SURB] does not govern

S-O-Raising may be incorporated into the grammar, and it will

determine that (99e) may not be derived from (100c). The derivation

in (99) is blocked independently of this restriction; the structural

description of PR is never properly met, because of the constraint

(97). Claim Two thus provides no support for the PIH.

CIADI THREE referred to Nominalization. Rewmeyer claims that

lominalization is precyclic, and notes nominalizations of PR-derived
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verbs, which would suggest application of PR before Nominalization,

hence precyclic PR. In dealing with the question of precyclic Equi

(for Equi also seems to apply before Nominalization in some cases)

I noted above that I do not regard the case of Nominalization as

sufficiently well-understood to support other claims. Newmeyer's

arguments for a transformational-but-precyclic account (1971, and

the Appendix to 197%) are intriguing, but not well enough worked

out that they can support other claims. I do not have a worked-out

view of Nominalization myself either (and Chomsky 1970 argues that

none will be forthcoming). I refer the reader to my remarks in

section 3.3.2.3 and leave the matter for further work to resolve.

CLAIM FOUR was that Berman's (1973) constraint on ggggh

Movement had to refer to a level that follows all applications of PR

but precedes all cyclic rules. If the PIH were correct such a level

could be defined: Middle Structure. However, Herman's constraint

turns out to be of very uncertain status when examined more closely.

Grammaticality judgements vary considerably from person to person,

and even for a given speaker the judgements may vary across

construction types. There are useful discussions of the Berman

constraint in Johnson (197%) and Neeld (197%). Briefly, the

situation is this. Host people find sentences in which.22ggh

Movement has promoted an object derived by Dative to be unacceptable,

but this is nothing that is particular to §3ggh_Hovement or relevant

to the existence of Middle Structure. It seems rather to have to do

with a processing difficulty that is always associated with application

of both Dative and some unbounded clause membership change rule in the

same S. Compare the sentences in (101), where the gaps mark

perceptually apparent removal sites.
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(101)a. ?Presents are impossible to buy John .
b. ?John is impossible to buy presents.
c. ?Hho is it impossible to buy presents?
d. (?)Presents are the sort of thing it's impossible to buy him__.
e. ?He's the one that it's impossible to buy presents.
f. ?Presents, it's impossible to buy John .
g. ?John, it's impossible to buy presents.

The phenomenon is a very general one, and although it is also

controversial (cf. Jackendoff and Culicover 1971; Langendoen,

Kalish-Landon and Dore 1973; Hankamer 1973;; Lakoff and Thompson

1975), I think it is clear enough that the problem of the sentences

in (101) centres around the appearance of a surface sequence !_:_§§

where the NP is 22; the cyclic object of the verb. Any such sequence

causes perceptual problems, probably because imediately postverbal

position is used as a perceptual cue for cyclic objecthood in the

processing of sentences by speakers of English. Now, from this

perspective there is no problem at all with seeing why Newmeyer's

example (30), Silverfish are fun to kill, causes no problems.

There is no problematic !_:_§§ sequence. Egggh Movement has applied

to the NP silverfish which £3 the cyclic direct object of kill, and

the processing task is fairly easy.

Berman‘s other cases of 2gugh'Hcvement being constrained not to

promote NPs out of derived positions are less convincing than the above

data. With Passive and §b2g§_Movement it is a significant point that

many speakers do not object to the type of example in question:

(102)a. Horses are unpleasant to be bitten by ___,
b. Mary is difficult to talk about such things to .

A prejudice against certain ungainly strandings of prepositions might

be all that it is necessary to postulate here. More plausibly, a

pragmatic oddness might be felt by some speakers with respect to a

derivation which, as in (102a), arranges for horses to be ousted

from subject position via Passive, but then reverses this decision

by reassigning it to subject status by means of Tough Movement. If
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derived subject position has particular pragmatic correlates (cf.

Keenan 1976b)this might be expected to be a rather odd sentence

type - but it is not therefore an ungrammatical one. And with

About Movement we can see that perceptual confusion is again on

the horizon. Apparently, for the dialects that dislike (102b),

the order of NPs should be indirect object followed by about phrase

if extraction is to take place from either; but this involves

linearization, which is probably associated not with middle structure

but with cyclic or shallow structure (Pullum 1976c). Finally, the

claim Berman makes that objects derived by S-0-Raising cannot

undergo Tough Movement is not true, as Postal (197%) has shown.

Johnson (197u, 112L113) offers the following examples, which are
surely not ungramatical:

(103)a.
be
c.
d.
e.

Certain

John is impossible to consider a fool.
John is easy to consider tough to please.
John is tough to imagine being easy to please.
Hojo believes Gigi to be easy for Max to imagine nude.
Hojo expects Gigi to be easy for Max to imagine being
tough to please.

cases of multiple promotions that leave strings of infinitives

behind are unacceptable, but that is another matter, as is the

unacceptability of ?Smith was easy for Jones to expect to recover

(pointed out to Chomsky by John Kimball and noted in Chomsky 1973,
254a), which is probably confusing because of the strong temptation

to interpret ::.g§pect to recov§§_as Equi-derived, making garbage of

the whole string. I think it is clear that there is no general

grammatical constraint limiting _'llo\_.1_gh Movement to NPs that are in

their pre-cycle positions, and therefore it is neither necessary nor

possible to invoke the level of middle structure here as Newmeyer

wants to do.

CLAIM FIVE for the PIH alluded to the constraint on instrumental.

adverbial clauses with by,that Fodor (1970) put forward in the course
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of arguing against lexical decomposition. But the reader will recall

(chapter 2, section 2.3.20)that Fodor is mistaken over the matter of

the level his constraint must refer to. It must in fact be stated

on the level of cyclic structure. Therefore it has at best no

relevance to the PIH, and it may even be interpreted as weakening

any claim that there is a significant precyclic level of structure

distinct from initial structure.

CLAIM SIX was based on Newmeyer's suggestion that the correct

definition of the class of progressive participles that permit

modifier preposing is that it is that class that is intransitive in

middle structure (a crying boy versus ‘an eating boy). Newmeyer

silently assumes that Unspecified 0bject Deletion applies during

the cycle, so that at middle structure a verb like e§t_would always

be transitive but by cyclic structure this could have been obscured.

I claim that this is not so, and that Unspecified Object Deletion

is postcyclic. I shall devote some discussion to this in the sex:

chapter. For the moment, let me point out a few of the phenomena

that support my position. First, since there seems to be no reason

to distinguish the deletion of unspecified objects from the deletion

of the unspecified pronoun_§ in whatever grammatical role it may

appear, Unspecified Object Deletion should rather be called

Unspecified Pronoun Deletion, and shows no signs of being statable

in terms of grammatical relations like a typical cyclic rule. .

Second, it gggg share typological properties with rather clear cases

of postcyclic rules like Qg_Deletion, Subject Pronoun Drop (in Romance,

Arabic, etc.), Proposition Deletion, th§t_Deletion, etc., as will

become clearer from the next chapter. Third, syntactic arguments

show that unspecified objects are present during the cycle and

undergo cyclic rules. Passive can move §_into subject position:
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(10%) Being called crooked by Lester Maddox is like being
called ugly by a frog. [example due to former Governor
Carter of Georgia]

S-S-Raising can lift g_into subject position in a higher clause:

(105) Seeming to be honest is an excellent way to win votes.

And §_can be extracted from cyclic object position on a later cycle

to become subject through the agency of Tough Movement:

(106) Being easy to please is just an excuse for not
exercising any critical judgement.

Therefore unspecified objects cannot be deleted during the cycle on

the clause that immediately contains them. Any strict interpretation

of the cyclic pinciple would debar it from applying in embedded

clauses during later cycles, so the only alternative seems to be that

it is ostcyclic. If transitivity of progressive participles does

determine their preposability, then, cyclic structure would appear

to be appropriate for the statement of the condition, and no

support is lent to the postulation of middle structure and thus

indirectly to the PIH.

I think the generalization may be quite spurious, however.

Little is understood about the peculiar constraints on te rule

usually lcnown as Modifier Preposing (see Barkai 1972 for one totally
unexpected semantic constraint); properties idiosyncratic to

particular predicates and construction types may be involved. But

there seems to me to be little hope that a distinction between

transitive and intransitive verbs will play a central role in view

of the following randomly ordered and nonexhaustive list of

counterexamplesz
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(107) startling discoveries
heartening progress
killing headaches
investigating staff
grasping moneylenders
puzzling problems
visiting relatives
discouraging remarks
pursuing police cars
cheering news
binding obligations
flattering comments
worrying developments
binding obligations

32%

watching crowds
alarming sights
magnifying glasses
astonishing claims
well-wishing friends
examining magistrates
amusing jokes
electrifying performances
disgusting activities
welcoming words
arresting officers
pressing comitments
stupefying revelations
boring articles

disturbing reports
teaching assistants

staggering weaknesses
frightening moments

The class of exceptions is in some danger of becoming as large as the

class of well-behaved examples. The question of participle preposing

may therefore be wholly irrelevant to the question of support for

the PIH.

CLAIM SEVEN raises an interesting theoretical question, that of

the formal and functional properties of classes of rules as defined

by reference to rule interaction. It would constitute support for

the PIH if a class of rules which ggglg be assumed to be precyclic

happened also to be distinct from the cyclic rules in various

significant ways; and Newmeyer suggests that this is so: PR and

Nominalization are 222 semantically governed by verbs like cyclic

rules (and thus not capable of being assigned exceptions by the

lexicon), and are 22; stated in terms of grammatical relations,

he claims. The latter point is not in fact very strong. The way

I have discussed the cyclicity law in chapter 2 assumes that the -

relevant question is whether a given rule changes the grammatical

relations structure of a clause by its application. I think PR

clearly does. Consider a case where the lower clause is transitive,

as in the derivation of: Eves 1 to z from [$611852 [3BAVE 1]].

5-0-Raising will first derive I; ems:-2 5 [to mws 1]]. The effect
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of PR is to attract the subordinate predicate to the trigger CAUSE

and make the subordinate object the new main clause object:

[x CAUSE-rHAVB 1 3]. The ousted object 5 is then marked with the

appropriate morphological marker and assigned a new grammatical

relation, that of indirect object. (Following Seuren 1973, one

might speculate that gig indirect objects arise in this way, so

that initial structures would not in fact contain indirect objects.

The implications of pursuing this course are not clear to me.)

PR, then, does appear to change grammatical relations.

Nominalization I again put aside at this point pending some

explicit account of its mechanics - if indeed it does turn out to

exist as a transformation or other syntactic rule.

The question of whether PR is "free (i.e. ungoverned and

unexcepted)" in its application is a rather peculiar one. The

interaction of PR with the rules inserting lexical items makes it

a question there is really no way of investigating. Suppose one

were to claim for some arbitrary predicate, say, FOND Clexicalized

as to like, to be fond of), that it is 222 a PR trigger. The claim

is that derivations like (108) will not occur:

(108) Ts.rzanxFG'lD [Jane TICICLE nmx] => (son)
Tarzanx FGID Jane [to TICKLE himx] i (PR)

Tarzanx FQID-PJEICICLE himx Jane =_-g (other)
Tarzan fonkles himself to Jane.

In other words, English will not contain any verb £gg§lg_such that

x f°111<1°B I to z means x likes z to tickle 1. Suppose that an

exhaustive search of the lexicon of English (I have not conducted

one) reveals that there are indeed no verbs that would cause us to

postulate PR triggered by FONT as shown in (103). This finding would
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appear to confirm the prediction that would be made on the basis of

claiming that POND does not trigger PR. Yet paradoxically, it

would also be confirmation of the prediction we would make on the

contrary view: PR is triggered by FOND, but there just happens to

be no lexical item in English which can be substituted for the

resulting subtrees. The derivation (103) is in accord with the

rules of the gramar, but there happens to be no item fgggglg.

The problem we have met is that the set of possible lexical items

of the category V is defined under prelexical syntax assumptions

as the union of the set of primitive semantic predicates and the

set of possible V-dominated outputs of PR, and since this set is

denumerably infinite (PR can reapply recursively) and the lexicon

of any natural language is finite, we can never guarantee that for

any arbitrary subclass of the possible items there will be even one

representative lexical item in the lexicon of any given natural

1*"'8“a8=- T° P“ 1* "W '~*i'=P1v- ;2s1;s=2:2222=2:=:2z=222§=§2;2§
2€=€!§§§222-=2£=l§§§§§§=2§S3B§i2§§=§2=§=B£§l2§§E§%=';‘£§'

In languages like the Romance languages in which the equivalent

of PR ("Verb Raising") is postlexical, there does seem to be evidence

that it is governed by particular predicates - predicates of

causation and permission being the clearest and most familiar

example of a triggering class, and predicates of perception pobably

being another. (I return to the question of Verb Raising directly.)

For the case of pelexical PR that Newmeyer (1974) is concerned with,

claims about government do not seen to be testable, so I can say

nothing about them.

CLAIM EIGHT involves some apparent support for the PIH that is

not associated with the highly controversial assumption that

superficially monomorphemic lexical items can have internal structure

an
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and transformational history at more abstract levels. Newmeyer

(1974) cites Aissen (197%) as corroborative of his general thesis.

Aissen's paper (of which an earlier draft in 1972 was entitled

"Precyclic rules") argues that cyclic rules are blocked from

applying in the clause below a V[erb]R[aising] trigger verb if

VR applies in the derivation, and that a unified explanation of

the facts concerned would be available under the assumption that

VB universally applied precyclically, destroying the environment

for the cyclic rules that might otherwise have applied in the

clause that loses its verb. The material that supplies her

fullest set of arguments comes from Turkish. I am not competent

to develop in detail an alternative account of the Turkish data

(though in Pullum 1975a I show that her case appears to be

internally inadequate in that the argument she gives to establish

the crucial premise that Turkish has a cycle does not go through).

However, Zimmer (1974) has argued that what is involved in Turkish

causatives is not destruction of environments for cyclic rules by

VB, but incompatibility between the morphology of causatives and

the morphology of reflexives, reciprocals, and passives. He gives

some evidence that certain causative constructions do in fact have

passivized structures underlying them. The evidence from Turkish,
U

r

therefore, is seriously compromised. And when one turns to other

languages with VR constructions that have been intensively studied,

one finds that there are compelling reasons to reject the precyclic

VR claim. The discussion of French VR (V§§i§g7Infinitive") by Kayne

(1975, section 3.6) suggests strongly that there are good reasons

not to deal with restrictions on VR by means of a rule-interactional

description; and for Italian, Radford (1975) and Cinque (1975) have
independently argued for the cyclicity of VR, establishing their

conclusion quite decisively in my opinion. Oinque is able to show
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both reasons of an independent kind for the ungrammsticslity of

the sort of sentences that nssd to be blocked, and evidence that

cyclic rules Cheflexivization, Passive, Raising, and Equi) can

apply before VH. He then proceeds to give examples of derivations

that would generally (under the linear ordering assumption) be

token as motivation in the classic tradition for cyclic application:

Passive-VR-Passive, Raising-VR-Raising (i.e. two sandwich arguments)

and a reversible argument involving Reflexivization and VR. Such

arguments may not of themselves succeed in establishing the

noccssity of the cyclc (as I showed in chapter 2), but they are

of course clear countorsrgumcnts to Aisscn, for they show the facts

of Italian to be incompatible with the claim that VB only applies

222222 all the othnr rules mentioned. Cinque also notes that in

pp.3hB-3%? of hcr paper Aisscn is forced to stipulate that in

multiple VB constructions "a precyclic rule scans the tres from the

bottom up", i.e. interacts with itself exactly as if it were cyclic.

I refer the reader to Ginquc*s paper for tho justification of my

assumption at this point that the universal VR claim cannot be

sustained.

This brings us to CLAIM NINE, the final plank in the supporting

platform for the PIH, Hewmcyer's (19751 study of Compound Formation.

I shall have nothing to say about the analysis of compound nouns

hero; it is a troublesome topic on which I have no firm opinions.

I am only going to draw attention to what Hewmeyer's paper gggég

establish under the assumption that all of its arguments were wholly

valid. Ho gives evidence that NPs like the tree-house containing

compound nouns are pg; derived from structures like (109) via

Relative Clause Fbmmmiion, Relative Clause Reduction, and Hodifisr

Proposing, but derive directly from a noun complement structure like

(1101 via a rule he refers to as Compound Formation.
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(109)
/riP\

—-s
>s

V
the houscx §_ X,/2*~\H%fl~ 1 P Phe |,5.

-s
(110) nr

DE§»s»*”i’%‘H“%\HH%¥hHENom?1
in  \

in k l
a tres

What he concludes from this defence of the structure (119): flumbfired

(3) in his paper, is the following:

Since there is no reason to believe that structures such as
(3) do not exist as inputs to the flffilflv ihflre 15 5° F9559“
to believe that compounds derived from thcm cflfllfi flflt be
formed by precyclic incorporation. (p.33h)

later he stresses again that this is all he has shown!

On the basis of this evidence, then, we mfly RESUME that B
class cf compound nouns is derived from noun complements.
Since, as far as I know, there is no reason to believe
that noun complements, whatever their ultimate origin,
do not have the structure represented by P-marker (31
cycle-initially, we may assume that at least some
compound formation is precyclic.

Thus even if I followed Hcwmeyer in every assumption and Bofiflntsd ti

the validity of every argument [which I am not sure I could dolq thfl

conclusion would onl be that there is one subset of compounds whichY ==========
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have a source ggggggiglg 2222 the claim that Compound Formation is

precyclic. The entire position would also be compatible with the

claim that Compound Formation was cyclic, or postcyclic, or even

nonexistent (compounds could be synchronically unanalyzable despite

their close relation to noun complement structures), or intralexical

With no other support for the PIH to be found, Compound Formation

does not of itself seem to provide any positive evidence for it.

I do not rule out the possibility that Compound Formation might

turn out to be a precyclic rule, but I deny that anything is yet

known about compounds which compels us to acknowledge support

for the PIH.

In sum, I find that under closer examination, none of the

nine claims I have been able to identify in the recent work of

Newmeyer and Aissen can actually be sustained. The PIH not only

has false consequences, but is entirely lacking in positive

support. I conclude that the PIH must be rejected.

The rejection of the PIH means that the class of incorporation

rules are no longer candidate precyclic rules. The most likely

thing is that they will turn out to be cyclic. (Nominalization

has occasionally been claimed to be postcyclic, but not on

strong grounds.) Since this class is the most significant example

of a class of rules claimed in the literature to be pecyclic,-it_

begins to look increasingly likely that there are no precyclic

rules in syntax at all. We might conjecture that the other notable

cae of a claimed precyclic rule, namely S-PRO, will succumb to

some reanalysis that removes it from this category. Note, for

example, that S-PRO could be done away with completely if we simply

permitted neuter singular pronouns to refer exgphorically to
:::_-="'%==.-....-p

intensione of sentences uttered or alluded to in a discourse.

‘_4__;.;
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h.0 Postcyclic and last-cyclic rules.

In exactly the same way that we can envisage data which would

demand description in terms of a syntactic process applying gggggg

any cyclic rule applies, the logical possibility exists that some

languages achieve optimal description only if we postulate rules

that are correctly fed or bled by cyclic rules in higher domains, and

which therefore need to be constrained to apply only ggggg the cyclic

rules have applied. As with precyclic rules, we can say that if it

were impossible to predict on general grounds when a rule in some

language would have this property, we would face a great weakening

of the theory of grammar and a possible evacuation of the empirical

content of the cyclic principle; but if rule form or rule function

determine interactional possibilities via principles of linguistic

theory, real progress can be made by uncovering and specifying those

principles. I shall not recapitulate this methodological point in

detail; the beginning of section 3.0 may be re-read_mutati§’mutandis.

I believe that the logical possibility just outlined is amply

realized in natural languges, and many examples will be given below.

It is necessary first, however, to give some careful and detailed

attention to an additional possibility in rule interaction which has been

introduced piecemeal into the literature and has become enmeshed into

a very serious and well entrenched terminological confusion that has an

empirical issue buried beneath it. The cofusion is that between the

terms postcyclic and last-cyclic, and the empirical issue is the

question of whether the former, the latter, or both, or neither,

should be provided for by the theory of grammar. I hope first to

clear up the confusion and then to settle the empirical issue with

some degree of conviction.
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An example that will be useful for the purposes of the discussion

is given by Matthews (1970) in what is one of the earliest mentions

in print of the point that it cannot, apparently, be the case that

all the transformational rules of English apply cyclically. Take

any intermediate structure like (13), and compare its derivational
history with um of <11»).

(1)a. [I asked [they would be angry why]]
b. [they would be angry why]

Both will undergo Uh-Q Movement (though I omit any indication of the

"Q" element, whatever it may be, that would trigger Uh-Q Movement in

(1b), in order to be entirely neutral between many different analyses).

(2)a. [I asked [why they would be angry]]
b. [why they would be angry]

In (2) the outputs of Wh—Q Movement are roughly sketched. What Matthews

asks is exactly how we may prevent the familiar transformation known

as Subject-Auxiliary Inversion from applying to (2a) in exactly the

same way as it applies to (Zb), since the relevant substring in (2a)

is identical to (Zb). That is, why is there the contrast seen in (3)?

(3)a. ‘I asked why would they be angry.
b. Why would they be angry?

Matthews observes that the analysis due to Chomsky (1965) with its

principle of cyclic application of transformations gives no answer to

this. The marker "Q" is used there for interrogative clauses of both

main and subordinate character, and $ubject~Auiliary Inversion is
Hbdal

taken to apply to a string something like Q — [wh-] - NP - T(have ).

During the cycle on the inner bracketed constituent in (2a) ‘-

exactly such a sequence will be met with, and nothing within that

cyclic domain indicates that it is in fact embedded below a verb that

takes indirect question cmplements. That only emerges on the next

cycle, on the outer bracketed constituent.
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Matthews ponders, quite perceptively, on exactly what theoretical

moves might be made to circumvent the problem. One would be making

inversion optional and filtering out at surface structure all cases

of embedded inversion. Another would be to rewrite the inversion

rule ad_hg£ to be sensitive to material across the left hand S

boundary, requiring such commanding material to be null -in other

words to fix up the structural description of inversion so that it

is not blind to what is outside its immediately containing clause.

Matthews quite rightly rejects both these moves as uninteresting

and unappealing. He prefers the idea that he sees in the distinction

Fillmore (1963) draws between the main block of transformations and

a special late block of "final simple transformations". Fillmore

does not in fact place Subject-Auxiliary Inversion (which b8 C8118

the "Question" transformation) among the final simple transformations,

but Matthews suggests that this could be done, and it not only "would

be rather more elegant" but would have "the virtue, at least, that it

might be proved wrong." Among the ways in which it might be proved

wrong, he suggests:

For example, it is conceivable that the same rule might be
post-cyclical in one sentence but cyclical in another.
Again, it is conceivable that a rule 5, which is cyclical,
might be peceded by a rule Q, which is post-cyclical.
(Matthews 1970, 117-)

But here we have run for the first time into the cnfusion of which I

warned above. If Matthews has introduced his term "post-cyclical" to

mean "applying only after all cyclic rule applications are completed

in all domains", his logical possibilities are not possibilities but

contradictions. For instance, a truly "post-cyclical" rule_Q_in this

sense could not even have been considered for membership in that

category if it really preceded some cyclic rule g;in any derivation.

iiYew

_.iii‘
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Sense can be made of the issues Matthews is attempting to raise

once we take account of a distinction that was already being drawn

in the underground semi-published literature before Matthews wrote.

According to Lakoff (1966[1968], 34) it was pointed out by Chomsky

in lectures given during 1966 that there existed the possibility of

introducing into transformational theory a provision for restricting

°°"*“i“ “"*°°f°'"‘“i°“° "° “‘PP1Yi“5 2§§¥=§‘é£§2§=§§2=£§22~l=§Z§1.=232:2
gggigggigg. This would not be the modification Matthews proposes,

namely provision for a class of rules that do not apply in the cycle

but only apply later. It would still claim that all rules applied

cyclically, but it would place a block on certain rules preventing

them from applying during the first 3:1 cycles in an pycycle derivation.

The one thing that had to be available would be a way of distinguishing

formally between the topmost S in a tree and any other S, and this

would obviously be needed anyway, since whatever marker identifies

imperatives would need to be under the constraint that it should not

appear in embedded clauses.

It appears to have been Chomsky‘: aim to weaken as little as

possible the claim that all transformations apply cyclically. But in

fact there are rather rich opportunities for new types of description

associated with his proposal in conjunction with other assumptions he
was maintaining, which apparently he recognized. Given the availability

of parochial ordering constraints, a rule restricted to final cycles

(hencefoth, a last-cyclic rule) could easily be ordered before an

odinary cyclic rule. It would only ever actually gpply before that

rule during final cycles, but during such a cycle it would take

precedence. But a last-cyclic rule could just as well be ordered

afteg all ordinary cyclic rules, and if it were, it would apparently
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perform exactly the function that would be expected of a postcyclic

rule, without actually being a postcyclic rule.

This modification to transformational theory would meet all of

Matthews’ observations and potential problems at once. Subject-

Auxiliary Inversion can be made last-cyclic, and it will then be

restricted to applying in topmost (main) clauses only as required.

Matthews‘ potentially falsifying case in which a "post-cyclical"

rule has to be ordered before a cyclic rule is now coherent, but is

not a problem: there is no reason why a last-cyclic rule should not

be ordered before an ordinary cyclic rule - indeed, the situation

may reasonably be expected to occur. Yet the proposal still has

falsifiability in that Matthews‘ other invented scenario (where a

rule "might be post-cyclical in one sentence but cyclical in another")

is predicted not to be a possible state of affairs: a rule restricted

to final cycles will be so restricted in all derivations in which it

participates, it is claimed. Hence the proposal still "has the

virtue, at least, that it might be proved wrong."

Thus far I hope to have made clear the difference between what

Chomsky proposed (last-cyclicity) and what Matthews draws from

possibilities inherent in Fillmore (postcyclicity). A last-cyclic
rule is cyclic but takes effect only in topmost S domains, while a

postcyclic rule is gggcyclic and does not apply in any derivation

until every cyclic rule application in that derivation has been

effected. From the logical possibilities he considers, it looks

as though what Matthews should have proposed is last-cyclicity.

Fbr a truly pgstcyclic rule in the sense I shall henceforth give

that term, no parochial ordering constraint could make it apply

before any cyclic rule, and this is an important part of the

definition.
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The distinction I am stressing has become crucially important

to a dispute about the analysis of linguistic facts in at least one

place in the literature that I know of, but, unhappily, at precisely

that point a straight confusion over terminology rears its ugly head

with totally disastrous results fo the conduct of the debate.

Bresnan (1971) gives in her Appendix II an argument for the

cyclicity of the !h_movement rules and for the necessity of her

proposal that the Nuclear Stress Rule of Chomsky and Halle (1968)

must apply within the syntactic cycle (in my terms, must apply to

CyS). Lakoff (1972), which is a polemic against Bresnan (1971),

calls this appendix the "most crucial part" of Bresnan's argument.

Bresnan wants to show that on the last cycle in a derivation the

Nuclear Stress Rule (NSR) applies after all the cyclic rules

including the last-cyclic ones, and to this end she argues that

the NSR applies after the inversion rule that gives Away ran Fido.

She appears to regard this latter rule as one that is in the cycle

but restricted to topmost clauses, i.e. as last-cyclic. But what

she ggyg is that it is postcyclic. Hence when she gives evidence

that the NSR ggllggg this inversion rule, both Lakoff (1972, 238)

and Berman and Szamosi (1972, 310) take it that she has inadvertently

provided clear counterevidence to.exactly the claim she is putting

forward. Her critics take itethat she has contradicted herself,

and they can hardly be blamed for this.

Even Bresnan (1972), the rejoinder to the critics, fails to take

note of the terminological problem, and appears on p.327 ("cyclic and

last-cyclic (our postcyclic)") to attach no importance to the

distinction. Lakoff (1972, 288 fn.3) does realize that an
erroneous use of "postcyclic" to mean last-cyclic might be involved,

but Bresnan (1972) ignores that footnote. Her rejoinder accuses
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Lakoff of simply failing to understand what she had said in Bresnan

(1971). The curtain falls on this tragedy without either party

having perceived the intent of the other, or having identified the

terminological point of disagreement which was causing the

misunderstanding. The incident could hardly have been more

unfortunate, for Bresnan's analysis of sentence stress touches on

numerous highly significant theoretical issues and is heartily and

unreservedly endorsed by numerous linguists (mainly of the EST

persuasion), while Lakoff's critique has become a stock reference

for those who reject Bresnan's analysis. The last thing a branch

of science needs is to have an interesting and wide-open issue

treated as firmly closed by disputing parties who are unable even to

talk to each other about it.

#.1 The nonexistence of last-cyclic rules.

In this section I want to argue from a number of different points

of view that no provision should be made in linguistic theory for

a class of last-cyclic rules. This is not the kind of argument

that can easily be made directly from relevant empirical facts,

since no assembly of facts could suffice to demonstrate that a

negative existential claim ("there are no last-cyclic rules") was

true. I shall proceed by showing that the one fully argued case for

a last-cyclic rule is invalid, and that there are three rather general

considerations that suggest the notion of last-cyclicity has no place

in linguistic theory.

The argument for last-cyclicity is taken from an early work of

George Lakoff's which does not appear to accod with the assumptions

of Lakoff (1972). The question of exactly who believed in exactly

339

which classes of rules at exactly which periods is thoroughly obscure,

and I shall not try to explore it. In general there has been a

tendency to opt either for last-cyclic or for postcyclic rules, and

I am not aware of any explicit suggestion that both might exist.

The view I shall ultimately defend, that there are postcyclic but not

last-cyclic rules, does not depart from this one-or-the-other

tradition.

fi.1.1 Lakoff's argument for a last-cyclic rule.

Lakoff (1966[1963], 36-53) has given a long and complex argument

that there exists in English at least one last-cyclic rule which is

demonstrably last-cyclic because though restricted to topmost cycles

it is ordered before at least one ordinary cyclic rule. The rule he

addresses himself to is Appositive Relative Formation (ARF), which

forms nonrestrictive relative clauses. I summarize the structure

of his argument in (h), abbreviating radically and omitting all his

supportive sub-arguments, but not, I hope, zisrepresenting at any

point.

(b) Lakoff's argument that Appositive Relative Formation is last-cyclic.

a. ARF operates on a coordinate underlying structure.

' b. The coordination is at the level of the topmost S node.
c. Because ARF must ngt operate on coordinate structures

lower in the tree'€Ean the topmost S node, it cannot be
an ordinary cyclic rule.

d. Pronominalization is a unitary cyclic transformation.

e. Pronominalization cannot precede ARF.

f. Therefore ARF precedes Pronominalization.
g. By _§_ and Q, ARI‘ cannot be postcyclic.
h. Because the assumption that ARF is precyclic leads to a

conclusion known to be false, ARF cannot be precyclic.
1. The only possible classes of rules defined with regard to

interactional behaviour are: precyclic, cyclic, postcyclic,
and last-cyclic.
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j. By 2, 5, Q, and i, ARF is last-cyclic.

The argument represents a remarkably detailed attempt to close off

all logical possibilities but the one whose truth is to be demonstrated,

but nevertheless it must be judged in the last analysis to have failed

The reason is that there is probably no worker in transformational

gramar today who would be able to assent to all of the numerous

crucial premisses. Host important of all these is Q, which claims

that pronouns are transformationally introduced, or at least

transformationally made anaphoric, by a cyclic transformation part

of whose structural description is the Antecedent Advantage constraint

(see section 2.3.12) that prevents pronouns from preceding and

commanding their antecedents. Lakoff himself discovered in later

work (never to appear in print) that Pronominalization apparently

couldnot be cyclic. The point made by Bach (1970) suggests it

cannot even be a transformation as had been assumed before. And

this strikes at the very heart of Lakoff's argument regarding ARF.

Suppose, first, that the Antecedent Advantage constraint (whatever

its exact formulation may be) is defined on surface structures. This

view was held by Lakoff at one period, and has become almost

universal in the work of EST linguists who believe in "interpretivei

rules" applying to surface structures. Even Hankamer (1976), who

has fundamental criticisms of the interpretive view, accepts their

view of the surface nature of the structural condition on pronouns

and antecedents. Under this view, in whatever form, ARF could

easily be postcyclic and still apply before the level at which the

Antecedent Advantage constraint is defined, which is all that Lakoff

shows is necessary. _._
T-

’ ' 1 "1.

3&1

So suppose, second, that this is not so, and that it is indeed

determined during the cycle whether pronouns and their antecedents

are in admissible structural positions. This is the position held

by Ja¢k¢"d°ff (1972), and I argue in section 2.3.12 that it in

correct. It would now appear more likely that ARF can be shown

to be last-cyclic, because if appositive relatives must not be

formed after the level of the pronominalization constraint then

they must be formed cyclically, and if they must 22; be formed

gggggg the final cycle, they are formed on the last cycle. However,

last-cyclic transformations still do not have to be postulated.

Lakoff's recent work (cf. 1976) firmly defends the claim of Ross

(1970b) that main clauses are not in fact topmost initial structure

S nodes but are the complements of higher performative verbs. And

not only would it be possible if that were true to state ARF as a

rule triggered by performative clause verbs, but there are arguments

in the literature that this is necessary. Staal (1970) has ghgwn

reasons for deriving appositive relative clauses from conjunctions

at the level of the performative clause, and Tborne (1972) has

contributed further support. (Fairclough 1973 has ¢rit1cism5 of

Thflrne, but they do not appear to necessitate the abandonment of the

proposal.) The idea would be that (5) would have an initial structure

like (6), and ARF would be stated roughly as in (7).

(5) Bob, who eats raw onions for breakfast, is a dentist.

(6) T

 Qhd f\
I SAY NP to you (SAY FF’ to you-

Bobx eats raw onions for breakfast Bobl is a a.ne1e¢
._ x
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(7) Appositive Relative Formation

[---$AY.ee[¢..NPxee.]¢..] find [...$-lY¢.¢[ee.NPx...]¢e¢]

1 2 3 4 5
2 (opt.) ,5 5 5 “#31 5

(Certain improvements in the treatment of coordination could improve

this statement. For a formulation of ARF due to Ross, see the

discussion of "Swooping" in Ross 1972a.) If the existence of

performative clauses is agreed upon, ARF could be dealt with by

a formulation like (7) which could simply apply cyclically. Its

structural description, which mentions the performative verb SAY

(or some class including that verb), will n0t be met until the

topmost (coordinate) cycle is reached, but nevertheless ARF will

apply on that cycle before ponoun-antecedent structural relations

are checked in CyS, so it will not be able to give an anaphoric

pronoun constituent-command of its antecedent, which is all that

must be prevented. Lakoff (1973) gives a treatment of Topicalization

and Adverb Preposing that is exactly analogous to what I propose here

for ARF, claiming that they are triggered in main clauses by the

higher performative verb of saying. .

To summarize, linguists such as those of the EST persuasion who

would reject the device of performative clauses would not need to

argue that ARF was last-cyclic rather than postcyclic because they

would state pronominalization constraints on surface structure (and

incidentally, they might reject ARI as a transformation anyway):

and even if constraints on anaphora were CyS constraints, the

independently argued analysis in which ARF is triggered by performative

clauses could make it an odinary cyclic rule.

3"}

It is worth considering, finally, whether there might still be

some cluster of assumptions actually held which would force the

last-cyclic view of ARF. It might appear that a view of grammar

which claimed (a) that pronominalization constraints were cyclic

and (b) that the performative analysis was not correct might appear

to be capable of poviding the right background for-Iakoff's

argument. Such a view is represented by Jackendoff (1972), for whom

an interpetive rule applying at CyS associates antecedents with

anaphoric pronouns, and fo whom the performative analysis would

be unacceptable for numerous reasons. Futhermore, Jackendoff

explicitly defends the device of last-cyclic rules (though without

attempting an argument fo their necessity), claiming for instance

that all root transformations (cf. section §.1.3) are last-cyclic.

However, I do not believe even Jackendoff would need to, or would

even be able to, make ARF a last-cyclic transformation. He would

not need to because it is only necessary (assuming Lakoff's point

(Qb), the arguments for which I have not reviewed) that the right

semantic representation be associated with a sentence containing an

appositive relative — for example, that (Ba) be associated with the

reading of (8b), not that of (Sc).

(8)e. John denied that Harry, who robbed the bank, shot Bill.
b. Harry robbed the bank and John denied that Harry shot Bill.
c. John denied that Harry'shot Bill and robbed the bank.

Iakoff wanted to do this syntactically by making sure an appositive

relative would not be derived from half of an embedded coordination.

Jackendoff would be free to do it by invoking an interpretive rule

operating at suface structue. And he would probably not be able

to adopt the syntactic solution, since his theory would assert that

KR? was an impossible transformation (notice that even to derive (8a)
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it has to perform a syntactic lowering operation that embeds a whole

clause inside an NP that is itself inside an embedded S to which the

cyclic rules have already finished applying; as I understand

Jackendoif's assumptions about syntax, he would allow neither lowering

rules nor insertion into an already-cycled-on clause).

Thus Jackendoff's assumptions do not provide, any more than do

other frameworks I am aware of, a set of postulates within which

lakoff's argument could validly force the conclusion that a last-

cyclic rule exists. Because of this failure to find in any of the

literature sufficient assent to the premisses of Lakoff's argument,

I shall not go into the empirical details that provide its backing.

I shall simply take the view that since neither the author of the

argument nor anyone else today would accept it, there appears to be

no extant defence of the claim that it is necessary to postulate

last-cyclic rules.

The following sections will argue that there is good reason to

think no such arguments will be forthcoming.

4.1.2 Last-cyclicity and parochial ordering.

A valid argument for last—cyclicity would have to contain at least

the steps (i) rule R is never permitted to apply on any cycle but the

final one in a derivation, and (ii) during the final cycle in derivation

D, rule R mgg; apply before rule R’, which is an ordinary cyclic rule.

From this, one thing should be clear: in a theory of rule interaction

where rules were assigned a place on a linear, transitive, parochially

specified ordering of rules without reference to their formal or

functional properties or to any general predictive principles, it is

easy enough to assume that a valid last-cyclicity argument might be
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found. But assuming universal determination of rule application as

argued for in chapter 1, it is far less plausible, intuitively, that

the situation will arise (though it is still logically possible).

What would be needed would be a case where universal principles of

rule application demanded the application of a rule R restricted to

final cycles before a rule R‘ which applied freely in all cycles

including the last.

To make this more concrete, consider the rules of Passive and

Subject-Auxiliary Inversion in English. On a final cycle the

former applies before the latter, clearly:

(9) Was he killed by a charging rhino?

If this is simply because English, by whatever accident, has a

parochial ordering constraint gassive before S-A Inversion, then

by that very fact we know that the theory defines as possible a

grammar identical to that of English except that it has the constraint

S-A Inversion before Passive. This would make (9) ungrammatical and

would allow (10) under §yntactic Structur5§_assumptions about the

auxiliary system.

(10) (imaginary data) ma he be killed by_a charging rhino?
But the imaginary language thus defined is asserted to be impossible

byia theory involving universal determination of rule interaction

possibilities, given that English exists, because whatever principles

determine that Passive shall apply before S-A Inversion in English

must apply to other languages as well, and they cannot permit the

reverse order. In the actual situation that,obtains, I suggest

that the relevant principle is’the Generalized Cyclicity Law. It

ggggiggg that Passive be cyclic, and gggggg the cyclic application

of S-A Inversion. Assuming further that either there are no precyclic
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rules or only remote anaphora.rules may be precyclic (see section 3.“)

S-A Inversion has to be postcyclic. There is no admitted possibility

of finding a language with rules of similar form and function to the

English rules but a different order of application, if the claims I

have made are correct. (This does not mean that there could not be

a dialect of English which permitted (10), of course; it means that

if there is such a dialect, investigation of it will reveal that

its auxiliary system must be analyzed somewhat differently, say with

Q2 permitted to cooccur with passive be, The claim is that its

optimal description will 22; simply involve the same rules as standard

English has, applying in a different order.)
The argument from ARF that I have shown to be incompatible with

all currently dominant sets of assumptions does offer, interestingly,

one of the only types of situation that could conceivably hold out

the hope of demonstrating that there were last-cyclic rules, for it

depended on the fact that a constraint claimed (by at least some) to

hold at CyS had to apply to the output of a final-cycle-restricted

pocess. It would put ARF in the cycle without appealing to

parochial ordering. Though in fact it is invalid, it represents

one of the only types of argument that might work, in my view. The

rejection in chapter 1 of parochial ordering reduces enormously the

chances of finding others.

#.1.3 Last-cyclicity and root transformations.

I now want to point out that the notion "applies only on the

final cycle in a derivation" which I have taken so far to be at least

potentially the right one to impose on certain rules in natural

languages may not in fact be so at all. It may be redundant.
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When a closer look is taken at the transformations that one might want

to prevent from applying in embedded clauses, it turns out that the

purely syntactic one "restricted to the last cycle in a derivation"

is not what is needed to characterize their behaviour. Indeed, the

idea begins to appear quite peculiar once the implications of

coordination are considered. A surface structure sentence coordination

will look something like (11a) or (11b).

(11)a. s u. sE; @I>>8-D

811

A truly last-cyclic rule, then, would either be of a type that could

apply to a coordinate structure (Gapping, Coordination Reduction, etc.)

but would only apply to an unembedded coordinate structure, or be of

a type that could apply within a simplex S but would only apply if

the simplex S were neither embedded nor coordinated. I am not aware

of any evidence that even hints at such a thing. All alleged last-

cyclic rules that apply in simplex clauses can apply in a clause

linked to a succeeding clause by,g£d, as far as I know.
_ I

The notion that is really relevant appears to be that of £gg£_§.

This notion is due to Emonds (1970), where it is given a purely

syntactic definition: a root S is an S which is either the highest

S in a tree, or immediately dominated by the highest S, or the reported

S in direct discourse. Although Emonds seems to have a genuine

insight in this notion, I am convinced by Hooper and Thompson (1973)

that it really needs a semantically or pragmatically based definition.

A root S is an S that represents an assertio.
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Given this definition it is possible to describe a number of

transformational operations correctly as restricted to root S

domains. These are Emonds' "root transformations". Some examples

taken with abridgements from Hooper and Thompson (1973, M66-N68) are

given in (12). The essential point to note about these examples

is that they can be embedded in a context like "Mary claimed that..."

or "I tell you in all seriousness that...", i.e. under a verb of

asserting, but produce gruesome ungrammaticality if embedded under

a non-asserting verb, e.g. in the context "I doubt whether..."

This the reader can test for himself.

(12)a.

b.

C.

d.

8.

fa

h.
i.
j.
k.

VP Preposing: Mary plans for John to marry her, and marry
her he will.

Negative Constituent Preposing: Never in my life have I
seen such a crowd.

Directional Adverb Preposing: Up the street trotted the dog.
Preposing around pg; More significant would be the

development of a semantic theory.
Participle Proposing: Standing next to me was the president

of the company.
Propositional Phrase Substitution: On the wall hangs a

portrait of Mao.
Complement Preposing: Syntax and semantics are related,

I think.
Adverb Dislocation: The thief sneaked away in time, evidently
Topicalization: This book you should read.
Left Dislocation: This book, it has the recipe in it.
Right Dislocation: You should go to see it, that movie.

It seems very likely indeed that some subset of the syntactic rules

of English must be marked as applicable only in root clauses. These

might be regarded as cyclic rules that only apply when some triggering

element or configuration is reached in the tree, or as postcyclic

rules (cf. Williams 197%). But nothing suggests they should in the

strict sense be last-cyclic rules as suggested by Jackendoff (1972,

376). Such an idea is probably not workable anyway; the two root

transformations that apply in the derivatio of -Never have I seen 8JCh

a thing, and never again do I want to apply not on the last, coordinate

cycle but on the two parallel penultimate cycles.

3“9

k.1.b Last-cyclicity and strict cyclicity.

One further point can be made against the notion of last-cyclic

rules on the basis of a property of cyclic rules that has been

stressed more by the present advocates of last-cyclic rules than

by others. This is the property of obeying the strict cyclicity

principle. This principle has received slightly different

formulations in Chomsky (1965), Uasow (1972), and (Chomsky (1973),

but at its weakest it would forbid the insertion of morphological

material into a cyclic domain during the application of the cyclic

rules to a dmain that properly includes it. At its strongest it

would forbid any rule application from having effect solely within

a cyclic domain C after the cyclic rules have already finished

applying to C. Chomsky stressed in lectures at the Linguistic

Institute, Amherst 197k, that this should be regarded merely as a

consequence of the cyclic principle itself, which would have no

empirical content if strict cyclicity were not observed. This

accords with the remark of Jacobson and Neubauer that I quoted in

section 2.1:

...a C[yclic]P[rinciple] which does allow rules to return
and operate entirely within domains that have already been
cycled on is no CP at all, since nothing would then prevent

' any or all of the cyclic rules from simply waiting until
the last cycle and then applying up and down the tree at
random. (Jacobson and Neubauer 197%, p.VIII-96, n.16.)

Now, one of the very few things that could differentiate the claims

of last-cyclicity and postcyclicity with respect to a rule that did

not actually feed or bleed any odinary cyclic rules would be this:

a last-cyclic rule is a part of the cycle and is thus subject to

the strict cyclicity principle, while a postcyclic rule cannot be.

I say that a postcyclic rule gggggi obey the strict cyclicity
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principle not need not obey it, for a very simple reason. When a1 ----

postcyclic rule applies, even in the topmost S in a tree, by the

definition of postcyclic rule it applies after the cycle on that S

is complete. This, of course, is trivial. For a rule applying in

a topmost S there would only be a theoretical distinction between

last-cyclicity and postcyclicity: a rule defined as last-cyclic

would technically be obeying the strict cyclicity principle, and

the same rule applying in the same manner at the same point would

technically not be in conformity with it. What is not trivial,

however, is this point: if a rule is found that must not apply

during the cycle, and yet when it does apply it applies within

embedded clauses, we are forced by the strict cyclicity principle

to postulate that it is postcyclic, not last-cyclic. And as long

as there is a category of postcyclic rules, all rules that must be

prevented from applying to embedded clauses during the cycle can be

assigned to it, so that the motivation for last-cyclic rules is even

further weakened.

I shall in fact show in the sections that follow that there are

many non-cyclic (and non—precyclic) rules that would have to violate

strict cyclicity. I shall therefore argue that the category

"postcyclic" is certainly necessary, but that the category "last-

cyclic" is not.

“.2 Arguments for postcyclic rules.

The direct way of showing that a rule applies postcyclically is

to show that a cyclic rule applying in a higher clause must be

permitted to feed it or bleed it in order for the correct outpts to

be obtained. Indirect arguments are also available, of course: a

rule that can follow a postcyclic rule is postcyclic.

‘. 351

b.2.1 Supportive Q2,

Noll (197#) has drawn to my attention the possibility of

constructing an argument that whatever rule determines the distribution

of supportive Q2, that rule must be postcyclic. The argument involves

a consideration of interactions with the rather controversial rule of

Negative Raising, which some have alleged does not exist, at least in

syntax. Briefly, the argument would go like this. We know that when

negation is present in a clause, Q2_is also present, and when negation

is not present,_Qg is not present (unless other factors irrelevant here

intervene: emphasis, inversion, presence of a modal).

(13)a. It doesn't weigh much.
b. ‘It does weigh thirty-three pounds. (unstressed does)

If Negative Raising exists as a syntactic rule that takes a negative

element out of an embedded clause and makes it part of the matrix

clause, there are two possibilities g_p£i2£i regarding what will

happen in the embedded clause. Either Qg_will appear as normal for

a clause that contains negation (for prior to the operation of Negative

Raising it does contain negation), or Q2_will be absent (in keeping

with the fact that in surface structure the clause has no negation).

That is, Negative Raising applying to a structure like (1ka) could

yield either (1#b) or (1hc). .

(1#)a. I think buckwheat groats in slivovitz doesn't taste too bad.
b. ‘I don't think buckwheat groats in slivovitz does taste too bad.
c. I don’t think buckwheat groats in slivovitz tastes too bad.

As we see, it is the latter interaction that correctly characterizes

English. But notice that this is not the one that the cyclic principle

would predict if the appearance of Qg_were determined on the taste

cycle and the raising of the negative were triggered on the think cycle.
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In other words, assuming supportive d2_to be an inserted element

we have a direct postcyclicity argument in that Negative Raising

on a higher cycle must be permitted to bleed Q2_Support within a

lower cyclic domain. Q2 Support must be postcyclic.

One would expect this to carry over to the approach which has

supportive §2_as an underlying "auxiliary" verb and has a rule of

Q2 Deletion. This analysis looks like an almost trivial inverse

of the Qg_Support (insertion) analysis. But in fact it seems to

me that under the Q2_Deletion approach I cannot defeng 3 V3115

postcyclicity argument here (though neither can I make any case for

Qg_Deletion's being cyclic).

I want first to make it clear that this is not_because I cannot

accept Negative Raising as a syntactic rule. Controversial though

it is, I think on balance that this rule is plausible enough. Horn

(1975) provides an excellent review of the evidence regarding its

existence and syntactic status. He admits that there are certain

weaknesses in the classical polarity arguments (I don't think he's

done that in donkey's years versus 'Hefs_dpne that in donkey's vears),

at least for English. (The weaknesses have to do with the rather

sloppy character of the contexts in which negative polarity items

can in fact be tolerated.) Rather better arguments come from other

languages such as Spanish, though one that Horn cites from Rivero

(1971) is reanalyzed along interpretive lines by Schroten (1975), of

which Horn was probably unaware. But more compelling evidence has

been found. Horn quotes this particularly interesting example, heard

on a Californian TV news programme:

(15) I don't think mt ever before have the media played such
a major r8le in a kidnapping.

353

Here the root transformation of Negative Constituent Preposing (see

(12b) above) has applied to front NEG ever before (realizable as

never before) in the complement of think, and has triggered Subject-

Auxiliary Inversion. If Negative Constituent Preposing and

Subject-Auxiliary Inversion are both assumed to be trigger-cyclic

and apply on the cycle of the verb thigh (cf. the analysis of Adverb

Preposing suggested in Lakoff 1973), there is some hope of accounting

for the structure of this sentence: on the thi§§_cycle the phrase

NEG ever before is fronted, this feeds Subject-Auxiliary Inversion,

and subsequently (or simultaneously) the NEG is raised. If instead

the surface position of plt_in (15) is essentially its initial position,

then (a) preposing of constituents like ever before will have to be

permitted so that strings like f§yer before_he hasnft run agayl office;

will be generated, and (b) non-negative constituents must be permitted

to trigger inversion, so that the preceding example will surface as

‘Ever before hasn't he run away, officer, which is even worse, and

an infinite array of other garbage like ‘gpmorrow do I think we'll go

to the zoo will be derived. The only way out would seem to be to

write a set of special permission conditions for the application of

Subject-Auxiliary Inversion which would turn out to be a paraphrase

of the structural conditions for Negative Raising stated backwards.

fine other telling piece of evidence in favour of Negative Raising as

a grammatical rule is the fact that the class of verbs permitting

higher negatives to be understood in lower clauses varies slightly

from language to language. German and Danish, for example, permit

Negative Raising across_h2p§_where English does not (Lakoff 1970c,

160; Horn 1975). This argues that the grammar of a specific language

must deal with the question of whether negatives are permitted to

raise, Just as it must state the conditions under which subjects may
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raise (cf. Qohn_is likely to be 1523, ’§ohn,is_probnble tg be late).

Therefore it is not likely that (as Bonney 197% and others have

suggested) there need not be any rule of Negative Raising at all.

Practical reasoning from x says it is not the ca§§_that x believes

that P to x believes that not—P does got fully account for the

phenomenon in question. It might be reasonable enough to surmise

that a speaker who said (16a) was not really in doubt about what his

own beliefs were, but meant (16b).

(16)a. I probably think we're too late.
b. I think we're probably too late.

Nevertheless, (16a) is ggg accepted by English speakers as having the

meaning of (16b) as one of its readings. We need to describe this by

claiming that English does have a rule of Negative Raising but does

not have a rule of probably raising.

Overall, then, I am prepared to postulate a rule of Negative

Raising, so if the interaction of such a rule with Qg,Deletion showed

the latter to be postcyclic, I would accept the conclusion. The

reason it does not has nothing to do with Negative Raising. It has

to do with the formulation of Qg_Deletion. In section 2.4.5 I found

I was forced to state Qg_Deletion with a global condition of the type

Redford (forthcoming) has found associated with a number of minor

deletion rules: the condition was that Q2_is deleted if and only if

the derivation to be defined is otherwise going to lead to dg_being

adjacent to its verbal complement in surface structure. This ensures

§2_ cannot be deleted in Did he stay? but will be deleted in He stayed.

This global condition turns out to be sufficient in itself to block

(1#b), and thus although we have no argument that Qg_Deletion is not

restricted to postcyclic application, we have no argument that it is.

355

Naturally in this unclear situation I cannot offer Do Deletion as aT

justification of the claim that postcyclic rules exist (though within

the standard ggyinsertion analysis that I reject, an argument can

be given). I therefore turn to a closely related process to look

for clearer evidence.

§.2.2 Attachment of tenses to verbs.

In the analysis that inserts Qg_by means of_Qg Support, tenses

are attached to ainverbs by the rule of Affix Hopping. In the

revision of the stadard analysis proposed by Akmajian and Wasow

(1975) a rule distinct from the one that places participial affixes

has the function of attaching tenses: Tense Hopping. In the

reanalysis I advocate in section 2.#.5 a rule of Tense Attachment

is postulated, adjoining a tense element to a verb that imediately

follows it.

Affix Hopping in its application to tense elements, i.e. Tense

Hopping, can easily be shown to be postcyclic. Sentences like (1?)

show this.

(17) Ernest wrote a novel and Claude did too.

Tense Hopping during the cycle would apply in both conjuncts, and

(the whole coordinate s would then be like (18).
I

(13) Ernest wrote a novel and Claude wrote a novel too.

There is no way (17) can be derived from this. Q2_Support only

applies when there is an unattached tense. To get (17), Tong;

Hopping must be bled by VP Deletion. But since the earliest point

at men VP Deletion (which can trivially be shown not to be precyclic)
can apply is the coordinate cycle dominating all of (17), and this is.
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later than the cycle on the right hand conjunct in (17), Tense Hopping

must apply after the cycle is over - and since it applies wholly

within embedded domains, this cannot mean merely application on the

last cycle, but must mean that Tense Hopping is postcyclic and thus

irrelevant to the strict cyclicity principle.

I think that this time the argument can be carried over into

a framework that has Q9 as an initial structure verb, though this

is not quite so simple. Consider the fact that (19) must apparently

be generated by deletion from a source roughly like (20).

(19) Ernest wrote a novel, and Claude too.

(20) s

 

Ernest PEST do write a novel and Claude PAST do write a novel too

Suppose that Tense Attachment is indeed cyclic. If (19) is to be

derived from (20), Tense Attachment must apply in the left hand

conjunct and must attach §§§T to writs, 22_intervenes, but it can

be deleted (as long as Qg_Deletion is allowed to apply in the cycle)

because if it did not the Q2 would end up adjacent to write a novel

in surface structure. When the So cycle is reached, then, S1 will

already have the structure Ernest [?A§T+write] a novel. Now

consider the fact that the right hand conjunct in (19) does not
contain Q2, What rule can have deleted it? First, could Do

Deletion have removed it? The answer is no, because the verbal

complement write a novel does no: appear in surface structure, so

there would be no danger of Qg_ending up next to it, which means that

the "if and only if" condition on Do Deletion is not fulfilled.

So second, could it be that whatever coordinate deletion rule deletes
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the rest of the material missing from (19) also deletes the Q2? Again,

no, because the Qg_in S1 had to be deleted by Q2 Deletion during the

S1 cycle, and now there is nothing in S1 to which the d2_of S2 is

identical, and no identity-requiring rule operating on the string

Ernest wrote a novel and Claude PAST_do write a novel too_will delete

it. Sentence (17) will be derived easily enough, but (19) cannot he.

Thus by assuming Tense Attraction to be cyclic we have reached an

unacceptable result.

If Tense Attraction is made postcyclic, there are no problems.

The SO cycle in (20) will start with the representation Ernest PAST

do write a npvel and Claude PAST do write a novel £22, and from this

either write a novel or do write a novel or P%ST do write a novel is

deletable. The first option yields (17) after Tense Attraction, the
second leads to a surface structure containing PAST unattached, which

is blocked as phonologically uninterpretable since nothing in the

lexicon corresponds to this element on its own. The third option is

the deletion that gives rise to (19).

It seems to be necessary, therefore, to have Tense Attraction

apply postcyclically. This means that whichever analysis of the

English auxiliary system is selected, there are postcyclic rules

involved.
I

I

p

5.2.3 Subject-Auxiliary Inversion.

Note now that we immediately have an indirect argument that

Subject-Auxiliary Inversion must be postcyclic. In any sentence like

Did you 5:12, inversion has occurred ggggg Tense Attraction has joined

PIST and_Q2. Therefore it he occurred postcyclically. This is a

perplexing result in my view, for I showed at the end of 2.3.3 again

just above in 4.2.1 (see sentence (15) and the discussion following)
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that there are reasons for wanting it to be cyclic. I have no

resolution to offer that I find fully satisfying, and I consider

the statement of Subject-Auxiliary Inversion and its interaction

with other rules to be a topic needing further research. The support

for Negative Raising that derives from sentence (15) of this chapter

is virtually destroyed if Subject-Auxiliary Inversion is postcyclic,

because all proponents of a rule of Negative Raising, as far as I am

aware, have claimed that it is cyclic, and this would mean that NEG

would raise too soon to trigger the inversion noted in the complement

clause of (15) postcyclically. In other words, it is now quite

unclear how (15) can be accounted for.

Q.2.fi Preposition Deletion.

A free deletion rule has been postulated in English to explain

the alternation between presence and absence of prepositions after

certain predicates:

(21)a. I am absolutely sure of it/that/what I told you/my name/etc.
b. ‘I am absolutely sure it/that/what I told you/my name/etc.
c. ‘I am absolutely sure of that God exists.
d. I am absolutely sure that God exists.

The generalization is that with certain predicates that determine the

appearance of a particular, lexically specified preposition before

their objects (the preposition apparenthy making no contribution to

the semantics of the construction), the preposition fails to appear

when the object is a clause. The rule is therefore formulated to

delete a peposition when it imediately precedes an S. (This should

be qualified by some reference to grammatical relations or clausemate

status; there is no deletion in I told all those who I was sure O

that I trusted them.) The rule of Proposition Deletion appears to

be postcyclic.
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To show this, it is necessary to take structures that have

clausal objects preceded by predictable prepositions in initial

structure (or in parallel structures where the objects are not

clausal) and remove those objects by the action of cyclic rules.

If the

cycle;

before

can be

result

(22)a.
b.
Co

(23)a.
b.

Co

preposition still vanishes, it is presumably deleted in the

but if it remains, it must be prevented frm being deleted

the postcyclic stage isreached. The two rules I can find that

used for the test are Passive and Tgugh Movement, and the

that emerges is that prepositions remain:

They didn't agree on it.
They didn't agree ('0n) that am shouJ.d be the party leader.
That Jim should be the party leader wasn't agreed on at the
first ballot.

It is never easy to be sure of it.
It is never easy to be sure ('nr) that Harold will do what
he has promised.
That Harold will do what he has promised is never easy to
be sure of.

In both of these cases I am sure that for some speakers it will be

possible to delete the stranded peposition in the g_sentences, but

this is not a problem for the argument. It is easy enough to arrange

for the deletion of certain semantically redundant stranded prepositions.

I have observed that in modern Greek such deletion optionally occurs in

relative clauses, so that a direct equivalent of "This is the knife

that Seymour sliced te salami with" can occur with deleted with.
O

But what could not be explained would be the occurrence of (22c) and

(23o) even as optional variants, if Proposition Deletion applied in

the cycle, fo the deletio is obligatory, as shown by the

impossibility of the b_sentences with prepositions left in. Since

this obligatory rule does not apply either during or before the cycle

that minimally contains the preposition, it must be postcyclic.
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It has been shown for a number of languages that have clitic

ponouns that the rule that takes pronominal NPs from their initial

loci and attaches them to the verb of their clause has to be a

postcyclic rule. Perlmutter (1973) has argued this specifically

for Spanish (though I know his paper only from an abstract).

Arguments to the same conclusion are independently constructed by

Klavans-Rekosh (1976). Kayne (1975) carefully establishes the

postcyclic status of the cliticization rule in French. Quicoli

(1972) shows that the rule giving rise to the "inflected infinitive“

in Portuguese, which to me looks inescapably like a process of clitic

copy attachment, is postcyclic. Hoyne and Carden (1974) argue for a

rule called Enclitic Formation which attaches a pronominal NP to the

morpheme meaning gglf, and which applies after two rules which they

argue at great length must be postcyclic (or if not postcyclic,

last-cyclic and not subject to the strict cyclicity principle, which

I have argued to be the same thing). I am not going to summarize all

these arguments here, but they should be carefully noted, for I do

not know of counterarguments to them. They seem validly to establish

a significant class of postcyclic rules.

4.2.6 Subject Pronoun Deletion.

Quite straightforward arguments show that the rule which deletes

unemphatic subject pronouns in many languages (usually ones with

nontrivial verbal inflection paradigms) is postcyclic. In Potuguese,
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(2%) Julio disse para os meninos nao sairem de casa.
Julio said for the boys not to-leave-3p1 from home
‘Julio told the boys not to leave home.‘

(25) Julio disse para nbs nae sairmos de case.
Julio said for us not to-leave-1p1 from home
‘Julio told us not to leave home.’

(26) Estou contente de virmos para esta casa.
I-am glad for [us] to-come-1pl to this house

‘I am glad we are coming to this house.‘

The evidence that the "inflected infinitive" rule is postcyclic

comes from at least two sets of facts. First, when S-S-Raising

applies on a later cycle to remove a subject from its proximity to

an infinitive, no "inflection" (clitic) appears on that infinitive:

(2?) As coisas parecem estar quentes em Belfast.
things seem-3p1 to-be hot in Belfast
‘Things seem to be hot in Belfast.’

Notice ggtgr, not the "inflected" form estarem. (A sentence does

exist with estarem and no number agreement on parecer ‘to seem’,

but Quicoli argues convincingly that this is derived via a distinct

topicalization rule.) This argues that infinitives cannot inflect

during the cycle. And second, infinitive inflection must apparently

be determined after Cliticizatipn, for which there are independent

postcyclicity arguents. Note these sentences:

(28) Jose viu éles assaltarem a velhe. (’assaltar)
Jose eau they to-assault-iplthe old lady (to-assault-unmarked)
‘Jose saw ghgg assault the old lady.

(29) Jose os viu assaltar a velha ('assa1tarem)
Jose them saw to-assault the old lady (to-assault-3pl)
‘Jose saw them assault the old lady.‘

Clearly in (29) the infinitive inflection rule has been prevented from
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applying. Whether this is because of Cliticization as Quicoli assumes

or because (29) but not (28) has undergone S-O-Raising I do not know,

but it does not matter, for either way the conclusion follows that

infinitives are not inflected by a cyclic rule.

Given the postcyclicity of the infinitive inflection rule the

postcyclicity of Subject Pronoun Deletion now follows. A sentence

like (26) derives from (30).

(30) eu - estou - contente - [nos vir para esta casa]

I am glad we come to this house

Sentence (26), §st9u4contente virmos para esta casa, can only be

derived from this if infinitive inflection takes place after or

simultaneously with Subject Pronoun Deletion, for p2§_cannot be

deleted prior to the determination of the form of_!i£gg§ (‘to come,

1 plural‘). Hence Subject Pronoun Deletion is postcyclic.

#.2.? Some other cases.

There are large numbers of rules other than those already

mentioned which have in one place or another in the literature

been explicitly argued to he postcyclic. One is a rule termed

"Subjectivalization" in Japanese, which was discussed by Perlmutter

(1973). (Details are not accessible to me.) For Persia:,there are

arguments to be found in Hoyne and Carden (197#) fo the postcyclicity

of Subject Reduplication (which adds a pronominal copy after an

emphasized subject NP), Emphasis Placement (which inserts the

emphatic morpheme §gQ_'self'), and as already mentioned, Enclitic

Formation (which affixes pronouns to the 'se1f' morpheme).

Trench, accurding to Kayne (1975) has a number of necessarily

postcyclic rules including Leftward Ti Movement (3-28 52 ain),
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A Deletion (103-105), Subject-Clitic Inversion (1109n), Clitic Post-
posing in Imperatives (1%9n), "Pronoun deletion with quantifiers"

(which I have called Modified Pronoun Deletion in this thesis), and

various others. Breckenridge (1975) argues that the rule inserting

g§_in certain German sentences is postcyclic. The list could be

continued.

I have given this haphazard listing to indicate one thing: that

not only are there numerous arguably postcyclic rules in the grammars

of natural languages, but they constitute a rather heterogeneous set.

It would be reasonable to begin to suspect that there might be no

common characteristic or set of characteristics to be found in the

set of postcyclic rules, and thus no "postcyclicity law" to be an

analogue of the cyclicity law. This pessimistic view was taken by

Noll (1974) to some extent. However, two facts improve the situation

a little. The first is that with an exactly formulated cyclicity law

there is no need for an algorithm that enumerates the set of

postcyclic rules; the postcyclic rules will simply be those rules

whose properties do not place them in either the cyclic or the

precyclic categories. The second is that at least some progress can

be made towards the specification of a set of sufficient conditions

for postcyclic application, even if necessary conditions cannot be

identified. This is the topic of the next section.

fi.3 Predicting postcyclicity.

In this section I shall make three rather tentative proposals for

ways in which general laws might be formulated to predict the

postcyclicity of classes of rules. Counterexamples to the claims I

make may well exist, but no clear ones are known to me as yet.
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h.3.1 Weeding rules.

Among the rules for which I have already given postcyclicity

arguments are Preposition Deletion and Subject Pronoun Deletion.

In chapter 1, section 1.2.2, I mentioned that Grinder (1970, 315)

had argued that Agent Deletion must be postcyclic. In chapter 3,

section 3.3.3, I argued that there was evidence of postcyclicity

for Unspecified Object Deletion. Kayne (1975) has A Deletion and
Modified Pronoun Deletion applying postcyclically. Inductively,

a generalization naturally begins to emerge from this catalogue.

Let me define the term weeding rule as in (31).

(31) weeding rule: free deletion rule which deletes a single
constituent that is either semantically
empty (i.e. lacking a correspondent in
semantic representation) or semantically
redundant (i.e. predictable from syntactic
context).

The generalization is then (32):

(32) Weeding rules are universally postcyclic rules.

Principle (32) would predict, as noted in section 1.2.2, that if
Extraposition and lt_Deletion were rules in the grammar of English,

the latter would be postcyclic (and would thus apply necessarily

after Extraposition). It removes the uncertainty noted in section

4.2.1 about whether Qg_Deletion would be correctly assigned to the

postcyclic category, by stipulating on general grounds that it must.
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Testing of (32) will naturally proceed via the investigation of

rules for which it predicts postcyclicity, to see whether any of them

contradict it by interacting with cyclic (or precyclic) rules.

Relevant processes apart from those already mentioned would be rules

like Initial Conjunction Deletion (Keyser and Postal 1976, 153),

Optional Conjunction Deletion (ibid., 155), subject deletion in ghl

e_<>t_ questions (ibid., 89-91), modal deletion in 113159; questions
(Johnson 1975), deletion of complementizers, deletion of relative

pronouns, deletion of auxiliaries like ha_in Swedish (Andersson and

Dahl 197%), n2_deletion and reflexive deletion in Spanish and Italian

(Radford, forthcoming), §g_bg deletion (Borkin 1973), PEOPLE Deletion

(Pullum 1975e), and so on.

At present I am aware of only one piece of superficially

problematic evidence regarding the claim that weeding rules are

always postcyclic. This concerns Unspecified Object Deletion in

French. It appears that a sentence like Jean manggait ‘Jean was

eating‘, which would be transitive in CyS if Unspecified Object

Deletion was postcyclic, acts not like a transitive sentence but

like an intransitive one in the causative faire construction:

(33)a. na fait manger un cheval a Jean
s has made eat a .horse to Jean
‘Jean has been made to eat a horse.‘

b. ‘On a fait manger un cheval Jean.
§_ has made eat a horse Jean

Despite the failure to find direct evidence that this is necessary \ (34)a. ‘On a fait pleurer a Jean.

in English, I know of no reason to think it is false. Imperative -
4

Subject Deletion is forced by (32) to apply postcyclically, which is b’ on a

s has made weep to Jean

fait pleurer Jean.
§_ has made weep Jean. 1precisely in accord with the arguments of sections 1.2.1 and 2.3.17. ,Jb‘n<h’5 been ‘nae to ‘ep_.

In short (32) is a highly plausible claim from what we know so far.
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(35)a. ‘On a fait manger e Jean.

_§_ has made eat to Jean

b. On a fait manger Jean.
s has made eat Jean

‘Jean has been made to eat.‘

I suggest, however, that this evidence does not indicate that in

French Unspecified Object Deletion is cyclic (or precyclic).

I believe it has to do with the formulation of the rules determining

prepositional marking of NPs in French. Comrie (1975) has given

some interesting evidence that case marking processes in various

languages are sensitive to highly superficial properties of

sentences having to do with the presence of certain NPs in the

surface structure clause. For instance, many languages mark object

NPs differently according to whether ;g=§g££ggg:§££gg§g£g there is

a subject NP. Comrie suggests that this is a function of whether

ambiguity would otherwise arise regarding which NP is subject.

It has also been noted that there are surface constraints on sequences

of identically marked NPs in French (Ruwet 1973) and Spanish (Roldan

1972). Suppose that one such constraint in French is that a sequence

NP NP after a verb will not be tolerated if both have zero prepositional' '

marking. This would perhaps be the explanation of the nonexistence of

shifted dative constructions in French:

(36) 'J'ai donné mon frere une mitrailleuse.
I have given my brother a machine-gun

He only have to assume that the rule responsible for inserting the Q

in (338) actually refers to the existence of a sequence §2_§§ in

surface structure, and the nonoccurrence of_§_in (35b) is no surprise.

I feel, therefore, that the beaviour of transitive sentences with

deleted objects under causativization provides no reason to doubt that

Unspecified Object Deletion is postcyclic as (32) predicts.

w" ,
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h.3.2 Minor movements.

Weeding rules constitute the clearest example I can cite of

a class of rules that are probably restricted to postcyclic

application. The second suggestion I can offer is less clearcut.

Among the postcyclic rules that have been mentioned above are

Affix Hopping (or Tense Attraction), Subject-Auxiliary Inversion,

Cliticization, Leftward Tgg§_Movement, and Clitic Postposing in

French imperatives. It is noticeable that all of these perform

very restricted and local movements. There would appear to be a

strong possibility, one which I have not investigated, that a

definition could be formulated of a class of rules that included

all of the above, and that this class (perhaps, the class of all
movement rules stated without essential variables) could be

stipulated as postcyclic by the theory of grammar. A rule such

as Particle Movement, claimed to be postcyclic by Ross (1967) but

cyclic by Jackendoff (1972) and others, could become controversial

here; but I find the evidence bearing on Particle Movement too

complex and inconclusive for it to be worth tackling within the

confines of this thesis.

O
I

#.3.3 Postcyclicity and phonology.

The third possibility for prediction of postcyclicity is the

most conjectural of the three, and I am going to do little more at

this point than announce a programme for research.

It has been claimed implicitly by most hypotheses about the

organization of n 9-amnar that syntactic rules do not manipulate or

have any access to phonological properties of any kind. This is the

Principle of Phonology-Free Syntax of Zwicky (1969); cf. also
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Perlmutter (1971, chapter 3). There are, however, certain intriguing

apparent counterexamples to this rinciplethat have been discussed

in the literature. Take for example Baker (1971), where it is

argued that Auxiliary Shift, the transformation responsible for

uoving the first auxiliary verb in a sentence to the left of certain

types of adverb as in (37), must be phonologically conditioned.

(37)a. We have often heard those allegations.
b. Murphy is never angry.

Baker shows with some care that there are "two distinct situations

in which Auxiliary Shift cannot apply. The first is that in which the

finite auxiliary is emphasized, the second that in which the

constituent following the auxiliary has been deleted." Pointing out

that there is no syntactic or semantic common factor linking these

situations, he concludes: "The factor which affords an explanation

for the failure of Auxiliary Shift to apply in these situations is

phonological: in both situations the auxiliary has nonlow stress."

(Baker 1971, 171.) The facts he is referring to are illustrated in

(33), where capitalization indicates emphasis, and (39), where

deletions have taken place immediately following an auxiliary. The

asterisk should be interpreted as meaning not total incomprehensibility,

~
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stress on an auxiliary is high enough to prevent Vowel Reduction

(Chomsky and Halle 1968), as it is in both emphasis and pre-deletion-
site contexts, Auxiliary Shift does not apply. If a generalization

is not to be lost, this syntactic rule at least must have access to

the phonological information involved in stress level.

Taken by itself, this would look like an anomaly for the

Principle of Phonology-Free Syntax, one which further work might be

expected to resolve in some way that permitted the principle to be

sustained. But consider now the following observations, listed in (#0).

(fiO)a. Q2_Deletion deletes an auxiliary Qg,only when it lacks stress.

b. Affix Hopping or Tense Attraction (which ever one is assumed)
makes tense and some (auxiliary or main) verb into a single
phonological word.

c. The prepositions deleted by Preposition Deletion are always
in a position where they would be unstressed (see Selkirk
1972 for some discussion of stress reduction on prepositions).

d. Cliticization rules essentially have the function of
constructing phonological words.

e. Subject Pronoun Deletion is restricted to deleting unemphasiced
subject pronouns, i.e. ones which if not deleted would lack
stress.

f. It is mentioned by Schmerling (1975) that the contexts in
which imperative subjects delete in English appear zc be just
those in which sentence stress does not fall on the subject.

g. The unspecified NP §_would by its nature be impossible to
associate with emphatic stress, and is always postcyclically
dale 0

but sharply reduced naturalness at the very least. ' h. The rule of People Deletion discussed in Pullu (1975e1 is

(33)a. We often HAVE heard those allegations.
b. ‘He HAVE often heard those allegations.
c. Murphy never IS angry.
d. ‘Murphy IS never angry.

(39)a. Of course I've sometimes heard those allegations; in fact
I often have

b: ‘Of course I've sometimes heard those allegations; in fact
I have often

c. Muldoon is occasionally angry, but Murphy never is .
d. 'Huldoon is occasionally angry, but Murphy is never .

It seems to be a correct observation of Baker's (p.172) that if the

I
L

a weeding rule that_appears to be associated in a minor way
with a constraint referring to segmental phonology.

Every observation in (Q0) mentions a postcyclic rule and a phonological

property —-the phonologicalgroperties being for the most part (a) stress

we (b) phonological word—hood. 1 submit um it is just possible um
the wy to deal with such observations is not to treat them as perverse

ways of expressing things, and not to continue trying to develop a

syntactic theory which avoids all mention of phonological properties
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by mentioning instead abstract syntactic "EMP" elements for emphasis,

arbitrary boundary markers instead of phonological word-hood, and so

on. It might be correct rather to face directly the issue of

phonological conditioning of syntactic rules, and to seek constraints

on phonology-syntax interaction through restrictions on the type of

rules that can be involved. It certainly seems probable that if any

rules at all allow phonological conditioning in syntax, (#1) will

still hold. _

(#1) If any syntactic rule R is phonologically conditioned,
then R is postcyclic.

This gives us, potentially, an additional principle for predicting

the membership of the class of postcyclic rules. It certainly seems

to be borne out in the case of Auxiliary Shift, which Baker finds

reason to order parochially after at least five postcyclic rules and

two phonological (stress) rules (p.173). As a rule which moves a

single constituent over a single adjacent constituent, it would be

naturally assumed to be postcyclic anyway by the considerations

sketched in section #.3.2 (Minor movements), and by (#1) its

phonological conditioning would confirm this status.

In view of the very considerable proportion of known postcyclic

rules that could be argued to have associated phonological conditions

v
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complex" as sme treatments have implied (see Zwicky 1969 for some

discussion). Questions of inversion with contracted negatives and

the like are still so poorly understood that this remains something

of an open question. And for many other possibly postcyclic rules

certain possibilities exist for analyzing the facts in a manner

consistent with (#2). Discourse-conditioned rules like lt_Clefting

and Topicalization have often been taken to be postcyclic; but these

rules both have the property of acting only upon victim constituents

that bear nonlow stress. In neither of the sentences in (#3) could

the extracted NP h5£_take the short, reduced form it has when it is

unstressed.

(#})a. It was her that they really admired.
b. Her, I have no wish to tangle with.

Ordinarily it has been assumed that this correlation would be dealt

with in some way compatible with the principle of phonology-free

syntax -stress would be placed on focussed constituents, rather

than focussing rules applying to stressed constituents. But this

might not be the correct way to analyze the facts. Finally, note

that if Bresnan's (1971) analysis of sentence stress were even

appoximately right in claiming that the Nuclear Stress Rule actually

’ggpl§gg at the ends of syntactic.cycles, it would make a direct

(prcbablv all veedins rules and all cliticization rules. for instance) _ prediction that is wholly consistent with (A2): it predicts that
it mifiht 9°93 be *°rth inV°3ti8@tin8 thfi Plaufiibility °f (“3)- all postcyclic rules would apply to representations in which not

(#2) All postcyclic rules are associated with phonological conditions. °n17 57nta°ti° but (at least Pr°B°di°) 9h°n°1°5i°al features were

Subject-Auxiliary Inversion, which does not seem to be phonologically

constrained at first glance, might be found (a) to be trigger-cyclic

and thns not within the scope of (#2), o (b) to be correctly statable

only by reference to the notion "first phonological word of the verbal

spelled out and thus potentially accessible to structural descriptions

of those rules (though as Lakoff 1972, 301 points out, it also predicts

that later cyclic rules would have access to stress information, which

may not be so desirable). I see the conjectures in (#1) and (#2) as

offering rich possibilities for future research.
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5.“ The status of thc_§h movement rules.

The question of what interactional type the §h_novenent rules

belong to is a vexed and complicated one, and it has becore germane

to certain major disagreements within transforroticnal theory,

notably to the dispute between EST and non-EST grammarians. The

rules of relevance in English are Wh-Q Movement, which frznts an

interrogative ghgword, and Wh—9el fiovenent, which places a relative

pronoun at the left periphery of a relative clause. There are

strong cross-linguistic indications of a tendency fzr infortation

questions and relative clauses to share a morphological mark for

NPs corresponding to variables (Keenan 1976a) and to have leftward

movement rules applying to items so marked. The question to be

resolved is whether that movement occurs cyclically or postcyclically.

\N suWithin the EST it has become generally accepted since Chomsky (197

that the movement is successive cycliz, taking place on cycle afzsr

cycle, potentially as many tises as there are 5 nodes in the tree.

A single process is involved, and it says roughly, "If the clause

contains a Ehfword, move it leftward and attach it under the CO2?

node associated with the clause." The process can iterate cycle by

cycle because of course a ghfword in the COMP ncde in an embedded

clause is contained in the next clause up and can thus move again.

I do not believe the general acceptance of this view within EST can

be said to be justified. The necessary mechanics have never been

spelled out; the problem of how a !h_word moving towards an embedded

indirect question verb can be prevented from moving one COMP too far

and skipping right over its trigger (‘l egpect who Mary wonders thev

!ill_giv3_the_prize to) has not been given an explicit solution to :y

knowledge, and nor have other problems raised by Postal (1972b).
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Itin admitted in, e.g., Villiams(19?%) that there are no arguments of

the usual cyclical feeding types (i.e. sandwich arguments) for the Eh

movements’ being cyclic, and since the mechanics of the rule and the

various "interpretive" devices that supplement it have never fully

been sketched, I shall not explore here the consequences of assuming

that_!h movements are successive cyclic, but will assume they are not.

I shall be interested, then, in deciding whether the Eh movements

are triggeg-cyclic or postgyclig. Either code of application would

involve a Ehfword in only a single move in a derivation (except insofar

as general NP movement rules move them). 1 shall attempt to examine

the question without paying attention to what Hankaner (1975, Z31, 2.1)

has rightly pointed out are conflicting "metatheoretical biases" among

linguists: the bias towards having any rule that can apply in sub-

ordinate clauses assigned to cyclic status (as in EST) and the opposite

bias to assign to the cyclic type only those rules which clearly show

cyclic interactional behaviour (note the suggestion in Lakoff 1972, 301

that postcyclic status should g_oriori be favoured over cyclic status,

ceteris pgribusl. I plan to tackle the question through close scrutiny

of the empirical arguments that can be found in the literature.

4.fi.1 Failure of the arguments for postcyclic !h_movement.

Argggent one. In an early presentation of the argument that has

become known as the Proposition Orphan or Dangling Proposition argument

Postal (19?Ob, 455) claimed that because prepositions can accompany

moved !h7NPs or be left behind stranded but can never be stranded at an

intermediate stage half way up a tree ('!§Q did you thin§ Bill_!a§qgi

T0 Mary to talk?), _!§_movements must be "carried out in a single

swoop". let us grant this part of the arguant. Postal tben continues=
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"this can only be done if the rule is noncyclical." This cannot be

accepted, as Postal would now agree (1972b). It fails to distinguish

successive cyclicity from trigger-cyclicity. A single hop to a

triggering element can be done either at she end of the cycle that

minimally includes the trigger, or after the cycle. Dangling

prepositions do not decide which.

Arggment two. Jackendoff (1972, 1b#) notes some facts that

could easily be seen as an argument for postcyclic Eh movement, if

Reflexivization were treated as a transformational process rather

than as part of the interpretive treatment of anaphora he envisages.

He notes that (has) but not (44b) must be generated.

(““)a. Who did you see stab you?
b. ‘Who did you see stab yourself?

The relevant underlying and derived structures he represents as in (#5).

(‘+5)a. S b,

ye
NP NF vp .

T 1? flgysomeone V//////fl\\

you saw  

IOU 88-V

v NP "

ghrsomeone stab ylu stab you

Assume (45b) is derived by gh_movement during the cycle. It has been

proposed by Ross and various others that an S in a position such as

thfi ¢ir¢1B4 One is pruned (deleted). If this is so, the subject of

g§!_will become a clausemate of the object of‘§§§§. Since these NPs

are coreferents as well, Reflexivization will apply, giving (fish).

But if !h_words did not move until after the cycle this could be
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prevented. This might be taken as motivating a postcyclic formulation

for gh,movements. But in fact it does not necessitate such a

conclusion. A convention that pruning took place at CyS, not at

any other points in derivations, and that reflexivization possibilities

within a given domain were determined before pruning within that

domain, would have the right effects, and could hardly be called

"restricting pruning in some way that will throw the generality of

pruning into doubt" which is what Jackendeff would be woried about

(see p.203). Or if pruning were dropped from the theory of grammar

(as Postal 19?# suggests it should be) there would be no problem.

But most plausibly of all, it may be assumed that when the position of

the trigger for Eh movements is taken into account the problem will

disappear. If triggers for !h_movement in interrogatives are always

verbs as argued in Langacker (1974), the actual underlying structure

will be like (kéa). If Bresnan's assumptions about the operation of

gh_movement rules are made (see Bresnan 1970) then there is some

evidence (Bresnan 197a) for a structure like (net). In both cases

the application of a cyclic Uh-Q Movement rule would take place on

the cycle on the S labelled S after Reflexivization possibilities
0' :====

within S1 had been correctly determined.

(l|6)a. s b. ' s ("E")

41 E? ' £::5?E:::§>
you saw Q ("NH") you saw S

Reflexivization will not be allowed (by the strict cyclicity principle)

to return to the S1 domain once the So cycle has been entered, so there

is no need to make !h_movements postcyclic.
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Argpment three. It was at one time thought to be the case that

the wh_movement rules had to be postcyclic because there was an

argument due to Ross that Extraposition was postcyclic (see McCawley

1970a for a sumary) and the wh_movements have to follow Extraposition.

(“7)a. ‘I'm looking for a man who that anyone could trust is obvious.
b. I'm looking for a man who it is obvious that anyone could trust
c. ‘Who is that anyone could trust obvious?
d. Who is it obvious that anyone could trust?

It is clear enough that if the b_and d_sentences in (47) have been

derived by Extraposition, the ghywords are extracted after this,

because extraction prior to Extraposition would yield the ill-formed

sentences §_and 2, But it turns out that this says nothing (either

way) about postcyclicity of !h_movements, for it has been shown that

Extraposition is not postcyclic but cyclic. Jacobson and Neubauer

(197#) undercut Ross's arguments convincingly (and cf. Jackendoff

1972, 125), before offering a number of arguments that Extraposition

has to be cyclic. Baltin (1975) adds a further argument, and Jorge

Hankamer is developing others in as yet unpublished work. The

grammatical relation-changing aspect of Extraposition if it is

conceived of as a dummy insertion rule would also place it in the

cycle, of course (recall section 2.h.1). With no case that

Extraposition is postcyclic, there is of course no case that Eh,

movement rules are postcyclic deriving from the facts of (47).

Argggent four. Chomsky (1973, 258-270) mentions some evidence

that would within his framework of assumptions lead to the conclusion

that vn~q Movement might be postcyclic (though he decides to select

a different solution). Consider a structure like (48).

(#8) coup Bill wanted Econ? they each to expect [cox-:9 who to 1:111
the othersll

Chomsky believes in a transformation of Each Movement which if not
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prevented will move each rightward and attach it to others to make

the reciprocal phrase each other, so that (49) is derived.

(#9) ‘Who did Bill want them to expect to kill each other?

Chomsky suggests it might be desirable to have whg remain in

subject position throughout the whole of the cycle so that it

would act as a "specified subject" for the purposes of the Specified

Subject Condition, which would then block (Q9). This will not be

possible if successive cyclic application of_wh movement moves whg

out of subject position on the first cycle making it a COMP element.

Hence in Chomsky's view (p.270, n.50) "the considerations just

discussed provide the only reason for supposing that ghyhovement

may not be.part of the regular cycle of transformations..."

As far as I can see the facts Chomsky discusses have only very

limited implications - limited to the EST, in fact. If nothing is

to be modified except the status of the §h_movement rules, they

could be made gighgg postcyclic,g£ trigger-cyclic and exempt from

the Tensed-S, Subjacency, and Specified Subject conditions. If, as

Chomsky suggests, the trace theory of movement rules should be

adopted, then even successive cyclic application causes no problems,

for a trace can act as a specified subject.

' Jenkins (1975) however argues that there is a consideration' ' - -=

favouring the postcyclic uh movement position over alternatives

within the EST framework. His point is that if !h_movements are

made postcyclic, a condition known as the COMP Condition can be

eliminated from the theory of grammar. The COMP Condition requires

that an item cannot be moved out of the COMP position unless it is to

be moved into another COMP. This blocks illicit movements like

Many pggple wondered who he was ==$- ‘Who was wondered he was by many

g»
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people, which otherwise (with Passive not constrained to move only

direct objects) would not be blocked by anything. Jenkins offers

no other argument. He simply asserts that if whgwords were not

moved until after the cycle the COMP Condition would not be needed.

I cannot see that this could convince anyone. There is no criterion

known to me that would favour the creation of a new rule order type

for certain transformations over the maintenance of a putatively

universal constraint on transformations. I would have thought

the reverse would be more in order. At any rate, I find nothing

here that is recognizable as an argument for postcyclicity.

Argpment five. Quicoli (1972) argues that Eh movement is

postcyclic in Portuguese, but the arguent seems to be fallacious.

His case is that in sentences like (50) Subject-Verb Agreement

applies before whywords are moved, and he claims to show that

Subject-Verb Agreement is postcyclic.

(5°)a. Que homens voce disse que haviam saido?
which men you said that had—3pl left

‘Which men did you say had left?‘

b. Os homens que voce disse que haviam saido estao aqui.

the men that you said that had-3pl left are here
‘The men that you said had left are here.’

What he really shows in the wok cited, however, is not that Verb

Agreement with finite verbs must be postcyclic, but that the

unusual process that gives Portuguese agreement markers (or clitic

subject NP copies) on infinitival verb forms must be postcyclic.

This claim I accept. But there is every reason to think that the

very special cliticization process that gives the so-called

"inflected infinitive" in Portuguese is distinct frnm the normal

marking of finite verbs to reflect properties of their cyclic subjects.
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If agreement for finite verbs is determined along the lines sketched

in sections 2.5.5 and 2.b.%, i.e. if it consists in selection of

the correct phonological shape for a verb at surface structure

according to the properties of the CyS subject it has in the

derivation, then the agreement in (50) will be correctly predicted

no matter whether !h_movement is postcyclic or trigger-cyclic.

I believe that in fact there is some evidence that the wh movement

rule must apply before the postcyclic "inflected infinitive" process,

for speakers of Portuguese I have questioned reject sentences where

infinitives agree with !h_words that have been moved away, but the

facts are not fully clear and I have not been able to investigate

the matter adequately as yet.

Argument six. Kayne (1975, 293-294) has an argument fo the

postcyclicity of wh_movements in French that looks initially quite

strong. It turns out not to be, however. Kayne argues on the basis

of two sets of facts that !h_movements in French must follow Clitic

Placement, which he can show to be postcyclic with evidence that on

the whole I accept. The first part of the argument I am not

interested in, for it involves (rather idiosyncratically) the
Specified Subject Condition, which I do not accept, and would be

vitiated anyway if trace theory were assumed as within EST it would

be. ,1 am concerned with his second set of facts. He shows that

postverbal NPs but not preverbal NPs can, or rather must, be sources

for the verbal clitic 3n_'of it, of them’.

(51)a. ‘Elle a beaucoup [en].
b. Elle en a beaucoup. ‘She has many (of them).‘
c. Trois [en] seront acceptés.
d. 'Trois en seront acceptes. ‘Three (of them) will be

accepted.‘

He then points out that clitics must thus be removed from NPs like
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[combien en] ‘how many (of them)‘ before wh_movement can make them

preverbal:

(52)a. Q elle a [combien en 1

she has how many of them

b. Q elle en a [combien __]

c. Combien elle en a ?

d. Combien en a-t-elle?

how many (of them) has she
‘How many does she have?’

In discussing this case in chapter 1 (section 1.3) as an alleged

parochial ordering constraint I did no more than point out that ig

things worked in this way there would be no need to invoke a

parochial ordering constraint to handle the situation. I must now

look more carefully at this analysis, however, for as presented,

whether the ordering were parochially or universally determined,

it would seem to provide the first solid argument for the claim

that wh_movements are postcyclic, and this would mean that a lot of

weight could attach to it.

The first thing I must point out is that Kayne appears to have

committed a version of the fallacy of insufficiency; even if we were

to grant that Eh movements are postcyclic and follow C1-Pl (Clitic

Placement), it seems there is still no way to generate grammatical

sentences like (52d). This is because Kayne has explicitly

proposed (p. #5) that a "modified pronoun", by which he means a

pronominal form inside a larger NP with some other constituent as

left branch, can never be extracted. §n_cannot escape from the Aux

bracketed constituent in (52a) to form (52b). Furthermore, since Adv P

he also notes that there is a "left-right asymetry" in this constraint l i

in that movements to the right out of a structure NP[Quant1fier NP]NP

381

are permissible (p,}6, n.b1), it would appear (if something else was

not proposed) to be ggggggagy to have !h_movement apply before C1-Pl,

because only then could the movement of the clitic out of its

containing NP be a rightward movement (tcombien en][a:t-elle] ==$-

[combien][en a z ellel). If it is really the case that Cl-Pl in a31
‘-1 -—._

rightward direction cannot be permitted, then there must be some

other way of permitting en to escape from Npfcombien enlnp in (528).

Kayne is aware of this serious problem and considers three

solutions to it. I shall add a fourth to these. What I shall then

do is show that which ever one of these might prove feasible, it will

remove the argument for postcyclic gh_movement.

The first suggestion (p.32) is that a sentence like (53),

apparently showing combien moved directly out of a containing NP

combien de bouquins ‘how many books’, might be'bnalyzed as an instance

of adverbial combien..."

(53) Combien a-t-il donné de bouquins A son ami?

how many he give of books to his friend
‘How many books did he give to his friend?’

He does not explain this much further; presumably it would mean that

(53) would be better glossed literally as ‘To what extent does he give

books to his friend?’ and would have a pre1§h,m0vement 8trfl¢tur¢

looking like (55). '

W‘)/\sQ..

il a donné combien de bouquins son ami
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This seems wrong semantically, and Kayne also gives syntactic

evidence that casts doubt on it (p.33). But suppose it turned out

to be the right answer to the question of why combien is free to

move. Thenif de bouguins were replaced by db = Q ‘of them’,

Cl-P1 could apply after Q movement, because when _w_h_ movement

applied it would leave 21 behind.

Second, Kayne suggests that perhaps Eh movement can apply

directly to a structure like [i__l 5 donné m,[co:nbien de boup_uins_]HP],

ripping the interrogative word out of a containing NP of which it is

the left branch (violating a condition which in Kayne's analysis the

rule of Leftward _T£y_:_;_ Movement seems to observe). Suppose this were

the case (for discussion of this type of possibility in other

languages see Grosu 1971+). Then E movement could rip a combien off

an Q too, if it applied first. This would actually solve a problem,

namely how to get the _e__r£ out so it could cliticize.

The third solution Kayne considers is that E movement might

be constrained to move the whole complex NP to the iront of the

sentence, and (53) might be derived by means of an optional

extraposition rule thus:

(55) Combien (de boulquinsi a-t-Til do%L a son ami?
how many of books has he given to his friend
‘How many books did he give to his friend?’

There are various problems with this too, but suppose it could be made

to work. Then obviously the extraposition rule could be made free to

re-extrapose a pronominal NP as well as any other, and could extrapose

53, leaving it free to cliticize as normal. Again a problem would

have been removed by having E movement apply first.

Finally I suggest a fourth approach which I do not find anywhere

in Kayne's book. Perhaps the rule Kayne calls Q-Post, which moves
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quantifiers like _c_l'_1_ag_ and tg rightward out of containing NPs,

applies also to interrogative quantifiers such as combien. The

derivation of (53) could then proceed thus:

(55)a. Q il a donné [combien de bouquins] 5 son ami *=$(Q-Post)

b. Q il a donné [de bouquins] combien A son ami => (Eh mvt.)

c. combien il a donné de bouquins A son ami 2 (inversion)

d. Combien a-t-il donné de bouquins a son ami?

I do not know of any reason why this could not work. The false step

in (55b) is not a problem, for _\l1_ movement is of course obligatory.

And once again it would destroy the motivation for having Q movement

postcyclic; Q—Post and _w_h movement could both apply before Cl-Pl

applied to _e_p_, and the problem of getting _e_g_ out of its HP in (56a)

would be solved by Q-Post.

In sum, Kayne contradicts himself by requiring movement to

follow Cl-Pl yet providing no validated way for clitics to escape

from pre-§l1_ movement structures like [combien en]. As soon as

provision is made for freeing the clitic in some way, the danger

that it will be irrevocably preposed along with a Q-word and thus

prevented from cliticizing is removed. There remains no reason to

think that in movement can ever apply after Cl-Pl, and some reason

to think it cannot.

' Arggngnt seven. One further potential argument for the post-

cyclicity of 115 movements is suggested by the claim of Hankamer

(19710, but I shall show um this too is indecisive. The argument
would be based on the _\1_1_1_ preposing that presumably takes place in

pseudo-clefts (which Hankamer calls _\_-!_h-clefts). On the basis of

judgements which I find extremely subtle and elusive, Hankamer

develops a case for assigning a Eh-cleft sentence like W 

is Hatneys two derivations - one from an initial structure essentially
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like its surface structure, and one involving a transformational rule

of Uh-Clefting operating on a simple one-clause structure We want

Uatneys. The arguments are difficult and the judgements elusive

largely because the readings corresponding to the two derivations

entail each other. Verifying that, for example, one of the readings

disappears under negation of the copula is therefore, to say the

least, difficult. The truth conditions remain identical. However,

it is if Hankamer's conclusions are correct that we reach the situation

that concerns me. He finds "overwhelming evidence" (p.230) that the

rule of Wh-Clefting is postcyclic. This could be of direct interest

here, because it looks as if Wh-Clefting feeds Uh-Rel Movement.

Since we have a rule that fronts the ghyword in a headless relative

clause NP like what we want when it is base-generated, we presumably

would not want to build in all the structural conditions of the rule

that does this when we formulate Wh-Clefting. The rule has quite a

lot to do anyway (roughly, it will effect the transformation [we want

flggngggj ==;>[[thg,§’[we want x]] be Watneysl), and there is no

reason for it to duplicate the structural description of Wh-Rel

Movement as well, provided the latter can apply after Uh-Clefting.

If it can, however, and Uh-Clefting is postcyclic, then Uh-Rel

Movement is postcyclic too.

In order to see why this does not convince me that the Edi

movement rules are postcyclic, we must take a closer look at what

Hankamer actually intends to claim regarding rules like Hh~Clefting.

He cites Hankamer (197351 which I only know from the published abstract,

but which claims clearly enough that the postcyclic rules comprise in

part (and possibly exclusively) a late cycle of discourse-sensitive

rules. The abstract says:

535

...under a cyclic theory of rule application, these rules
[i.e. so-called postcyclic rules - GKP] are also cyclic,
but so formulated that they cannot apply until a "discourse
cycle" is reached in which the discourse environment of the
sentence is in the domain of inspection.

I have too little information about the details and the supporting

evidence for this intriguing speculation to be able to proceed

seriously either to defend it or to criticize it; but suppose it

turned out that, as Hankamer conjectures, all discourse-conditioned

rules fell in the so-called "postcyclic" type, so that they might

indeed be regarded as comprising a final cycle on a supra-sentential

domain. Then the Generalized Cyclicity Law as set out in (219) of

chapter 2 asserts that !EfWOPd$ will be repositioned at the end of

that cycle too, just as at the end of all other cycles. Thus the

conception of grammar Hankamer has in mind actually reduces discourse-

conditioned "postcyclic" rules (i.e. rules whose application to a

string is only in order when certain conditions are met in the

preceding portion of the discourse, a certain topic has been

indicated as under discussion, etc.) to cyclic status. There night

be, even if this could be done, some true postcyclic rules that

applied in all domains after even the discourse cycle. And there

would be no need, as far as I yet know, to place the !h_movement

rules'in that truly postcyclic block. ’

I thus reach the conclusion that I can find no argument asserted

or even suggested by the literature I am familiar with that would

insist that the !h_movement rules are postcyclic. The commonly made

assumption that they are receives no positive support as far as I can

see. I shall now turn to a consideration of the only published

argument I am aware of that wh_movements are (trigger-) cyclic.
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4.4.2 Bresnan's argument for cyclic !Q_movement.

Bresnan (1971) is aimed at showing that the Nuclear Stress Rule

of Chomsky and Halle (1968) does not apply to surface structure but

applies to structures at the level I have called cyclic structure.

Her Appendix II seeks to clinch the argument by showing that Uh-Rel

Movement and Wh-Q Movement, two rules she claims stress placement

must crucially precede, are actually in the cycle and are not

postcyclic, so that even shallow structure (CyS of the topmost S

domain) would not be the correct level for the application of the

NSR. It is her claim that certain syntactic rules that are in the

cycle actually apply after the placement of Nuclear stress.

I shall have nothing to say here about the conclusion regarding

stress facts; I am looking only at the syntactic argument.

Bresnan's case is not presented with the detail and clarity

one might desire (she gives no relevant trees or labelled bracketings

fo instance), but I think I can reconstruct enough of what she is

claiming. She aims to show that there is one derivation at least

in which Right Conjunct Reduction (RCR) applies ggggg Wh-Q Movement

(her Question Formation; I shall use the abbreviation WQM), and

another in which RCR applies gggggg VQM. For her, that is enough

to show that both rules are cyclic, because she accepts the linear

ordering assumption. For me it would show that either both were

cyclic or both were postcyclic, unless the latter possibility could

he ruled out in some way. As we shall see, I think on balance that

it can.

The first crucial sentence whose derivation is at issue is (57).

(5?) I wonder what strange sights you'll see in my country
and I'll see in your country.

38?

Bresnan would assume an initial structure something like (58),

(S8)

M/\ °°"'

The arrows indicate the effect Wh-Q Movement would have operat'
" , ing on

§s-gs5.- 5% 2-_-< Efly
the t"° S °°"jufl¢t8. Bresnan's main point is that Uh-Q Movement will,

by making the identical wh-phrases each conjunct-initial feed “i -.
i. , 3-5:.

C ‘ t R ' ' .0nJunc eduction, which operates only on peripheral constituents:

(59)

luau

, -l

AI I IA5‘ '55‘ "3"-"Cl I589" I will ue 2.1 your
nm ass"?

is
m‘

8 E E.________ s;>~>
The derived structure thus produced is shown in (60) the 5urfa¢e

U

structure to (57).
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(60)

llilvlu:

PRES

I wonellor I

w 

D I Aux lfi

lfiC:iijii::::>L \ q/j:;§?E::§> ' ' f£:::%fi:::;>‘M; “tum, .185“ nu .111 QQQ in ly country and I will see n your coun ry

Given the restriction on RCR that it affects only leftmost constituents

in conjuncts (note 'You_will see some strange sights in my country and

I_will see p in your country), it seems clear enough that the order

of applications UQM, RCR is required here. (I find Lakoff's objection

to this claim (1972, 239) incomprehensible.)

Bresnan now has to show that in some derivations RCR applies

before WQM, which is not quite so easy. She uses the sentence (61).

(61) What things did he say were similar about France and
(about) Italy?

(The optional further reduction that deletes the second ghggt does not

play any r6le in the argument.) She claims that RCR applies to the

initial structure as shown in (62), where the constituent to he
deleted is already conjunct-initial as required. Notice that the

pedicate similar here has been carefully selected as one that cannot

but take a coordinate subject; the conjoined NP subject is presumably

base-generated, and RCR is applying within the lowest S domain.

vi''¢‘_' Q-H.“

IV '1

*1-i0-la_1uQv-s

1;:

,'h‘‘ _

tzh<l_.l<..'—“b:&.-£L‘b-1.

‘ll‘I-'>I

——-i-4>\'"1‘

is-.M

O

(
IL)
IX.‘

(62) '
O0

A°°““’ “°“ that '°d“"da"* "°d=B are pruned, aha that the remaining PP
in the conjunct that has undergone deletion is "regrouped" by being

ch°"5k7-Bdgoined to the PP in the other conjunct, as is assumed 1n

most recent treatments of coordination reduction. (See Pullum

1974b and references cited there.) It is now pol51b1g for

Prepositional Phrase Postposing to apply as shown in (63)

63) '

OOIO

/

COIP

||| 1

| |
/’/JfiL\\> /’/)EL\\\ ¢’//5E\\\\

Q he said what tint" about Franco and what things about Italy we

_ QI 1_
I ‘ __

“

re similar

>>i
——aQ he said what tlilgsl about francs d about ,,“...i‘nu,
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when PPP has applied, the wh-phrase what things is free to undergo "QM:
5

(65) I//A\\\\
I conr

)~ /i\NP VP

/\t
L

cqfigi ‘QI> \_/
co? Adj PP

1 P /\

/"  --.$

Q he said hut things were similar about grance and about Italy

ice “QF

‘U ‘U

And this derives the near-surface representation (65).

CO)-[P

up //)§L\\\

up

/(.‘.;)\(coyr)

cor Adj P

p PP

at things hn aflid ¢ were similar aggug ;rance and (agout) lélii
U

Thus the claim is that there is one derivation in which UQM feeds RCR,

/'\ U! \.a

<///“U

and another in which RCR feeds PPP and thus indirectly feeds VQM.

This much would not, of course, be sufficient to provide evidence
s I I ' Q1.

for the cyclic principle itself, as should be clear from section 2
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I do not adhere to the linear order assumption (section 1.0) which

would make such facts into an argument for the necessity of the cycle.

However, considering the derivations Bresnan suggests in the light of

other facts convinces me that there are grounds for taking the rules

involved to be cyclic. Note first that in Jacobson and Neubauer

(19?k, 1.1.3.1, 1.2.1) it is argued with some care that the

Intervention Constraint that governs Super-Equi NP Deletion and

control of picture-noun reflexives must be stated on cyclic structures.

This is then used to show that PPP (their "Extraposition of PP") must

be a cyclic rule. In (55), for example, when the PP in the a;sentence

is postosed as in the b_sentence, flggy meets the definition of an

intervener by the end of the §gy_cycle, and hence the reflexive

himself cannot be controlled by Qphn and the string is ill-formed.

(66)a. John said that a picture of himself standing naked was
taken by Mary.

b. ‘John said that a picture was taken by Mary of himself
8128116 s

He know, therefore, that PPP cannot be postcyclic, but must apply

during the cycle. I take this to be consistent with the cyclicity

law (even in its strongest version, in fact) because I see the

operation of PPP in (66) as the creation of a new subject a picture

' ' of himself...for the verb was taken, with becoming a chfimeur.

He now have an indirect argument for the cyclicity of HQM: (i) in

the derivation of (51), RCR applies before PPP; (ii) by the

evidence in (66), PPP is cyclic; (iii) therefore by (i) RCR cannot

he postcyclic; (iv) in the derivation of (57) UQH applies before

RCR; (v) therefore HQH cannot be postcyclic. All that is necessary

now is to Show that WQM cannot be precyclic, and this is trivial: in

sentences like What were ygu stung by? HQH has applied to the output
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of the cyclic rule Passive. If WQM cannot be either precyclic or

postcyclic, then it is cyclic.

I believe that the argument just constructed, using data and

proposed derivational stages due to Bresnan, is a valid one.

Certainly I know of no reason to object to it in any way basic

enough to affect its conclusion. The critique offered by'Iakoff

(1972, 288-239) is in error, as correctly pointed out by Bresnan

(1972, 336-337, n.11). The claim implied by the argument about

RCR, namely that it is also cyclic, is in accord with the mention

of identity deletion rules in the Generalized Cyclicity Law (see

(219) in section 2.§.}), and in corroboration it may be noted that

the coordination reduction process that deletes VPs and regroups

subjects (which may or may not be collapsible with RCR) creates

CyS subjects to act as agreement controllers, and so must be cyclic:

(67)a. John wears spectacles and Mary wears spectacles.
b. John and Mary wear spectacles.

I conclude, then, that not only have all the arguments for postcyclic

!§_movement failed under examination, but at least one argument for

(trigger—) cyclic !h_movement can be sustained.

fi.#.} An Intervention Constraint argument for cyclic §h_movement.

A much more direct and straightforward argument that wh'move:e:ts

take place during the cycle can in fact be constructed. I am extrezely

grateful to George Lakoff, who told me about this, and to Polly

Jacobson, the discoverer of the argument, who provided me with the

crucial data during a transatlantic phone conversation. Recall that

picture-noun reflexives are subject to the Intervention Constraint,

i.e. must not be separated from their antecedents by an NP that would
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be a possible controller. For example, (68) is bad be¢au5e at the

end of the cycle that immediately contains the real antecedent John,

the NP £551, which would be capable of being an antecedent for a

reflexive, commands the reflexive,and is closer to it.

(63) ‘John thinks Mary took a picture of himself.

Now, consider an initial structure very similar to this but with the

picture-noun phrase inside a whgphrasez

(69) [John wondered [Mary took Lwhichgpicture of himselflj]

If HQM is postcyclic, the underscored phrase will remain in place

throughout the cycle, fl§£y_will be an intervening antecedent, and

the resulting sentence when HQM has applied will be ill-formed.

If HQM is trigger-cyclic, however, it will apply on the cycle of

pgggggr, and will align the whyphrase to the left of flag! so that

no violation of the Intervention Constraint will occur. We can

therefore decide empirically between the trigger-cyclic and postcyclic

hypotheses for HQ34 simply by inspecting the surface string that

derives from (59). If it is grammatical, WQM is cyclic; if not,

it may be postcyclic. The string in question is:

(70) John wondered which picture of himself Mary took.

It is grammatically perfect. Therefore UQM is cyclic. Q.E.D.

Although this argument seems, because of peculiarities in the

structure of relative clauses, to be impossible to extend to show

anything about !h_movement in relatives, Bresnan’s argument

examined in the previous section is easily and trivially extended

to relatives, as one might expect. Thus at least two of the

rules that are not successive cyclic" discussed by Postal (1972b)

are not postcyclic either.
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